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PREFACE

THE present volume has in effect two aims: In the first place, in

pursuance of the general purpose of the book, it seeks to put the
reader in touch with the main preliminary theorems ofplane geometry.
Chapter I is devoted to a deduction, with synthetic methods, of the
fundamental properties of conic sections ; it is an introduction to

what is usually called Projective Geometry, in the plane, in which,
however, the notions of distance and congruence are not assumed.
Chapter II, also without help of these notions, develops results that
arise by considering conies in relation to two Absolute points,

including, for instance, the properties of circles, and of confocal

conies; the matter here contained is usually found in sequels to

Euclid, books on Pure Geometry, and books on Geometrical Conies.

Chapter III is designed to explain the application of the algebraic

symbols to plane geometry ; it contains methods and formulae
found in works on Analytical Geometry of the Plane. Chapter IV
is a brief consideration of some logical questions, and marks the re-

cognition of a limitation in the symbols employed ; it deals with

the sense in which the words real and imaginary are used, and
calls attention to the elements of Analysis assumed in the following

chapter. Chapter V deals with the theory of measurement, of length

and angle, with the help of an Absolute conic, shewing how the so-

called non-Euclidean geometries may be regarded as included in our

general formulation. It considers the metrical plane also as deduced

from the geometry of a quadric surface, incidentally dealing with

the fundamental properties of this surface and, in particular, with

Spherical Trigonometry. As a corollary from this point of view,

Riemann''s space of constant curvature is seen not to require the

assumption of absolute coordinates; and further, that form of the

hyperbolic geometry in which lines are replaced by circles cutting

a fixed circle at right angles (which, for instance, was an inspira-

tion to Poincare in his development of the theory of automorphic
functions) is seen to arise naturally. Notes I and II deal with the

theorems of incidence which were developed very gradually for the

complete Pascal figure and appeared very intricate ; fi'om the point

of view here explained they are natural, if particular, properties of

a figure which arises otherwise, and will much concern us in a later

volume. Note III gives some indications of the literature of non-

Euclidean geometry. Note IV contains remarks and corrections for

Volume I, for many of which I am indebted to friends. There is

also an Index ; but it is possible that the extensive Table of Contents
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may be more useful. No attempt is made to give a general Biblio-

graphy for the contents of the volume.

It will be seen that the volume deals with a wide range of theory

;

in other conditions than the present, a less condensed treatment

might have been desirable. The order in which the ideas are taken

has been chosen largely in view of the second aim of the volume;

it will not be difficult, with the help of the Table of Contents, for

the reader to modify this order. It is believed, however, that a

large amount of the time usually spent, at present, in learning

geometry, could be saved by following, from the beginning, after

an extensive studv of diagrams and models, the order of develop-

ment here adopted; and such a plan would make much less demand
upon the memory.
But the second aim of the volume may, I hope, appeal to attentive

readers. It is an attempt, tempered indeed by practical considera-

tions, to test the application in detail of the logical principles ex-

plained in Volume I. It seeks to bring to light the assumptions

which underlie an extensive literature in which coordinates are freely

used without attempt at justification. It suggests the question

whether, in the case of distance, as in many other cases, we may not

have derived from familiarity with physical experiences, a confidence

which a more careful scrutiny can only regard as an illusion. When
this view, which seems sure, shall win acceptance, the change in

scientific thought will be rapid and momentous. As the first step

in this sense was made in the development of the theory of our geo-

metrical conceptions, it is proper that the matter should be dealt

with here. It will be of importance if the reader come to see how
deep lying are the questions involved in the use of coordinates, and
the assumption of distance as a fundamental idea.

As in the case of the first volume, I desire to express my thanks

to the Staff of the University Press for their care and courtesy, and

to i\Ir J. B. Peace, ]M.A., for the great trouble he has taken with

the numerous diagrams.

H. F. B.

2 September 1922

To the present Reprint are added, at the end of the Volume,
various remarks and examples ; these are referred to in the text

by the abbreviation [Add.]. To many friends who have made
suggestions I offer my best thanks.

H. F. B.

24 January 1930
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PRELIMINARY

There are several matters, readily understood by the reader of

Volume I, in regard to which -sve have not there entered into the

detail which may be desirable for the purposes of the present volume.

Related ranges on the same line. With the purpose of

avoiding the use of points whose existence could onlv be assumed
after the consideration of the so-called imaginarv points, we have

(Vol. I, pp. 18, 25) defined two ranges on the same line as being

related when, one of them is in perspective with a range on a second

line which is related to the other range of the first line. From this

definition we have shewn (Vol. i, p. 160) that in the abstract

geometry two such related ranges on the same line have two corre-

sponding points in common, though these may coincide. Assuming
this, we may now formally prove that two such ranges also satisfy

the general definition, namely that they are both in perspective

with the same other range

on another line, from difte- 9f^^^ ^'

rent centres.

Let the ranges (a), (b), on
the same line, /, be such that

(a) is in perspective with a
range (c), while (c) is related

to {b). Let O be a point of

the line I which corresponds

to itself whether regarded

as belonging to the range (a) or to the range (b) ; let A^, Ao, A be

other points of the range (a), respectively corresponding to the

points Bj, B2, B of the range {b). Let H, K be any two points in

line with 0; let A^H, A.K meet in P, and B^H, B.^K meet in Q,

and let PA meet the line OHK in A'. Then the range 0, H, K,A'
is in fact related to 0, B^, B2, B. For the former is in perspective,

from P, with the range 0, A-^^A^^ A ; this is, by hypothesis, in per-

spective with a range (c), which is itself related to O, jBj, B.2,B; so

that the result follows from Vol. i, pp. 22-24. Thence, as the

ranges, 0, H, K, A' and 0, B^^ 5.,, B, have the point in common,
they are in perspective (Vol. i, p. 58, Ex. 2 (c)). Thus the line QB
passes through A\ and the two ranges («), (6) are in perspective

with the same I'ange on the line OHK, respectively from P and Q.

This is what we were to prove.

It is clear that the line PQ meets the line / in another conmion
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corresponding point of the two ranges (a), (6), which may however
coincide with 0.

^P Involution. Considering

two related ranges upon the

same Hne, it does not gene-

rally follow that, ifK be the

point of the second range

corresponding to a point H.

of the first range, then to

the point K, considered as

belonging to the first range,

there corresponds the point

fl", considered as belonging to the second. We proceed to shew,

however, that, if this be true for one position, F, of H, and the

corresponding position, G, of K, then it is true for every pair of cor-

responding points H, K.
For, in accordance with the preceding, let the ranges be in per-

spective, respectively from the points P and Q, with the same range

;

let X be the point of this range which lies on the line PQ, and 0'

the common corresponding point of the two ranges arising by per-

spective from X ., let L be the point of this range which gives rise,

respectively from P and Q, to the two particular corresponding

points P, G of the two ranges, the points P, L, F, and also the points

Q, L, G, being in line. Then, by hypothesis, the lines PG, QF meet

in a point, M, of the line XL. Let be the intersection of the line

XL with the original line, so that is also a common corresponding

point of the two ranges.

It is clear from the construction that the points 0, 0' are

harmonic conjugates in regard to F and G, and therefore do not

coincide with one another ; unless, indeed, they both coincide either

with P, or with G (i, pp. 14, 119), in which case, as 0' is a self-

corresponding point, G would coincide with P, which we suppose

not to be the case. Thus, when the two common corresponding

points of the two given ranges are coincident, the case of two such

different reciprocally related points P and G as we are now con-

sidering does not arise. Further, the points 0', X are harmonic

conjugates in regard to P and Q.

Now let A, B be any two other corresponding points, respectively

of the two given ranges, arising from the point C of the line XL,
by perspective from P and Q, respectively, so that P, C,A, and also

Q,C,B are in line. Then, as 0\X are harmonic conjugates in

regard to P and Q, it follows that 0',0 are harmonic conjugates in

regard to A and B. From this it follows that PB and QA meet on

the line XL, and, therefore, that, to the point B, of the first raiige,

corresponds the point A, of the second ; as we desired to prove.
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Conversely, any two points of the original line which are harmonic
conjugates in regard to and are a pair of reciprocally corre-

sponding points of the two ranges. The aggregate of such pairs is

called an involution of pairs t)f points ; the points 0', O are called

the double points of the involution.

It is clear that if three pairs of points of a line, {A, B), (F, G)
and (C/, V), be pairs of an involution, then the range A,F, G, U,
consisting of two points of one pair, and a point from each of the

other two pairs, is related, point to point, to the range B, G, F, F,

consisting of the respectively complementary points of the various

pairs. For we can define two related ranges by the fact that the

points A, F, U, of the one, correspond, respectively, to the points

B, G, V, of the other ; then, to the point G, of the former, corresponds

the point F, of the latter. Conversely, if six points of a line be such

that the range A, F, G, U is related, point to point, to the range
B,G,F,V, then {A,B), (F,G) and {U,V) are three pairs of an
involution. Also, an involution is established when two pairs are

given ; for, if these be {A, B) and (2^, G), we have only to associate,

to any point U, a point V for which the range B, G, F, V is related,

point to point, to the range A, F,G, U.

Thus, further, a pair of points, O and 0', exists, which are har-

monic conjugates both in regard to one arbitrary pair of points,

A, B, and also in regard to another arbitrary pair, F, G, which lie

in the line AB. These points, 0, 0', are the double points of the

involution determined by the pairs A, B and F, G.

From this it follows, also, that if there be two involutions of

pairs of points upon the same line, there is a pair of points common
to both involutions. This pair consists of the two points which are

harmonic conjugates in regard to the double points of the first

involution, and also harmonic conjugates in regard to the double
points of the second involution.

The definition of an involution of pairs of points on a line may
be approached differently, in connexion with a figure previously

employed (Vol. i, pp. 76, 77).

1—2
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Let^, B, 0, U,E be arbitrary points of a line; in a plane through

the line draw t\\ o lines AL^ BM, met by a line through E respec-

tively in L and M; let UL and BM meet in *S, and 031 meet AL
in R. Let SR meet AB in P.

If, then, PL, PM, respectively, meet BM and AL in Z and Hy

the range 0, A, E, P is in perspective, from M, with the range

R, A, L, H ; this last is in perspective, from P, with the range

S, B, K, M, and this, again, in perspective, from L, with the range

U, B, P, E. As, then, the ranges 0, A, E, P and U, B, P, £ are proved

to be related, it follows, from what is said above, that the pairs

(0, U), (A, B) and (£, P) are in involution.

Thus the three pairs of joins of any four points of a plane (in

this case M, R, L, S) meet an arbitrary line, of the plane, in three

pairs of points of the same involution. As has been remarked in

Vol. I (p. 181), the significance of the fact that five of these points

determine the remaining one was noted by the Greeks.

Every result relating to pairs of points of a line corresponds, by

the principle of duality, to a result relating to pairs of lines, in a

plane, passing through a point. We may therefore consider pairs of

lines, in a plane, through a point, forming a pencil in involution

;

these meet an arbitrary line of the plane, not passing through the

centre of the pencil, in pairs of points of a range in involution.

In particular, if four arbitrary lines be given in a plane, these,

divided into two pairs in each of the three possible ways, determine,

by the intersections of lines of a pair, three pairs of points. The

lines which join an arbitrary point of the plane to these thi'ee pairs

of points, are three pairs of lines belonging to the same involution.

Symbolical expression of the preceding results. We have

in Vol. I (pp. 140, 154) reached the result that if a range of points

represented by symbols + xU, for different values of x, be related

to a range of points represented by symbols + i/U, for difterent

values of y, then there is a relation of the form

ayx + by + ex + d = 0,

wherein the svmbols a, b, c, d are independent of x and y. We are,

thi-oughout, assuming Pappus' theorem, and there is no question of

the commutativity of the multiplication

of the symbols. It may be interesting,

in the first place, to obtain this result by
regarding the ranges as being in perspec-

tive, from difterent centres, with the same
range on another line.

For this, let the ranges (.4...), (5...),

on a line O'U, be in perspective with a

_ ,. range (C...), on a line OF, respectively,

° ^ from centres P and Q. Let the line PQ
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meet O'U in 0'; let V be any point of this line, and let any line

from V meet the line of the range (C. ..) in the point F, And meet
the line O'U in the point C7; let the line of the range (C.) meet
the line O'U in 0. Then, regarding the points 0\ U, V as funda-

mental points of the plane, we may suppose, for the symbols of the

points concerned, the following expressions

P^O'-¥pV, q = 0' + qV, = 0' ^mU, Y=U+V.
Thence, if we take for different points C,

C = + cF,

with different values of c, that is

C = 0' + 7nU + c(U + V), = 0' + (m + c) U + cV,

we infer, for the points A, B, of the ranges on 0C7, which arise from
C, respectively the symbols

(c-i -p-^) 0' + {c-hn + 1) 17, (c-^ - q-') 0' + {c-'m + 1) L7

;

if we write, then, A = 0' -\- xU^ B = 0' + i/U,

., . . l + mp-^ 1 +mq-^
this gives , ^, = 1 +7nc ^ = _ -^° 1 — ma; ^ 1 — m?/~^

and, hence, (p — q) xy + q{p-\-m)x — p{q-\-m)y = Q.

This is of the form in question. It shews, putting .r = 0, ?/ = 0,

that 0' is a common corresponding point of the two ranges {A...)

and {B. . .) ; and, putting x = m, y = m, that is the other common
corresponding point. It coincides with 0' when m = 0.

Passing now to the condition for an involution: If, when^ takes

the present position of B, this takes the present position of A, we
must have, beside the previous relation, also the relation

(p-q)xy + q(p + m)y-p{q + m)x = 0;

from these two relations we obtain, by subtraction,

[P iq + m) + q{p + m)] [x-y] = 0,

and hence, A and B being any particular pair of coiTesponding

points which do not coincide,

^9(^-1- m) + q(p + m) = 0.

When this is satisfied the relation connecting the values of x and y^
in general, is at once seen to reduce to

2xy — m (x + y) = 0.

We may, however, write

(x-y) = {m-y) (O' + xU) - (m - x) (0' + yU\
= (m — y) A — (m-~x)B;

thus the harmonic conjugate of 0, in regard to A and B, is (Vol. i,

p. 74) of symbol
(m — y)A + {m — x) B^

or (2m -x-y)0' + [jn (x-^y)- 2xy] Z7,
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and coincides with 0' whatever pair of corresponding points A and B
may be. Thus and 0' must be different, and the general pair of
points of the involution is a pair of points harmonically conjugate

in regard to these.

Examples of involution. Ex. 1. The condition that the pair of

points represented by 0'^-.:^'C/,0'^-?/C/, should be harmonic conjugates

of one another in regard to the pair of points represented by 0'+ fit/,

0' + bU, being the condition that, for proper symbols p, q,

x = {pa->r qb)l{p + q), y = {pa - qh)l{p - q),

is {x - a) {y - h) -\- {x - h) {y - a) = 0,

or ocy — ^{x-^y){a-\-h) + ah = 0.

This remark, (a), gives the pair of points which are harmonic

conjugates of one another in regard to each of two other given pairs

of points. In particular, the pair of points harmonically conjugate

both in regard to OW, and in regard to 0' + «C/, 0' + hU, is given

by O' + klJ, 0' — AC/, where k^ = ab. It also gives, (6), the relation

for a pair of points belonging to a given involution, and, (c), shews

that two given involutions, on the same line, have a common pair

of points.

Ex. 2. When 0'-\-xU, O' + yU, are, as above, corresponding

points of two related ranges, of which 0' is a common corresponding

point, the relation connecting x and y,

(j) - q) xy + qip + m)x— p(q + m)y = 0,

is capable of one of the two following forms :

ij — m y 111
'- =o''— ,

— = —I— ,X — m X y X k

, p(q + m) 111
where o- = ——;—r

,

- =
,

q{p + 7n) X p q

according as m is not zero, or m is zero. In general, the relation

ayx + by + ex -j-d = 0,

if the equation ax- + (b + c)x + d = 0,

for which y = x, have two different roots a, yS, is capable of the form

.?/ - /3 ^ ^ 3/ - «

X — ^ X— a^

(a + iy (b-cY
^^^^^ -^~ = ^^d^c'

but, if ;Q = a, or {b + c)- = 4<ad, the relation is capable of the form

1 1

y-a
where \ = ^(6-c)/a.
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The general condition for a })air of points, represented by 0' + xU,
0' + //U, to belong to an involution is of the form

axTj + b {x + y) + c = 0.

If we choose U for one of the two double points, we have a = 0. If

then, also, O' be the other double point, we have also c = 0. If 0'

and U be any pair of the involution, we have h = 0.

In general, the double points are given by the values of a? for which

ax- + 'ilbx + c = ;

if these coincide (If- — ac\ the involution reduces to one fixed point,

for which x = — b/a, taken in turn with every other point of the line.

This very degenerate case has been excluded from consideration in

what has preceded.

Ex. 3. If P, Q and P', Q' be any two pairs of points of a line,

and P" be the harmonic conjugate of P in regard to P' and Q',

while Q" is the harmonic conjugate of Q in regard to P' and Q\
the pairs (P, Q), (P', Q'), (P"^Q") are in involution.

For, by construction, P, P" and Q, Q" are pairs of an involution

with P', Q' as double points, and the harmonic ranges P, P", P', Q'

and Q\Q, P',Q' are related; the latter, and, therefore, also the

former, is related to the range Q, Q", Q\ P' (\o\. i, p. 25, Ex. 1).

This shews that (P, Q), (P", Q"), (P', Q') are pairs of an involution.

If the points P, Q correspond to the roots of ax"^ + 9,hx + A = 0,

or, say, P = 0, being given by 0+ x^U, O + XoU, where Xi, x., are

the roots of this equation, and, similarly, with the same points

of reference 0, U, the points P, Q' correspond to the roots of

ax- + 9.h'x + 6' = 0, or, say, P' = 0, it may be shewn that P ', Q"
correspond, similarly, to the roots of the equation

{a'U - 1r-) F - (ab' + a'b - 9.hh') F' = 0.

Ex. 4. If A, A'; B,B'; ... be pairs of points of a line, which are

in involution, and we take the harmonic conjugate of every one of

these in regard to two points, U and F, of the line, so obtaining

the pairs P, P'; Q, Q'; ..., then these are also pairs in involution.

For any range P, Q . . . is then related to the corresponding range

A.,B ... ; this in turn is related to the range A\B' ...\ and this to

P\Q' ....

Ex. 5. Given any two pairs of points of a line A, B and A', B',

let the pair of points which are harmonic both in regard to A, B
and in regard to A\B', be denoted by (AB, A'B') ; and, therefore,

if^"and jB" be two other points of the line, let {{AB, A' B'\ A" B"\

denote the pair harmonic both in regard to the pair {AB, A'B)
and in regard to the pair A", B". Shew that the three pairs of
points

{{AB,A'B'),A"B"], [{A'B',A"B"),AB], {(A"B",AB),A'B']
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are in involution. If A^ B be given hyf= 0, where

f= ax^ + 9>hxy + by^,

and A\B' he given by /" = 0, wheref = a'a;'- + ^h'xy + b'y-^ shew

that {AB, A'B') are given by
= 0,y\
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times, assume, for the sake of brevity, that it is possible to find a
third range with which both the given ranges are in perspective,

from appropriate centres ; so that the given ranges are related.

Of the distinction between the so-called real and imagi-
nary points. In the general discussion introductory to Chap, iii

of Vol. I (p. 141), and in some other cases, we have spoken of the

distinction between real and imaginary points in a way which, if

definite when we approach the matter from the point of view of the
Real Geometry, is not so clear from the point of view to which we
desire to reach. It might be proper then to enter now into moi'e

detail. But we do in fact regard the distinction as arising in con-

nexion with an arbitrary limitation of the possibilities of the points

which can exist in the space considered ; for this reason we postpone
this discussion until (in Chap, iv, below) we definitely agree to make
this limitation. This limitation is represented by a restriction in

the system of symbols appropriate to the geometrical results

obtained. While w^e wish to leave the logical possibilities as open
as we can, we desire to expound a system of geometry in harmony
with what is commonly accepted. For this purpose we have sug-

gested, in Vol. I, that we may take as a geometrical postulate the
possibility of what we have called Steiner's construction (Vol. i,

pp. 155 fF.). In a similar way we shall in the first thi-ee chapters

of the present volume adopt as a postulate the theorem that two
curves in a plane which are conies., in the sense to be immediately
explained, have four common points, of which two, or more, may
coincide. It will be seen below (in Chap, iv) how this would be
proved when the limitation referred to is adopted. Cf. pp. 19, 157
below.



CHAPTER I

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CONICS

Definition of a Conic. Consider two pencils of lines, in the

same plane, of centres A and C, and suppose these are related to

one another, in the sense explained in Vol. i ; to any line, AP, of

one pencil, there corresponds, then, a definite line, CP, of the other,

and, conversely, to any line, CP, there corresponds one line, AP.
The curve which is the locus of the intersection, P, of such cor-

responding rays AP, CP, is called a conic section, or, briefly, a
conic. Conversely, it will be seen that any conic can be so obtained^

from any two points. A, C, of itself.

By its definition the curve contains one point, P, beside A, upon
any line drawn through A ; though, when the line drawn through A
is that which corresponds to the line CA drawn through C, the

point P coincides with A. Similarly for a line drawn through C.

Consider however any line not passing through A nor C. This line

contains two points of the conic. For the related pencils, of centres

A and C, determine upon this line two related ranges. These have

two common corresponding points. If these be Pi and P.,, the ray

AP^, of the one pencil, corresponds to the ray CPj, of the other,

and Pj is on the locus ; and it is the same for P.^.

There is however one case, which we regard as exceptional, to

which reference should be made : It may be that, to the ray AC
of the pencil (A), there corresponds the ray CA of the pencil (C).

When this is so, the locus consists of a line of the plane, together

with the line AC itself. For if Pj and Po be, then, any two points

of the locus, not lying on the line AC, and the line P1P2 meet the

line AC in B, the two related pencils (A), (C) determine, on the line

P1P2, two related ranges having three common corresponding points,

namely Pi, Po and B. These two ranges thus coincide, and every

point of the line P^P^ is a point of the locus. If there were any
point, P, of the plane, not lying on the line PiP, or the line AC,
which was upon the locus, then the join of P to any point of PiPa,
would, by what has been said, be a line of which every point was a

point of the locus ; and in that case every point of the plane would

be a point of the locus. The complete locus thus consists of the

line PiPo, and of the line AC, of which every point evidently

satisfies the definition. Conversely, any two lines of the plane may
be regarded as constituting a degenerate conic, determined by
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related pencils whose centres are any two points of one of the lines.

Such a degenerate conic may be spoken of as a line pair. In \o\. i

(p. 58), we have seen that two related ranges on two intersecting

lines, which are such that the intersection of the lines is a common
corresponding point, are in perspective. The aggregate of the lines

joining corresponding points of the two ranges consists then of a
pencil of lines, together with everv line through the common point

of the ranges. This is the result dually corresponding to that here

remarked.

In what follows we shall, in general, suppose that, to the ray, AC,
of the pencil {A\ there corresponds a ray, CB, of the pencil (C),

which does not coincide with CA. To the ray

CA, of the pencil (C), will then correspond a

ray, AB^ of the pencil {A), meeting the former,

say, in B. As the rays AC, CB meet in C, and
the rays CA, AB meet in A, the locus contains

the points A and C.

The lines CB, AB, say, respectively, c and a,

are determined when the related pencils are

given. Conversely, if these lines be given, and,

upon them, respectively, the points C and A,
and, also, a point, P, of the locus, be given, then the related pencils

are determined ; for, the three rays AC, AB, AP, of the one, then

correspond, respectively, to the three rays CB, CA, CP, of the

other. These lines c, a contain no other point of the locus beside,

respectively, C and A. For, if AP, CP meet c and a, respectively,

in Q and R, there are two related ranges on c and a, in which the

points C, B, Q, of the one, correspond, respectively, to the points

B, A, R, of the other ; if then the point, P, of the locus, lie on c,

the point R will be at B, and, therefore, Q, and hence also P, will

be at C. INIoreover if, for a moment, we limit ourselves to only real

points, and take a further point, P', of the locus, for which the

corresponding Q, say Q', is separated from B by Q and C, then

the corresponding R, say R', will be separated from A by R and B.

We therefore speak of the locus as having two coincident points

at C ; similarly, it has two coincident points at A. The lines c

and a are called tangents of the conic, respectively at C and A. It

will appear that, through every point of the conic, a line can be

drawn containing only this point of the locus; this line will be called

the tangent at the point.

We have remarked that, if the points A, C, and the tangents a, c

at these points, and also a point, P, of the locus, be given, the re-

lated pencils, and, therefore, also, the conic, are determined. INIore

generally, if the points A, C, and three points P^, P.^, P3 (of which

we suppose at most one, but, in general, none, to lie on the line AC)
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be given, the conic is determined ; for we have only to make the

rays CF^^ CF^^ CP3, of the pencil (C), correspond, respectively, to

the rays AF^^ APo, AP^, of the pencil (A), whereby the pencils are

related. Thus a conic can be described through five points of the

plane, of general position; when three of these are in line, the conic

becomes a line pair ; when four of them are in line the conic is not
determined.

It has been stated that the points A, C, in the definition of the

conic, may be replaced by any other two points of the locus, say A'
and C This is easy to prove. Let be any
point of the conic, and let any line, drawn
through 0, meet the conic again in a point P.

Let the lines AA\ CC meet the line OP,
respectively, in X and Y, and the lines AC,
AC meet this line, respectively, in D and E.
Then, the pencil, of centre A, formed with
lines joining this point to A', C, 0, P, is, by
hypothesis, related to the pencil, of centre C,

formed with lines joining this point to the

same four points. Wherefore, the range X,
D, O, P is related to the range E, Y, O, P,

and, therefore, also to the range F, E, P, 0. Thus (Preliminary,

above, p. 3), the three pairs of points X, Y ; D, E \ 0, P are in

involution. To prove, now, that the conic defined with related

pencils of centres A' and C to pass through the points A, C, 0,

also passes through P, whatever point of the original conic P may
be, we require only to shew that the pencil of lines joining A' to

A, C, 0, P is related to the pencil of lines joining C to these same
points, respectively. This will be so if the range X, E, 0, P is

related to the range D, Y, 0, P ; which will be so if the range

X, E, 0, P is related to the range Y, D, P, 0. The condition for

this, however, is the same as before, that the pairs of points X, Y ;

D, E ; 0, P should be in involution.

The result is therefore established. Thereby, there is also defined,

at every point of the curve, a line, called the tangent, meeting the

curve only at this point.

Involution on a line by conies having four common
points. Incidentally there appears from the preceding proof a

theorem which is of great importance : If four points (A, C, A', C)
be taken on a conic, and two pairs of lines (AC\ A'C and AA\ CC)
of which each pair contains the four points, then an arbitrary line

is met by these line pairs, and by any conic passing through the

four points, in three pairs of points belonging to the same in-

volution. We have seen that a conic can be drawn through five

general points, so that an infinite number of conies can be drawn
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through four general points ; we have also seen (Preliminary, above,

p. 3) that an involution is determined by two of its pairs. Hence
we have the result that, the pairs of points in which the conies,

drawn through four general points, cut an arbitrary line, are pairs

of the same involution. Any one of the three line pairs which can

be drawn through these four points is a particular degenerate conic

of this description.

Maclaurin's definition of a conic. Pascal's theorem.
It has been shewn in \'ol. i (pp. 21 ff.) that two related ranges, on
different lines, a and c, are both in perspective with another range,

on a line o, say, from proper centres, say H and K, respectively.

The dually corresponding result is that, two related pencils, with
different centres, A and C, must consist of lines joining A and C
to the points, respectively, of two related

ranges on different lines, say h and Z;, these

ranges being in perspective with one another

from some centre, say 0.

Thus the definition of a conic which has

been given is the same as, the locus of

a point, B\ which is the intersection of

two lines MB\ NB', passing, respectively,

through two fixed points, A and C, where

M and A^ are any two points on two given

lines, h and k, such thatMN passes through
a third fixed point, 0. Conversely,the ranges

(M), (N) being in perspective, the pencils

A (B') and C (B') are clearly related, so that the present definition

leads back to the former.

If B be the intersection of the lines h and A', and OA^ OC meet
the lines Tc and /<, respectively, in C and A\ the conic contains the

points B, A\C For, first, when M and N coincide at B, the lines

MA^ NC intersect in B ; and, next, whenM is at A', and, therefore,

N is at the point where OC meets A', the line NC contains A', which

is then the intersection of NC and MA ; similarly, when N is at C,
so also is B'. As was remarked above, the locus contains also the

points A and C. We have thus, at once, a construction, with lines

only, for finding any number of points of a conic passing through
five arbitrary given points B, A, C, A', C ; as was seen, such five

points determine the conic. And, from the symmetry which was
shewn to hold among the fundamental points, we can now infer

that, if A, B', C, A', 5, C be any six points of a conic, the three

points of intersection of the pairs of lines, BC, B'C ; CA\ C'A ;

AB\ A'B, are in line. This result is the celebrated one known as

Pascal's Theorem. From six points, we can form two sets of three

in ten ways, and either of these sets can be arranged, relatively to
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the other, in six ways ; thus, from six given points of a conic can

be deduced sixty different hues, each containing three such points

of intersection as those here remarked. When the conic consists of

two Hues, one containing the points A, B, C, the other the points

A\ B ,C', Pascal's Theorem becomes that which, in Vol. i, we have

called Pappus' theorem.

The construction at once gives the tangent of the conic at the

point A: If the line AC meet the line k in Nq, and the line N^O
meet the line h in T, then AT is the tangent at A. So, if AC meet
h in Mo, and M^O meet k in t/, then CU is the tangent at C. The
tangent at A thus appears as the position of the line AB' when B'

is at A, or, equally, as the ray of the pencil of centre A which cor-

responds to the ray CA of the pencil of centre C ; and similarly for

the tangent at C. To find the points, B', of the conic, which lie

on an arbitrary line, it is necessary to solve the problem considered in

Vol. I, pp. 155 ff., of finding lines through three given points whose
intersections lie on three given lines.

Ranges of points on a conic. Since the pencils of four lines

which join any four given points of a conic to other points of the

conic are all related, the definition of a conic ascribes a definite

character to four points of the curve in relation to any other four

points : two such sets of four points of the locus may be said to be

related to one another when the pencil of four lines, joining the

first set of four to any point of the conic, is related to the pencil

of four lines joining the second set of four points to any point of

the conic. Thus, given any two triads of points of the conic, say

A^ B, C and A', B', C, we can, to any point, D, of the conic, deter-

mine a point, D', of the curve, such that, in the sense explained,

the range A', B\ C, D', of points of the conic, shall be related

to the range A, jB, C, D. There exists, therefore, a theory of related

ranges of points of the conic precisely like that of related ranges of

points of a line.

Involution of pairs of points of a conic. In particular, there

is a theory of pairs of points of the conic which are in involution,

one form of the condition that three pairs of points of the conic,

P, P'; Q, Q'; R, R', be in involution, being, as in the case of points

of a line (Preliminary, above, p. 3), that the range P, Q, R, R'

should be related to the range P', Q', R\ R. This condition, how-

ever, is capable of very simple geometrical interpretation : The
necessai'y and sufficient condition that the three pairs of points of

the conic, P, P'; Q, Q'; P, R\ should be in involution, is that the

lines PP\ QQ', RR' should meet in a point.

This fact is easy to prove from what we have seen above. Take
any three pairs of points of the conic, P, P'; Q, Q' and P, R' \ let

the line RR' meet the line PP' in f/, and meet the line QQ' in V ;
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further, let the hues P'Q and PQ' meet the line RR' in L and M.
By what we have seen, on the line RR' the pairs of points R, R'

\

U, V and L, M are in involution ; therefore,

the range U, L, R, R' is related to the range

V, M, R', R. The former range, U, L, R, R.,

is, however, the section, by the line RR\ of

the pencil of lines joining to P' the points P,

Q, R, R' of the conic. The condition that the

paii's of points of the conic, P, P'; Q, Q' and
R, R', should be in involution, is that the

pencil joining P, Q, it, R' to any point of

the conic should be related to the pencil joining

P', Q', R', R to any point of the conic. The lines joining, to P,
these last four points, meet the line RR' in, respectively, U, M, R', R.

The condition is, then, that the range U, M, R', R should be re-

lated to the range U, L, R^ R' ; this, however, we have remai'ked,

is related to the range V, 31, R', R. The condition, therefore, is,

that the ranges, U, M, R',R and F, M,R', R, should be related,

or that V should coincide with U. This is the condition that the

lines, PP', QQ', RR', should meet in one point, as was stated.

Pascal's theorem and related ranges of points upon a
conic. From the existence of related ranges upon a conic, we can

at once deduce Pascal's theorem. And an-

other proof of the preceding theorem, in

regard to involutions of points upon the

conic, offers itself immediately.

Let A, B, C, A', B', C be any six points

upon the conic ; let L be the intersection

of the lines BC, B'C, and, similarly, M
the point {CA', C'A) and N the point

(AB', A'B). We can, we have seen, deter-

mine two related ranges of points upon.the conic by the condition

that the points A', B', C, of one of these, correspond, respectively,

to the points A, B, C of the other. These ranges will have two
common corresponding points ; let these be U and F, which, for

the present, we suppose not to coincide. Then the pencil of lines

joining the points U, V, A, B to any point of the conic is, by hypo-
thesis, related to the pencil joining, respectively, U, V, A', B' to

any point of the curve. If the former point be taken to be A', and
the latter to be A, and we consider the sections of these pencils

by the line UV, so obtaining two sets of four points of which three

are the same in both, we infer at once that the point N is on the

line UV. Similarly M, and L, lie on this line ; thus L, M, N are

in line. This is Pascal's theorem.

The condition that the ranges U, V, A, B and U, V, A', B' should
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be related is the same as that ?7, F, A^ B and F, C7, B\ A' should be
related. This, however, is the same as that the pairs U,V ; A, B'
and A\ B, of points of the conic, should be in involution ; for this,

then, the lines UV, AB' and A'B, must meet in a point. Con-
versely, Pascal's theorem is equivalent to saying that, if A, B, Cy

A\ B', C be any six points of the conic, the three involutions

determined, respectively, by the two pairs B, C andB', C; bv the

two pairs C, A' and C, A ; and by the two pairs A, B' and A\ B,
have a pair common to all three involutions (the pair t/, V).

If jff, K be any two points of the range A, B, C, ..., of points

of the conic, and H', K' be the respectively corresponding points of

the related range A\ B', C, ..., the lines HK', H'K can similarly

be shewn to meet on the line JJV. This line may be called the

axis of relation of these two ranges, or the axis of homography

;

of. Vol. T, p. 53.

Pascal's theorem remains equally true when the points t7, V
coincide. The line JJV is then replaced by the tangent of the

conic at U.
Converse of PascaPs theorem. It is easy to prove from the

direct theorem that, if A, B, C, A\ B', C be such six points of

the plane that the three intersections {BC, B'C); (CA', C'A) and
(AB', AB) are in line, then the six points all lie on a conic.

Introduction of the algebraic symbols. We have thus ob-

tained many of the fundamental theorems for a conic immediately

from the definition. It is our purpose to make the geometrical

theory complete in itself. But it may be interesting, at the same
time, to consider the application of the algebraic symbols.

Returning to the definition, the point, P, of the locus, being

the intersection of the corresponding rays AP, CP of two related

pencils, of centres A and C, let AP meet in Q
the tangent CB at the point C, and CP meet
in R the tangent AB at the point A. Then Q, R
describe related ranges on the lines CB, AB, of
w hich the points C, B, of the former, correspond,

respectively, to the points B, A, of the latter.

If then we represent the point Q by the symbol
C + 6B, where 6 is an algebraic symbol, we can,

absorbing a proper multiplier in the symbol A, represent R by the

symbol B + 6A. Thence the point P is given by the symbol

P = 6'A4-eB-\- C,

and all points of the conic are given by this, for different symbols 6.

In particular, the points A and C arise, respectively, for 6~^ = and
^ = 0. We might equally, however, have represented the point Q
by C + m6B, where m is an arbitrary algebraic symbol ; to fix the
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symbol 6 for every point of the conic, it is necessary to fix it for

one point beside A and C ; say, by specifying the point of the curve

for which ^ = 1

.

That a locus, of which every point is given by a symbol such as

that here representing P, contains two points of an arbitrary line,

is clear, by remarking that the point

x^A + y^B + ;sriC + X {x^A + y^B + zfi),

of the line joining the given points x^A + t/^^B + zfi, x^A+y^B + z^C^

will be a point of the conic if, and only if,

x^ + Xx^ = 6 (3/1 + X3/2) = 6^ (^i + >.^2)

;

by elimination of \ from these two equations we obtain a quadratic

equation for 6.

The result that the conies through four points. A, C, A', C, meet

an arbitrary line in pairs of points in involution, which was proved

in order to shew that the two points A, C, used in the definition of

the conic, may be replaced by any other two points A\ C, of the

conic, may be obtained thus : there is, as was proved, one conic

through the four points A, C, A', C and an arbitrary point, P, of

the line. This conic will meet the line in another point, say P'.

Thus, to any position of P on the line, there corresponds one and

only one position of P' on the line. Conversely, the conic through

A, C, A', C and P' meets the line in P. The determination of P'

from P, or of P from P', is, beside,by a rational algebraic equation.

Thus (see the remarks above. Preliminary, p. 8), (a) the ranges (P),

(P'), on the line, are related, {b) when P assumes the position P',

then P' assumes the position P. Hence the pairs P, P' belong to

an involution.

The existence of related ranges of points on the conic follows from

the expression of the points of the conic by means of the parameter 6.

In fact, the line joining the arbitrary fixed point, H^ of the conic,

for which the symbol is a-A + aB+ C, to the point, P, of symbol

e^-A + eB + C, contains the point (ad- - ea?)B + (6^ - a^) C, that is

the point aOB + (^ + a) C, of the line CB. Putting M = B + a-'C,

for the symbol of a definite fixed point on the line CB, the point

in question is 6M + C. Similarly the line joining the fixed point,

K, of symbol ^"A + I3B + C, to the point P, meets the line CB in

the point dN + C, where N = B + /3~"^ C, is the symbol of another

fixed point of the line CB. The pencil of lines joining H to four

points, P, is thus related to the pencil of four lines joining K to

these same four points. Further, a range of various positions of

points P of the conic, expressed by various values of the parameter 6,

is related to a range of positions, Q, expressed by values of (p, when
there is a condition of the form

adcji + b6 + c(f) + d = 0,

B. G. II. 2
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in which a, h, c, d are independent of 6 and <j>. The pairs of corre-

sponding positions, P, Q, then belong to an involution when, in this

condition, c= b. In other words, points P, Q, of respective parameters

0,
(f),

form a pair of an involution of points on the conic, when 6, (p

are connected by an equation

a0c}i + b{0 +
(f})
+ d = O.

When this is so, we at once see that

(<^a + b) (0'A + 0B + C)- (0a + b) ((f>''A + (f)B + C)

is equal to (<^ — 0) (dA — bB + aC),

so that the line PQ passes through the fixed point dA — bB + aJC.

But the fact, that the lines drawn through an arbitrary point, 0,
of the plane, meet the conic in pairs of points, P, Q, of an involution,

is clear, also, by remarking, (a), that, when P is given, Q is deter-

mined without ambiguity, by the line OP, which meets the conic

again in Q; and that P is similarly determined when Q is given, the

determination being by a rational algebraic equation connecting

the parameters of P and Q ; and (b) that when P takes the position

Q, then Q takes the position P. The converse result, that, if P, P';

Q, Q' and R^ R be pairs of points of the conic which are in involu-

tion, the lines PP., QQ', RR' meet in a point, follows from this if

we recall that an involution is determined by two of its pairs.

Pascal's theorem can also be proved at once with the symbols.

For let A, B, C, A', B\ C be six points of the conic ; and let U, V
be the common corresponding points, on the conic, of the two related

ranges A, B, C,... and A\ B', C, In the first instance suppose

U and V not to coincide. Let the tangents at U and V meet in W ;

the points of the conic can then be represented, as above, in terms

of a parameter 0, by a formula 0-U+0W+ V. Let a, /8, 7, a', /8', 7'

be the parameters for A, B, C, A', B', C respectively. For corre-

sponding points, with parameters 0, 0\ of the two related ranges,

there will be a condition of the form

iM' + 0' -q0-Vr = ^,

where ;?, 9, r are to be determined by the fact that this equation is

satisfied by = a, 0' = a'; by = y8," 0' = ^' ; and by = y,0' = 7'.

By hypothesis, however, the equation

p(f)- + (l-cj)(f) + r = 0,

which gives the common corresponding points of the ranges, is

satisfied by </> = (at the point V), and by (f)~^
= (at the point U).

Thus p = and ?' ^ 0. Therefore, for a proper value of </, we have

a = ga, (3' = q^, 7' = (^7.

These relations shew that the lines AB' and AB meet on the line
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UV, namely in the point whose symbol is qa^U — V. For this is

[a - 13']-' [^' {ccU + cW + V) - a {^''U + /3'W + F)],

and this point, therefore, lies on the line AB ; and it similarly lies

on AB. By the same argument the lines BC\ B'C meet on the line

UV, as do the lines CA , C'A. This establishes Pascal's theorem.

If the common corresponding points of the two related ranges,

A, B, C,... and A , B', C\..., on the conic, be coincident, say in U,
we may take an arbitrary point, F, of the curve, and, as before,

represent any point of the curve by a symbol 6-U + dW + V. The
equation, y;0- + (1 —5') ^ + ^" = 0, for the common corresponding

points of the two related ranges is, now, to be satisfied by <^~^ —
(at the point TJ), tic'ice over:, thus ^? = and q = ^. The relation for

the corresponding points of the two ranges is, therefore, 0' = — /•,

so that ct' = a — r, fS' = ^ — r. 7' = 7 — r. The line AB' now contains

the point, ot the line UW, given by

a'U + aW + F - {j3" U + /3'W + V) •

this is the point given by (a + /S') J7+ TF, or {a + ^-r)XJ + W.
By the symmetry of this form, the lineAB also passes through this

point. Similarly the intersection of the lines BC, B'C, and the

intersection of the lines CA\ C'A, lie on this line UW, which is the

tangent of the conic at U.

We have stated, in the Preliminary (above, p. 9), that, in the

first three chapters of this volume, we propose to assume that two

conies in the same plane have four common points. It may be

desirable to remark on the representation of this fact in terms of

the symbols. The expression for a point of a conic, 6^A + 0B+C, is

in terms of two points A, C, lying on the conic, and the intersection,

B, of the tangents of the conic at these two points. If U, V, W be

three arbitrary points of the plane, the points A, B, C will be

expressible in terms of these by formulae A = a^U + a.^V + aJV,
B = b,U + b.J^-\-hJV, C = c,U + CoF + CsW (Vol. i, p. 71). Thus in

terms of U, V, W, a point of the conic will have a representation

{a,e^ + b,e + Ci) C/ + {a.^- + h,d + c;)V + (a^d'' + h,d + c,) W.

If now there be another conic, the points of this may, similarly,

be represented in terms of U, F, W, the expression being of the form

(^(^2 + jn^(f) + n,) U + {k^- + m.,(f) + n.^ V + {k(^'' + m^cj) + n^ W,

where ^ is the parameter. At a point common to the two conies,

the three functions

{urd^ + hrO + c,.);(lr(f>- + mr4> + n,.),

for r= 1, 2, 3, must be equal to one another. From the two equations

which express this fact we may eliminate cf) ; the result is at once

seen to be a quartic equation to be satisfied by 6. The assumption

2—2
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to be made is then equivalent to the assumption that this equation

has four roots. From any one of these, the corresponding value of

^ can be found without ambiguity.

With these indications, we now leave the use of the symbols.

They will be employed again in Chapter in.

Geometrical theory resumed. Polar lines. We saw that

any line of the plane contains two points of the conic. AVe now
shew that through any point, 0, of the plane, not lying on the curv-e,

two tangents of the curve pass. Let lines be drawn through O, each

meeting the curve in a pair of points, say P and P'. The pairs P, P'
have been shewn to belong to an involution on the curve ; let M
and N be the points of the curve which are the double points of

this involution. The line OM will then meet the curve only at M,
in two coincident points, and will be the tangent of the curve

at M. So the line ON is the tangent at N. And there is no other

tangent passing through 0, since the involution has only two double

points.

Moreover, an involution is, by definition, formed by the aggregate

of two related ranges of points which are such that two correspond-

ing points, one from each range, are interchangeable. Thus if,

through the point 0, be drawn various lines OPP', OQQ', ORR\ ...,

meeting the conic, respectively, in P and P', in Q and Q', in R and
i2', . . ., the ranges, P,Q,R, ... and P ,Q, R', .

.

., are related, and 31,

N

are the common corresponding points of these two ranges. Thus,

by what has been proved, in particular by PascaFs theorem, the

lines PQ\ P'Q meet on the line 31N, say, in H, as do the lines PQ,
P'Q', say, in K. It follows that the line 3IN can be constructed

when the four points P, P', Q, Q' are given ; it also follows that the

line PP' is met by 3IN in a point which is the harmonic conjugate

of in regard to P and P'. The line QQ' is similarly met by MN
in a point which is the harmonic conjugate of in regard to Q and
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Q'; with a similar statement in regard to every one of the lines

ORR', — Thus, if lines be drawn from a point, O, not lying on the

conic, and upon each be taken the harmonic conjugate of in regard

to the two points in which this meets the conic, the locus of this

fourth harmonic point is a line. This line is called the polar line,

or simply the polar, of 0. From this there follows at once a property

which is often applied, that, if the polar of one point O pass through
a point 0\ then the polar of 0' passes through O. And, therefore,

if two points of the lineMN be given, then O is determinate, namely,

as the intersection of the polar lines of these two points.

When O is on the conic, the harmonic conjugates of this in regard

to the pairs P, P' and Q, Q', of which, say, P and Q coincide with 0,

also coincide with O. In this case we speak of the tangent of the

curve at the point as being the polar of 0. Conversely, it may be

shewn to follow from the character of the harmonic relation of four

points that the polar of can only pass through when is a

point of the conic.

We may speak of the point as the pole of the line MN; and in

particular of a point of the conic as the pole of the tangent line of

the conic at this point.

Duality in regard to a conic. From what we have just said,

a conic, given in a plane, determines a particular duality therein.

Any point, P, of the plane, regarded as belonging to one figure,

determines a particular line, p, which we may regard as belonging

to a derived figure, this line p' being here, the polar of P in regard

to the given conic. Any line, p, of the first figure, joining two

points, Q and R, of the first figure, gives rise to a point, P', of the

derived figure, this being the intersection of the polars, respectively

g' and r', of Q and R. To a point H,
of the first figure, which coincides

with P', corresponds the line, h', of

the second figure, which is the polar

line of P'; but, as P' lies on the

polars of Q and R, these points, Q,
R, lie on the polar of P', which is

the line h'. Thus, the lines // and

p are the same. The correspondence is, therefore, of an involutory,

or reciprocal, character, the line which arises from any point being

the same whether the point is regarded as belonging to the first,

or to the derived, figure ; the point which arises from any line is

therefore, also, capable of both derivations. The necessary and

sufficient condition for a line to contain the point to which it

corresponds is, that the point lie on the conic, and that the line

be a tangent of the conic. We may, therefore, speak of the conic

as the airve, or envelope, of incidence, of the two figures.
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Dual definition of a conic. When one figure is the dual of
another, it follows from the original definition of related ranges,

by means of incidences, as developed in Vol. i, and the fact that
Pappus' theorem involves the dual proposition which corresponds

to it (Vol. I, chap, i, and p. 55), that related

ranges give rise to related pencils, and related

pencils give rise to related ranges. Hence, as we
defined the conic as a locus of points, bv the
intersection of corresponding rays of two related

pencils, so, equally well, we could have defined

the aggregate of the tangents of the conic as

the joins of corresponding points of two related

ranges. In other words, if the tangent at any
point, P, of the conic, meet the two tangents

at the points A and C, respectively, in T and C/,

the range of points, T, upon AB, is related to the range of points,

C/, upon BC, the point JJ being at B when T is at A, and at C
when T is at B.

In fact, the range of points, C7, where the tangent, CB, at a fixed

point, C, of the curve, is met by the tangent at a variable point P,
is related to the pencil of lines joining the points P to any fixed

point of the curve. To prove this, if AP meet the tangent CB in Q,
the point A being any fixed point of the curve, it is sufliicient to

prove that the range of points JJ is related to the range of points Q.

That this is so follows bv the abbreviated argument referred to

above (Preliminary, p. 8). For when JJ is given, P is determined,

without ambiguity, as the point of contact of the tangent, other

than C/C, which can be drawn from JJ to the conic ; and when P
is given, Q is found by the line AP. Conversely when Q is given,

P is found, and, thence, U follows. As, however, this argument,
as we have stated it, involves a tacit reference to the symbols, we
may give an alternative one. In fact, the points Q, C are harmonic
conjugates of one another in regard to B and t7; that is, by per-

spective from P, if the point of intersection of TJJ and AC be L,
the line BP meets AC in a point which is the harmonic conjugate

of L in regard to A and C; in other

words BP is the polar line of L ; for as

L lies on the tangent at P, and on the

polar of B, the polar of L passes through

P, and through B. We have then to

shew that, if Q, U be variable points of

the line joining two fixed points B and C,

such that P, JJ are harmonic conjugates

of one another in regard to Q and C,

then the ranges (Q), (C7) are related. For this, take an arbitrary
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fixed point, i?, and an arbitrary line, BXY^ passing through B and
meeting i?C, RQ_^ respectively, in Y and X ; thus Y is a fixed point

;

if then QF, CX meet in D, the line RD passes through C7, and the

line^D is a fixed line, meeting YC in the harmonic conjugate of R
in regard to Y and C. The range (Q), by perspective from F, is

then related to the range (D) on this fixed line BD^ and the range
(D), by perspective from i2, is related to the range {TJ). This makes
the result clear.

Having proved that the range of points, U^ on the tangent CB
of the conic, is related to the pencil of lines joining A to the points,

P, of the conic ; and, then, similarly, that this pencil is related to

the range of points, T, o\\ the tangent AB, it follows that these

ranges (C/), (T) are related. Therein, to the point fi, regarded as a
point of AB, corresponds the point of contact, C, of the conic with

fiC, and to B, regarded as a point of BC, corresponds the point of

contact. A, of the conic with BA. This is exactly the dual of what
was the case when the points of the conic were determined by related

pencils.

Examples of the application of the foregoing theorems.
We may now regard ourselves as having given the indispensable

fundamental propositions of a theory of conies. We proceed to make
applications of these, in various directions.

Ex. 1. The self-polar triad of points for conies throi(gh four
points; the scf-polar triad of lines for conies touchingfour lines.

It has appeared that if P, P', Q, Q', be four points of a conic,

and the three pairs of lines which contain these points intersect

respectively in the points 0, H and A", then the line HK is the polar

of ; similarly the line OH is the polar of K ; and, therefore, the

line OK, containing the poles of HK and HO, is the polar of H.

For this reason the triad 0, H, K is called a self-polar triad, in

regard to the conic. The same triad clearly arises for all conies
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which contain the four points P, P', Q, Q'. We saw that the conies

through these four points meet an arbitrary line in pairs of points

in invokition ; this involution has two double points. The conic

through the four points and one of these, will not intersect the line

again ; this line will, therefore, be the tangent of the conic at this

point. In other words, two conies can be drawn through four points

to have a given line as tangent.

It was remarked that a tangent of the conic meets the curve in

two coincident points. It will be found independently that, if this

is understood, theorems in regard to four points of the curve con-

tinue to hold when these are not all distinct. For instance, if C, A^ B
be three points of the curve, and a line meet CA^ CB respectively in

L and M ; meet the tangent at C, and the line AB^ respectively in

T and R; and meet the curve in X and F, then it can be proved
that the pairs L,M; T,R., X, Y belong to an involution. Or again,

if A and C be two points of the curve, and a line meet AC in ;

meet the tangents at A and C respectively in T and R ; and meet
the curve in X and Y ; then is one of the double points of the

involution determined by the pairs T, R; X^ Y. The other double
point, U, is the harmonic conjugate of in regard to T and R, or

X and Y. In this latter case, only one conic can be drawn to pass

through A and C and have at these points, for tangents, the given

lines AT, CR, w^hich shall touch the given line OU. It touches this

at U. A degenerate conic having two coincident points at A, and
at C, which also has two coincident points on OU, consists of the

line OCA taken twice over.

Dually, the aggregate of the tangents of a conic consists of

lines, p, whose intersections with two given lines, a, c, form two
related ranges thereon. The lines a, c are tangents

of this conic. If the ranges have the point of

intersection, P, of the lines a, c, for a self-cor-

responding point, they are in perspective, say,

from a centre G. In this case we may regard the

envelope as consisting of all lines thi'ough G, to-

gether with all lines through P ; it is sometimes

said to degenerate into a point pair, P and G.

All this has been remarked above (p. 11). In the

general case, such a conic envelope can be found having five arbi-

trary lines, of general position, for tangents. Let four tangents of

such an envelope be p, p\ q, q' ; corresponding to the three ways

of dividing these into two pairs, we have three pairs of points of

intersection of the four lines. Let o, h, k be the joins of these pairs.

Then, as the result dually corresponding to that above, any two

of the lines o, h, k intersect in the pole of the remaining line, and

form what we may call a self-polar triad of lines in regard to the

F
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envelope. There is an infinite number of conic envelopes touching
the four \mc%p,p\ q, q' \ among these there are three point pairs, the
pairs referred to above. The pairs of tangents that can be drawn,
from an ai'bitrary point of the plane, one pair to each conic touching
the four lines/;,//, q, q, form a pencil in involution; of these pairs,

three are those which join the arbitrary point to one of the point
pairs referred to, namely, the pairs of points {p, p) and {q, q) ;

{p^ q) and (p\q'); (p, q') and (p',q). This pencil in involution
has two double rays; there are thus two conies which can be drawn,
to touch the four lines p, p', q, q' and pass through an arbitrary

point of the plane ; the tangents of these conies at this point are

the two double rays of the pencil in involution referred to.

In particular only one proper conic can be drawn to pass through
an arbitrary point, 0, and touch each of two given lines, which
intersect in B, at given points. A, C. The tangent of this conic at

O meets the line AC in the harmonic conjugate, with respect to A
and C, of the point where the line BO meets AC. A degenerate

conic with the definition given, consists of the point B taken twice

over, that is of the aggregate of all lines through this point, taken

twice over.

E.r. 2. Dual of PascaPs theorem. To Pascal's theorem there is

a dually corresponding one, known as Brianchon's theorem. This
may be stated by saying that, if a, b, c, a', b', c

be any six tangents of a conic, the three lines

joining, the point (6, c') to the point (6', c), the

point (c, «') to the point (c', a), and the point

(a, 6') to the point («', b\ are three lines which
meet in a point. Taking the six lines in the

order a, 6', c, a', 6, c', we may speak of the lines

which are stated to meet in a point, as those

joining opposite angular points of a hexagon,

or as diagonals of this.

AVe saw that a tangent of a conic, regarded

as a locus of points, may be regarded as meeting
the conic in two coincident points. Dually, for

a conic envelope, the point of contact of any
tangent may be regarded as the intersection of

two coincident tangents. Suppose then that, in the general figure

for Brianchon's theorem, the two tangents 6' and c coincide. We
then infer that if a', 6, c\ a and b' or c, be five tangents of a conic,

the point of contact of the last line lies on the line joining the

point of intersection (6, c') to the point where the join of the points

(rt, 6'), (a', b) meets the join of the points (a, c'), (a', c). We have

given above, in connexion with Pascal's theorem, a construction

for the tangent at any one of the five points by which a conic is
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determined ; it may be seen that the present construction, for the
point of contact, follows from this by the principle of duality. A
particular case, when h and c coincide, suggests the result that, if

AB^ BC, CD, DA be four tangents of a conic, the join of the points

of contact with AB and CD passes through the intersection of AC
and BD.
We remarked the existence, given six points of a conic, of sixty

Pascal lines. There are similarly, given six tangents, sixty Brianchon
points. The properties of the Pascal lines, which are extremely
curious, have been much studied. It will be seen below, in Note II,

pp. 219 ff., that these properties can be summarised and grasped
most easily by regarding the figure as obtained bv projection from
a figure in space of three, or, better still, of four, dimensions.

Ex. 3. The dii'ector conic of a given conic in respect of two arbi-

trary points. Let iS be a given conic, and P, Q be two given points,

not lying on the conic, in general. Let any line, Z, be drawn through
P, and, then, the line, w, be drawn through Q which contains the

pole of the line I in regard to S. Thus the line / also contains the

pole of m; and the lines I, m are a pair of lines, respectively through
P and Q, each of which contains the pole of the other ; two such

lines are generally spoken of as conjugate to one another, in regard

to the conic. We pi'ove that the lines Z, m intersect in a point which
describes another conic ; this conic contains P, and contains the

points of contact of the two tangents which can be drawn from P
to touch the given conic S ; it also contains Q, and the two points

of contact of the tangents from Q to the given conic. Further, the

tangents at P and Q, of this conic, meet in the point, H, which is

the pole of the line PQ in regard to the given conic. For reasons

which will appear, this new conic may be called the director conic of

the given conic, in regard to P and Q_.

In fact, the poles, in regard to the conic S, of all lines drawn
through P, lie upon a line, the polar line of P in regard to S ; and
they constitute a range upon this line which is related to the pencil

of lines, spoken of, drawn through P. This fact is, at once, to be
proved directly, by remarking that the pole of any line, Z, through
P lies on the polar of P, in regard to S, and that the harmonic
conjugate of this pole, in regard to the two points where the polar

of P cuts the conic S, lies on the line Z ; or the fact follows from

what was remarked above, that, in two dually corresponding figures,

a range of points, of one figure, is related to the corresponding

pencil of lines, of the other figure. Therefore the lines w, through

the point Q, each drawn to the pole of a line Z, form a pencil related

to the pencil of lines I ; and thus the point of intersection of corre-

sponding lines of these pencils describes a conic containing the

points P and Q. Either of the tangents drawn to the conic S from
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the point P, is a particular line /, whose pole is its point of contact
with S; thus the corresponding line m contains this point of contact,

which is therefore on the conic described. Similarly for the other
three points of contact of which we have spoken. It'H be the pole

of the line PQ, in regard to S, the pole of the line PH is on the

line PQ ; this line is then the line through Q which corresponds to

the line PH through P ; thus, by what was seen above, PII is the
tangent of the new conic at the point P. So QH is the tangent at Q.

It is easy to see that if the line PQ touches the conic S, the
director conic breaks up into PQ and another line.

E.r. 4. The polars of three points dctennine a triad qf points in

perspective icith the original triad. As an application of the ideas in-

volved in the definition of a conic, we may prove that, if ^, B^ C be
three arbitrary points, whose polars, in regard to a conic are the lines

rt, b, c, respectively, and the points of intersection {b, c), (c, a), (a, b)

be, respectively, called A., B\ C, then the lines AA', BB', CC meet
in a point. The points A', B\ C are, respectively, the poles of the

lines BC, CA, AB, and the figure may start from these.

Take the points B, C, A', C; these fix the line BA, the polar

of C, and fix the line A'B , the polar of C. On the line BA, take

various positions of A, to which correspond various positions of

C'B\ the polar of A, and, hence, various

positions of B', the pole of CA. Let BB'
and AA' meet in P. The pencil formed by
the various lines joining A' to P, or, say,

the pencil A' (P), is then related to the

range (A) ; this range, determined by the

pencil C{A), of lines which are polars of

the various positions of P, is related to the

range (P'), on the fixed line A'B'. For in

two dually corresponding figures, a range

of points is related to the corresponding

pencil of lines, as has been remarked. And
the range (P') is determined by the pencil P (P). The pencils A'(P)

and B{P) are thus related, and the point P describes a conic. But,

when A is at P, the point B is at A', so that the ray A'B of the

former pencil corresponds to the ray BA' of the latter. The conic

which is the locus of P, thus breaks up into the line A B and an-

other line. If, however, the lines CA' and CA meet AB in X and
r, respectively, it is at once seen that, when A is at X, the point P
is at C", and, when A is at T, the point P is at C Thus P, C', C
are in line. And it is this which it was desired to prove. Another

proof of this result is given below, Ex. 10. [Add.]

Ex. 5. A construction for two points conpigate in regard to a

conic. Two points which are such that the polar of either contains
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the other are said to be conjugate in regard to the conic. The
following simple property seems to deserve remark : If P, X, Y be

three points of a conic, the lines PX, PY are met by any line

drawn through the pole of the line XY in

points which are conjugate in regard to the

conic.

Let T be the intersection of the tangents

of the conic at X and F, the pole of XF;
let any line drawn through T meet the conic

in Q and Q', and meet PX, PY^ respectively,

in H and K. The pair of points Q, Q', on a

line through T, is a pair of an involution of

points of the conic, of which X and Y are

the double points. Thus, in the pencil formed

by lines joining the point P, of the conic, to X, F, Q, Q', the rays

PX, PY are harmonic conjugates in regard to the rays PQ, PQ,'.

Therefore on the line Tff, the points H^ K are harmonic conjugates

in regard to Q and Q'. Wherefore the polar of H contains K, or H
and K are conjugate points in regard to the conic.

The dually corresponding theorem is that, if x^ ?/, p be three

tangents of a conic, and any
point of the line, t, which joins

the points of contact of x and

«/, be joined, by lines h and A:,

to the points where p meets x
and 3/, respectively, then the

lines /i, Tc are conjugate to one

another in regard to the conic.

The result was remarked by
von Staudt and, previously, by

^ Seydewitz.

Ex. 6. Range determined hy a co7iic, and hrj the joins of three

points of the conic, upon any line drawn through a fixed point of the

conic. Let A, P, C, O be four iixed points

of a conic. Let any line drawn through

meet PC, CA, AB, respectively, in Z>, E
and F, and meet the conic again in I. Then
the range D, E, P, / is related to the pencil

which the points A, P, C, subtend at any

point of the conic.

For let BE meet the conic again in P'. The range D, P, F, /,

by perspective from P, gives the range C, B', A, I on the conic.

But, as the lines 0/, AC, BB' meet in E, the pairs of points 01,

AC, BB' belong to an involution of points on the conic ; therefore

the range C,B',A, I, of points of the conic, is related to the range
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of points A^B^ C, 0, respectively paired with the former in this

invohition. Wherefore, the range D, £, F^ I is related to the pencil

of lines joining any point of the conic to the points A^ B, C, ;

as stated.

Eo'. 7. The sivC joins, of two triads of points of a conic, touch

another conic. Let O, /, J and A, B, C be any two triads of points

of a conic ; then the six joins consisting

of BC, CA, AB and 01, OJ, IJ all touch
another conic. For, as in the preceding

example, let 01 meet BC, CA, AB, re-

spectively, in D, E, F ; and, let OJ meet
BC, CA, AB, respectively, in P, Q, R.
The two ranges, D, E, F, I and P, Q,
R, J, being, by the preceding exajnple,

both related to the points A, B, C, of

the conic, are related to one another.

The two lines 01, OJ are thus met in

related ranges by the four lines BC, CA,
AB, IJ. Therefore, by the definition of

a conic, in dual form, these six lines all

touch a conic. (See also p. 142, Ex. 24.)

Dually we have the theorem that, if two
triads of lines are tangents of a conic,

and we take the three intersections in

pairs of the lines of a triad, the six points

so obtained lie on another conic. [Add.]
Ex. 8. The pedal line of three points of a conic in regard to

three other points of the conic, taken in a particular order. The
following result, though somewhat involved, may be proved here,

because it depends on the same figure as that just employed. It is

of interest later. Let A, B,

C and 0, I, J be two triads

of points of a conic ; let IJ
meet BC, CA, AB, respect-

ively, in L,M and N. From
are drawn three lines

which are the harmonic cou-

j ugates, respectively, of OL,
OM and ON, in each case in

regard to 01 and OJ. If

these lines be, respectivelv,

OL', OM', ON', then the

pairs OL, OL' , OM, OM',
and ON, ON' are in involu-

tion, of which the double
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rays are 0/, OJ. Supposing Z,', M\ N' taken, respectively, upon
BC, CA, AB, the theorem to be proved is, that L', M', N' are in

line.

Let 01 meet i?C, CA^ AB, respectively, in Z), E, F, and OJ meet
these, respectively, in D',E',F'. By what was seen in Ex. 6, the
ranges D, E, F, I and D', E\F\J are related. Wherefore, the three

points of intersection {ID, JD), (IE',JE), (IF',JF) are in line

(Vol. I, p. 53) ; let these points be named, respectively, X, Y and Z.

Of these, the point X is evidently on the line OL', being the har-

monic conjugate of 0, in regard to the point L' and the point where
OL' meets IJ. Similarly, Y and Z are, respectively, on OM' and
0N\ and there is a corresponding harmonic relation. If then the
line XYZ meet IJ in T, the points L', M\N' lie on a line through
T, this being the harmonic conjugate of the line TIJ in regard to

the lines TO and TXYZ. [Add.]
Ex. 9. The Hessian line of three points of a conic. The Hessian

point of three tangents of a conic. If the tangents at the points

A, B, C, of a conic, meet BC, CA, AB respec-

tively in P, Q, R, then these points are in

line.

By Pascal's theorem, if A, B', C, A', B, C
be six points of a conic, the three points of

intersection (^iB',^.B),(5C', B'C),{CA', C'A)
are in line. Suppose now that B' coincides

with A, and A ' with C, and C with B. Then,
instead of the lines AB' , BC, CA', there will

be the tangents of the conic sxt A, B and C, respectively ; and,

instead of the lines AB, BC, C'A, there will be the lines BC, CA,
AB, respectively. The theorem in question thus expresses the fact

that Pascal's theorem continues to hold when these coincidences

occur. We can, in fact, prove it directly in the same way as Pascal's

theorem. For, going back to the original definition of a tangent,

we see that the theorem expresses that if two ranges of points of

the conic be related to one another by the condition that the points

A, B, C, of the one, correspond, respectively, to the points C, A, B,
of the other, then the common corresponding points of these ranges

are on a line containing the points, P, Q, R, where the tangents at

A, B, C meet, respectively, the opjiosite joins (cf. Vol. i, p. 174,

Ex. 5). We shall speak of the line PQR as the Hessian line of the

triad A, B, C in regard to the conic.

If the tangents of the conic at B, C meet in A', the line AA' is

the polar of P. The three lines such as AA thus meet in a point,

which is the pole of the line PQR.
Dually, we have the result that, if a conic touch the joins VW,

WU, UV, of any three points, U, V, W, respectively, in A, B, C,
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then the lines AU^ BV, CW meet in a point. AVe shall call this

the Hessian point of the three tangents in regard to the conic.

If BC meet VW in D, then D is the pole of UA. Tlius the three
points such as D are in line.

Ex. 10. Polar triads in regard to a conic. Hesse's theorem. The
preceding result is a particular case of another, of which a proof
has already been given (Ex, 4, above), which we may state as

follows : The polar lines, in regard to a conic, of any three points
A, B, C, meet the joins BC, CA, AB, respectively, in three points
which are in line. If the polars of B and C meet in A\ the polars

of C and A meet in B', and the polars of A and B meet in C, the
result will follow, by Desargues"" theorem of perspective triads, if

we prove that the lines AA', BB\ CC meet in a point. 13ut if BB'
and CC meet in D, and we notice that B' is the pole of CA and C
the pole of AB, this is the same as saying that, if A, B, C, D be
any four points such that one pair of joins of these, AC and BD,
be conjugate lines in regard to a conic, and also another pair of

joins of these, AB and CD, be conjugate lines in regard to this

conic, then also the third pair of joins of these, BC and AD, are

conjugate lines in regard to this conic. This result may be called

Hesse's theorem ; it is of importance in the sequel.

In dual form, this theorem is that, if any four lines a, h, c, d be

divided into pairs in each of the three possible ways, and the points.

Y, Y', obtained by the intersection of the pair a, c, and by the

intersection of the pair b, d, be conjugate points in regard to a
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conic ; and the same be true of the points, Z, Z', obtained by
the intersection of the pair a, 6, and by the intersection of the pair

c, d : then the points, -X", X\ the intersections, respectively, of b
and c, and of a and d^ are also conjugate points in regard to the
conic. We prove this by shewing that the points in which the conic

meets the line XX' are harmonic conjugates of one another in regard
to X and X'

.

Let the conic meet the line YY' in Q and Q'; since the polar

of Y passes through Y\ the points Q, Q' are harmonic conjugates of
one another in regard to Y and Y'. The points, R and R\ in which
the conic meets the line ZZ' are, similarly, harmonic conjugates of
one another in regard to Z and Z'. Let QR and Q' R' meet in 0.

As the conies through the four points Q, R, Q\ R' meet the line

XX' in pairs of points belonging to an involution, the given conic

wifll be shewn to meet XX' in points harmonic in regard to X and
X', if there be found two other conies, through the four points

Q, R, Q', jB', having this property ; the points X, X' will then be
the double points of the involution. By the original definition

of the harmonic relation, the line pair QQ', RR', or YY' and ZZ'

^

is one such conic. In fact the line pair OQR^ OQ'R' is another such

conic. For the three line pairs joining to the point pairs Y,Y'y
Z, Z' and X, X' are in involution (p. 4, above), and the lines OQRy
OQ'R' are harmonic in regard to 01^, OF', and also in regard to

OZ, OZ'^ as we have seen ; they are, therefore, the double rays of
this pencil in involution of centre 0, and are, thus, harmonic in

regard to OX and OX'. Thus OQR, OQ'R' ai-e, as stated, a second

conic through the four points Q, R, Q', R' which cuts XX' in points

harmonic in regard to X and X' \ the result required. [Add,]
We have seen, in Ex. 1, above, that the tangent pairs, from the

point 0, to conies which touch the four lines rt, h, c, d, are a pencil

in involution, of which OY, OY' are a pair of rays, as are OZ, OZ'

;

the lines OQR, OQ'R' being, as we have just remarked, the double
rays of this pencil, are then harmonic in regard to the tangents

from to any such conic. Now, two points, which are harmonic
in regard to the t\vo points in which their join meets a conic, are

conjugate points in regard to the conic; and, dually, two lines,

which are harmonic in regard to the tangents drawn to a conic

from their intersection, are conjugate lines in regard to the conic.

Thus, the lines OQR., OQ'R' are conjugate lines in regard to any
conic touching the four lines a, &, c, d. The lines YY' and ZZ'
have also been seen (Ex. 1, above) to be conjugate to one another

in regard to any such conic. The line pairs OQR, OQ'R' and YY\
ZZ' (or QQ', RR'^ are two of the three line pairs containing the

points Q, R, Q , R ; by the dual of the theorem proved in this

example, it follows, since two of these line pairs are conjugate lines
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in regard to any particular conic, S, touching «, i, c, fZ, that the

third line pair, Qtl\ Q'R, containing these points, are also conju-

gate in regard to -. We have thus proved a theorem which may
be stated thus : Let a, b, c, d be any four tangents of a conic, S ;

let two (and, therefore, the third) of the point pairs of intersection

of these tangents (F, Y' and Z, Z') be conjugate points in regard

to another conic, S. There is then a set of four points of the conic S
(namely Q, R, Q', R') such that each line pair, containing these, is

a pair of conjugate lines in regard to 2.

Ex. 11. OutjMla?' conks. Let Q, R, Q', R' be four points of a
conic, jS", which are such that two (and, therefore, the third) of the

line pairs containing these, say QR, Q'R' and QQ', RR\ are pairs

of conjugate lines in regard to another conic, 2. Such a figure is

not possible for any two conies S, 2, arbitrarily given. When it

is possible, we shall speak of the conic S as being oidpolar to 2.

Dually, when there are four tangents of 2 whose three point pairs

of intersection are pairs of conjugate points in regard to S, we
shall speak of 2 as being inpolar to S. The result obtained at the

conclusion of the preceding example may then be stated by saying

that when 2 is inpolar to S, then S is outpolar to 2. By (iual

reasoning it follows that, when S is outpolar to 2, then 2 is in-

polar to S.

Proceeding now with the hypothesis made at the beginning of

this example, that the line pairs QR., Q'R and QQ', RR', are con-

jugate lines in regard to 2, take the" polar line of Q, in regard

to 2, and let this meet the conic, S,

containing the points Q, R, Q\ R', in

the points M and N. On MN take the

pole, N', of QM, also in regard to 2, so

that M is the pole of QN'. The lines

QM, R'N' are then conjugate in regard

to the conic 2; and the lines QN\ R'M
are also conjugate in regard to 2. Now,
when any lines are drawn through Q,
their poles, in regard to 2, lie on the

polar lineMiV of Q in regard to 2 ; and **

the lines joining R to these poles form a pencil related to the

range of these poles, and therefore related to the pencil of lines

drawn through Q. Thus the pencil Q (M, N', Q', R) is related to the

pencil R'iN", M, R. Q'), and, hence, to the pencil R' (M, N', Q', R),

for the lines QQ\ R R were given to be conjugate lines in regard

to 2, as were QR and R'Q'. It follows that the six points Q, Q\
R, R', M, N' lie on a conic ; this is, therefore, the same as the

conic, S ; and the point A''', not coinciding with 31 in general,

coincides with A'. The points Q, il/, A^' were constructed to form a

B. G. II. 3
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self-polar triad in regard to S ; the points Q, 3/, N thus form such

a triad. We have, therefore, shewn that when the conic S is out-

polar to 2, as containing four points whose line pairs of joins are

conjugate pairs in regard to S, then a triad of points can be found

on S which are a self-polar triad in regard to 2. And one point of

this triad is any one of the four given points of S. [Add.]

Conversely, let a triad of points of S^ say Q, M, iV, form a self-

polar triad in regard to 2 ; take, upon S^ two other quite arbitrary

points, R and R' ; draw, also, the line QQ' through Q which is

conjugate to the line RR' in regard to S, and draw the line R'Q'

through R' which is conjugate to QR in regard to 2; let these

lines meet in Q'. It can then be proved, as above, that the point
Q' lies on the conic S. There are then four points, Q, J?, Q', R' , of

the conic <S, such that the lines QR, Q'R' are conjugate in regard

to S, as also are the lines QQ' and RR' (and, therefore, also QR'
and Q'R). The conic S is thus outpolar to S. Therefore, by what
was proved above, if the polar of R in regard to 2 be taken, this

will meet S in two points which, with R, form a triad of points

of S which is self-polar in regard to X. The point R was an arbi-

trary point of S ; such triads exist, therefore, in infinite number, of

which one point is arbitrary.

Hence, if two conies S, X be so related that there is one triad

of points of S which are a self-polar triad in regard to 2, there is

an infinite number of such triads, one of the three points being

arbitrary. There is then also an infinite number of sets of four

points of S, which are such that each of the line pairs containing

them is a pair of conjugate lines in regard to 2 ; of such a set,

three of the points may be taken arbitrarily upon S.

If two of such a set of four points upon S be conjugate to one

another in regard to 2, then the set consists of a triad which is self-

polar in regard to 2 (consisting of these two points and another),

together with a fourth point. For let A, B, C, D be such a set, the

lines AB, CD being conjugate in regard to 2,
\~ as also AC, BD^ while B and C are conjugate

in regard to 2 ; and suppose A, B, C are not

a self-polar triad in regard to 2. Then the

pole of AB is some point of CD, say Cj , and
Cj is not at C. The polar of Cj being AB, and

^ " the polar of C passing through B, it follows

that B is the pole of the line CC^, or CD. In a similar way C is the

pole of BD. Thus B, C, D are a self-polar triad in regard to 2.

Conversely, if J5, C, D be points of S forming a self-polar triad in

regard to 2, and A be any other point of S, the four points A, B,

C, D have the property that every line pair containing them consists

of conjugate lines in regard to 2.
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By what has been said, it follows, also, that if there are three

points of S forming a self-polar triad in regard to 2, then, the

conic S being inpolar to S, there are sets of three tangents of S
forming a self-polar triad of lines in regard to S.

An important consequence of what has been said is, that if S
and S' be two conies which are both outpolar to a conic S, then

the four common points of S and iS" are such a set of four points

as has been spoken of: every line pair which contains these four

points consists of lines which are conjugate to one another in regard

to S. And, thus, every conic through the four common points of S
and S' is also outpolar to 2.

For, let A, B, C be three points common to S and <S"; if these

form a self-polar triad in regard to X, then these, with the fourth

intersection of S and S', form such a set of four points ; and, every

conic through A, B, C is outpolar to 2. When A, B, C do not

form such a self-polar triad, by drawing, from B, the line BD,
conjugate to AC, in regard to 2, and drawing, from C, the line

CD, conjugate to AB, in regard to 2, we determine a point D. By
what has been proved above, this point D lies both on S and S'.

There is a dually corresponding theorem in regard to the four

common tangents of two conies 2, S which are both inpolar to

a conic S.

Ex. 12. Two self-polar triads of one conic are six points of
another conic. One incidental consequence of the theory of the

preceding example is, that if two triads. A, B, C and A, B', C,
be both self-polar in regard to a conic, 2, then the six points A,

B, C, A\ B', C lie on another conic. For the conic, S, which is

drawn to contain A, B, C and A , B', is outpolar to 2, as containing

A, B and C. Therefore, by what has been shewn, the polar line of

A', in regard to 2, meets S in two points which, with A', are a self-

polar triad in regard to 2- One of these points is JB'; the other is

on B'C, and is the pole of A'B' in regard to 2; it is therefore C
The direct proof, which is equivalent

to a repetition, may be given. The lines

AB, AC, AB', AC are evidently conju-

gate, in regard to 2, respectively, to

AC, AB, A'C, A'B'. Thus the pencil

A{B,C,B',C') is related to the pencil

A' {C, B, C ,B'), and hence, also, to the

pencil A'(B,C,B',C'). Thus the six

points lie on a conic. ^/
By the dually corresponding proof, we ^

can shew that the six lines BC, CA, AB, B'C, C'A', A'B' all touch

the same conic.

We shall (Ex. 21) prove, conversely, that, if ^, B, C, A', B', C
3—2
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be anv six points of a conic, there exists another conic in regard

to which both A, B, C and A', B', C are self-polar triads. By com-

bining this with the theorem here, we shall thus have another

proof of a theorem given above (Ex. 7), that if A, B, C and A',

B\ C be points of a conic, there is another conic which touches all

of BC, CA, AB and B'C, C'A', A'B'.

Ex. 13. Particular cases of outpolar, or of inpolar, conies. A
particular case of a conic, S, outpolar to a proper conic, 2, is a

pair of lines which are conjugate in regard to S. A particular case

of a conic, 2, inpolar to a proper conic, S, is a pair of points which

are conjugate in regard to S. In the general case, while the conic S
is regarded as the locus of its points, the conic S is regarded as the

envelope of its tangents ; thus, a better statement of the latter case

is, that the degenerate conic, 2, consists of all lines through one of

the two points conjugate in regard to S. A line pair may also be

spoken of as inpolar to a conic, S, when the lines intersect at a

point lying on S. But this point is to be regarded as a point pair

of which the points coincide ; the conic 2 consists then of all lines

through this point. Similarly a line, taken twice over, may be

spoken of as outpolar to a conic 2 when the line touches 2,.

These statements may be verified geometrically. Further con-

firmation will arise below when the matter is treated with the help

of the algebraic symbols (Chap, in, Ex. 24).

Ex. 14. The Joins offour points of a conic and the intersections

of the tangents at these points. The common points, and the common
tangents, of two conies. We have seen (Ex. 1) that the intersections

of the three line pairs, which contain four points of a conic, form a

self-polar triad in regard to the conic. Dually, the lines which join

the three point pairs, through which four tangents of the conic

pass, are a self-polar triad of lines in regard to the conic. When
the four points are the points of contact of the four tangents con-

sidered, the triad of lines consists of the joins of the triad of points.

In other words, the tangents at four points of a conic meet in pairs

on the joins of the three points which form the common self-polar

triad of all conies passing through the four points. We have seen,

in Ex. 2, that, effectively, the result follows directly from Brian-

chon's theorem.

Let the line pairs containing the points A, B, C, D of a conic

intersect, respectively, in E, F and G. The tangents of the conic at

A and B meet in the pole of the line AB ; as AB passes through

one of the points E, F, G, say, through F, the pole of AB lies on

the polar of F, that is, on the line EG. In the same way, the point

of intersection of the tangents at any two of the points A, B, C, D
is on one of the lines FG, GE, EF.
We have seen that, if we have two conies, the intersections of
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the line pairs passing through their intersections, form a self-polar

triad of points for both
conies. Dually, the joins

of the point pairs,through
which the common tan-

gents of the two conies

pass, form a self-polar

triad of lines for the

two conies (Ex. 1, above).

These lines are in fact

the joins of the points

spoken of. In other words,

through a point of inter-

section of two comple-

mentary chords common
to two conies, there pass

two lines each containing

the intersection of two
common tangents of the

conies, and also the inter-

section of the other two
common tangents ; this

line passes through the

intersection of another

pair of complementary
chords common to the

two conies.

To see that this is so,

let us speak of two points

P, P' as being harmonic images of one another in regard to a given

point F, and a given line £G, when they are harmonic conjugates of

one another, in regard to F, and the point where FP meets EG.
Then either of P, P' determines the other ; and if Q' be the har-

monic image of another point Q, the lines PQ, P'Q' intersect on EG.
We may then regard a conic, for which E, G,F is a, self-polar triad,

as consisting of pairs of points, P, P', which are harmonic images of

one another in regard to F and EG, the tangents of the conic at P
and P' intersecting on EG. And, if E, G, F be the intersections

of the line pairs thi'ough the common points of two conies, the

harmonic image of a common tangent of the two conies is another

common tangent of these conies, meeting the former on the line EG.

Ex. 15. The polar lines of any point in regard to the conies

through fonr given points all pass through another point. For if

the polars of a point, P, taken in regard to two of these conies,

meet in a point P', the points P, P' are harmonic conjugates of
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one another in regard to the two points in which the line PP'
meets either of these conies ; they are, therefore, the double points

of the involution determined on this line by the two pairs of inter-

sections of this line with these two conies. As all the conies meet

this line in pairs of points belonging to this involution, the points

P, P\ being harmonic conjugates in regard to any pair of the in-

volution, are conjugate points in regard to any one of the conies.

Thus the polar of P in regard to any one of the conies passes

through P'

.

In particular, if E be the intersection of one of the line pairs

through the four points, the lines EP', EP are harmonic conjugates

of one another in regard to this pair of lines. Thus, if F be the

intersection of another of the line pairs through the four points,

the point P' may be constructed from P by joining P to £ and
drawing a fourth harmonic line through E, and joining P to P
and drawing another such fourth harmonic line through P. The
point P' is the intersection of these. It lies on the similar fourth

harmonic line which can be drawn through the intersection of the

remaining line pair containing the four points.

Dually, the poles of any line in regard to all conies touching

four given lines, lie on another line. This can be constructed by
joining points determined as fourth harmonic points, on the lines

containing the point pairs through which the four given lines pass.

Ex. 16. A point to point correspondence in regard to Jour given

points. Of the two points P, P' of the preceding example, either

determines the other without ambiguity, when the four points ^,
P, C, D are given ; and the relation is reciprocal or involutory,

in the sense that, if P take the position of P', then P' takes the

position of P. To this statement, however, there is an exception :

Let P, P, G be the intersections of the line pairs containing A, B,

C, D. Then when P is on the line FG, the point P' is at P ; thus,

to the position P, for P', the corresponding position of P is un-

determined, being anywhere on the line FG. Similarly when P' is

at P or G.

It can be shewn that, if P describes any line, then P' describes

a conic passing through E,F,G; and, conversely, if P' describes any

conic passing through E, F, G, then P describes a line. Evidently,

conies passing through three fixed points E, P, G, are in some sense

analogous to lines ; in that any two such conies have one point

of intersection, beside E, P, G, while such a conic can be drawai

through two arbitrary points, other than P, P, G. The relation

now in question enables us to pass from theorems relating to lines

to theorems relating to such conies, or conversely.

To prove the statement made : when P describes any line, the

pencils of lines joining E and P to P, or say E{P) and F{P), are
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related. As, however, the lines EP^ EP' are harmonic in regard to

the line pair intersecting in £, the pencils E(P'), E{P) are related.

Similarly, so are the pencils F(P'), F(P). Thus the pencils £(P'),
F(P') are related. Thus, P' describes a conic containing the points

E and F. This conic contains G; for this is the position of P'
when P is on the line EF, at the point where this is met by the
line on which P lies.

Now suppose that any points E, F, G are given, and also any
other two points /, J. \Ve shew that points A, B, C, D can be
found so that, (a), the points E, F, G are the intersections of the
line paii-s containing A, B, C, D, (6), the points /, J are points

corresponding to one another, in regard to A, B, C, Z), in the sense

just considered. The correspondence in question can then be re-

garded as determined by an arbitrary triad of points, E, F, G, and
one given pair of corresponding points.

In fact two lines, FBA, FCD, are determined by the conditions

that, thev shall be harmonic conjugates

of one another in regard to the given

lines FE, FG, and shall also be har-

monic conjugates of one another in

regard to the given lines FI, FJ. And
two lines, GDA, GCB, are determined

bv the conditions that, they shall be

harmonic in regard to GE, GF, and
also harmonic in regard to GI, GJ.

These lines determine four points A^ B,

C, D. We have to shew that AC, BD meet in E, and are harmonic
in regard to EI, EJ. In fact, AC and BD must meet on the line

through G, which is the harmonic conjugate of GF in regard to

the lines GCB and GDA ; and they must, likewise, meet on the line

through F which is the harmonic conjugate of FG in regard to the

lines FBA and FCD; therefore AC, BD meet in E. And then it

follows, bv what was said above, that EC, EB are harmonic in

regard to EI and EJ.
Ex. 17. Four conies can be drawn through two given points to

touch three given Vines. We have proved above that two conies can

be drawn through a given point to touch four given lines. We
consider now the conies that can be drawn through two given points

to touch three given lines.

For this, notice, first, that, if FM, FN be the tangents drawn,

from a point F, to a conic, of which /, J are two points, and C be

the pole of the line IJ, then the involution determined by the two
pairs of rays, FM, FN and FI, FJ, has FC for one double ray. In
fact, ifMN and IJ meet in 0, this is the pole of the line FC, and
its harmonic conjugates, both in regard to the pair /, J, and in
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regard to the pair M, iV, lie on FC. Thus the lines 2^0, FC are

harmonic, both in regard to FM,
FN, and in regard to FI, FJ.
Take now the figure of the pre-

ceding example. We desire to find

conies passing through / and J
which shall touch the lines EF,
FG, GE.
One conic can be drawn through

/ and J, to have CI, CJ as the

tangents at these points, which
shall touch FG. (Another de-

generate conic which contains

two coincident points of CI at /, two coincident points of CJ at J,

and two coincident points of FG, consists of the line IJ, taken
twice over. See Ex. 1,

above.) This conic does,

in fact, touch FE and GE,
and is therefore such a
conic as is desired. To
prove that this conic,

which touches FG, also

touches FE, we use the

remark made above, shew-

ing that the involution

which is determined by
the pair of lines FI, FJ,
and the double ray FC,
contains the lines FE, FG

as a pair. For this we have only to notice that FC, FB are har-

monic in regard to FE, FG, and also harmonic in regard to FI, FJ
(by the property of 7, J in regard to A, B,C,D); the lines FC, FB
are thus the double rays of an involution of which FI, FJ and FE,
FG are pairs. This is then the involution spoken of. By a similar

argument the conic described touches GE.
Another conic through /, J touching EF, FG, GE, is that

described to touch DI, DJ, respectively, at /, J, and to touch FG.
A third touches AI, AJ at I and J ; and a fourth touches BI, BJ
at / and J.

No other conies can be drawn through /, J to touch EF, FG, GE.
For, by the remark made above, if FE, FG be the tangents from F
to a conic which contains / and J, one of the double ravs of the

pencil in involution determined by the pairs, FI, FJ and FE, FG,
must contain the pole of IJ in regard to this conic. The pole of

IJ must then lie either on the line FAB or the line FCD. It must,
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similarly, lie either on GCB or on GDA. It must therefore be at

one of A, B, C, D.

The dual of this proposition is that four conies can be drawn
through three given points to touch both of two given lines. Of
this a proof, which then also proves the direct proposition, follows

at once from the correspondence explained in the preceding example
(Ex. 16). This correspondence transformed conies passing through
three given points into lines, and lines into conies passing through
these three points. It therefore changes a conic which touches a
line into a line touching a conic, the two common points of these

being coincident in both cases. Thus a conic passing through the

three given points and touching two given lines, becomes a line

touching two conies which pass through the three given points.

The result to be proved is, therefore, that, two conies have four

common tangents. This we know, as the dual of the result assumed
(Preliminary, above, p. 9) that two conies have four common points,

Ex. 18. T/ie poles of a line, in regard to conies -withfour common
points, lie on a conic. We have remarked that the poles of a line in

regard to conies with four common tangents lie on a line. We may,
however, consider the poles of a line in regard to conies with four

common points. These lie on another conic, which is of importance.

Of this conic eleven points can be specified at once, from the figure

;

it is therefore sometimes called the eleven-point conic.

Let A, B, C, D be the four common points of the conies con-

sidered. These determine, on the given line, an involution of pairs

of points ; let /, J be the double points of this involution. Let

E, F, G be the intersections of the line pairs containing the four

given points. A conic can be drawn through the five points E, F,
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G^ I, J \ we shew that this contains the pole of the given line in

regard to every conic through the four given points.

For, 7, J are harmonic conjugates in regard to the points in

which any particular conic, S, through A, B, C, D, meets the line

IJ; the polars of / and J, in regard to this particular conic S, thus

pass, respectively, through J and /. Therefore, if these polars meet
in T, the points T, 7, J are a self-polar triad in regard to S. We
have shewn that E, F, G are a self-polar triad in regard to any
conic S (Ex. 1 ). We have also shewn that any two triads of points,

which are both self-polar in regard to a conic, lie on another conic

(Ex. 12). Thus T lies on the conic containing 7, J, E, F, G. But T
is the pole IJ in regard to the conic S. This proves the statement
made.
Now, let the line 7J meet AD in L ; and let M be the harmonic

conjugate of L in regard to A and D. Further, let MC meet the

line IJ in H, and let C be the harmonic conjugate of C in regard

to M and H. If then we consider the particular conic through
A, B, C, D which contains the point C, the polar of 31 in regard to

this conic contains both the point L and the point H. Thus M is

the pole of the line IJ in regard to this particular conic. A\^here-

fore M is on the conic obtained above, which is the locus of the

poles of the line 7J in regard to all conies through A, JB, C, D. By
considering the intersections of the line IJ with the joins of every

pair of the four points A, B, C, 7), as we have just considered the

intersection L with the join AD, and taking on each join the fourth

harmonic in regard to the two points, as we have taken M on AD^
we find in all six points of the conic in question. And we found
that it contained the five points E, F, G, 7, J.

Dually, the polars of a point, in regard to all conies touching
four given lines, touch another conic, which will also be found to be
of importance (p. 90, below).

EcV. 19. Two conies of xohich the tangents at their common points

meet, in fours, at tivo points. Suppose that the four points common
to two conies are 7, J and H, K ; and that the tangent of one
conic, at the point H, passes through the intersection of the

tangents of the other conic at the points 7 and J. For distinctness,

let the first conic be called <I>, and the second be called H, and let

the tangents of fl at 7 and J meet in 0. It can then be shewn that

the tangent of the first conic, O, at the point K, also passes through

0, which is then a point through which four of the tangents of the

conies pass ; and that the tangents of the second conic, H, at the

points H, K, as well as the tangents of the first conic, <l>, at 7 and
J, all pass through another point.

Evidently, when the conic H is given, and the points 7, J, H, K
thereon, the conic $ may be defined as that passing through the
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points /, J, H,K and having HO for its tangent at H. We obtain
it somewhat differently.

Let n be any given conic, /, J, H, K any points thereon, the
tangents at /, J meeting in O. Draw through any line meeting
CI in P and P'; let PH, P'K meet in Q, and
PAT, P'fl^ meet in R. We consider the locus

of the point Q; which will be found to contain
the point R. The pairs of points P, P' of the
conic forming an involution thereon, the
pencils of lines, H (P), K(P'), with centres at

H and K, are related. This shews that the
locus of Q is a conic, say O, passing through
H and K; and, as P, P' are interchangeable,

this conic O contains P. When P' is at H,
the line HP becomes the line HO, and the line

KP' becomes KH ; thus, HO is the tangent of
the conic <J> at H. When P is at K, the line

HP becomes the line HK, and the line KP' becomes the line KO^
which is thus the tangent of the conic ^ at K. When P' is at /,

so also is Q. The conic 4> thus passes through / ; and, similarly, it

passes through J.

Now let T be the intersection of the tangents of the conic <I> at
/ and J. We shew that the tangents

of n at H and K pass through T. Let
HO meet IJ in P, and TH meet IJ
in G. The point F is on the polar of

T in regard to O, so that its polar

contains T; the polar of F also passes

through ^, since the tangent of <I> at

H passes through F. Thus the line

THG is the polar of F in regard to <t> ;

and G is the harmonic conjugate of P
in regard to / and J. If, however, the

tangent of fl at H meet IJ in G', the

polar of C, in regard to O, passes

through H, and passes through 0,

which is the pole of IJ in regard to O. Thus i^O is the polar of G'

in regard to fl. Wherefore G and G' are the same, and TH is the

tangent of D, at fl^. So T^ is the tangent of O at K.
It appears, thus, that the relation of the conies <I>, fl is mutual,

and either may be defined from the other. And the conic ^ may,
equallv, be defined by drawing variable lines through the point T
to meet the conic H, say, in X and X', and, then, finding the locus

of the intersection of the lines IX and JX'.

In the definition of the conic O, from 0, the points Q, P of <I> are
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conjugate to one another in regard to all conies through the points

P, P\H^K (Ex. 1, above), and the line QR, which is the polar of

the intersection of the lines PP' and KH, contains the intersection,

T, of the tangents of the conic fl at J? and K. The two conies,

n, $, are, therefore, such that any line drawn through T meets one

of the conies, say <I), in two points which are harmonically conjugate

in regard to the two points in which the line

meets the other conic H. The same is there-

fore true of any line drawn through the

point 0.

If n be given, and, on any line drawn
through the intersection, 0, of the tangents

of n, at any two points, /, J, of this, there

be taken two points, A^ B, conjugate to one

another in regard to H, then any conic, <I>,

through the four points /, J, A, B, is related

to D. as in the above. In fact, IB, JB pass

through the further intersections, C, D, of Vl

with AJ, AI, respectively, and CD passes

through the intersection of the tangents of <I> at / and J. Or an

independent proof may be given.

Ex. 20. A conic derived from Uco given conies. In connexion

with the last example, the following remarks, though an anticipa-

tion of results given below (in Chap, iii, p. 125), may be made.

Given any two conies H, 0, we may consider all lines of the plane

whose intersections with one of the conies are harmonic conjugates

in regard to the intersections of the line

with the other conic. Of such lines, two
, ^ can be drawn through any point, P, of one

of the conies, say O ; those, namely, join-

ing P to the points, Q, R, in which this

°i^ \ \ U \ conic, n, is met by the polar of P in

regard to <I>. It may, therefore, be ex-

pected that the lines in question touch a

conic ; as will be found to be the case

(pp. 125, 135, below). If this be assumed, it

is at once clear that this third conic touches the eight lines which

are the tangents of the given conies. H, <I>, at their four intersec-

tions. The two particular conies, H, 0, considered in the preceding

example, are so related that this third conic, regarded as an

envelope, degenerates into a point pair, consisting of the points

and T. It can be shewn, further, that the points of contact of

these particular conies H, O with their four common tangents, lie

on two lines, four on each ; and that the tangents, from any point

of either of these lines, drawn to <I>, are harmonic conjugates in
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regard to those drawn to fl. In general, a point of a plane from
which the tangents to two general conies form such a harmonic
pencil, describes a conic passing through the eight points of contact
of these given conies with their four common tangents. [Add.]

Ex. 21. To construct a conic in regard to which two triads of
points of a given conic shall both be self-polar. Let A, B, L and
C, D,M be any two triads of points lying on a conic.

Let the lines AB, CD meet in E, and the line LM meet these

lines, respectively, in P and Q. There exist, on AB, two points,

X, Y, which are harmonic conjugates both in regard to A, B and
in regard to P, E. Any conic for which L, A, B is a self-polar

triad must necessarily meet AB in points which are harmonic con-

jugates in regard to A and B ; for any conic for which L, A, B and

M, C, D are self-polar triads, the intersection, E, of AB and CD,
must be the pole of LM ; any such conic must, therefore, meet AB
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in points which are harmonic conjugates in regard to P and E. The
conic we seek to construct must then, if it exist, pass through X
and Y. Two other points through which such a conic must pass

are the points, U, V on CD, which are harmonic conjugates both in

regard to C, D and in regard to Q, E. It follows from the funda-

mental properties of the harmonic relation that the lines XU, YV
meet on the line LM, say, at T ; and, also, that the lines XV, YU
meet on LM, say, at K. Considering any four lines, we have seen

(Ex. 10, above) that if, of the three point pairs through which all

the four lines pass, two pairs consist each of points which are con-

jugate to one another in regard to a conic, so does the third pair.

In the present case, for the four lines TUX, TVY, UKY, VKX,
the three point pairs through which all the lines pass are X, Y ;

C7, V and T,K ; of these, the two former consist of conjugate points

in regard to the given conic containing the two triads L, A, B;
M, C, D; wherefore K and T are conjugate in regard to this conic.

Thus T and K are harmonic conjugates in regard toL andM. The
harmonic conjugate of T in regard to the points U and X is, how-
ever, the point in which UX is met by EK. Thus it follows that

the lines MU, LX meet on EK ; as do, for a similar reason, MV,
LY. In the same way, the lines VM, LX meet on ET, as do UM
and LY. Whence we see that a conic can be described through
X, r, U, V having MU, MV and LX, LY as tangents (Ex. 14,

above).

For this conic, L, A, B and M, C, D are self-polar triads. It is

therefore such a conic as we desired to construct. And there can be
no other ; for we have seen that such a conic must pass through
X, Y,U,V ; and, that L may be the pole of AB in regard to the

conic, its tangents at X, Y must meet in L ; its tangents at U, V
must likewise meet in M.
Ex. 22. To construct a conic Jo?- which a given triad oj' points

shall be a self-polar triad, and a given point and line shall be pole

and polar. Let L,A, B be the triad, M the point and CD the line.

Draw any conic through L, A,B,M ; let it cut the line in points

C, D. Construct, by the foregoing example, the conic having L, A, B
and M, C, D as self-polar triads. This is such a conic as is desired.

It is, in fact, the only one ; for, though C, D may vary, they are

pairs of the involution determined on the line CD by all conies

through L, A, B,M ; and the points U, V, of the conic described,

are unique, being the double points of this involution.

Ex. 23. To construct a conic for which a given triad of points

shall be self-polar, to pass through two given points. Let A, B, C be

the triad, and /, J the two other points. There exists a point, D,
such that the lines BC, AD, the lines CA, BD, and the lines AB, CD,
meet the line IJ in three pairs of points of an involution of which
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1, J are the double points. This is the particular case of Hesse's

theorem (Ex. 10, above), which arises when the conic, there referred

to, becomes a point pair ; it is obvious at once, by finding D, so

that BD and CA meet IJ in points harmonic in regard to /, J, and
that CD and AB meet IJ in such points ; then /, J are the double
points of the involution determined on the line IJ by the joins of
the points A, fi, C, D, so that AD and BC meet IJ in points har-
monic in regard to / and J.

There is then, by the preceding example, one conic having A,B,C
for a self-polar triad, and having the point D and the line IJ as

pole and polar of one another. For this conic the points A and D
are the poles, respectively, of BC and IJ, and the line AD is the
polar of the point where BC meets IJ. Thus the conic meets the
line IJ in points which are harmonic conjugates in regard to the
points where IJ is met by BC and AD. There is a similar statement
for CA and BD, and for AB and CD. The conic, therefore, passes

through / and J, and is the conic we desired to construct. The
tangents at / and J are the lines DI and DJ. The reader will com-
pare this work with that of Ex. 17.

E.v. 24. The polar reciprocal of one conic in regard to another.

A particular case. It follows from what has been said above in

regard to duality with respect to a conic, and the dual definition

of a conic (p. 22), that if we have two conies, S and H, and
take the polars, in regard to O, of all the points of S, these polars

touch another conic, say »S". Any two points of S thus give two
tangents of S', and the polars, in regard to H, of the points of their

join, become the lines passing through the point of intersection of

these two corresponding tangents of S'. In particular the pole, in

regard to H, of any tangent of S, is a point of *S". Thus S can be
obtained from S' by the same rule as was *S" from S. Two such
conies *S',*S' are called polar reciprocals in regard to H. Conversely,

it will be seen below, in Chap, iii, that, given two arbitrary conies

iS, «S", there are, in general, four conies fl, in regard to which S and
*S" are polar reciprocals.

Now consider two conies, S and S', which are such that there is a
tiiad of points of S, say A, B and C, for which the joins BC, CA, AB
are tangents oi S' . If then we draw from any point, P, of S, the

two tangents to *S", and these meet S again in Q and R, the six

lines BC, CA, AB, PQ, PR and QR all touch a conic (above, Ex. 7);

and this is the conic iS", because S' touches five of these lines. In

other words, an infinite number of triads of points P, Q, R can be
found on S, for which the joins QR,RP, PQ touch S'. Take now
one of these triads, P, Q, R. By what is proved above, in Ex. 21,

thei'e is a conic, say £1, for which both A,B,C and P, Q, R are self-

polar triads. Consider the conic which is the polar reciprocal of S
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in regard to H. This touches the six lines BC, CA, AB, QR, RP, PQ
(which are the polars in regard to 11, of the points of the triads)

;

it is therefore the conic S'. It follows from this that, if P',Q',R' be

another triad of points of S for which QR', R'P', P Q' touch *S",

then P',Q',R' must be a self-polar triad in regard to 11.

To prove this, let the polar of P', in regard to 11, meet S in Qi

and Ri ; then, if the polar of Qi, in regard to H (which polar passes

through P'), meet Qi-Rj in R.2, a conic contains A, B, C, P\ Qj, R2

(Ex. 12, above), which is therefore S ; thus R.^ coincides with R^,

and P',Qi,Ri is a self-polar triad in regard to H. Therefore, as

P'j Qi, R^ are points of S, the lines P Qi, P Ri, Q.1R1 are tangents

of the polar reciprocal, S'. Hence Q,, Ri are the same as Q\R\
We have therefore an infinite number of triads of points of S, of

which the joins touch S', which are self-polar in regard to XI.

There are, in fact, as has been remarked, three other conies

beside 11 for which S and S' are polar reciprocals. These have not

the same property in regard to the triads P, Q, R. And, in general,

when S and *S" are polar reciprocals in regard to a conic XI, it is

not the case that triads of points of S are self-polar in regard to XI.

The matter arises again for consideration in Chap, iii (Ex. 24).

A conic S which contains triads of points A, B, C for which the

joins BC, CA, AB all touch another conic 2, may be spoken of as

triangularly circumscribed to S. Let 8^,8.., ... be a set of conies

all triangularly circumscribed to %. Let Xlj be the conic by which

Si is the polar reciprocal of 2, the triads spoken of being self-polar

in regard to Xlj ; let XI2 similarly arise from Sr, and 2, and so on.

The set of conies Xlj , Xlg , . . . are then all outpolar to S.

Similarly, if we have a set of conies 2i, So, ..., all triangularly

inscribed to a conic S, we can find a set of conies Xlj, Xlo, ... all in-

polar to S.

Ex. 25. Gaskins theoremfor conies through tico fixed points out-

polar to a given conic. Let XI be a given conic, and /, J be two

given points. We have defined (Ex. 3, above) the director conic of

XI in regard to / and J. We have considered two conies such that

the tangents at their four common points intersect, in fours, in two

points (Ex. 19, above). We have defined a conic as outpolar to XI

when there are triads of points of the conic which are self-polar in

regard to XI (Ex. 11). We now prove that all conies outpolar to XI

passing through the points /, J, are in the special relation with the

director conic which was considered in Ex. 19. Such an outpolar

conic is obtained by taking any triad which is self-polar in regard

to XI, and drawing the conic through /, J which contains the points

of this triad. We have proved (Ex. 11) that any conic through the

common points of two conies which are both outpolar to XI is also

outpolar to XI ; in particular any one of the line pairs through
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these cominon points consists of two lines conjugate to one another

in regard to Ci. Thus, if any two conies outpolar to Xl be de-

scribed through the points /, J, and X^ Y be the remaining inter-

sections of these, then the hue XY passes through the pole of IJ
in regard to n ; this pole we denote by 0. We denote, also, by A,
the intersection of the lines lY and JX ; as these lines are conjugate

in regard to D, the point A is on the director conic of H in regard

to / and J. Similarly, the point fi, in which the lines IX, JY
intersect, is on the dii'ector conic. This director conic passes through
/ and J, and, as we have remarked (Ex. 3), the tangents at /, J, of

this conic, meet in the pole, 0, of the line IJ taken in regard to the

conic n.
Now draw any line through O, and consider the involution of

pairs of points determined thereon by all conies through the four

points /, J, X, Y. We prove that

the double points of this involution

are the points, say L and L', in

which this line meets the director

conic. One pair of this involution

consists of the point and the

point, T, in which the line meets

IJ. As is the pole of IJ in

regard to the director conic, the

points and T are harmonic con-

jugates in regard to L and L' . Let
the line, drawn through 0, meet
the lines lY and JX, respectively, ^
in M and M'. As these lines join

the point A, of the director conic, to the points /, J of this, and
is the pole of IJ in regard to this conic, it follows (Ex. 5, above)

that M, M' are conjugate points in regard to the director conic,

and are, therefore, harmonic conjugates in regard to L and L' . The
points M, M' are, however, another pair of points determined, on

the line OLL', by a conic through the four points /, J,X,Y; this

pair, together with and T, determine the involution. It is,

therefore, shewn that L and L' are the double points of this invo-

lution.

Hence, the conic drawn through /, J, X, Y to contain L has, for

its tangent at L, the line OLL' ; as this passes through the pole, 0,

of IJ in regard to the director conic, the conic IJXYL is related

to the director conic as wei'e the conies in Ex. 19. The conic IJXYL
was obtained as passing through the intersections of any two conies

through /, J which are outpolar to H, and through any point L of

the director conic. It is, therefore, in effect, any conic through /, J
outpolar to O. And thus we have proved the result. [Add.]
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The result was given by Gaskin {Geometrical construction oj a conic

section subject to Jive conditions, Cambridge, 1852, p. 33, Prop, 15).

Ex. 26. Two related ranges upon a conic obtained by composition

oftxvo involutions. Referring for a moment to the symbolic repre-

sentation, in order to explain the meaning of the result to which
we now pass, we have remarked (Preliminary, above, Ex. 2), that

two related ranges of points, -\-xU^ O + yJJ, are given by one of

the two relations

y-^ _ x--_§ 1 1 1

y — OL <r — a' y ~oc x — a \'

Considering the former, if we take /n arbitrary, and take z so that

.r - (3 Z-/3 _
X — a ' z — a

'

^1 1 y — /3 z — ^
then we liave .

—— = era.

y — cc z — a

The first of these expresses that the points, + xU, + zU, are a

pair of a certain involution; the second expresses that + zU,
O + yU are a pair of another involution.

Similarly the latter equation is obtained by the composition of

the two,

1 11 1 111
x—a z—a V y—^ z—a v \

wherein v is arbitrary ; and each of these connects a pair of points

belonging to an involution.

Now consider two related ranges upon a conic, the general point

of one range being P, the point of the other range corresponding

to this being P'. Suppose that the pairs, P, P', do not belong to

an involution ; and, in the first instance, that the common cor-

responding points of the two ranges are not coincident. It is to be

shewn that we can, in an infinite number of ways, find a range of

points Pi, upon the conic, such that the pairs, P, Pi, form an invo-

lution, and the pairs Pj , P' also form an involution. Thus we may,
in an infinite number of ways, regard a correspondence of related

ranges upon a conic, as compounded of two involutions.

Let U; V be the common corre-

sponding points of the two related

p/^ \
f

ranges, and, on the line C7F, take an
P arbitrary point, H. Let the lines

joining R to any two corresponding

points, P and P', of the two ranges,

meet the conic again, respectively, in

Pj and Q. Then, as P varies, since
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the lines P,P, QP , UV meet in a point, the pairs P,, P; Q, P',U,V
belong to an involution. Therefore, the range P, Q, U, V is related

to the range Pj, P', F, C7, and is, hence, related to the range P', P,,

U, F. Wherefore, in the two original related ranges, to the position

Q of the point P, corresponds the position Pj of the point P'.

The ranges (Pj), (P') are related; for, as Pi,P are pairs of an

involution, the range (Pj) is related to (P) ; and this, by the original

hypothesis, is related to (P). And, when P, is at P', the point P,

bv the construction, is at Q. To this position of P, however, we
have shewn, corresponds the position Pj for P'. Namely, in the two
related ranges (Pj), (P')? when Pj is at P', the point P' is at Pj.

Thus (Preliminary, above, p. 2), the two related ranges (Pj), (P
,),

together, form an involution. Therefore, the line P^P' passes

through a fixed point, say, K. This point is on UV ; for when P
is at F, then Pi is at U and P' is at V.

^Ve can, therefore, pass from the range (P) to the range (P'), by

first passing to (Pi), where P, P, are pairs of an involution, the

lines PiP meeting UV in a fixed point, H^
which is arbitrai-y on this line, and, then,

passing from (Pj) to (P'), the pairs P^P' form-

ing another involution, the lines P^P' meeting

UV in another fixed point, A', whose position

depends upon that taken for H. Clearly K
may be taken arbitrarily on UV, if preferred,

and // determined accordingly.

The theorem, and the proof, are, essentially,

unchanged when the points C7, V coincide. The
line UV \s then replaced by the tangent at U.

The proposition will be of use, later, in discussing the composi-

tion of two general screw motions. For this, and other purposes,

it is desirable to state it in terms only of points which lie on the

conic, without H and K. If L and L' be the points of contact with

the conic of the two tangents which can be drawn from H, then,

thinking first of U and V as distinct, the points L and L', as points

of the conic, are harmonic conjugates in regard to U and F; for

the lines joining L to H and L' are harmonic conjugates in regard

to the lines LU, LV Similarly, L and L', are harmonic conjugates

in regard to Pj and P. Thus, in place of taking H arbitrarily on

UV, we may take any two points L, L', of the conic, which are

harmonically conjugate, on the conic, in regard to U and F. Then

Pi will be obtained from P by the fact that, as points of the conic,

Pi and P are harmonic conjugates in regard to L and L'. There

will then be two other fixed points of the conic, say, M and M ,

also harmonic conjugates in regard to U and F, in regard to which

Pi and P' are harmonic conjugates. The points M, M' are the

4—2
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points of contact of the tangents from K. When U and V coincide,

in XJ. we are, similarly, to take a quite arbitrary point, L, of the

conic, and determine Pj as the harmonic conjugate of P in regard

to LJ and L ; there will then be another fixed point, il/, of the

conic, such that Pj and P' are harmonic conjugates in regard to U
and M.

Ex. 27. Three ti'iads of points of a conic are all in jjer.spective

with another triad ofpoints of the conic. If A,B.,C ; A', B\ C", and
A",B'\C'\ be any three triads of points of a conic, we can find

another triad of points of the conic, A^, Bi,Ci, which is in perspec-

tive with each of the three given triads, from three properly chosen

centres. For if we regard A, B, C and A', B', C as determining two
related ranges upon the conic, wherein the points A, B, C, of the

first range, correspond, respectively, to the points A', B\ C, of the

second, these ranges will have two common corresponding points on

the conic, whose joining line is the axis of relation of the two
ranges, containing all such cross intersections as that of AB' and
A'B, of BC and B'C, etc. By taking the three triads in pairs, we
have, thus, three such axes of relation, whose intersections are three

in number. These intersections are the centres of perspective

spoken of. This follows from Ex. 26 ; the range (A, P, C) is related

to the range (A', B', C) by means of two involutions, one of these,

with the pairs A,A^-, B,B^:, C,C^, with the use of one of the

centres of perspective, the other, with the pairs A^, A' ;B^,B' ; Ci.,C\

with the use of another of the centres of perspective. And so on.

Though out of logical order, it may be as well to remark that

this result is connected with one that, in the language of metrical

geometry, which we consider later (Chap, v, below), is expressed by
saying that three congruent figui-es in a plane may be regarded as

images, by reflexion, of the same figure, in three suitably taken

mirrors.

Ex. 28. The envelope of the linejoining two corirsjjonding points

of tico related ranges on a conic. We have seen that the joins of

pairs of points of an involution on a conic, all pass through a point.

Also, that the joins of corresponding points, of two related ranges

of points, on two lines, are tangents of a conic. In generalisation of

these we now prove that the joins of two corresponding points, of

two related ranges of points on a conic, are tangents of another

conic, which touches the original, at the two (generally distinct)

points which are the common corresponding points of the two
ranges.

Let the corresponding points be P, P'; let be an arbitrary

point of the plane. There are two of the lines PP' which pass

through 0. For, let the relation between the ranges (P), (P) be

given, as in Ex. 26, by means of lines, PP^^ passing through a fixed
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point, //, and lines, P,P', passing through a fixed point, K. Let

OP meet the conic again in Q. Tlie pairs

(Q, P), {P,P^\ (P,,P') are then pairs of

tliree invohitions ; from tliis it can be

shewn that the ranges (Q), (P') are reUited.

These two related ranges will have two
common corresponding points, in general

distinct ; but when Q coincides with P ,

there is a line PP' ])assing through 0.

Assuming this result, let C7, V be the

connnon corresponding points of the

ranges (P), (P); and let F be any point of the tangent at U.

There will then pass through F two lines PP\ of which, however,

FU is one. The other will meet the

tangent at V in a definite point, G.

Similarly, to an arbitrary position of G,

on the tangent at F, there corresponds ^
a single definite position of P, on the

tangent at U. Hence, by an abbreviated

argument, spoken of in the Preliminary

remarks (above, p. 8), we infer that

the ranges (P), (G) are related ; and

hence, that the lines PP' touch a conic

;

this conic touches the tangent at JJ at

the point where F lies when G is at the intersection, W, of the

tangents at ?7, F, that is at JJ. It similarly touches VW at F.

It is easy to state the corresponding result when JJ and F
coincide.

Ex. 29. The tangentsfrom three points. A, B, C, to a conic, meet

BC, CA, AB in six points of a conic. Let the tangents from three

A

/V' B M' D D' M C N
points. A, B, C to an arbitrary conic n, meet BC, CA, AB, respec-
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tively in D, D', in E, E', and in F, F'. These six points then lie on
another conic.

Let BE\ CF meet in 0, and AO meet BC in M; let BE, CF'
meet in 0', and AO' meet i?C in M'. Let £'i^ meet 5C in N, and
£;F' meet BC in iV'.

We have shewn that the tangents from an arbitrary point to the

conies touching four lines are a pencil in involution ; and of such

conies there are three point pairs, through each of which the four

lines pass. For the four lines constituted by the tangents to the

conic O from B and C, two of these point pairs are B, C and 0,0'

.

Hence we see that the pairs D, D ; M, M'; B, C, lying on tangents

from A, are in involution.

The point N is, however, the harmonic conjugate ofM in regard

to B and C, and the point N' is the harmonic conjugate of M\ in

respect of the same. Thus (see Preliminary, above, Ex. 3), the

points N, N' also belong to the involution spoken of.

Now the conies drawn through the four points E, E\ F, F' meet
the line BC in pairs of points belonging to an involution ; of this

involution, however, B, C and N, N' are two pairs; so that this is

the same involution as the former.

Wherefore, the conic through E, E\ F, F' which is drawn through
D, equally contains D\ And this is Avhat we desired to prove.

If this conic be called S, the reader may proceed to prove that

there is a conic, through the intersections of 12 and 2, which touches

BC, CA, AB.
A particular case of the result proved, arises when the conic fi is

a point pair. Of this again a particular case is that, if AD, BE, CF
meet in a point, then a conic exists touching BC, CA, AB, respect-

ively, at D, E, F. And the theorems lead, by duality, to other

theorems worth notice. (See also Chap, iii, Ex. 14.)

Ex. 30. Tzco tangents of one conic meet tzvo tangents of another

infOld' points lying on a conic through the common points of the tzco

conies, rf the four points C)f contact are in line. Let a line joining

two points, A and A', of

one conic, (p, meet an-

other conic, n, in B and
B'. Let any line through
A meet H in P, Q, and
any line through A' meet
n'in P', Q'.^Let PP',
QQ' meet the line AA',
respectively, in X and Y.

The pairs of points A,A'; B, B'; X, Y then belong to the in-

volution determined on the line AA' by all conies through the four

points P,Q,P', Q'. And as this involution is determined by the

I
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first two pairs, it is the same as the involution determined on the
line -4^ 'by all conies through the common points of the colics ^, O.
To this latter involution, therefore, the pair JT, Y belong.

By supposing^' to coincide with A^
and P' with P, and Q' with Q, we reach

the result that, if any line, drawn
through a })oint, A^ of the conic $,
meet the conic H in P and Q, and the

tangents at P, Q meet the tangent at

A in X and Y, then these last are a
pair of the involution determined, on
the tangent at A, by the conies which
pass through the four common points

of <I> and n.
Now let the line APQ meet the conic

<J> again in C, and let the tangents at P and Q meet the tangent at

C in Z and T. Then, by parity of reasoning, taking P on fl instead

of A on 0, and ^, C on <J> instead of P, Q on 11, we infer that the

conic drawn through the intersections of ^ and fl to contain X
also contains Z ; from what was said, this conic contains Y. Bv a

similar argument, the same conic contains T.

This is the result enunciated, the points A, C, P, Q being in line.

Dually, if from an arbitrary point the two pairs of tangents be
drawn to two conies, the four joins, of the points of contact on one
conic, to the points of contact on the other conic, are all tangents

of a conic which touches the four common tangents of the two conies.

From the combination of these theorems many interesting results

can be deduced. It will be proved in Chap, in, that, if the tangents

of the conies <I>, H, respectively at A and P, meet in X, and the

conic, through the common points of <I>, O, which contains X, be
S", while that, touching the common tangents of ^ and O, which

touches AP, be S, then, to another position of^ on S, there corre-

sponds, by the same construction, another tangent, such as AP, of 2.

Ex. 31. Poncelefs theorem, for sets of points AB^C, ... of one

conic, of zahich the Joins AB, BC, . . . separately touch other fixed
conies., all the conies havingfour points in common.
The reference is to Poncelefs PropriHcs Projectives, Paris, 1865,

t. I, p. 316.

Let A., A\ B, B' be four points of a conic, S, such that the lines

AB, A B' touch another conic, 6", respectively, in P and P'. Let
PP' meet AA', BB', respectively, in H and K. We shew, first, that

a conic can be drawn, through the common points of S and *S", to

touch AA' in H, and BB' in K.

For consider the four points consisting of P repeated and P' re-

peated; and the involution determined on AA' by the conies through
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these four points. Three pairs of this are (1), the points A^ A\ on
the conic S, (2), the points in which the conic *S" meets AA', (3), the

point H repeated. The pairs (1), (2) shew
^ that this is the same involution as that

determined on AA' by the conies through
the common points of S and S'. Of this

jA involution, then, H is a double point, and
' is, thus, a point of contact with AA' of a

B\^ r^~——A/ conic, say, T, through the common points

B of S and S' . We prove, now, that this

conic, T, touches BB' at K. This we do by
shewing, from the preceding example, that, if T meet HK again

in K^, the tangent of it, at K^, passes through B and B' . By that

example,-the conies »S", T being met by a line in P, P' and H^ K^,

the tangents at P, P' must meet the tangents at H^ Ky, in four

points lying on a conic passing through the common points of S'

and T, which are the common points of S and 6". These four points

are A, A', and the points where the tangent at K^ meets AB and
A'B'; the two former points identify the conic through them as»S.

This proves that the tangent at K^ passes through B, B'; so that

K, is K.
It follows, of course, in the same way, that if PP' meet AB' and

A'B in L and M, a conic

through the common points

of jS" and »S" touches these lines

in L and M.
If the other tangent from

A to S' touch this in Q, and
the other tangent from A' to

*S" touch this in Q', it follows,

K^ similarly, that PQ meets AA'
in a point, H', which is also a
point of contact with AA' of

a conic through the common
points oi' S and *S". Thus, H'
is the other double point of

the involution spoken of, and
is the harmonic conjugate of H in regard to A and A'. But, then,

by the same argument, Q Q meets AA' in the harmonic conjugate

of H'y that is, in H; and, so, P'Q passes through H'.

Now take a further conic, «S"', passing through the conunon points

of S and S', or, say, for brevity, a conic of the system (S, S'). Let
either one of the tangents drawn from B to S" meet S again in C,

touching S" in R. It follows, then, from what has just been said,

that it is possible to pair with this such an one of the two tangents

s",
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from B' to 6"', touching S" in R', that the hne RR' shall pass

through K .,
this point, K, is one of the two points of possihle

contact, with BB\ of conies of the system {S, S'). If the appro-
priate tangent meet S again in C, the line RR' will meet CC in

a point, J, in wliich the conic (S, S'), which touches BB' at K,
touches CC.

There are now two pairs of points of S, the pairs A^ A' and C, C,
such that the lines AA' and CC both touch the same conic of the

system (6", 5"), respectively at H and J. Call this conic S. By
applying to the lines AA\ CC, and the conies S and S, the argu-
ment we originally applied to the lines AB, A'B', and the conies S
and S', we can then infer that the lines AC, A'C are both touched
by a further conic, S'", of the system (S, S'), the points of contact

being on the line JH.
It is thus possible to have an infinite number of triads A, B, C

;

A , B', C ; ... of points of S, for which the joins BC, B'C, ...

;

CA, CA', ... ; AB, A'B', ...; touch, respectively, three fixed conies

S', S", S'", of the system {S, S'). The argument can clearly be
extended to the case when the points of a set are not triads, but of

any greater number.
A particular case of the foregoing arises when, with four points,

A, A , B, B', of the conic S, of which AB, A'B meet in a point 0,
we have, instead of the proper conic *S', a pair of lines which inter-

sect in 0. There are then no distinct points of contact, P, P', with

which to determine the points H, K of AA and BB' . But, a point

H can be determined on AA', as one of the two which are harmonic,

both in regard to A, A', and in regard to the two points in which
AA' is met by the lines of the line pair, S'. The line HO then

meets BB' in a point, K, which is one of the two, which are

harmonic conjugates, both in regard to BB', and in regard to the

two points in which BB' is met by the lines of the line pair, S'.

A conic of the system {S, S') can then be drawn to touch AA' at H,
and to touch BJB' at K.

If, in the preceding theory, we start with two proper conies, S
and S', a line pair, of the system {S, S'), can intersect only in a

point, 0, which is one of the three points of the common self-polar

triad of the system. Such a line pair can then replace S" or S'".

In particular, we may have triads. A, B, C, of points of S, such

that AB, BC touch two proper conies, *S", S" of the system (S, 6"),

respectively in P and Q, say, while CA passes through one of the

three points, O, of the self-polar triad of (S, S'). It will appear (in

Chap. Ill) that, in this case, the line PQ is a tangent of a fixed conic,

which touches the common tangent lines of *S" and S' ; and that

the line pair of (S, *S") which meet in O are harmonic conjugates in

regard to the lines OP. OQ.
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A very particular case is the intersecting simple result that triads

A^ B, C exist on a conic, of which the joins BC^ CA, AB pass,

respectively, each through one of the points of any given triad which

is self-polar in regard to the conic. (Cf. Ex. 5, p. 28.)

Ea:. 32. Construction of a fourth tangent^ with its point ofcontact y

of a conic touching three lines at given points.

The present example, which, in effect, collects various results

already given, is introduced in view of the following example.

Respectively on the joins BC, CA^ AB, of three points A, B, C,

let Z>, Ey F be points such that the lines AD, BE, CF meet in a

point. Let the lines DE, DF, respectively, meet any line, drawn

through A, in R and Q. Let CQ, BR meet AB, AC, respectively, inM
and N, the lines CQ, BR intersecting in P. We prove that the lines

QR, MN, BC meet in a point ; and that the lines MN, DP, EQ,
FR, meet in a point ; while P is on EF. Also thatMN is a tangent

of the conic which can be drawn to touch BC, CA, AB, respectively,

at D, E, F, whose point of contact is on DP, as well as on EQ and FR.

In fact FE meets BC in the point harmonic to D with respect

to B and C ; thus F, E are harmonic with respect to the points in

which FE is met by DA and BC. Therefore, Q, R are harmonic

with respect to A, and the point where QR is met bv BC. This

shews that QB, RC meet on AP, so that the triads QMB, RNC are

in perspective, the lines QR, MN, BC meeting in a point. That P
lies on FE is a direct application of Pappus' theorem for the two
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triads Q, A, R and B, D, C. That QE, FR meet on MN is, then,

also a consecjuence of Pappus' theorem, applied to the two triads

Q, A, R and jP, P, E. To shew that DP passes through the point,

say, G, where MN is met by EQ or FR^ it is necessary to prove that

jE, F are harmonic in regard to P, and the point where QR meets
J5P ; or, that AP, AR are harmonic in regard to AE^ AF, which
follows because QB^ RC meet on AP. Finally, that the conic which
(Ex. 29) can be drawn to touch BC, CA, AB at D, E, F, respec-

tively, touches 3IN, on DP, follows from Ex. 14, above; or can be
deduced, independently, by considering, with fixed points D, £", P,
various lines QAR, giving rise to related ranges (ili), (A"), on AB,
AC. In regard to this conic, P, Q, R will be a self-polar triad.

It is clear that B and N are harmonic conjugates in regard to P
and R; and, further, if QP meet DE in Y, that D and E are

harmonic conjugates in regard to Y and R.

Ed: 33. Hamiltuns extension, of Fenerhaelis theorem. (See, also.

With the results of the previous example in mind, consider two
conies. One of these, H, is to be any conic having P, Q, R for a
self-polar triad. The other, S, is to be the conic through D, E, F
which meets the line MN in the points in which it is met by II.

We prove that these conies meet further on the line, which we call

/, which contains the three intersections (BC, EF), (CA, FD), (AB,
DE). This is the line which, for the conic touching BC, CA, AB
at D, E, F, we have called the Hessian line of D, E, F (Ex. 9). In

fact, the conic D, meets the line DR in points harmonic in regard

to Y and R ; the conic S also meets this line in points, D and E,

harmonic in regard to Y and R. Wherefore the common chord

MN, of fi and S, and the line joining the other two common
points of these conies, meet DR in points harmonic in regard to Y
and R. The point harmonic to the intersection of MN with DR,
with respect to Y and R, is, however, we have seen, the point where

MB meets DR. This is a point of the line, I, spoken of. Another

point of the common chord of O and 1, other than MN, is proved,

similarly, to be on /, by considering the line DQ, in place of DR.
This is a slight extension of a result ascribed to Sir W. K.

Hamilton (Salmon's Conies, 1879, p. 313), For what follows we

take for H any conic touching BC, CA, AB and touching MN, say,

at K ; this will have P, Q, R for a self-polar triad ; then % will be

the conic through D, E, F which touches MN at K. The result is

that the join, of the two remaining intersections of these two conies,

is the line /.

Conversely, let A, B, C be any points, and / any line. Let D, on

BC, be the harmonic, in regard to B and C, of the point where I

meets BC ; and make a similar construction for E and F. Let 12 be
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any conic touchinj^ J3C, CA, AB. Let its intersections with I be

/ and J. Then the conic 2, defined as that containing D, E, F, I, J,

touches n. This is the theorem desired.

The point of contact of 2 with O may be defined as the point of

contact with fl of the fourth common tangent of fl with the conic

which touches BC, CA, AB at D, E, F, respectively. But it may be

defined without this conic. For, if fl touch BC, CA, AB respec-

tively at D', E', F', the point P (one of the three points of the

connnon self-polar triad of Cl and the conic which touches BC, CA,
AB at D, E, F) is the intersection of E'F' and EF, by what we
have seen. Hence the points M, N can be constructed, as in the

preceding example, by the lines CP, BP (as also the points Q and
R). The point, K, required, is then the intersection of DP with

MN (which also lies on E'Q and F'R). Incidentally, given the

points of contact of two conies with BC, CA, AB, we thus construct

their remaining connnon tangent, and its points of contact with the

two conies.

When the points A, B, C, I, J are given, we can (Ex. 10, above)

find a point, T, such that each of the line pairs, AT, BC ; BT, CA ;

CT, AB, meet the line IJ in points which are harmonic in regard

to / and J. The conic 2 will then be (Ex. 18) the locus of the

poles of the line IJ in regard to all conies through A, B, C, T.

Let then A, B, C, T be four arbitrary points, and let /, J be any
two points conjugate to one another in regard to all conies through

A, B, C, T. P'our conies, such as O, can (Ex. 17) be constructed,

to pass through /, J, and touch the joins of three of the four points

A, B, C, T. All the sixteen conies so obtained are touched by the

conic which is the locus of the poles of IJ in regard to the conies

through A,B,C, T.

Feuerbach's theorem in its original form will be referred to in

the next Chapters. (See pp. 75, 89, 113, 122.)

Ex. 34. Theorem in regard to the remaining common tangents of
three conies which touch three given lines.

If three conies, S^, S2, S3, all touch the lines BC, CA, AB, the

points of contact being, in the case of S^, respectively D^, E^, F^,

with a similar notation for the others, and, if the remaining common
tangent of S., and S.^ meet BC in Tj, with a similar notation for the

other pairs, then the pairs T^,Di; To, D.^; T3, D^ are in involution.

For, by what has been said, in the two preceding examples, the

remaining connnon tangent of S., and S3 meets AB, AC, respectively,

in Ml and A^i, where N^ and Mi are, respectively, on the lines join-

ing B and C to the point, Pj, in which F.^Eo intersects F3E3.

Thus the point Tj, where M^N^ meets BC, is the harmonic con-

jugate, in regai-d to B and C, of the point in which APi meets BC.
The point Z>i is also the harmonic conjugate in regard to B and C,
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of the point where F^E^ meets BC. This line F^E^ is the same as

the line P2P3. It is a fundamental property of the joins of four

points, that the joins of A, P, , Pj, Pg meet BC in pairs of points in

involution. As these points are the harmonic conjugates, in regard

to B and C, of the pairs T^^Dy-, T.,, D.^ ; T3, D3, it follows that these

are also in involution. (Preliminary, above, p. 7, Ex. 4.)

The dual theorem is that, if three conies be drawn through three

points A, B, C, and we draw the three lines from A to the remain-

ing intersections of the pairs of these conies, and pair these, properly,

with the tangents at A of the three conies, there is obtained a

pencil in involution.

A more general proposition is that, if any four conies be drawn
through the three points A, B, C, say S^, So, S3, S^, then the three

pairs of lines through A constituted by (1) the common chords

through A of jS.,, jSg and of S^,Si; (2) the common chords through
A of Ss, iS, and of «S'o, S^; (3) the common chords through A of

Si, S2 and of S3, S^, are in involution. This may be proved as

above, or also, by the transformation of Ex. 16 preceding. It de-

pends on the fact that the pairs of lines from an arbitrary point, to

the opposite pairs of intersections of four lines in a plane, belong

to an involution. (Preliminary, p. 4, above.) When the fourth

conic breaks up into two lines, of which one passes through A, we
obtain the theorem referred to in regard to three conies through
A, B, C.

Ex. 35. Thefour conies, through two points, ofwhich each contains

three offour other given points.

If the two given points be 0, Q, and the four given points be
denoted by 1, 2, 3, 4, and the conic which contains 0, Q, 2, 3, 4 be
called iSj, its tangent at being called t^, with a similar notation

for three other conies, then the four pairs of lines (01, t^), (02, ^2)-.

(03, ^3), (04, ^4) are in involution. For the conies Sj, S2, S^ have in

common the three points 0, Q, 4, while S2, S3 have also the point 1

in common, S3 and S^ the point 2, and S^, S^ the point 3. The pairs

of lines (01, ^1), (02, t.^), (03, ^3) are, thence, in involution, by the

preceding example. Again the conies 6*2, S3, S^ have in common the

points O, Q, 1 ; the residual intersections of the pairs of these are,

for S3, S^, the point 2 ; for S^, S^, the point 3 ; and, for jS^, /So, the

point 4. Wherefore (02, ^,), (03, ^3), (04, ^4) are in involution ; this

is, therefore, the same involution as before.

E.v. 36. The polars ofany point in regard to the siuc conies ichich

can be drawn through the sets offive,from six arbitrary points of' a
plane, touch a conic.

This result was suggested by Mr H. M. Taylor, Trinity College, Cambridge.
(See ^\^ ^V. Taylor, Messenger of Mathematics, xxxvi, 1007, p. 113; and
particularly, E. J. Nansoii, Mess, of Math, xfai, 1917^ p. If33.)
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Let the six given points be denoted by 1, 2, ..., 5, 6, the other

point being 0, the conic containing the five points 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 be

6'i, etc., the polar of in regard to S^ being pi, etc. Any two of

the conies have four points in connnon, and a further, auxihary,

conic can be drawn through and these four points. As the polars

of 0, in regard to conies through four points, meet in a point

(Ex. 15, above), the polars of in regard to the two conies meet
on the tangent, at 0, of the auxiliary conic spoken of.

Consider then the intersections of ^g with pi, p.2, p,, j)^. These lie,

by what has been said, on the tangents, at O, respectively of the

four conies containing the points

0,2,3,4,6; 0,1,3,4,6; 0,1,2,4,6; 0,1,2,3,6.

These however are conies, through the points and 6, containing,

respectively, the various sets of three points which can be chosen

from the four 1, 2, 3, 4. By the result of the preceding example,

it follows that the range of four points in which f^ is met by

pi^ Pn pz^Pi (these points lying on the tangents at O of the four

conies just named) is related to the pencil of lines joining to the

points 1, 2, 3, 4. The range in which p^ is met byjOj, p-2, p-i-, p^ is,

similarly, related to this pencil. Whence the six polar lines touch

a conic.

The above interesting proof of Taylor's theorem is derived from that given
by Mr S. G. Soal, of the East London College, in J. L. S. Hatton's Principles

of Projective Geometry, Cambridge, 1913, p. 299.

Fiom this demonstration we can state the theorem : Given six

arbitrary points of a plane, there exists, corresponding to anij further

arhitrary point, O, of the plane, a conic, and, upon this conic, six

points subtending, at any point of the conic, a pencil xchich is related

to that of the lines zohich Join O to the six given arbitrary points.

For the points of contact of p^, p-i, Pi p^ with the conic are, as a

range on the conic, related to the range determined by these tangents

on the tangent /?.,.

If seven points be taken, and each in turn omitted, the seven

conies obtained have three common tangents.

Ex. 37. Let A, B, C, A', B\ C, D be seven given points, and ^
a given line through D. Any conic through A, B, C, D meets p in

a further point, M, and there is a second conic through A\ B\ C,
D, M. The chord of these two conies, other than p, passes through

a fixed point.



CHAPTER II

PROPERTIES RELATIVE TO TWO POINTS OF
REFERENCE

Introductory. The multiplicity of metrical results often found
in books on Geometry are in fact relations of the figure which is

considered, either to two points of reference, regarded as given, or,

more generally, to a conic of reference, regarded as given. This is

one of the striking discoveries, essentially due to Poncelet, of the

early part of the nineteenth century. The fact is generally proved
by beginning, on the basis of Euclid's geometry, with the metrical

relations, and gradually shewing how these can be summarised under
more general points of view. We adopt the converse procedure.

Without assuming the metrical basis, and as consequences of the

foundations which have been explained, we obtain a number of

results which are easily recognised as containing those usually de-

veloped as consequences of the notion of distance. Finally, from
this and Chapter v, it should emerge quite clearly that distance is

only a special way of using the algebraic symbols ; and that it is an
arbitrary limitation to regard it as fundamental.

For the sake of clearness we shall employ the terms, such as

perpendicular, circle, 7'ectangular hyperbola, and so on, which are

current in metrical geometry. They have here, however, a more
general meaning, depending on the choice of the absolute points of

reference.

Middle points, Perpendicular lines, Centroid, Ortho-
centre. Suppose that two points of reference are given; they may
be called the Absolute points, and will often be denoted by / and J.

If any line, AB, meet the line IJ in K, the point, say C, which
is the harmonic conjugate of K in regard to A and B, may be called

the middle point of AB, in regard to / and J. Any two lines whose
intersection is on the line IJ may be said to be parallel to one
another, in regard to / and J. Any two lines which meet the line

IJ in two points which are harmonic conjugates of one another, in

regard to / and J, may be said to be at right angles, or, to be
perpendicidar, in regard to / and J. With these definitions, all the
theorems of incidence involving these terms remain true. Thus, for

instance, two lines, which are both parallel to a third line, are

parallel to one another ; all lines which are at right angles to a
line are parallel to one another; if a series of parallel lines be
drawn, meeting any two lines, say a and b, the former in A and
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the latter in B, the middle point of AB lies on a definite line

through the intersection of a and h.

Or, passing to somewhat less obvious results, the ordinary con-

structions for the centroid, and for the orthocentre, of three given

points A, B,C, can be carried out, these words being defined as we
now explain.

For the centroid., this is defined as the intersection of the lines

joining A, B, C, respectively, to the middle points of BC, CA^ AB.
If the line IJ be met by
BC,CA, AB, respectively,

in D', E\ F\ and D be

the harmonic conjugate

of Z)' in regard to B, C,

while E is similarly de-

fined from E' by means
of C and A, and F from

F' by ^ and B, we have

only to shew that AD,
BE, CF meet in a point.

In fact, it is clear, from
the construction, that E,

F, D' are in line; as, like-

wise, are F, D, E' and D, E, F'; and, hence, that the line, joining

A to the intersection of BE and CF, passes through D.

For the orthocentre, we are to shew that the lines, drawn through

A, B, C, respectively perpendicular to BC, CA, AB, meet in a point.

As before, let D', E', F' be the points in which IJ is met by BC,
CA,AB, respectively ; and let JJ, V, W be the harmonic conjugates,

in regard to / and J, respectively of D',E\ F'. We are to shew

that AU, BV, CW meet in a point.

If AU, CW meet in P, the involution determined on the line IJ
h\ the joins of A, B, C, P
(Preliminary, above, p. 4), is

determined bv the two pairs

D ,U and F\ W. In regard

to these pairs, /, J are har-

monic conjugates ; these are

then the double points of the

involution, and thus AC, BP
meet the line IJ in points har-

monic in regard thereto. Thus
BV passes through P. Each of

A, B, C, P is then the ortho-

centre of the other three in

regard to I and J.
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Considering I, J as a degenerate conic, regarded as an envelope

(above, p. 24), the theorem of the orthocentre is evidently a parti-

cular case of the theorem (above, p. 31) that, if, of the line pairs

containing four points, two pairs consist of lines which are con-

jugate in regard to a conic, so does the third pair. [Add.]

Circles. Any conic which passes through the two absolute

points of reference, /, J, will be spoken of as a circle in regard

to / and J, or, simply, as a circle. By the cejitre of the circle will

be meant the pole, in regard thereto, of the line IJ. As a conic is

determined bv five points, a

circle is determined by three

points, beside / and J.

If the tangent, at a point

P, of a circle, whose centre

is C, meet the line IJ in T,

this point, T, lying on the

polar of C, and on the tan-

gent at P, is the pole of the

line PC. Thus PT, PC meet
IJ in points which are har-

monic in regard to / and J.

In other words, the tangent at any point of a circle is at right

angles to the line joining this point to the centre of the circle.

Two circles will have two points of intersection, beside / and J.

The tangents of one of the circles, at these two points, meet on the

line joining the centres

of the circles. For, if

these two points be de-

noted bv A and 5, and
D, E, F be the inter-

sections, respectivelv, of

IJ, AB, of IA, JBl and
of IB, JA, the polar, in ^ '^ ^
regard to either circle, of the point D, is the line EF (above, p. 23),

and this line contains the intersection, both of the tangents at A,

P, and of the tangents at /, J. This line, EF, is thus the hne

joining the centres ot the two circles.

Suppose that, at one of the common points, A, of two circles,

the tangents of the circles are at right angles to one another, in

regard to / and J. As the tangent of a circle at any point is at

right angles to the line joining this point to the centre, it follows

that the tangent, at ^, of either circle, passes through the centre

of the other. Thence, as the tangents of either circle, at the points

A, P, meet on the line joining the centres of the circles, it follows

that the tangent at P, of either circle, passes through the centre of

R. fj. II. O
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the other circle. Wherefore the tangents at B, of the two circles,

are at right angles. Two such circles are said to cut at right angles,

or orthogonally ; they are such a pair of associated conies as were

considered before (Chap, i, Ex. 19, above, p. 42). It follows from

what was then said that, any line, drawn through the centre of

either of two circles which cut at right angles, meets the two circles,

respectively, in two pairs of points which are harmonic in regard

to one another ; and, conversely, that if, on any line drawn through

the centre of a circle, there be taken two points which are harmonic

conjugates of one another in regard to the points in which the line

cuts the circle, then any circle drawn through these two points cuts

the given circle at right angles. It follows, also, that two points,

which are such that every circle, passing through them, cuts a

given circle at right angles, must be conjugate points in regard to

this circle, and lie on a line through its centre.

Coaxial circles. The common chord, AB^ of two circles, other

than /J, may be called the radical axis of the two circles. Circles

passing through A and B, that is, conies through A, B, /, J, may
be said to be coaxial.

Of such conies, beside the lines IJ, BA, there are two which are

line pairs, the pair lA, JB, meeting, say, in E, and the pair IB, JA,
meeting, say, in F. The points E, F may be called the limiting

points of the coaxial circles through A and B. The line EF contains

the centres of all the coaxial circles ; and E, F are conjugate points

in regard to any one of these circles. The triad of points self-con-

jugate in regard to all the coaxial circles consists of the limiting

points jE, F, together with the point, D, where the radical axis

intersects the line IJ. Thus, by what we have said above, all circles

through the limiting points, E, F, cut every circle of the coaxial

system at right angles ; these circles form a second coaxial system,

of which A and B are the limiting points, their centres being on

A
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the radical axis, AB^ of the first system. Conversely, a circle whose
centre is at any point on the radical axis, AB, of the first system
of circles, can be drawn, to cut all the circles of this system at right

angles ; it passes through the limiting points.

Inversion in regard to a circle. There is a process, which
has been much employed, by which, when we are given a circle in

a plane, we can pass from any point of the plane to another point.

It will subsequently be found, in dealing with the relations of geo-
metry in two and in three dimensions, that the process can be
regarded from a very simple point of view. It can also be shewn
that, in its effect, the process does not differ from the transformation
explained in Chap, i, Ex. 16 (above, p. 38). We give, however,
some provisional results obtained from the present point of view.

Two points, P and P', are said to be inverses of one another in

regard to a given circle when, (a) they are conjugate in regard
to the circle, and, (6) their join passes

through the centre of the circle. When
this is so, it follows, by what has already

been remarked in the preceding chapter

(Ex. 5, above, p. 28), that the lines /P,
JP' meet in a point, say, L, lying on the

circle, and the lines IP\ JP also meet in a

point of the circle, say, M, The relation

of the points P, P' is evidently reciprocal.

The definition can be held to include the

inverse of a point in regard to a line, which,

taken with the line IJ, may be regarded as

a degenerate circle ; the inverse of P in re-

gard to the line, say, P', will be such that
PP' is at right angles to the line, and the mid-point of PP' is

on the line.

When P describes any locus, P' will describe a coiTesponding
locus. The most important case is that, when P describes any

5—2
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circle, then P' also describes a circle. Of this a particular case

arises when P describes a circle which passes through the centre, 0,

of the given circle by which we define the inversion ; then the circle

described by P' degenerates into a line, taken with the line IJ.

Conversely, we may say that the inverse of a line is a circle passing

through the centre of the fixed circle of inversion. These statements

are easy to prove : When P describes any conic passing through /

and J, the pencils / (P), J (P) are related ; these, however, give,

respectively, the ranges (L), (M), of the given fundamental conic,

which are, therefore, also related. Thus P', the intersection of JL
and /M, describes another conic passing through / and J, that is,

a circle. While, if P, on its locus, can take the position 0, the

points L, M, take, then, respectively, the positions / and J ; then

the ray /J, of the pencil / (P'), corresponds to the ray JI, of the

pencil J(P'), and the locus of P' degenerates (above, p. 10) into

the line IJ and another line. Conversely, if P' describes a line, the

pencils, I (P'), J (P'), are related; so then, also, are the pencils

/(P), J(P); thus P describes a conic passing through / and J.

But, in particular, to the point P' which is on IJ, correspond

positions, of L and M, respectively at / and J ; the corresponding

position of P is then at 0. The locus of P is, thus, a circle passing

through the centre, 0, of the circle of inversion.

Examples of inversion in regard to a given circle.

Ex. 1. Let the point P, of one circle, invert into the point P',

of the inverse circle ; and let the

tangents of these circles, respect-

ively at P and P', meet the line /J,

in T and T' ; let the line OPP'
meet IJ in X. Then JC is a double

point of the involution determined

by the pairs /, J and T, T'. Con-
sider, first, two points, P and Q ;

and their inverses, respectively P'
and Q\ Let PP' and QQ' meet /J,

respectively, in X and F, while PQ
and P'Q''meet IJ in T and T\
Then, by what has been said above,

the conic drawn through /, J, P, Q, P' also contains Q'
; or, the

points P, Q, P', Q' lie on a circle, cutting the circle of inversion

at right angles. Thus, the pairs X, Y ; T, T'; I, J belong to the

invohition, of points on IJ, determined by conies through P, Q,

P', Q'. When Q coincides with P, and Q' with P', this leads to

the result stated.

Ea\ 2. The circles which are the inverses of two circles which

cut at right angles are two circles which also cut at right angles.
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Let the tangents of two circles, which meet at P, and cut at

right angles, intersect the line /J, respectively, in T and X] ; let

the tangents of the, respectively, inverse circles, at the inverse

point P', meet IJ in T' and V . Consider the involution deter-

mined by the two pairs of points, /, J and T, T'. The point, t/,

which is the harmonic conjugate of T
in I'egard to / and J, and the point, F,

which we may take, which is the har-

monic conjugate of T' in regard to /
and J, form a pair also belonging to

this involution (above, p. 7). If the

line P'PO meet IJ in X, we have seen

in the preceding example that the in-

volution determined by /, J with X as

a double point, contains the pairs T, T'

and U, U'. By what we have now said,

this same involution, as determined by /, J and T, T', contains the

pair U, V. Thus V coincides with IJ\ and the points T', U' are

harmonic conjugates in regard to /, J. Therefore, the inverse

circles cut at right angles at P'. It is easy to prove, also, that

the inverses of two circles which touch one another are two circles,

which also touch one another.

Ex. 3. Suppose we are given a circle and two points which are

inverse to one another in regard to this circle, that is, these points

are conjugate to one another in regard to this circle, and lie on a
line passing through the centre of this circle. If we invert this

system in regard to a circle, we obtain another circle and two
points. The new points are inverse to one another in regard to

the new circle.

For, every circle through the two original inverse points cuts at

right angles the circle in regard to which they are inverse, as we
have proved. Wherefore, by Ex. 2 above, every circle through the

two new points cuts the new circle at right angles. This shews, by
what we have said, that the two
new points are inverse points

in regard to the new circle.

Ex. 4. It follows, from Ex. 3,

that, when a circle, say S, of

centre C, inverts into a circle,

*S", the point C which is the

inverse of C (in regard to the

circle of inversion), is the in-

verse of the centre, 0, of the

circle of inversion, taken in

regard to *S". For, if K be any point of the line /J, the points C
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and K are inverses of one another in regard to S. The inverse of K
(in regard to the circle of inversion) is, however, 0. Thus 0, C are

inverse points in regard to S' . In particular, when S' is a line, it

passes through the middle point of OC and is at right angles to this.

Examples in regard to circles. Ex. 1. If any three circles

be taken, and the common chord, other than /J, of each of the

three pairs of these circles, these three common chords meet in a

point. Let the circles be 5", U, V ; consider the common points of

S with U, and, also, of S with V ; let the former be P, P', and the

latter be Q, Q', and let the chords PP', QQ' meet in T. By what

has been seen, a circle can be described with T as centre, to cut

the circle S at right angles ; it is the conic touching TI and TJ^

respectively at / and J, which passes through one (and therefore

the other) of the points of contact of the tangents drawn from T
to S. The points P, P\ being on S^ are inverse in regard to this

circle, as also are Q, Q'. This circle, therefore, cuts U and F, also,

at right angles. Its centre T is, therefore, on the common chord

of XJ and V. For, if H be one of the common points of U and F,

and TH meet U and F again, respectively, in L and M, it follows

that L and M are both inverses of H^ in regard to the circle of

centre T, and, therefore, coincide.

Ex. 2. Let A^ B, C be any three points ; and D, E, F be any

three points lying respectively on BC, on CA and on AB. Through
the three points F, B, D (beside /,

J) a circle can be drawn ; through

the three points E, C, D another

circle. These, beside D (and /, J),

will have common a further point 0.

This point lies on the circle passing

through A, E, F. (Miquel, Lioiiv. J".,

iii, 1838.)

Denote the points in which the

line IJ is met by BC, CA, AB, re-

spectively, by A', B', C \ and the

points in which the lines OB, OE, OF, respectively, meet IJ, by

D , E', F'. Then the pairs of points /, J; A', F'\ C, D' are in

involution, that determined on IJ by the conies through the four

points F, B, D, ; so that the range C, F', J, I is related to the

range D', A', I, J. Again, by conies through E, C, D, O, the pairs

/, J; A', E' ; B', D' are in involution, and, therefore, the range

D', A', I, J is related to the range B', E', J, I, and is, hence,

related to the range E', B', I, J. But, then, the ranges, C, F', J, I

and E', B', I, J, being related, the pairs /, J ; B' , F' ; C, E' are

in involution. This shews that a circle passes through the points

A, E, F, 0. [Add.]
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Ex. 3. Wherefore, by supposing the points D, E, F to be in

line, we infer that, if four hues be taken in a plane, and, from

every three of these lines, by inter-

sections of pairs, a triad of points be
defined, then the three circles deter-

mined by three of these triads have

a common point. Therefore, by sym-
metry of reasoning, the tour circles

determined by the four triads have a

point in common.
Conversely, let points, D, E, F,

lying, respectively, on the three joins

BC, CA, AB, be such that the circle

ABC contains the point of concur-

rence, 0, of the three circles AEF,
BFD,CDE,\vhose existence is proved

in Ex. 2. Then the points D, E, F
are in line. For, let the line EF meet BC in P. The point is

determined by the intersection of the circles AEF and ABC, and
the circle EPC passes through 0. But this circle has, with the

circle CDE, the points E, O, C, /, J in common, and thus coincides

with it. Hence P coincides with D.

The circle ABC may thus be regarded as the locus of the point

of intersection of the 'circles AEF, BED, CDE, when D, E, F are

determined by a varying line.

Ex. 4. A particular corollary from this is the fact (already

proved. Chap, i, Ex. 8) that, if, from a point, 0, of the circle ABCy
lines be drawn at right angles to BC,
CA, AB, meeting these, respectively, in

D, E and F, then these points D, E, F
are in line. For, the pencil of lines

E (/, J, 0, A), being harmonic, is related,

to the pencil F (I, J, 0, A). Thus a circle

can be drawn through O, E, F, A, I, J.

Similarly, circles can be drawn through

0, F, B', D and 0, D, C, E.

If the lines OD, OE, OF meet the

line IJ, respectively, in D', E', F'; and
L be the harmonic conjugate, on the

line OD, of the point in regard to D
and D', so that D is the middle point of

OL ; and, similarly, M, N be taken, on OE, OF, respectively, such

that E is the middle point of OM, and F the middle point of ON,
it follows that L, M, N are in line.

Ex. 5. If, in the preceding example, there be four lines, instead
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of only the three BC, CA, AB, and be the point of concurrence of
the four circles, determined, as in Ex. 3, by every three of these,
there will be obtained four points, L, M, N, P, lying in line. The
rule for these is, that the middle point of OL lies on one of the
four given lines, the line OL being at right angles to this line.

Now apply the theory of inversion, explained above, to this figure,

the circle of inversion being any circle of which O is the centre.

The four given lines then invert into circles passing through
;

the centres of these circles will (Ex. 4, above, in regard to inversion)
be the points obtained by inversion of L, M, iV, P. These centres
will then lie on a circle passing through 0. In the original figure,

the point was obtained as a point of concurrence of four circles

;

of these, every two have an intersection beside 0, which is also an
intersection of two of the given lines. These circles will invert into
four lines, say a', b', c\ df. The original figure can, then, be obtained,
by inversion, from four arbitrary lines a\ h\ c\ d\ and an arbitrary
point, 0.

We thus infer a further property of the four circles considered in

Ex. 3 above (given, with other properties, by Steiner, Ges. Werke,
I, p. 223)—namely, that their centres lie on a circle which passes

through 0. This result may, also, be regarded as built up from
the theorem, similarly obtainable from Ex. 4, by inversion, that,

if three circles with a common point be such that the other three
points of intersection of the pairs of these lie in line, then the
centres of the three circles lie on a circle passing through their

point of concurrence.

-E^. 6. In the figure of Ex. 3, we have four lines, and four circles

which meet in 0. This arose from the figure of Ex. 2, in which there

were three lines, and three concurrent circles. There is a generalisa-

tion, of importance, in which the lines are replaced by circles.

Let any four circles, which we suppose considered in a definite
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order, be denoted, respectively, bv 1, 2, 3, 4<. Let the pairs of

intersections (other than /, J), of the successive pairs of these

circles, be denoted, respectively, as follows

:

for 1, 2 by T, ^ ; for 2, 3 by C,E ; for 3, 4 by D, ; for 4, 1 by B, F.

Then it can be shewn that, if the four points T, C, D, B lie on a

circle, say 6", the four remaining points, A, E, 0, F, also lie on

a circle, say S'.

This result is obtainable by inversion in regard to any circle

of centre T, whereby we are led back to

MiqueFs theorem of Ex. 2. But, as will

be seen below, in dealing with the relations

of geometry in two and three dimensions,

this is not the simplest way of regarding

the theorem.

Ea:. 7. Three circles, 1, 2, 3, meet in a

point 0. The tangents at O, respectively

of the circles 2 and 3, meet the circle 1 in

Q and R ; the points of intersection of the

circles are A or (2, 3), B or (3, 1), C or

(1, 2). Prove that OA, QB, RC meet in a

point. (Chap, i, Ex. 34.)

EcV. 8. If a pair of common chords of

two conies, which meet in E, meet two
common tangents of the conies, respectively, in X and M, the

line XM passes through one of the two points, F, which, with E

and another point G, form the common self-polar triad of the two
conies. The points X, M belong to the involution determined on
the lineXM by the two conies, the double points of this involution

being the point F, and the point of XM which lies on EG ; the

points, R, R\ in which the line XM meets the other two tangents

common to the conies, also belong to this involution.
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The result follows at once from the fact remarked (Chap, i, Ex. 14),
that the figure consists of pairs of points which are harmonic images
of one another in regard to the line EG and the point F.

Ex. 9. In the case of two circles, the common self-polar triad

consists of the two limiting points, F, G, and the point, £', in which
the common chord, AB, meets the line IJ. Let one of the four

common tangents of the circles be called t, and consider, with this.

the common tangent which intersects t on the line of centres, FG,
of the two circles ; let X be the intersection of this latter tangent
with the common chord AB. Another common tangent passes

through the intersection of the line EF with t ; let this meet the

line IJ in M, the line XM passing through the limiting point F.

The remaining common tangent passes through the intersection of

the line EG with t, and meets the line /J, say, in N. Let XM
meet the tangent ^, and the tangent through iV, respectively in R
and R'. (Cf. the diagram of Ex. 8.)

If then RX meet EG in F\ there is on the line RX an involution,

of which F and F' are the double points, of which X, M and i?, R^
are two pairs, and two other pairs are the intersections of the line

XR with the two circles. (Ex. 8.)

Now a circle, H, can be drawn with centre X, to contain the

limiting points F, G, by what we have shewn above ; this will cut

both the given circles at right angles, and will, therefore, pass

through the points of contact with the circles of the common
tangent containing X. As 31 is on the polar, /J, of X, in regard

to this circle, and X, M are harmonic in regard to F and F\ this
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circle passes also through F'. Thus the points R, R' are inverses

of one another in regard to this circle, n. In the same way, if XG
meet the tangent t, and the tangent through M, respectively in S
and S\ it follows that S, S' are inverses of one another in regard
to this same circle, fl. The lines XF, XG, likewise, meet the given

circles in points which are inverses of one another in regard to this

circle, Q.
If we now invert the figure in regard to this circle, fl, both the

given circles invert into themselves, but the common tangent t

inverts into a circle, passing through the points X, R', S', which
touches both the given circles.

Conversely, suppose that the three lines, which appear here as

the common tangents containing respectively X, M, N, are given.

It can be shewn that there are four circles touching these three

lines ; the proof has in fact been given (Chap, i, Ex. 17). Also, as

F, F' are harmonic in regard to X, M, and XF meets the tangent
MS' on /J, while XG meets the tangent NR' also on IJ, it follows

easily that X, R', S' are the mid points, in regard to /, J, of the

pairs of points formed by the intersections of the three given lines.

Thus the circle XR'S' is determined by these lines. Hence these four

circles are all touched by another circle. (See also Chap, i, Ex. 33.)

The present proof (usually based on metrical considerations here not utilised)

was ffiven by J. P. Taylor, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, xiii (1875), p. 197;
and by Fonteue', Nouvelles Annates, vii (1907), p. 161. The theorem is con-
sidered again, in Chap. iii. below.

Angle properties for a circle. In the present volume, no use

is made of any measure of an angle until Chap, v is reached. In

Euclid's treatment of circles great use is made of the fact that the

angles in any segment of a circle are equal to one another ; it will

be convenient to give here a condition under which we may, if we
desire, speak ot two angles as being equal. In Euclid's theory, if

two angles or, /3 be respectively equal to two angles a', ^\ then an
angle, formed by the sum of the two former, is regarded as being

equal to the angle formed by the sum of the two latter. This is a

step which we do not take before Chap, v is reached, the sum of

two angles being at present undefined.

Let OA, OB be two lines, meeting in a point, 0; and let O'A',

OB' be two other lines, meeting in 0'
. We may say that, in

regard to the fundamental points /, J, the line OB makes with

OA an angle equal to that made with A' by OB', if the pencil

0{B,A,I,J)he related to the pencil 0' (B', A', I, J). If OB, OA
meet the line IJ, respectively, in Q and P, while O'B', O'A' meet
IJ in Q' and P', respectively, the ranges (Q, P, /, J), {Q', P', /, J)

are then related.
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It may be remarked that, when we are dealing with real points,

J
if B' be a point of the line OQ separated

from Bhy and Q, this provisional defini-

tion would render the angle made by OB'
with OA equal to the angle made with OA
by OB. These, however, are, in general,

diiferent from the angle made by OA with
OB, or with OB'. The angle made by OB
with OA is eq ual to the angle made by OA
with OB., when OA, OB are harmonic con-

jugates in regard to /, J; that is, in the phraseology here used,

when OA, OB are at right angles, in regard to /, J.

From this definition, if the points 0, 0', A, B lie on a circle,

the angle which O'B makes with 0'^ is equal to the angle which

OB makes with OA. And, when the line AB passes through the
centre, C, of the circle, in which case the lines joining to ^ and
B are harmonic conjugates in regard to 01, OJ, the lines OB, OA
are at right angles.

Ecc. If the tangents at two points, P, Q, of a circle meet in T,

the angle made by QT with QP is equal

to the angle made by PQ with PT ; and,

if R be any other point of the circle, this

is equal to the angle made by RQ with RP.
For, if P ,

Q' be any other two points of

the circle, the range P', Q', I, J, of four

points of the circle, gives related pencils

Avhen joined to any two points of the

circle. Thus, the pencils Q (Q', P', I, J),

P(Q', P', I, J) are related. Recalling,

what has appeared in the definition of a
conic, that the tangent contains two co-

incident points of the conic, we see, by
supposing P' to be at P, and Q' to be at Q, that the pencils

Q (T, P, /, J), P {Q, T, I, J) are related. Farther, the pencils
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Q (Q', P', /, J), R {Q\ P', /, J) are related, so that each of the
preceding pencils is related to R (Q, P, /, J).

Foci and axes of a conic. The foci of a conic, in regard to
/ and J, are defined as the two pairs of intersections, 5, S' and
H, H', of the two pairs of

tangents to the conic from /,

J. By the properties of conies

touching four lines (above,

p. 24), the three lines SS',

HH'. IJ form a self-polar

triad, the intersection, C, of

SS' and HH\ being the pole

of the line IJ in regard to

the conic, that is, the centre,

in regard to / and J. The
lines CSS', CHH' meet IJ
in two points which are har-

monic conjugates in regard to

/ and J; these lines are called

the axes of the conic ; they

are at right angles. The tan-

gents CA, CB, to the conic,

from the centre C, are called the asymptotes. Any two lines, drawn
through the centre C, conjugate to one another in regard to the
conic, that is, harmonic conjugates in regard to the asymptotes
CA, CB, are called conjicgate diameters of the conic. The axes
are that single pair of conjugate diameters which are at right

angles.

Ex. As a conic can be drawn to have five given tangents, a
conic can be drawn to touch the joins BC, CA, AB, of three points

A, B, C, and have a given point S for a focus. The tangents,

other than IS, JS, drawn to this conic fi:om / and J will intersect

one another in a further focus, S', which we may call the focus

conjugate to S.

We consider the correspondence of S and 6", either of which
determines the other. In particular we shew that if S be at the
orthocentre of A, B, C, in regard to /, J, then >S' is at the centre

of the circle A, B, C.

The line pairs AI, AJ; AS, AS'; AB, AC are pairs of tangents
drawn from A to particular conies touching the four lines IS,

JS, IS', JS'; they are therefore in involution (Chap, i, Ex. 1).

Similarly for the pairs of lines joining B to /, J; S, S'; C, A; and
for the pairs of lines joining C to I, J ; S, S'; A, B. Let the

double rays of the first involution, of lines through A, intersect

the double rays of the second involution, through B, in the four
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points X, Y, Z, T ; then it follows, because the lines AYX, AZT,
say, are harmonic in regard to

AC, AB, and the lines BZY, BTX,
say, are harmonic in regard to BA,
BC, that the lines XZ, TY, say,

meet in C. And, then, as the line

IJ is divided harmonically by the

line pair AYX, AZT, and also by
the line pair BZY, BTX, it is

divided harmonically by the line

pair XCZ, YCT (above,^p. 4); so,

likewise, is the line SS'. Where-
fore the lines XCZ, YCT are the

double lines of the involution containing the line pairs CI, CJ;
CS, CS' ; CA, CB. Thus the relation of S, S' is that of two points

which are conjugate to one another in regard to all conies passing

through X, Y, Z, T (as in Ex. 16 of Chap, i), and /, J are conju-

gate to one another, also, in regard to such conies. Thus when S
describes a line, *S" describes a conic passing through A, B, C ; and
conversely.

A point D can be taken so that IJ is divided harmonically

by AC, BD and by BC, AD; it will then (above, p. 4) also be
divided harmonically by AB, CD.

B

The point D will be the ortho-

centre of A, B, C, in

regard to /, J, and /, J
will be conjugate to one
another in regard to all

conies through ^,5, C, D.
Let the conic (circle) be
drawn through A, B, C,

/, J, and let be the
intersection of the tan-

gents of this conic at /, J,

the centre of this conic.

We shew then that when
S is at D, then <S" is at O.

For let CO, CD meet the
conic A, B, C, I, J, again,

respectively in U, V, and
let BA, JI meet in W. As
the points /, J are separ-

ated harmonically by the
lines AB and CD, while,

-as points on the conic, JJ and C are harmonic conjugates in regard
to I and J, it follows that VXJ passes through W. Thus the line
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pairs CI, CJ; CA, CB ; CO, CD are in involution. By a similar

argument the line pairs joining A to the point pairs I, J ; B, C

;

0, D are in involution; as, also, those joining B to /, J; C,A ; 0, D.

This shews that O, D are related as was stated.

Confocal Conies. A system of conies having the same foci is

called a confocal system. It is the same as a system of conies with

four common tangents, of which two meet in the point /, and the

other two in the point J. The four foci are in pairs, on two lines

which meet in the centre of the conic ; if one of these pairs be
common to two conies, so are the other pair.

If the two pairs of foci be denoted, as above, hy S,S' and H, H'

;

and if PT, PT' be the tangents, to one conic of the confocal system,

drawn from an arbitrary point P, it is known (above, p. 25) that

the four pairs of lines PT, PT'; PI, PJ; PS, PS'; PH, PH', are

in involution. The double lines of this involution are harmonic in

regard to the lines of each pair ; in particular in regard to PI, PJ,
and so are at right angles. These double lines are, however, the

tangents at P, of the two conies which can be drawn, through P,

to touch the four lines IS, IS', JS, JS' (above, p. 25). Thus,
through any point P can be drawn two conies of the confocal system,

and these cut one another at right angles, at the point P. It can be

shewn, similarly, that they also cut at right angles at each of their

other three points of intersection.

Further, if we refer again to the provisional phraseology in regard

to equal angles, the angle made by PS'
Avith PT' is equal to the angle which
PT makes with PS. For, as the pairs

of lines, PS, PS' ; PT, PT'; PI, PJ
are in involution, the pencils P(S', T',

1, J), P {S, T, J, I) are related, and the

second is related to P (T,S,I,J). Also,

if one of the double rays of this invo-

lution bePM,the pencils P{M,S',I,J),

P (S, M, I, J) are related ; so that the

angle made by PM with PS' is equal

to the angle made with PM by PS.
In particular, when P is on the conic,

the angles S'PM, MPS are equal.

A particular set of confocal conies is a set of confocal parabolas,

that is, conies all touching the line IJ at the same point, and
having tw-o other common tangents, IS, JS. [Add.]
Common chords of a circle with a conic. If the axes of a

conic meet the line IJ in X and Y, as the axes meet in the pole

of the line IJ and are at right angles and conjugate in regard to

the conic, the points -X", Y are the double points of the involution
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determined by the two pairs consisting of /, J and the points, F,
F', in which the conic meets /, J ; this is the involution determined
on the line IJ by the conic and any circle. If, then, a pair of

chords, LM, L'M', of the conic and the circle, meet IJ in P and
P', the pair P, P' will belong to this involution. Wherefore, the

ranges, P, -X", /, J and X, P, I, J, are related. Thus, the angle
made by the common chord, LM, of a conic, and any circle, with
either axis, CX, is equal to the angle made by this axis with the
complementary common chord, L'M , of the conic and circle.

The director circle of a conic. The director circles of
conies touching four lines are coaxial. This is the conic

which has been defined (Chap, i, Ex. 3) as the director conic in

regard to / and J. From its definition it is the locus of points

from which the two tangents to the conic are at right angles ; it

passes through the points in which the conic is met by the polar

of any one of the four foci ; and its centre coincides with the centre

of the conic. As has been shewn (Chap, i, Ex. 25), if, through three

points which form a self-polar triad in regard to the conic, the

circle be drawn, this cuts the director circle at right angles.

Further, the director circles of all conies which touch four given

lines have two points in common, beside / and J, that is, are a
coaxial system of circles. For, let P be one of the intersections of

the director circles of two particular conies touching these four

lines. The pairs of tangents from P, to all these conies, are a

pencil in involution (above, p. 25) ; and these meet the line /J,

which is supposed to have no special relation to the four lines,

in pairs of points in involution. Of this involution, however, the

points /, J are the double points ; for, the tangents from P to each

of the two selected conies are at right angles, and an involution is

determined by two of its pairs. Wherefore, the tangents from P
to any other of the conies are at right angles, and P lies on the

director circle of this conic. From this, the statement made follows.

Particular, degenerate, conies touching the four lines, are the

point pairs, three in number, through which the lines pass in pairs.

If A, C be such a pair, the lines PA, PC are the tangents to this

from a point P, and the coiTesponding director circle is the locus

of P when the lines PA, PC are at right angles. The centre of

this circle is the middle point of ^C in regard to / and J. If B, D,

and E, F, be the other point pairs, the middle points of AC, BD,
EF lie on a line, the line containing the centres of all the coaxial

director circles, which are the centres, the poles of IJ, in regard to

the conies touching the four lines.

One conic can be drawn touching the four lines which also touches

IJ. The director circle of this, as was remarked, degenerates into

the line IJ and another line ; if the other two tangents which can
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be drawn, from /, J, to this conic, meet in S^ the Hne in question

is tlie polar of S in rc<>;arcl to this conic. (Cf. Ex. 5 of Chap, i.)

This Hne is then the radical axis of all the director circles, and is

at right angles to the line of centres of the conies. [Add.]
Parabolas. The directrix of a parabola. A conic touching

the line IJ is called a parabola. If this touch IJ in S\ and if S
be the intersection of the tangents from /, J, the four foci of the

parabola are S, S' and /, J. The polar of (S in regard to the para-

bola is called the directrlv ; it was this name which suggested, to

Gaskin, to call the director circle of any conic, the director. As a
particular case of what has been said, since a line cuts a circle at

right angles only if it passes through the centre of the circle, it

follows that the circle drawn through three points, which are a

self-polar triad in regard to a parabola, has its centre on the

directrix of tlie parabola.

The directrix of a parabola also passes through the orthocentre

of any three points whose joins are three tangents of the parabola.

This follows at once from Brianchon's theorem. For let A, B, C
be three points such that BC, CA, AB
touch the parabola ; let CJ5, CA, respec-

tively, meet the directrix in P and Q;
let the other tangents from P, Q, to the

parabola, meet IJ, respectively, in T
and U. As then, by definition, the tan-

gents, PT, CB, are at right angles, the

line AT is the line drawn from A at

right angles to BC. So BU is the line

drawn from B at right angles to AC.
The point of intersection of these lines

is the orthocentre of A, B, C (above,

p. 64) ; by Brianchon's theorem (Chap, i,

Ex. 2) this point of intersection is on

the directrix PQ. Conversely, it may be seen that a parabola can
be drawn, to touch three given lines, to have for directrix any line

through the orthocentre of the points formed by the intersections

of the lines.

Examples in regard to a parabola. E.v. 1. If ^, B, C be
three points such that the lines BC, CA, AB touch the parabola,

the circle through A, B, C contains also the focus, S, of the para-

bola. For, as the lines joining S to the points /, J are, by the

definition of S, tangents of the parabola, and the line IJ is also

a tangent, this is the theorem (Chap, i, Ex. 7) tl^at,, when the six

lines, which are the joins of the pairs of each of two triads of

points, touch a conic, the two triads are points of another conic.

Ex: 2. If we have four lines, any three of these, by their inter-

B. O. II. 6
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sections in pairs, give rise to a triad of points, through which there

passes a circle. The four circles so obtained meet in a point, namely
the focus of the parabola which can be drawn to touch the four

lines (beside the line IJ). This is a result obtained above (p. 71).

It will be seen later that the theorem is equivalent to Moebius""

theorem of the in- and circumscribed tetrads (Vol. i, p. 62).

A conic, 6", containing a triad of points whose joins touch another

conic, 2 (and, therefore, an infinite number of such triads), mav be

spoken of as triangularly circumscribed to S. Thus, any circle

passing through the focus of a parabola is triangularly circum-

scribed to the parabola.

Ex. 3. Let the line joining the focus, 6", of a parabola, to the

point, 6", in which the curve touches IJ, meet the curve again in A.

Then A may be called the vertex. It can be shewn that the line

drawn through the focus, S, at right angles to any tangent of the

curve, meets this tangent at a point lying on the tangent at the

vertex, A.
For, take any point P of the directrix, the polar of S. Draw

from P the two tangents of the curve ; let these meet the line /J,

respectively, in U and T', and meet the tangent at A, respectively,

in T and C7', so that, as is easy to prove, S, U, V are in line, and
S, T, T' are in line. Then U, T' are harmonic conjugates in regard

to / and J. That is, the line ST, drawn from S at right angles to

the tangent TU, meets this tangent in a point, T, of the tangent
at the vertex. (Cf. Ex. 5, p. 28.)

Combining with the last example, we infer that the lines drawn
from the IMiquel point of four lines, there obtained, each at riglft

angles to one of the lines, meet these lines respectively in points

which are in line. Also, the orthocentres of the four triads, deter-

mined by each set of three of the lines, are in line. Further, the

pedal line of a point, O, of a circle, in regard to three points of the

circle, of which the orthocentre is K, passes through the middle
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point of OK. (Cf. Ex. 8, of Chap, i ; and Ex. 4, above, regarding

the circle.) .

Ex. 4. Any line drawn through the " "^ ~^

orthocentre, AT, of three points, A.,

B, C, of a circle, meets BC, CA, AB,
respectively, in the points D, E, F,

and the lines AK, BK, CK meet the

circle again, respectively, in P, Q, R.

Prove that the lines DP, EQ, FR
meet in a point, S, of the circle.

And that this is the locus of the

parabola which, as has been remarked, can be described to touch
BC, CA, AB and have the

given line as directrix.

Ex. 5. The joins or

three points. A, B, C,

which form a self-polar

triad in regard to a conic,

meet any tangent of the

conic, respectively, in D',

E\ F' ; on these joins are

taken D, E, F such that

Z), D' are harmonic con-

jugates in regard to B, C,

and so on. Prove that

the lines EF, FD, DE
are tangents of the conic.

Thus, if A, .B, C be a self-

conjugate triad in regard

to a parabola, the circle

through the middle points of BC, CA, AB, contains the focus of

the parabola.

Definition of a rectangular hyperbola. A conic which meets
the line IJ in two points which are harmonic conjugates of one
another in regard to / and J, is called a rectangular hyperbola in

regard to / and J. In particular, a degenerate rectangular hyper-

bola consists of two lines which are at right angles. A conic which
touches the line IJ, at one of the two points /, J, is both a parabola
and a rectangular hyperbola. [Add.]

By considering the involution of pairs of points determined on
the line IJ by the conies which pass through the four intersections

of two rectangular hyperbolas, we see that all these conies are

rectangular hyperbolas. In particular, if K be the orthocentre of

a triad of points. A, B, C, all conies through A, B, C, K are rect-

angular hyperbolas ; conversely, if any rectangular hyperbola drawn

6—2
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through A^ B, C meet the line, which is drawn through A at right

angles to BC, in the further point K, the line BK is at right angles

to CA ; thus any rectangular hyperbola
drawn through A, B, C also contains the

orthocentre.

The centre, C, of a rectangular hyper-

bola, and the points /, J, form, by definition,

a self-polar triad in regard to the rectangular

hyperbola. The lines PI, PJ, when P is

any point of the line CI, are thus conju-

gate in regard to the curve, and are, there-

fore, harmonic in regard to the tangents,

PT, PU, which can be drawn from P to

the curve. These tangents are therefore at

right angles. Thus we see that the director

circle of a rectangular hyperbola degene-

rates into the line pair joining its centre to the points / and J.

Examples in regard to a rectangular hyperbola. Ex. 1.

Any pair of lines CP, CD, drawn through the centre, C, of a rect-

angular hyperbola, which are conjugate lines in regard to the curve,

are harmonic in regard to the tangents of the curve, CL and CM,
at the points, L and M, where the curve meets the line IJ. In

particular CI, CJ are such a pair of conjugate lines. If CP meet
the curve in P, and the tangent at P meet CL, CM in L and M',
then P is the middle point of L'M' in regard to IJ. Also the

angle which CD makes with CL is equal to the angle which CL
makes with CP.

Ex. 2. If the lines joining any point, P, of a rectangular hyper-

bola, to the points / and J, meet
the curve again, respectively, in

A and A', the line AA' passes

through the centre, C, of the

curve, and is at right angles to

the line CP. In fact the lines

A 'I, AJ, PC meet in a point of
the curve.

Further, if the tangents of the

conic at A and A' intersect in T
(which will lie on IJ\ and any line through T meet the rectangular

hyperbola in M and N, prove that PM, PN are at right angles, in

regard to / and J.

In general, for any conic, not necessarily a rectangular hyperbola,

if through a fixed point, P, of the conic, lines be drawn at right

angles, meeting the conic again, respectively, in M and iV, the pairs

Mi N, so arising, belong to an involution of points of the conic.
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Thus MN passes through a fixed point. It can be seen that this is

on the hne, drawn through P, at right angles to the tangent at P.

Ex. 3. The centre of a given rectangular hyperbola is i2, and
is any point of the curve. A circle is drawn, with centre O, to cut

the curve in A, B, C, D. If we form the polar reciprocal of the
rectangular hyperbola in regard to the circle, that is, the envelope

of the polars, in regard to the circle, of the points of the rectangular

hyperbola, prove that the curve obtained is a parabola touching
the tangents of the circle at A, B, C, D, whose focus is the pole,

in regard to the circle, of the line through R at right angles to OR,
that is, the invei'se of R in regard to the circle, the directrix of the
parabola passing through 0.

Auxiliary circle of a conic. We now explain a method by
which we may pass from any conic to another, or conversely from
this other to the original, the deduction in the latter case being
exactly the dual of the former.

Let n be any conic, and C, S any two fixed points, the line CS
meeting O in ^ and A'. Let R be any variable point of O. Let
CR and SR, respectively, meet O again in Z and Z'.

As then Z, R are pairs of an involution of points on the conic H,
the range (Z) on the conic is related to the range (R). This in

turn is, similarly, related to the range (Z'). Wherefore, by a result

proved above (Ex. 28, Chap, i), the line ZZ' touches another conic,

say, 2. The points A^ A' are the common corresponding points of

the two ranges (Z), (Z'), and the conic 2 touches 12 at ^ and A'

.

If P be the point of contact of ZZ' with S, and T the intersection

of ZZ' with ^^4 , it is easy to see that P, T are harmonic, both
with respect to Z, Z', and also with respect to the points in which
ZZ' meets the tangents at A and A'.

Now denote by c the polar of C in regard to 11, and by s the

polar of S ; let c meet fl in /, J, and s meet 12 in H, K. It can at

once be proved that the conic S touches Cfl", CK at the points

where these meet the line c, and touches SI, SJ at the points where
these meet the line s.

If the line ZZ', which we denote by r, meet the lines c, s, re-

spectively, in JJ and V, and RU, RV meet the conic 12 in L and
M, respectively, C, L, Z' will be in line, as, also, S, M, Z will be

in line. The line RL is then a tangent of the conic S, being the

position of ZZ' when R is at Z'; for a like reason, RM is a tan-

gent of 2.

Hence, if the conic 2 be given, and the lines c and s, the conic 12

can be defined by finding the points, U, V, where a variable tangent,

r, of 2, meets c and s, drawing from U, V the tangents (other

than r) UL, VM, and finding the locus of their intersection, R. This
is exactly the dual of the construction by which 2 is found when H
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and the points C, S, are given. Further, as the line Z'L passes

through the pole of IJ in regard to H, the points Z\ L are, as

points of the conic H, harmonic conjugates in regard to the points

/, J of n ; thus, the line SR is the line through S drawn to the

point, of the line /J, which is the harmonic conjugate, in regard

to / and J, of the point, L/, where the tangent RL, of X, meets

T R,

the line IJ. If we suppose the points 5, 7, J to be given, this

shews how we may determine either of the conies 2, fl when the

other is given. The lines Z'J?, LZ meet on IJ ; thus, if we take
the point, S', of SC, which is the harmonic conjugate of »S, in

regard to C and the point where SC meets /J, then the lines S'LZ
and RL will meet the line IJ in points which are harmonic con-

jugates of one another in regard to / and J.

If we now regard /, J as the absolute points, the conic H will

be a circle, of which C is the centre. The conic S will then also

have C for centre, and 5, S' for foci. The circle, li, is, then, the

locus of the foot of the perpendicular drawn from S (or from <S"),

to a tangent of S; or, conversely, S is thereby determined from H.
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The circle fl is that generally called the auxiliary circle of the

conic S.

Ex. 1. If we be given a fixed point, S, and a line

;

and from a variable point, iV, of this line, the line

be drawn at right angles to SN, then this line en-

velopes a parabola, which touches the given line.

Ex. 2. If two conies, S, 12, have two points of

contact, and a variable tangent of one of these, 2,
meet H in P and Q, the further tangents from P and
Q, drawn to ^, meet in a point T, whose locus is a
further conic touching both of X and D, at their two
points of contact.

Ex. 3. If A, jB, C, be four points, and the lines drawn from
at right angles to BC, CA, AB meet these, respectively, in D, E, F.

the circle D, E, F is generally called the pedal circle of O in regard
to A, B, C. It is obviously the auxiliary circle of the conic which
can be drawn with as focus to touch BC, CA, AB.

Let any conic be given, on which is a fixed point, and A, B, C
are variable points. We prove that the pedal circle passes through
a fixed point.

For this, let the lines 01, OJ meet the given conic again, re-

spectively, in M and N. There is then, as the six points 0, M, N
and A, B, C are on the conic, another conic touching BC, CA, AB,
OM, ON and MN (Chap, i, Ex. 7). This will be the same as the

conic having for focus which touches BC, CA, AB ; which conic,

therefore, touches MN. Therefore, the pedal circle of O in regard

to A, B, C passes through the fixed point in which MN is met by
the line drawn from at right angles to MN.

In particular, we have remarked (Ex. 2, p. 84) that, when the

conic is a rectangular hyperbola, this point is the centre. Thus
the pedal circle of any point of a rectangular hyperbola, in regard

to any other three points of the curve,, passes through the centre

of the rectangular hyperbola.

When the conic is a circle, or passes through the points /, J, it

has been seen (Chap, i, Ex. 8, and p. 71, above) that the pedal

circle, defined with reference to / and J, degenerates into a line,

together with the line IJ. It can, however, be shewn, in this case

(see below. Chap, iii, p. 139), that, if we consider three variable

points. A, B, C, of the circle, which are a self-polar triad in regard

to another fixed conic (which must then be taken so that this is

possible, being inpolar to the circle; see Chap, i, Ex. 11), then the

pedal line of a fixed point of the circle in regard to these points A,
B, C, passes through a fixed point.

The pedal circle of a point 0, in regard to three points A, B, C,

being the auxiliary circle of a conic, having O for focus, which
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touches BC, CA, AB, also arises as the pedal circle, in regard to

A, B, C, of another point, 0', the conjugate focus of this conic.

We have shewn above (p. 78), that when describes any conic

passing through A, B, C, then O' describes a line ; and that, when
O is at the orthocentre of A, B, C, then 0' is at the centre of the

circle through A, B, C. Thus, when the point is on a rectangular

hyperbola through A, B, C, which then also passes through the

orthocentre (above, p. 84), the point O' lies on a line through
the centre of the circle A, B, C. We thus have the result, that,

if a point 0' describe any definite line passing through the centre

of the circle A, B, C, the pedal circle of O' in regard to A, B, C,

passes through a fixed point, which is in fact the centre of the rect-

angular hyperbola through A, B, C which corresponds to the line.

It will be seen, below, that this point is the middle point, in regard

to /, J, of the two points consisting of the orthocentre, and the

fourth intersection of the hyperbola with the circle A^ B, C.

Ex. 4. If a circle be described, with centre at a point, 0, of a
rectangular hyperbola, to meet this in A, B, C, D, and DO meet
the circle again in S, prove that the pedal line of S, in regard to

A, B, C, passes through the middle point of 0, S. Hence shew that

the directrix of the parabola, described with focus at S to touch

BC, CA, AB, passes through O ; and obtain this result by the

traiisformation referred to above.

Ex. 5. Prove that to any point P of the conic % there cor-

responds a point P' of the conic D, such that CP', SP meet on the

line IJ, while CP, SP' meet on the line HK. Taking two arbitrary

points, C, S, and two arbitrary lines IJ, UK, investigate the cor-

respondence between an arbitrary point P and the point P' deter-

mined by these two conditions. (Boscovich, Sectionum Conicai'um

Elementa nova quadam methodo conciwiatit, Elementa Universae

Matheseos, Venetiis, 1757. See Tavlor''s Ancient and Modeiyi Geo-

metry of Comes, p. 3, etc.)

The locus of the centres of rectangular hyperbolas passing
through three given points. We considered in Chap, i (Ex. 18)

the locus of poles of a given line in regard to all conies passing

through four given points, say. A, B, C, D. We found that it is

a conic whose intersections with the line are two points, / and J,

which are conjugate in regard to all conies passing through A, fi,

C, D ; and we specified nine other points thereon, namely, first, the

three intersections of the line pairs passing through these four

points, and, second, the points, each on the join of two of these

points, harmonic, in regard to these two points, to the point in

which the join meets the given line IJ. When we take the points

7, J as absolute points, each of the points A, B, C, D is the ortho-

centre of the other three, and the conies passing through these four
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points are rectangular hyperbolas. We thus have the result that,

the locus of the centres of the rectangular hyberbolas which pass

through three given points A, B, C (and therefore, also, through

the orthocentre, Z), of these) is a circle, which contains the three

points where AD, BD, CD, respectively, meet BC, CA, AB, and

contains, also, the midille points, in regard to the line IJ, of each

of the six pairs of points, BC, CA, AB, AD, BD, CD. This is

usually called the nine points circle of A, B, C. It is, however,

equally the nine points circle of any three of the four points

A,B,C,D.
The nine points circle can however be defined as the locus of the

middle point, in regard to the line IJ, of the points D, Q, where Q
is any point of the circle A, B, C, the point D being the orthocentre

of A, 5, C.

It is, in fact, the case that if a variable line be drawn, through a

fixed point, D, to meet a given circle in P and P', and a point Q be

taken on DP, such that P is the middle point of DQ in regard to

the line IJ, then the locus of Q is another circle. This contains the

point, Q', of the line DPP , which is such that P' is the middle

point of DQ' ; and, if the centre of the given circle be N, the

tangents of the new circle at /, J meet in a point on A^D such

that 10, ID are harmonic in regard to IJ and IN, namely N is the

middle point of DO. To prove the result, let DI, DJ meet the

original circle in L, M, respectively ; take U harmonically conjugate

to D, in regard to / and L, and take V similarly on DJ, in regard

to J and M. Then QU, PL meet, in X, on IJ ; and QV, PM meet,

in Y, on IJ. Thus the pencil, of fixed centre U, denoted by C/(Q),

is related to the range (Z), and, thence, to the pencil L{P) ; this
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last is related to M(P), and, thence, to V(Q). Thus the locus of Q
is a conic containing U and V. In the same way UQ., LP meet, in

X', on IJ, and VQ', MP' in Y' ; and the proof of the statement may
be completed.

If the given circle be the nine points circle of A, B, C, of which

D is the orthocentre, the point Q, as P describes the nine points

circle, describes a circle. We have seen however that the nine points

circle passes through the middle points of DA,
DB, DC; the new circle thus passes through

A, B, C. Thus the suggested definition of the

nine points circle is justified; and we see that

its centre, A'^, is the middle point of D and O,

where is the centre of the circle A, B, C. The
point P, of the nine points circle, is the centre

of a rectangular hyperbola containing A, B, C; this hyperbola, as it

contains D, also passes through Q. Three other points of this hyper-

bola can be assigned, lying respectively on AP, BP, CP. [Add.]

The polars of a point in regard to a system of confocal
conies touch a parabola. The theorem obtained from the dually

corresponding figure deserves mention also. The polars of a point

in regard to a system of conies

touching four given lines envelope

a conic, of which eleven tangents

can be easily assigned.

Let the point pairs through
which the four lines pass be the

absolute points /, J, together

with the pairs S, S' and H, H'.

The conies are then a svstem of

confocals in regard to / and J,

whose pairs of conjugate foci are

S, S' and H, H\ their common centre being the intersection, C,

of the axes SS' and HH . Denote the fixed point by O.

Then three of the eleven tangents of the envelope are, by what
has been seen above, the line IJ, and the lines CS, CH ; thus the

envelope is a parabola touching the axes of the confocal conies.

And, as these axes are at right angles, in regard to / and J, the

directrix of the parabola passes through the common centre, C.

Two other tangents of the envelope are the tangents at of the

two confocals which pass through O ; these tangents, being har-

monic in regard to 01, OJ, are at right angles, and the directrix of

the parabola passes through 0. Other six tangents of the envelope

are lines passing through the points /, J, S, S', H, H\ in which the

four given lines intersect ; to find the line in question through one

of these six points, we are to join this point to 0, and take the
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harmonic conjugate of this join, in regard to the two of the four

given hnes which meet in the point selected. In particular, let Q
be the point such that, /Q, 10 are harmonic in regard to IS^ IH,
while JQ, JO are harmonic in regard to JS', JH ; then QI, QJ are

tangents of the envelope, and Q is the focus of this. This point

Q is the conjugate of O in regard to all conies through the four

Now let X denote a particular one of the confocal conies, and let

one of the four common tangents, of S and the parabola, touch 2 in

P ; as this tangent touches the parabola there is one of the confocal

conies in regard to which O is the pole of this line. On the other

hand, the poles of this tangent in regard to all the confocals lie on
a line, through P, at right angles to the tangent, this new line

being conjugate to the tangent in regard to all the confocals, and,

in particular, in regard to the point pair /, J. (Chap, i, Ex. 15.)

Wherefore, OP is the line drawn throu<>;h P at riffht angles to the

tangent at P, which is called the normal at P. It is thus possible

to draw through O four normals to the particular conic X.

If we take the poles, in regard to this particular conic X, of all

the tangents of the parabola, these lie upon another conic, the

polar reciprocal (p. 47) of the parabola in regard to X. This new
conic evidently contains the four points of S, such as P, whereat
the normal of X passes through 0. It is easy to see that it is a

rectangular hyperbola, containing the centre C of all the confocal

conies, and the point 0, and the points of the line IJ which lie

upon the axes, CS^ CTI, of the confocal conies. The lines CS, CH,
IJ are in fact tangents of the parabola, and their poles, in regard

to 2, are three of the points spoken of; the point is, by definition

of the parabola, the pole of a tangent of this, in regard to X- That
the four normals to a conic, S, from a point 0, can be constructed

by this rectangular hyperbola, was known to Apollonius (Conies,

Lib. V, Props. 58-63) ; we consider the theorem again below (p. 93).

A particular theorem. For clearness we give here a particular

result which will be found to be

of interest.

Let A, P, C, D be any four

points, and X, Y two points which
are conjugate to one another in

regard to all conies passing

throusb these. Take one such

conic, say, S, and let T be the

pole of XY in regard to 2. Let
TD meet 2 again in D'. We
prove that the six points A, P, C,

X, Y, D' lie on a conic. The theorem has already been proved
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(above, p. 89). For, with X, Y as the absolute, points, the point D
is the orthocentre of A, B, C, and the conic ^i^ is a rectangular

hyperbola of which T is the centre ; the conic A, B, C, X, Y is the

circle A^ B, C, which was proved to meet the rectangular hyperbola

in a point D', such that T is the middle point of DD in regard to

the line XY, as here. But we give another proof. If the lines FD,
YD meet the conic S, again, in E and E', respectively, the lines

DD\ EE' meet on the polar of F, in T; and the lines DE\ DE
meet on the polars of F and T, at X. As DB, AC meet the line

XY in two points harmonic in regard to X and F, as, likewise, do

DC, AB, the pencils, D (X, F, B, C) and A {X, F, C, B), are related;

the former is the pencil D (E', E, B, C), which is related to the

pencil D' {E\ E, B, C) or D' (F, X, B, C), which is related to

D' {X, F, C, B). This is therefore related to A (X, F, C, B). Thus
the points D', A, X, F, C, B lie on a conic.

Conversely, let two conies, S, 1', intersect in A, B, C, D', and a

chord, XY, of one conic, %', meet the other conic, S, in two points

harmonic in regard to X and F; and let the line joining the pole,

T, of this chord, in regard to 2, to one of the four common points,

D', of the two conies, meet S again in D. Then the points X, Y are

conjugate to one another in regard to all conies through A, B, C, D.

Wherefore, if /, J be any two points of the line XY which are

harmonic in regard to X and F, a conic can be drawn through

A, B, C, D,I,J.
From this, if we regard /, J as the absolute points, in which case

the conic 2' is a rectangular hyperbola, we have the theorem that,

if a conic, 2, of centre T, be met by a rectangular hyperbola, S',

which meets the line IJ in two points which are conjugate in regard

to the conic 2, and meets 2 in A, B, C, D' ; and D be the other

point in which TD' meets 2 ; then the

four points A, B, C, D lie on a circle.

We shall see that this result is, par-

ticularlv, of interest when A, B, C are

such that the rectangular hyperbola con-

tains the centre, T.

The normals of a conic which pass
through a given point. Let be any
fixed point, and H a variable point of a

given conic. Let C be the centre of the

conic. If through the line be drawn
which is at right angles to the tangent at

H, and this line meet CH in Q, we con-

sider the locus of Q S.S H varies. If QO
meet the line IJ in D', and the tangent at

H meet the line IJ in D, so that D, D' are harmonic conjugates in

I
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regard to I and J, the pencil (Q), or (D'), is related to the range
(D), on the line IJ. The line CH, throui^h the pole, C, of the line

IJ, and through the point of" contact, //, of a tangent from D, is,

however, the polar of D ; the line CH meets IJ in a point which is

the harmonic of D in regard to the points, T and T\ in which the

line IJ meets the conic. Thus the pencil C (Q), or C(H), is related

to the range (D), and, hence, to the pencil (Q). Therefore the locus

of Q is a conic, passing through the centre C, and the point 0. If

the axes of the conic meet IJ in A and B, these points are harmonic
conjugates both in regard to T, T' and in regard to /, J. Thus,
when D is at A, the line CH goes through B, and the point D' is

at B ; in this case Q is at B. The conic locus of Q is thus a rect-

angular hyperbola, containing both A and B.

At a position of Q which is on the given conic, and coincides

with H, the line OQ is at right angles to the tangent of the

given conic at Q, namely is the normal at Q. The four normals
of the given conic, which pass through 0, are then the normals of

this eonic at the points where it is met by the rectangular hyperbola.

It follows from what is said in the last section that, if these be
the points Qi, Qo, Q^,, Q^, and CQi meet the given conic again in Q ,

then the points Qi, Qo, Qs, Q lie on a circle.

The preceding construction remains valid when the given conic

is a parabola, touching

the line IJ at C. If then,

S being the focus, the line

SC meet the parabola

again in A, and the tan-

gent at A meet the line

IJ in 5, the locus of Q
passes through and C,

but also passes through B,

and has the line CS for its

tangent at C. As B is the

pole of CS, and C, B are

harmonic conjugates in

regard to /, J, the locus

of Q is still a rectangular

hyperbola. To see that

it passes through B, we
have only to take H at C ; then D is at C, and D' is at B : to see

that it has CS for its tangent at C, we have only to take H at A,
in which case Z) is at B and D' is at C ; so that the ray CA of the

pencil C {Q) corresponds to the ray OC of the pencil (Q). In this

case, one of the four normals through is always OC ; and there

are three others.
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If OF^ OQ, OR be these normals, it can be shewn, in this case,

that the circle P, Q, B passes through A. For take P' on the given

parabola, such that AP' and QR meet the line

IJ in points which are harmonic in regard to

C and B. As the parabola itself, touching IJ
at C, has also this property, it follows, by con-

sidering the involution on the line CB by all

conies through A, Q, R, P , that each of the

line pairs AQ, RP and AR, P'Q also meets IJ
in a pair of points which are harmonic in regard

to C and B. Thus the pencil P' (C, B, R, Q)
is related to the pencil A (C, B, Q, R) ; this,

however, is related to the pencil of lines join-

ing any point of the parabola to C, A, Q, R,

and, thus, to the pencil C (B, A, Q, R), and,

therefore, to the pencil C {A, B, R, Q). As, then, the pencils

P (C, B, R, Q), C (A, B,R,Q) are related, we can infer that a conic

constructed to pass through P', Q, R, C, B has CA for its tangent

at C. Conversely, then, the rectangular hyperbola containing the

points of the parabola whereat the normals pass through 0, having

been shewn to contain Q, R, C, B and to have CA for its tangent

at C, must pass through P' ; so that P' is the same as P. We thus

infer that any conic through P, Q, R, A meets the line IJ in points

which are harmonic in regard to C and B ; or, conversely, that the

conic through P, Q, R, and any two points of the line CB which
are harmonic in regard to C and P, passes through A. Of such

conies, the circle P, Q, R is one ; for we have seen that C, B are

harmonic in regard to / and J.

Ex. 1. Prove that an arbitrary given line is a normal of one

conic of a given confocal system. If this line be normal at P, and
meet this conic again in P', and if it meet another conic of the

confocal system at Q and Q', prove that the normals of this other

conic, at Q and Q', meet on the tangent at P', of the former

conic.

A>. 2. The dual conception to a normal of a conic is found by
taking two arbitrary fixed lines i and J, and finding, upon a variable

tangent of the conic, which touches this at P, the point P', which
is the harmonic conjugate of P in regard to i and J. Prove that

the locus of P' is a curve which meets an arbitrary line in four

points, passes twice through the point of intersection of the lines i,

j, and twice through each of two other points, which lie on the

polar, in regard to the conic, of this point of intersection.

The dual ofthe director circle of a conic. The tangents to a
conic from a point of the director circle are such as meet the fixed line

IJ in a pair of an involution of points on this line, of which /, J
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are the double points. Dually, if, from a given point, be drawn a

pair of lines, belonging to an involution, and one of the points of

intersection, with a given conic, of one of these lines, be joined to

one of the intersections of the other line, then the join of the two
intersections envelopes another conic. If «,^* be the double rays of

the involution, the tangent of this second conic is any line whose

intersections with the given conic are harmonic in regard to its

intersections with the given lines i and j.

In fact both the constructions, that for the director circle, and

that we have now described, ai'ise in the ^
same figure. Let the points P, Q, of a

given conic, H, be such that the lines,

OP, OQ, joining them to a fixed point O,

are a pair of a pencil in involution, of

which the lines, i,J, passing through O,

are the double rays. Thus the line PQ
is met by the lines i,^', respectively, in

two points which are conjugate in regard

to the conic H. Now, to any point on

the line i, there may be made to corre-

spond the point of the line J, which is

conjugate to the former in regard to the conic H ; as these two
points describe, on i and J, respectively, two ranges which are

related, the line which joins them envelops a conic, say, %. This

conic touches the lines i and J, say, in H. and K^ respectively. It

also touches the four tangents, of the conic H, at the points where

n is met bv the lines i and^". If OQ meet H again in Q', the conic

S also touches PQ'. And, if the other possible tangents be drawn
to S fro»m Q_ and Q', these meet, on the conic O, in the further point

of the line OP which lies on H. Further, by considering the position

of the line PQ in which it coincides with the line i, we see that 0, H
are conjugate to one another in regard to H ; as, likewise, are O
and K ; thus KK is the polar of O in regard to H, meeting O at

points, /, J, whereat the tangents pass through 0. From this we
infer that the lines P/, FJ are conjugate to one another in regard

to the conic 2. The conic fl is thus the director circle of 2 in

regard to the points /, J; while 2 is the dual of the director circle

of n in regard to the lines i and J. (Cf. the diagram on p. 96.)

It is seen that P, Q, Q' is a triad of points, on the conic 12, of

which two joins PQ, PQ' touch the conic 2, while the third join

QQ' passes through one point, 0, of the self-polar triad common to

ft and 2. Similarly, if the second tangent to 2 from Q' meet ft in

fl, then 72Q, QP, PQ' is a triad of three tangents of 2, two of whose

intersections, Q and P, lie on ft, while the third, the intersection of

2?Q and PQ', lies on the line, KI^ of the common self-polar triad of
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n and 2. The tetrad P, Q, R, Q', of points of O, is such that the
joins of these, taken in order,

are tangent Hnes of 2.

Conversely, if any two
conies, n, 2, be such that

there exists atetrad of points,

P, Q, R, Q , of XI, whose four

joins, when the points are

taken in order, are tangents

of 2, the diagonals PR and
QQ' meet in one point of
the common self-polar triad

of the two conies ; and there

is then an infinite number of such tetrads of points. A sufficient

condition for this relation is that the tangents of 2, at two of its

intersections with O, should meet in a point lying on H. Particular

examples of two conies in this relation are, (1) Two circles H, 2,
of which fl contains the centre of 2, (2) A circle fl passing through
a pair of conjugate foci of 2, (3) A circle fl and a conic 2 which is

the envelope of a chord PQ of fl which subtends a right angle at a

fixed point (not lying on fl). In this last case, the middle point of

P, Q describes a circle whose centre is the middle point of the two
points constituted by and the centre of fl. [Cf. p. 56 ; also Add.]

I



CHAPTER III

THE EQUATION OF A LINE, AND OF A CONIC

Preliminary remarks. All the properties of conies so far given

have been proved without the use of the symbols ; and the same
plan could be carried out to the end. For many of these properties

it is, at present, mox'e usual to give either a proof with the help of

the symbols, or a proof by the metrical methods of what is called

elementary geometry, in which, to a segment, or to an angle, a
number is associated called its measure. We shall see that this

metrical geometry can be regarded as an abbreviated use of alge-

braical symbols ; it is, moreover, in the writer's view, in virtue of

the system of symbols which it presupposes, founded on an arbitrary

limitation of the geometrical possibilities. There is, therefore,

logical interest in shewing that the symbols are not necessary ; and
in finding, if, for practical reasons, it is desired to reach the usual

geometrical results, what are the narrowest geometrical limitations

sufficient for this. But the employment of the symbols, by fixing

the ideas, often renders a demonstration easier to follow. Moreover
it happens that, since the time of Descartes, much labour has been
devoted to elaborating systematic methods of algebraic computa-
tion ; and, thus, methods which, from a geometrical point of view,

are highly artificial, have come to be regarded as more natural.

The coordinates of a point in a plane. If A, B, C be three

given points in a plane, not lying in line, of which the symbols are

also represented by A, B, C, any other point in the plane has a
symbol of the form xA +yB -\- zC, wherein x, 3/, z are algebraic sym-
bols, of the system employed. These we suppose commutative in

multiplication. If the point be specified "for which the symbol is

A + B + C, the symbols a.\ y, z are definite when P is assigned, save

that they may be replaced, respectively, by mx, mi/, mz, where m is

any symbol other than 0; thereby the symbols .r~\?/, x~^z would be
unaffected. The aggregate (cc, 1/, z) are then called the coordinates

of P, in regard to A, B, C, it being understood that (mx, my, mz)
are equally the coordinates of P.

If we take any other three points. A', B', C, not lying in line, we
may, similarly, specify the coordinates of all points of the plane in

terms of these. In particular, if A, B, C be given in terms of these

by the respective syzygies

A = UiA' + a^B' -f- a^C, B - b^A' -\- b^B' -|- 63C',

C = c^A' -\- c^B' -{ CiC

,
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the symbol for P, with respect to A,B\C\ becomes

a,'(a,A' + a,B'+a,C') + i/{b,A' + b,B'+b,C') + z{c,A' +c,B'+CsC'\

or, say, ^' ^' + ^'B' + z'C',

where

a:' = a^a; + bi7/ + CiZ^ y' = a^_x -^ b^y ^^ CoZ^ z = a^cc + b-^y + C3Z.

The coordinates are thus changed by a linear transformation.

There can be no objection to agreeing to represent the relations

involved, respectively, by

{AB,C) = «1,
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The equation ux + vy + xvz = 0,

wherein w, y, w are given (save for a common multiplier), and oc^ y, z
have any values for which the equation is verified, being the relation

satisfied by the coordinates of all points of the line, and by no other
points, is called the equatioji of the line.

The coordinates of a line. The three symbols u, v, w, which,
as we have seen, determine a line, are called the coordinates of the

line. If m be any algebraic symbol, other than 0, the symbols mw,
mv, mzo are equally the coordinates of the line.

In particular, the coordinates of the fundamental points B,C,
being, respectively, (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1), the coordinates of the line

BC, joining these, are (1, 0, 0). If, then, we represent the lines EC,
CA, AB, respectively, by the symbols a, b, c, we may regard the line

whose coordinates are u, v, w as represented by the symbol

Z = t^a + t'b + "i^c.

This is analogous to the representation of any point of the plane by
means of the three fundamental points A,B,C. The analogy extends
further. For we can shew that if li , 4 be the symbols of any two
lines, the symbol, formed in the same way, for any line through the
intersection of these two, is of the form pli -^-ql^. To this end, let

(a^oj^oi ^o) be the coordinates of the point of intersection, 0, of the
lines, (a7i,3/i, z^) of any other point of the first line, and {^x^^y^.^ z^
of any other point of the second line. Any line through is deter-

mined by and a point, say P, not lying on either of the two given

lines ; if we put

= XoA->ryoB + z^C, P, = XiA+y,B + z^C, P^^x^A+y^B ^-z^C,

we can suppose the symbol of P to be

P=^o + 'nP, + i;p,-

thus, if P be xA +yB + zC, we have

x = ^x^+r}X^-\-^Xi, «/ = f«/o + '7«/i + t«/2, ^ = 1^0 + 175^1 + ?^2,

and these give

yz^-y^z = T) iy^Zo -yo^i) + ^(3/2^0 - «/o^2),

with similar expressions for zxg — z^x and xyo — x^y. Therefore, in

terms of the coordinates of the two given lines, the coordinates of

the line OP are

77W1 + ^Mg, T^fl + t^2 5 '7^1 + ^Z^2J

and the symbol for this line is, therefore,

{7)u^ + ^Wa) a + (771^1 + ^©2) b + (77W1 + %w^ c,

or i\k + Kh'

7-2
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The analogy between the expression of any point in terms of three

points, and of any line in terms of three lines, is, thus, complete.

And, as in the former case, so in the latter, when the symbols, a, b, c,

of three fundamental lines are given, in order to specify without

ambiguity the symbol of any other line, it is necessary to specify the

symbol of some one fourth definite line beside a, b, c ; we may, in

particular, specify the line of which the symbol is a + b + c.

The equation of a point. We introduced the equation of a
line as the equation satisfied by the coordinates of all points of the

line. From what has just been said, we may, similarly, speak of the

equation of a point, this being the equation satisfied by the co- j

ordinates of all the lines which contain this point. Clearly, if the J
point be of coordinates (.To, «/o, z^)-, the equation of the point will be

«a?o + vyo + "wzo = 0,

where u^ v^ w are variable line coordinates. For the sake of distinct-

ness, the coordinates of a line are often called the tangential co-

ordinates, and the equation of a point, its tangential equation, _

And, just as the coordinates of the line joining the two points, I
whose coordinates are {x^^y-^^z^ and (.^'a, «/2 5 ^2)? are

u=yiZ.2— y^Zi , v = ZiX2 — ZoX^ , w = a\y.2 — ^2?/i

»

so the coordinates of the point, which is the intersection of the lines

of coordinates (z/j, fj, w^) and (n.^^ r.., ^'3), are

Xq = Vi re'2 — f2 r»^i , «/o = '^\ u-i — zc^ih , Zo = ih t'2 — th ^i .

For, if {xi,yi,Zi) and (^2 » 3/25 z.2) be the coordinates of two points,

one on each line, the coordinates Ui, v^, w^ are the cofactors of

•^2) 2/2? ^2 » respectively, in the determinant

^^01 y^i zq

'^'1 > ,?/i 9 Zi

^25 3/25 ^2

and ?/2i ^'2» '^'i 9.re, similarly, the cofactors of x^^y^, Zi, respectively.

If we form the determinant whose elements are the minors of this

determinant, the minors of the new determinant are known to be

proportional to the elements of this one ; this gives the statement

made.
Thus, instead of regarding the symbols of the points of a plane

as being fundamental, we might equally well have regarded the

symbols of the lines as fundamental. Or, if we regard the coordi-

nates as fundamental, we may regard that which we have from the

first spoken of as the symbol of a point, as being, in fact, that

expression, linear in undetermined line coordinates, which occurs

above as the first member, or left side, of the equation of a point.
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The equation of a conic. That the coordinates of any point

of a line are connected by an equation may be regarded as a conse-

quence of the fact that these coordinates are functions of a varying

parameter, that is, of the forms

wherein 6 varies from point to point of the Hne. Now, we have
shewn (Chap, i, above) that the symbol of any point of a non-
degenerate conic is of the form

P=6-A^dB + C,

A, C being any two points of the conic, and B the pole of ^C in

regard to the conic ; with reference to these points, the coordinates

of any point of the conic are, then, x = 0-, y = d, ^ = 1. Thus every

point of the conic is such that its coordinates satisfy the equation

xz = z/^.

With reference, however, to any three general points of the plane,

A\ B', C, which are not in line, the coordinates of a point of the

conic, by what we have seen above, will be of the forms

X = a:^d^ + b^O + c^, y' = a^O- + bod + C2, z = a^^ + b^O -\- c^,

wherein the coefficients aj, &i, ...,^3 remain the same, but 6 varies

from point to point of the conic. As we suppose that the conic does

not degenerate into two straight lines, so that there is no relation

of the form Lx + My' + A'';^' = 0, holding for all values of 6, these

equations lead to equations

d^ = A^x'+Aoy'+A^z\ d=B^x'+B.,y'+B,z, \ = C,x' +Coy'+C^z\

and, hence, to

{A^x + Any' -h A^z) {C^x + C.y 4- Cg^) = {B^x' + B.y + B^zf.

Thus, referred to any three general points of the plane, the co-

ordinates of all the points of a conic satisfy a homogeneous equation

of the second order.

Conversely, any such equation, say

ax^ 4- by"^ -f c^- -V ^f'yz + 9,gzx ^ 9.hxy = 0,

connecting the coordinates x^y, 2 of a point, involves that the point
lies on a definite conic. This we now prove

:

(a) The quadric expression on the left side of this equation may
be the product of two factors, both linear in x^y,z, being identically

equal, say, to

{lyX + m-^y + n-^z) (hx + m^y + n^z)^

for all values of x,y,z. When this is so, by forming the partial

differential coefficients in regard to x^y^z^ we see that all the three

linear functions oi x^y^z given by

ax -^-hy + gz^ hx + by -\-fz^ gx -\-fy + cz
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vanish for the same set of values of x^ «/, z, namely for that set of

values which satisfies both the equations

/ia7 + Wi?/ + WiS = 0, I2CC + nizy \- n^z = \

for the moment we suppose that the lines of which these last are the

equations are not the same. The simultaneous vanishing of the

three linear functions requires, however, that the determinant

A, = a, h, g
K b, f

should vanish. And, conversely, it will appear that it is easy to

prove that when this determinant vanishes, the quadric expression,

on the left side of the given equation, necessarily breaks up into the

product of two linear factors. These two factors may be the same

;

but, then, there are other conditions connecting the coefficients

a, 6, c, . . .
; in fact the minors, of two rows and columns, in A, also

vanish. Also, it is true that if the given quadric equation is satis-

fied by the coordinates of every point of a line, say, the line of

which the equation is L = 0, where L is linear in x',i/,z, then the

quadric expression on the left of the equation breaks up into the

product of L and another linear factor. For, by ordinary division, we

can, if L contain x, write this quadric expression in such a form as

LM -\-A{y — mz) {y - nz\

where M is linear in oc,y,z, and A, m,n are independent of a;y,z.

This cannot be satisfied by every point for which L = unless the

coefficient A be zero.

(h) Now, suppose the determinant A is not zero. Let Pj, Pg be

any two points whose coordinates satisfy the given equation. From
the fact that the given equation is of the second order, it can be

shewn that every line drawn through Pi contains another point,

say P, whose coordinates also satisfy the given equation, so that

there is associated to every line drawn through Pj, a definite line

through Pj, joining this to P. If the coordinates of Pi and P2 be,

respectively, (.Ti, ?/i, ^i) and (0:2, y^, z.^), the equations of lines through

Pi and P2, respectively, are of the forms

yzi-yiZ = 6 (xz^ — x^ z), yz^ —y<i.^ = ^ (^-2 — 'x^z)^

for proper values of Q and ^. By what we have seen, to every 6 we
can associate a definite ^, and conversely. Thus (cf the Preliminary

remarks to this volume, p. 8, above), the pencils Pj (P) and Pj (P)

are related. Therefore P describes a conic in accordance with our

original definition.

(c) We may reach this conclusion more directly, as follows : Let

the quadric expression on the left side of the given equation be
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denoted by F, and the results of substituting therein, for oc^y^z^

respectively x^-,yi^ z^ and x^, ^j, z.^, by F^ and F^ ; let p, 9, r denote,
respectively, aj' + hy \- gz, hx + 6?/ +fz, gx +fy + c^r, and j9i, 5-1, n
what these become when x^^y^^z-^ are put for x, ^/, sr, with, similarly,

P-i-) ^2, '"2» when Xi, 3/.,, ^2 are put for x, y^ z ; we then have

^^Pi + ^/iS'z + ^1^2 = ^zPi + y^qx + 2:2 ri,

either of these being the same as

ax,x^ + by.yi + c^iZg +f(y,z.,+y2Z^) +g(z,X2 + z^x,) + h {x^yi^x^^,

which we denote by F12. If we now put

X^x'p^-'r yq^ + zi\ , Z = xp2+yq. + zi\

,

Y = x (7/1Z2 - y^Zi) + y (z.x.^ - z^x,) + z (x^y^ - x^y^^

and suppose the points (a^i,?/!, «i), {x^^y^^z^ to satisfy the given
equation JP = 0, so that both F^ and F^ vanish, we can shew that, for

all values of x^ y, sr, the equation F = is the same as

XZ - fi,Y' = 0,

where /x = |A/F]2. For, whatever Xi,yi, Zi and X2, 3/2, z^ may be, we
have, by multiplication of determinants, the product
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thus the equation F = belongs to a conic, provided the linear

functions of .r, «/, z which we have denoted by X^ F, Z, are inde-

pendent, that is, provided the lines A" = 0, F = 0, Z = do not meet
in a point ; and, in fact, Jf = 0, F = intersect in the point (^'i, ?/i, ^^i),

while Z = 0, F = meet in the distinct point (.ro, ,?/2, 2^2)-

A particular form of the equation of a conic. We have
seen that, with reference to three points, consisting of any two
points of a conic and the pole of the line joining them, the equation

of the conic can be supposed to have the form xz — if = 0, any point

of the conic having coordinates of the form (^2, ^, 1). Many results

which hold for the general form of the equation can be well illus-

trated by this case.

(1) Evidently the line represented by the equation

^-«/(^ + (/)) + 2^0 =
contains both the points (0-, ^,1) and (c^'^, <^, 1) ; this is, then, the

equation of the chord of the conic. Or, a line represented by the

equation ax + by + cz = meets the conic in two points for which

the values of the parameter 6 are those given by the equation

ad^ + bd + c = 0. In particular the tangent of the conic at the point

x' = 6^^ y' = 6, z =\ has the equation ^r — '2,yd + zd- = ; it is to be

remarked that this is the same as xz + x'z — 2yy' = 0, and, again,

that this is the same as

a , d_
. ,d

By

From this remark we can at once find the equation of the tangent

at any point of the conic represented by the general equation

aX' + bY^ + cZ' + 9.fYZ + 'HgZX + SAZF = ;

for, if X, F, Z be any linear functions of x, /y, z, say

X = a^x + h^y + Cj^r, F = a.,x + b^y + c^z^ Z = a^x -\- b^y + c^z^

and X\ F', Z' be precisely the same linear functions of x\ y\ z\ it

is easy to see that

^ dX^^ aF+^ dZ-"^ dx^y hj^" dz"

now we have shewn that the general equation of the conic, sav 2^ = 0,

in variable coordinates X, F, Z, can, by choosing .r, y, z to be
suitable linear functions of these, be reduced to the form xz—y^= 0.

Wherefore, the equation of the tangent, at a point of coordinates

.Y , F , Z', is

This, however, can be obtained, also, as follows : The point
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{X', Y\ Z') being upon the conic, and (Z, F, Z) being any other

point, the point {X' + \X, F' + XF, Z' + \Z), on the line joining

these, lies upon the conic, F = 0, if

where F' is what F becomes when X\ F', Z' are written for X^ F, Z,

and is therefore zero. The equation will be satisfied by X. = only,

and the line joining {X\ F', Z') to (X^ F, Z) \w\\\ meet the conic

only at {X\ F', Z'), if, and only if, {X, F, Z) satisfy the equation

which we have given as the equation of the tangent at {X\ Y', Z'),

We can hence infer the equation of the polar of a point in regard

to a conic. For the equation just obtained for the tangent is

symmetrical in regard to (X, F, Z) and (X', F', Z'). Thei'efore,

if the tangents of the conic at the points (xi, t/i, 2i) and (a?2, 3/2, Zz)

intersect in the point (^, rj, ^), so that we have two equations,

arising as expressing this fact, say

(^'1, i/i, 2i ; ^, 77, = 0, (.Ta, 2/2, ^2 ; f. V, = 0,

each linear in both the two sets of coordinates which it contains,

and symmetrical in regard to these two sets, we can infer that the

line expressed by the equation

(^, ?/,z; I, 77, = 0,

wherein x, y, z are the coordinates of a varying point, passes through

(j'l, z/i, Zi) and {x.^y^-, ^2)- It is thus the polar line of (|, 77, ^). Its

equation is therefore

where now, in F, the coordinates .r, y^ z are written for X, F, Z.

The same result is obtained by regarding the polar as the locus of

a point, {x, y, z), which is the harmonic- conjugate of (^, 77, ^), in

regard to the points in which the conic is met by a line through

(f, 77, ^). For these intersections must then have coordinates of the

respective forms (x + \^, y + X77, z + X^) and (x — \|, y — Xt), z — X^) ;

the quadratic equation for X which expresses that one of these

points satisfies the equation jP = 0, must then be without the terra

in X.

In particular, the polar of the point (^, 77, t), in regard to the

conic xz —y^ = 0, is given by the equation x^-\- z^— %jr] = 0.

With this form for the equation of the conic, the tangent line,

whose equation, we have seen, is a; — ^yd + zd"^ = 0, has coordinates

ri = \, V = -^0, zv= 0-. Wherefore the coordinates of all tangent

lines of the conic are such as to satisfy the equation

^'lCU — v^ = 0.
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This equation is often called the tangential equation of the conic.

In view of what has been said in regard to the point equation, and

as to the dual nature of a conic, and from the similarity of the

relations for the coordinates of a line and of a point, it is at once

clear, (1) that for a conic whose equation is given in general form,

the tangential equation must be homogeneously of the second order

in the coordinates, ?*, r, w, of any tangent of the conic, (2) that any

such quadric equation connecting u, t', w must be the tangential

equation of a conic, becoming a point pair when the equation breaks

into two linear factors. But we may prove directly that the con-

dition for the line, whose equation is ux + vy -'rwz = 0^ to touch

the conic given by

ax^ -I- by'^ + cz^ + ^fyz + 9,gzx + 9.hxy = 0,

is Alt' + Bv- + Cw^ + Wvw + ^Gwu + 'ilHuv = 0,

where A, B, C, F, G, H are respectively the cofactors of a, b, c,f,g, h

in the determinant A, so that A=bc —/-, F = gh — of, etc. And
then, from the well-known determinant identities such as

BC-F' = aA, GH - AF =/A,

we see that we can pass from the tangential equation to the point

equation by the same rule as that by which the former equation is

deduced from the latter. To prove the statement made, we express

that the line ux + vy + 'wz = is the tangent at some point,

(x', y', z), of the conic, so that this equation is of the form

X (ax + hy' + gz) + y (hx + by' +,fz') + z (gx' +fy' + cz') = 0.

Whence we have

ax' + hy + gz _ hx' + by' +Jz' _ gx' +Jy' + cz

u
~

V w '

which, however, lead to

x y z'

An + Hv + Gw ~ Hu + Bv + Fw ~ Gu -f Fv + Cw '

these, when we express that ux -f- vy' -H icz = 0, give the condition

specified.

As examples, the reader may prove the simple facts that the conic

whose equation is obtained by rationalising {fxY + {gjjr + {hz)'- =
has for its tangential eqMsJdonfvw -^ gicu -\- huv = 0, the tangent at

any point {x\ ?/', z') of the conic having the equation

this conic touches the joins, BC, CA, AB, of the three points of

reference for the coordinates. Dually, the conic, through A, B, C,
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whose equation h fijz + gzx -\- hxij = 0, has a tangential equation

obtainable from {fuy + {gvy 4- {hiv)'- = 0, the tangent at any point

(^, 77, having the equation ^ f^r' + 7)~-gy + ^~%z= 0, [Add.]
We return now again to the equation xz — y"- = 0, Let X, Z be

any points of the line AC which are harmonic conjugates in regard

to A and C, say, of symbols mA — C, mA + C, respectively, in terms

of the symbols of the points A and C ; their coordinates will then
be, referred to A^ B, C, respectively (w, 0,-1) and (m, 0, 1). The
equations of the lines BX, BZ will then be, respectively, x + mz =
and a: — mz = 0. Now we have agreed that our system of symbols
shall be such that there is a symbol i for which i' = — 1 (Vol. i,

p. 165) ; for this we use always the same sign ; the other symbol
satisfying the same equation will then be — i. This being under-

stood, let

^ = i{x — mz\ i^={x -\- mz), rj = 9,7n^y,

where m^, as usual, is one of the symbols, t, for which t^ = m. We
then have, as another form of the equation xz — y'^ = 0, the equation

and we have, writing m~^ for {m^)~'^^

xA+yB^zC=U^-i^)^+im~hvB+^^(^+iBC

= J-(mA -C) + 7]~,B + ^(mA + C).

The triad, B, JC, Z, is self-polar in regard to the conic. Conversely,

if, in the general equation

ax- + by- 4- cz- + 'Hfyz + 9,gzx + 9Jixy = 0,

the coordinates are referred to a triad which is self-polar in regard

to the conic, we must havey= 0, ^ = 0, A = 0. For the polar of the

point (1, 0, 0), which in general is of equation ax + hy+gz=0,
must then be expressed by x = 0, with a similar remark for the

points (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1). If, then, we put ^ = xa^^ tj = iyh^, ^= sc^j the

equation reduces to p -I- ^- = tj-. The
algebraic problem of reducing the general

equation to this form, equivalent to the

problem of finding a self-polar triad of

the conic given by the general equation,

is solved below (p. 141 ).

Equation ofa circle. In the phrase-

ology of the preceding chapter, with

reference to the points A, C, taken as

absolute points, the conic is a circle,

whose centre is B; the lines BX, BZ are
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any two lines through its centre which are at right angles to one
another in regard to A and C.

If, retaining X, Z as two of the points of reference, we take for

the third point, instead of B, another point, B\ the equation of the

circle takes the form

In fact, writing (see p. 107)

X, = ^{mA-C), Z, = ~{mA + C), B, = -^,B,
9,im 9,7)1 2m2

and taking B' so that

B' = B^ — aXi — cZ^
,

the symbol of a general point found above, ^X^ + rjB^ + ^Zi , is

{^ + aT)) Xi + 7]B' + (^ + CT]) Z^, and this we write in the form
I'Xj + r)B' + f'Zj. The points of reference are now, any point B' of
the plane, together with any two points X, Z, on the absolute line

AC, which are such that B'X, B'Z are at right angles in regard to
A and C. The centre of the circle is now the point for which the
coordinates f ', f', rj are, respectively, a, c, 1.

In further illustration of the point of view adopted in the last

chapter, let us now find the equation
of a general circle of a coaxial

system, that is, of a conic through
four given points. Denote these

points by /, J, A, B, using /, J as

the notation for the two absolute

points. The points of intersection,

jS, H, respectively of AJ, BI and of
AI, BJ, are (Chap, ii, above, p. QQ)
the limiting points of the coaxial

system of circles. Let AB, IJ meet
in y, also IJ, SH in X, and AB, SH

in Z ; the triad 5, H, Y is self-polar in regard to all conies through
/, J, A, B. We refer the circles to the points Z, X, F, and suppose
the symbols so chosen that I = ^(X + iY), J = ^(X — iY), as is

possible since /, J are harmonic in regard to X and Y.

For any particular one of the circles, let the pole of the line /J,
which lies on XZ, be of symbol Z + aX ; then, by what we have
seen above, the symbol of any point of this circle is expressible,

with a parameter d, in the form

e^I +dm(Z + aX) + J,

where m is a fixed appropriate symbol. Denoting this by
iVX +yY + zZ, we have
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which satisfy the equation

(c<' — azf + y- = m~-z-,

other circles with the same centre having the same form of equation

with a different value for tn. But, if the points A, B he Z ±hY,
that is, be of coordinates (0, + //, 1) with reference to X, Y, Z, this

circle passes, bv hypothesis, through A, B, and we have m~'' = a^ + h^.

The circle may therefore be represented by

x'^ + y-- 9.CIXZ - ¥z- = 0,

and the other circles of the coaxial system, through A and B, have

the same form of equation with a different value for a. The triad

of reference for the coordinates, Z, X, Y, is determined by, (1) the

line of centres of all the circles, which is the line XZ, (2) the

common chord, YZ, of all the circles, (3) the absolute line, XY.
The symbol h is such that the common points of the circles are of

coordinates (0, + h, 1).

The relation, to the points /, J, and the triad X, F, Z, of the

points S, H, is similar to that of A, B. But while A, B have symbols

Z + hY.) the symbols of S, H are Z + kX. Thus the general circle

passing through the limiting points S, H has an equation

a"- +y- — 9,hyz - k-z- = 0,

where h is the same for all of these, but b varies from circle to circle.

Here, as the points J, B, H, which may be supposed to have respec-

tive symbols X — iY, Z + hY, Z + kX, are in line, we may suppose

h = iJc ; so that the general circle through the limiting points has

an equation of the form

X- + ^/- - 2byz + h-z- = 0.

We may now verify, what was proved in Chap, ii (p. 66, above),

that any one of these circles cuts any one of the coaxial circles at

right angles. For this purpose we first obtain the condition that, at

a point (xo, «/o? ^o) where they intersect, two conies should cut at

right angles, in regard to / and J, according to the definition we
have given for this (Chap, ii, p. 63). With regard to the points

X, Y, Z, by which the coordinates are defined, we assume only that

X, Y are on the absolute line, IJ, and are harmonic in regard to /
and J; for these two absolute points, then, we take, as symbols,

X ± iY. If the equations of the two conies be, respectively, =
and i/r = 0, and the values, at their common point (iTo, yo, ^o)i of

the partial derivatives d(f>jda:, d(f)/dy, ... , d^^jdz, be denoted, for

brevity, by w, f, zc, j9, q, r, the tangents of these conies, at this point,

are, we have seen, of equations ux + vy + tc^: = 0, and px + qy+ r^ = 0.

These meet the absolute line, for which ^; = 0, respectively where

ux-\-vy = ^ and px-^qy = 0, that is, at the points whose symbols
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are vX — iiY and qX—pY. These symbols, however, are, respec-

tively,

{v + m) {X^iY) + {v- ill) {X - iY\

(q + ip) (X + iY) + (q- ip) (X - ^F),

or (v + iu) I + (v- iu) J, (q + ip) I + (q — ip)J

;

the condition that the two tangents should be at right angles, in
regard to / and J, is that these points should be harmonic conju-
gates in regard to /, J, namely, that

(v + iu)~^ {v - ill) + (q + ip)~^ {q - ip) = 0,

or up + vq = 0;

more fully this is, that, at the common point of the conies ^ = 0,
i/r = 0, we should have

dcji d-yjr 90 9-v/r ^
dx dx dy dy

Applying this to the case of the circles whose equations are

x'' + ,?/2 - 9,axz - h^z^ = 0, X- + y"' - 2byz + h^z- = 0,

it becomes {x — az) x + y (y — bz) = ;

this is satisfied at each common point of the two circles, as we see

by adding their equations.

Incidentally, we have seen that the condition that any two lines

ux + vy + zcz = 0, px + qy + rz = 0,

should be at right angles, in regard to 1 and J, is up + vq = 0.

Examples of the algebraic treatment of the theory of
conies. The preceding explanations are probably sufficient to ex-

hibit the application of the algebraic symbols to the theory of

conies. We collect together now a succession of illustrations, with,

in many cases, omission of detailed discussion. Most of the results

obtained will be known to the reader of the preceding chapters ; but
there are some, of which the symbolic treatment is bi'iefer than a
purely geometrical treatment would be, which have not been re-

ferred to previously. The reader will be able to convince himself,

by devising a geometrical method, that the symbols are not indis-

pensable even for these. But there is one assumption which is made
in some of the concluding examples to which reference should be
made. It is assumed in these examples that the system of symbols
employed is such that a rational algebraic equation of order n has

n roots, and can be written as the product of n corresponding linear

factors. Logically, the examples in which this assumption is made
should have been deferred till after the considerations given in

Chap. IV ; it seemed more convenient to include them here.

Ex. 1. Condition that a pair oj' points should be harmoiiic conju-

gates in regard to another pair. On a line, determined by two points
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0, ?7, we consider two points whose symbols are + aC7, 0+ /3C7,

where a, ^ are the vahies of .r for which ax^ + 9,hx + 6 = 0, and also

two points + aU, + /3'U, where a',/3' are the values of x for

which a'x^ + 2h\v + b' = 0. Prove that the condition, that the two
latter points should be harmonic conjugates in regard to the two
former, is that (o' - a) (a' - /S)"' + (yS'"- a) (yS' - l3)-' = 0, and that

this is the same as ab' + a'b — 9,hh' = 0.

Ex. 2. A resrilt in regard to involutions. If A, B and A\ B' be
two pairs of points, on a line, or on a conic, and X, Z be the double
points of the involution which is determined by these two pairs,

prove that the three pairs of points, A, A' ; B,B'; X, Z, are in in-

volution, as also are the three pairs. A, B' ; A\ B ; X,Z.
Ex. 3. Representation of' all the pairs of an involution. If, as in

Ex. 1, two points, A, = +aU, and B, = + /3U,he determined by
the roots a, 13 of the equation ax"- + 9.hx + 6 = 0, and, also, two points

A', = + a U, and B', = 0+ 13' U, by the equation ax^ + ^h'x + b'=0,
then the two points, + ^U, O + 7]U, where ^, tj are the roots of the

equation 6 (ax- + 2hx + b) + ax- + 9.h'x + 6' = 0, for any symbol 6,

are a pair of the involution determined by the two pairs A, B and
A\ B'. Further, every pair of this involution is so determined, with

an appropriate value for d.

Ex. -i. A general resultfor involutions. In the previous example,

the points + |C/, + t/C/ can be expressed by the points A and A' ;

let the expressions, for the symbols of the points, be

O^^U = m{A + \A'), + r)U = n (A + fiA').

Prove, then, that \/j,~^ = (^ — a) (^ — a')~^/(rj — a){r) — a')~^ ; and,

denoting this by e, prove that

46 _ ^ [2 (AA')^ - H]

(1 + ey
~

[6 (A)^ + (A')^]^
'

where A=h- — ab, A' = h'^ — a'b', H = 2hh' — ab' — a'b.

In particular, (Ex. 1), the points + ^U, + r}U are harmonic
conjugates of one another, in regard to A and A', when 6 is such that

eHh--ab) = h''-a'b'.

Ex. 5. Condition that two circles, in general form, should cut at

right angles. Shewing, from the text, that the equations of any two
circles can be taken in the forms

x- + t/'^+ 2gxz + 2^-2 + cz'^ = 0, x^+y^ + 'Hg'xz + %f'yz + c'z^ = 0,

prove that the condition that they should cut at right angles is

^gg' +W =-c + c'.

Ex. 6. The radical axis of two circles ; the radical centre of three

circles. If the equations of any two conies, referred to any triad of
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points, be F = 0, /^' = 0, prove that the equation of any conic which
passes through their four intersections is 6F + /^' = 0, for an appro-

priate symbol 6. In particular, shew that the radical axis of the

two circles in the preceding example is (by ^ = — 1)

^{g-g')oo + ^{f-f)y-^{c-c')z = 0.

Also that the three radical axes, for the pairs of any three circles,

meet in a point. Shew, further (see Ex. 3), that the conies which
pass through the common points of two given conies cut an arbitrary

line in pairs of points belonging to the same involution.

Ex. 7. The common tangents and centres of similitude of two

circles. Prove that the condition that the line whose equation is

ux ->( vy + ioz =

should touch the circle whose equation is

{x - azf + {y- bzf = Ifz"

is that {au -\-hv + xof = h^ (ii" + v-).

Hence, find the equations of the four tangents, common to this circle

and the circle given by (x — a'zf + (y — h'zf = h'^z^. There are three

point pairs such that every one of the four tangents passes through

one or other of the two points of a pair ; and the three lines, each

containing the points of a pair, form a triad self-polar in regard to

both the circles. Shew that these lines have for intersections the

two limiting points of the two circles and a point on the absolute

line, IJ. The centres of the two circles, in terms of the points of

reference, X, F, Z, have, for respective symbols, C = aX + bY + Z,

and C = a'X -I- h'Y -\- Z ; shew that there are two points on the line

joining the centres, with symbols hC ± h'C, through each of which

pass two of the common tangents of the circles. These two points

are called the centres of similitude of the two circles. It may be

proved that the six centres of similitude of three circles lie, in threes,

upon four lines.

The circle passing through the centres of similitude of two circles,

with its centre on the line joining the centres of these, is of im-

portance. Prove that the equation of this circle is h-F' — h'^F = 0,

where F = 0, F' = are the equations of the two circles, written as

in this example.

Ex. 8. FeuerhacWs theorem. Apolar ti-iads. Let A, B, C be three

points such that the joins BC, CA, AB touch a circle, say, fi ; and

let D, E, F be the middle points, respectively, of B, C ; of C, A ;

and of A,B. Then the circle D, E, F touches O. The definitions of

a circle, and of middle points, are with reference to two absolute

points /, J.

Let K be the centre of Q., and take coordinates in regard to

1,J,K, any point of the plane being xI + zJ + yK. The equation
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of n may then be supposed to be xz — y^ = 0. Any point of this

has, then, coordinates of the form (6^, 0, 1) ; in particular, let the

points of contact of BC, CA, AB be given, respectively, by the

parameters a, yS, 7, so that, for instance, the equation of BC is

X — 2?/a + za- = 0. The coordinates of A are then easily found to be

/97, ^{l3 + 7), 1, and the coordinates of D to be

a (a/3 + a7 + 2/S7), (a + y8) (a + 7), /3 + 7 + 2a.

Now write, for brevity,

p = a + yS + 7, ^ = /S7 + 7a + 0/3, r = 0^87, /i = q/p

and consider the conic whose equation is

(xz -y) (r/;-^ - /^) + ?/ (^' - 2^//* + zfx^) = 0.

It can be verified that this equation is satisfied by the coordinates

of D, E and F. The points common to this conic and xz—y"- = are

the points of intersection of xz—y- = with the two lines whose

equations are y = 0,x — ^y/u, + Zfu,- = 0. The former of these meets

xz—y- = in the points / and J ; the latter meets it in two coinci-

dent points of coordinates (/z-, /i, 1). Thus the equation written

down represents the circle D, E^ F ; and this touches H at the point

ifi", /x, 1).

As has appeared (Chap, i, Ex. 33 ; Chap. 11, p. 89) the circle

D, E, F is the locus of the centres of rectangular hyperbolas passing

through A, B, C. This may be verified directly. The equation

2P (.r - 2?/a + za^)-^ = 0,

containing three terms with undetermined coefficients P, Q, R, evi-

dently represents a conic through the three points A, B, C; by
suitable choice of P, Q, R this can be taken to pass through two
other arbitrary points ; it is therefore the general conic through the

points A, B, C. It is a rectangular hyperbola if its intersections with

the line y = are harmonic in regard to / and J ; for this the equa-

tion, involving terms in x^, xz, z^, which gives its intersections with

«/ = 0, must contain no term in xz ; it is at once seen that the con-

dition for this is IP (/3^ + 7^) = 0. If we now form, by the rule given

above, the equation for the polar of a point (x\ y\ 2), in regard to

this conic, and express that this reduces to ?/ = 0, (in which case

{x\ y\ z) will be the centre of the conic), we obtain two further

conditions for P, Q, R; in virtue of the first condition these become

tP[x'-y'{^ + y)]=0 and lPfiy[i/'{^ + y)-z'^j] = 0.

Eliminating P, Q, R from the three conditions, we find that {x',y', z')

must satisfy the equation

(xz — y^) (r — pq) + y (xp^ — 2ypq + zq^) = 0,

which is that of the conic D, E, F.

B.Q.U. 8
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The values of the parameters a, /3, 7, for the points of contact

of BC, CA, AB with the circle Vl, are the values of 6 for which the

polynomial u = 6^ — pO"^ + qd — r, vanishes. If we similarly take to-

gether the values of the parameter for the points /, J, of the circle

n, and the point where it is touched by the circle D, E, F, these

beino", respectively, x , 0, /la, these may be said to be the roots of the

polvnomial v= 6"^ — f^d, regarded as a cubic polynomial. Now, for

any two quadratic polynomials, say ad^ + 9.h6 + b and (16"^+ 9,h'6 + h\

we have remarked (above, p. Ill) an expression involving their co-

efficients, ah' — ^hh' + ba, which is of geometrical interest. For any

two cubic polynomials ae^+Sbe^+ScO+d and aO'+ Sb'S^ + 3c'e+d\

there is a similar expression, which is also of geometrical interest,

namely ad' — Sbc + Scb' — da'. Two cubics are said to be apolar to

one another when the expression vanishes ; this is the case for the

two cubics, w, V, considered here. We may, therefore, say, that the

circle D, E, F touches the circle H at the point of 12 which is the

apolar complement of / and J, with reference to the points where

n is touched by BC, CA, AB. (See Ex. 26, below.
)^

[Add.]

Ex. 9. Continuation of the preceding example. The point where

the nine points circle, of A, B, C, that is, the circle D, E, F, touches

the inscribed circle tl, may also be described as the fourth inter-

section of O with a particular conic, which we now explain, passing

through the points where fl touches BC, CA, AB. Let these points

of contact be called P,Q,R; the equation of the line QR is

a:-y{l3 + y) + z^y = 0.

Denote this by U = 0. Similarly, let RP and PQ be V = and

W = 0. The conic represented by the equation

(x'^+v' ^ + z'^)uVW = 0,
\ dx ^ di/ ozj

may be called the polar conic of the point (x, y , z) in regard to the

degenerate cubic locus represented by UVW = 0. When (x', y' , z)
is the centre, (0, 1, 0), of the circle H, this polar conic becomes

S (/S + 7) ^W^ = 0. It may easily be verified that this conic passes

through the point {yC\ /x, 1) of H, and that it passes through P, Q
and R. Its tangent at P is the harmonic conjugate, in regard to

PQ, PR, of the line joining P to the centre of the inscribed circle fl,

as is easy to verify, with a similar statement for Q and R ; this

suffices to identify the conic. Thus, the nine points circle of A, B, C
touches the inscribed circle on the polar conic of the centre of the

inscribed circle, taken in regard to the degenerate cubic formed of

the three joins of the points of contact of the inscribed circle with

BC, CA, AB.
Another conic which touches the inscribed circle D. at the point
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(;x=, /A, 1) is obtained as follows: Consider again the line drawn

thr()u<i;h P harmonic, in regard to

PQ, PR^ to the line joining P to

the centre of the inscribed circle ;

and the similar lines through Q
and R. A conic can be drawn
touching these lines to have a

focus at the centre of the in-

scribed circle. We may prove

that this conic has the equation

[x-^{^l-rp-~)A-z^J:'f

in fact, it is clear that this conic

meets each of the lines x = 0, z = only in one point, or touches

these, and so has the centre, (0, 1, 0), of the inscribed circle, as a

focus. It is also clear that it meets the inscribed circle xz — if =
where this is met by the two lines •

X - 9.yix + zijC' = 0, X -2i/(fi- 9.rp~-) + zijl- = 0,

of which the former is the tangent at (/i-, yu,, 1), and so touches the

inscribed circle at this point. That it touches the line, spoken

of, through P, whose equation is PF (a+ 7) + F (a + /3) = 0, or

x{a-\-p) — 9,y{a- + q) + z{o.q + r) = 0^ may be verified by shewing

that the result of eliminating y between this equation and the

equation of the conic, is a perfect square in x and z; or by first

finding the tangential equation of the conic, which is

[2m {pq — r) + vpr''] [2w {pq - r) + vq-] = t'-r%

and then verifying that this is satisfied by u = a. +p, r- = — 2 (a^ + q\
zo = aq + r. The algebra is the same in both cases.

We may also give an algebraic proof of Feuerbach's theorem with

coordinates which are referred to the points A, B, C. Without any

loss of generality the equation of the circle touching BC, CA, AB
may be taken to be

X- +y^ + z^- ^yz — ^zx — ^xy = 0,

the absolute line, IJ, having the equation Ix + my + nz — 0. Now
consider the conic, say, N, expressed by the equation

2h7inC +fgh {Ix + my-\- nz) {f'^x + g~'^y + hr'^z) = 0,

where C is the expression x"^ — ^yz + . . . which occurs on the left side

of the equation of the inscribed circle, and f=m — n, g= n — l,

h= l — m. Its intersections with the circle expressed by C = are

the intersections of this with the line lx + my + nz = 0, and with

the liney*~^a; +g~^y + h-^z= 0. The former is the absolute line, so

8—2
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that the conic considered, iV, is also a circle ; the latter is in fact

a tangent of the circle C = ; thus the conic considered, iV, is a circle

touching the circle C = 0. To prove that the line f~'^x + . . . =
touches the circle C = 0, we remark, more generally, that a conic

whose equation is that obtained by rationalising the equation

{axf + {hy)^ + {czf = 0,

which is the most general conic touching J5C, CA^ AB^ has for its

tangent at any point, (V, ?/', z'), the line given by

X {ajx'f + y (b/yf + z {cjzf- = 0,

and has the tangential equation avzo + hxcu + ciro = 0. Consider now
the intersections of the conic N with BC, CA, AB ; it is easily veri

iled that three of these are the middle points, respectively, of B, C,

of C, A, and of A, B, in regard to the absolute line. This suffice

to identify the conic A'^ with the nine points circle ; and so we hav

proved Feuerbach's theorem. If the other intersections of N, respec

tively with BC, CA^ AB, be D, E, F, and D' be the harmonic conju-

gate of D in regard to B and C, with a similar definition for E' and
F', on CA and AB, it may be proved that D\ E', F' lie on the line

whose equation is

{x+y + z) {mn + nl + Im) — (l-x + vi^y + n^z) = 0.

Ex. 10. Hamilto7is mucUJicatioJi of Feuerbaclis theorem. Intro-

ductory results.

The following results can be verified (cf. Chap, i, Ex. 33). Let

A, B, C be any triad of points, not in line, and 0, 0' be two further

points. Let AO, BO, CO meet BC, CA, AB, respectively, in D, E, F,

and AO', BO', CO meet BC, CA, AB, respectively, iii D', E' , F'

i

let EF, E'F' meet in P, while FD, F'D' meet in Q, and BE, D'E'

meet in R. Then the lines QR, RP, PQ, respectively, contain A,B,C,
while the lines AP, BQ, CR meet in a point. Also, the lines DP,
EQ, FR meet in a point, say, K, and the lines DP, E'Q, F'R meet

in a point, say, K'. Further, the line A'A" passes through the inter-

section of Qi?\vith BC, of RP with CA, and of Pq with AB.
A conic, say, S, can be drawn to touch BC, CA, AB, respectively,

in D, E, F, and a conic, say, D,, can be drawn to touch BC, CA, AB,
respectively, in D',E',F'. And a conic, say, T, can be drawn to

contain the six points D, D', E, E' , F, F'. The points K, K' are

the points of contact, respectively, with S and Q., of their fourth

common tangent, and these points lie on T. The triad P, Q, R is

self-polar in regard to each of the three conies S, O, T. Further, if

EF, FD, DE, respectively, meet BC, CA, AB in U, V, W, these points

are in line, and the two intersections of this line with the conic li

form, with K', a triad of points of Vl which is apolar (see below)

with the triad D , E', F', of points thereon. Incidentally we have

,v

i
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a construction, when three common tangents of two conies, and
their points of contact, are given, for finding the points of contact
of the remaininsc connnon taneent.

If the conies S and O be expressed, respectively, by the equations

{Ixf + {myf + {nzf = 0, (/>)* + (m'lj)^ + (n'z)^ = 0,

and we denote mn' — m'n^ nT — 7i7, Im — I'm, respectively, by p, q, r,

it will be found that the point P is (— p, q, r), with similar forms
for Q and R, and that K and K' are, respectively, (p^l, q~m, r'-n) and
(/?-/', q'-m, r-n). "We can express the points of the conic fl in terms
of a parameter, 6, by the equations 1'^ = 6^, m'y = (^ — 1)-, nz = \,

the points D', E\ F' being then given, respectively, by (9 = 0, ^=1,
^ = X , and the point K'hy rn'd+pl'= 0. The line WW, whose
equation is Ix + my + nz = 0, meets Vl in points, /, J, given by the
equation ^^ {IjV) + (1 - Oy (m/m') + njn' = 0. For the three points

I, Jy K' the parameter values are then given by an equation of the
form a^*+ ^- — ^ + b = 0, while the cubic equation for Z)', E\ F'
reduces to 6- — 6. This is what is meant by saying that the triad

I,J,K' is apolar with the triad

D\ E\ F' (see, above, Ex. 8). The
equation of the conic T is

"Ell a:- — S {m}i + vin)yz = 0.

jE^.r. 11. Hamilton's modification

ofFetierhacli's theorem. Let the lines

joining a point, P, of a conic, to

three other points of the conic,

A,B,C, meet BC, CA, AB, respec-

tively, in D, E, F, so that D, E, F is

a self-polar triad for the conic. We
have remarked that the tangents at

A,B,C meet BC, CA, AB, respec-

tivelv, in the points of aline(Chap.i,

Ex. 9), which we denote by h ; we
denote the tangent at P by p. We have already proved (Chap, i,

Ex. 33) that if any conic having D,E,F for a self-polar triad be
drawn, its four intersections with the lines p and h lie on a conic

passing through A, B, C. We can take coordinates referred to

D, E, F, in such a way that the tangents of the original conic at

P, A, B, C have, respectively, the equations

x->ry-\-z = 0, -x + y + z = 0, x-y + z = 0, x+y-z = 0',

the original conic will then have an equation of the form

a-^x"^ + h-^y"" + c-^z^ = 0,

wherein a + b + c = 0; any conic having D, E, F for self-polar triad
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will have an equation of the form Ax"^ + By^ + Cz- = 0. The conic

containing the four intersections of this with the lines jw, h, and also

the points A, By C, will then have the equation

{Aa"" + Bb" + Cc-) {ax + 6z/+ c^) (^ + ?/+ 2) = ^abc {Ax"" + By'' + Cz").

Conversely, if any conic be taken through A^ B, C, meeting h and

p, then a conic can be drawn through the four intersections, having
D, E, F for a self-polar triad. If we take coordinates referred to

A, B, C, and the equation of the original conic be put in the form
yz + zx + xy = 0, while the conic taken through A, B, C has the

equation Jyz + ffzx + hxy = Oy then the conic, through the four inter-

sections of this with p and h, which has D, E, F for a self-polar

triad, is

-\-fyz + g^^ + ^^ = 0,

where (^, rj, ^) are the coordinates of P.

Ex. 12. Conic referred to itft centre and axes. The two lines

drawn through the centre, C, of a conic, (the pole of the absolute

line, /J, in regard thereto), which are harmonic conjugates of one
another both in regard to the two tangents which can be drawn to

the conic from C, and in regard to C/, C'J, are, as we have previously

said, called the axes of the conic. If these meet the line IJ in A
and 5, the triad A, B, C is self-polar, and, in reference to these, the

equation of the conic is of the form px"- + qy"- = z^. This fails if the

conic is a parabola, that is, touches the line /J, a possibility we ex-

clude. We may suppose the coordinates a-, y so chosen that the

points /, J are on the lines x + ly = 0, so that, in any circle the terms

of the second degree in x and y are x^ + y-. AVe replace jo, q, respec-

tively, by a~' and h"-. The expression in terms of a parameter, t^ of

the points of the conic, may then be taken to be

x=a{\-t% y=^ht, z=l-^t^,

so that t = b~^yl{z +a~^x). It is usual to develop many results in

this notation.

The equation

a-'x (1 - t,t.;) + b-'y {t, + t^) = z(l+ t,t,)

is at once verified to be that of the line joining the points t^ and ^2

;

it gives the equation of the tangent by putting to = t^. The tangents

to the curve from the points /, J pass through one of the two foci,

5, H., given hy x= ±{a' — b^) , «/ = 0, z = 1, and also through one of

the other two foci, *S", H', given by x = 0, y = ± (b^ — a'-y, z = 1.

The normal of the conic at the point (|, ij, f) has the equation

a' ^-'x - b'v~'y = {a' - b^) ^^ -,
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and this same equation, if we regard (.r, ?/, z) as given, and ^, 7;, ^as
variable, is that of the rectangular hyperbola of Apollonius, meetino-
the given conic at the feet of the four normals from {x,y, z), (p. 93).

If we consider the intersections of any circle with the given conic,

we immediately verify that any one of the three pairs of chords
common to the conic and the circle meets the line IJ in two points
which are harmonic in regard to A and B (a proposition often ex-
pressed by saying that these chords are equally inclined to one of the
axes, cf. Chap. 11, p. 79) ; and further, substituting the above parametric
expressions for the points of the conic in the equation of the circle,

if ^1, U^ ts, ti be the parameters of the four intersections, and we
assume (in illogical anticipation of the limitation of the symbols
which is explained in the following Chapter) that the equation of
the fourth order which these satisfy is capable of being written in

the form {t — t-^) {t - ^2) (< — ^3) (t — ^4) = 0? we infer that j9, =p3, where

Pr is the sum of the products of sets of r of ti, ^2» ^3? ^4- In a similar

way, from the equation for the Apollonius rectangular hyperbola,
we infer that the parameters of the feet of the four normals which
can be drawn to the conic from any point satisfy 1— ^2+/^4 = 0.

This last changes into the former if we replace t^ by — #4~\ Thus if

Pi, P^^ Psi Pi be the feet of the four normals, and Q^ be the other
point of the conic lying on the line P4C, it follows that Pj, P^, P3, Q^
lie on a circle, as has already been proved (Chap. 11, p, 93). If three

points of the conic, with parameters ti, t^, ts, be such that the
normals thereat meet in a point, it can be verified that

Lastly, if a line be drawn through one of the foci (f, 0, 1), where
(? = ar — 19, at right angles to the tangent of the conic at anv point,

of equation a~^x (1 - i^) + ^b~'^yt -z{\-{-t-)= 0, this line will have
the equation ^h~^t {x — cz)- a'^ {\ - t'^)y = 0, and will meet the
tangent in the point whose coordinates are x = a{\ — X^), y = 2a X,

2 = 1 + X-, where \ = (a — c)b~^t, this being a point of the circle

x^ + y- = a^z'K This has been called the auxiliary circle (Chap. 11,

p. 85).

Ex. 13. Confocal conks. The points /, J, S, H, S', H', in the pre-

ceding example, having, respectively, the coordinates

(l,i, 0), (1,-i, 0), (c, 0, 1), (-r, 0, 1), (0,ic,l), (0, -ic, 1),

where c" = 0^ — b^, any two conies touching the four lines IH'S,
JS'S, IS'H, JH'H, may be taken to have equations

a-" x" -f b-'-y"" = z\ (a^ + \)-\r» + (6^ + Xy^f = z"" ;

these are confocals, in regard to / and J. The condition that any
line, of equation Ix + my \-nz = 0, should touch the second of these

conies is aH^ -f b-m- — n'^-'rX {m? -f- Z^) = ; the tangential equation
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of the first conic is a^U + Ifni' — n"^ = 0, and the tani^ential equation

of the point pair /, J is /- + rw- = 0. We have previously remarked

(p. 112, above) that if/'= 0,/" = be the point equations of any two
conies, the equation of the general conic through their four inter-

sections is icf-^f = 0, for a proper parameter k ; thus the tangential

equation of a confocal conic appears, as it should, as that of the

general conic touching the tangents from the points /, J to any one

conic of the system. It is easy to verify the properties of a system

of confocal conies, many of which have already been referred to

(pp. 79, 90, 93), by means of these equations. In particular, the

polar of a point (|^, r), t), in regard to the conic

has the equation

{a" + Xy^^O' + (6^ + Xy^vy - ^:r = 0,

which we may write in the form X^Z + XY -\-X = 0, where

Z = ^^, Y = (a" + If') ^z - ^x - r/?/, X = d'b"- ^z - a^rjy - b^ |.r.

By what we have previously seen, this is the equation of the tangent

of the conic whose equation is 4tXZ — Y- — 0. It can be verified that

this is the same as is obtained by rationalising the equation

(^^rf^-^(-'nyf+c{^z)^ = o.

This conic touches the line a: = (for X = —a^), the line «/= (for

X = — b'-), and the line z = (for X = x ) ; it is thus a parabola, in

regard to / and J, the point C, at which two perpendicular tangents

meet, being on the directrix. The point (^, rj, ^) is equally on the

directrix ; for there are two of the confocals passing through this

point, those namely for which X has either of the values for which
(a^ + Xy^^ + ... — ^^=0, and these cut at right angles ; for the tan-

gents are {oT- + X.y ^x + ...-^z = and (a^ + X.^-' ^x + ...-^z = 0,

which are at right angles (p. 110, above), if

(a' + x.y (a^ + Xo)-' f + (^' + ^i)"^^' + Xo)-'^r = 0,

an equation obtainable from

{a^ + X^y'^--+ ...-^' = and (a^ + X,)-if^+ ... - ^ = ;

and these tangents are the polars of (^, tj, ^) in regard to these two
confocals. The focus of the parabola is the intersection of two of

its tangents passing respectively through / and J; the polar

(a- -I- Xy^^x-^- ... — ^^ = passes through (1, i, 0) for the value of A,

given by {a- \-Xy'^^ + {b- -vXy^ir] = 0:, and we similarly find the

polar passing through (1, — i, 0). The intersection of these polars

gives the focus, which is found to be (c-|^^, —c'-t]^, ^'+V')- It is

easy to verify that the general conic passing through the four foci

has the equation x^ — y^— (^^ + ^hxy = 0, where h is variable, and
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hence that the focus of the parabola is conjugate to (^, 77, ^) in

regai'd to all these conies. Further we may verify that the polar

reciprocal of the parabola in regard to a~'^x^ + h~-y- — z^ = 0, is the

Apollonius rectangular hyperbola containing the feet of the normals

of this conic which pass through (|^, ?;, ^) ; for, in order that the

polar of a point (.r, y\ z'\ in regard to the conic ar-x- + h~-y'^ — 5:- = 0,

may coincide with a tangent of the parabola whose equation is

{a" + \)-'^x + {b- + \)-'7)y - C- = 0,

it is necessary and sufficient that

a-^x'l{a' + \)-'^= b--y'l{b"- + \)-'r} = z'j^;

this can be satisfied by a proper value of \ if

a^^ix'j-' - b'v iy)-' = {a' - f^') ^{z')-'.

Ex. 14. Conks derived^from a conic intersecting thejoins of' three

points. If a conic, S, which meets the lines BC, CA, AB, respec-

tively, in D, D' , E, E' , F, F', have the equation

ax" + by- + cz'^ + "^fyz + 'iigzx + ^hxy = 0,

the lines AD^ AD' are given by by"^ + cz^ + ^fyz = 0. The coordinates

of either of these lines, whose equation may be written vy + wz = 0,

are then such that, b~^v^ + c~^w^ — 2b~^c~^fvw =0. The six lines

AD, AD', BE, BE', CF, CF' are thus tangents of the conic, S',

w^hose tangential equation is

bcu- + cav"^ + abw- — %afviv — 9hgwu — 9,chuv = 0,

or, say, S' = 0. If S = be the tangential equation of the conic 6',

so that S is the sum of three pairs of terms such as

(be -f) u^ + 2 (gh - af) vw,

we see that S' — 2 is the sum of three pairs of terms such as

f-u- — ^ghvw. We have remarked that a conic whose equation is

obtained by rationalising the equation {Ix)'^ + {myy + {nzy =
touches BC, CA, AB ; similarly a conic whose tangential equation,

n = 0, is obtained by rationalising {fuy + {gvY + {hwy = 0, is one

which passes through A, B, C; its point equation is, in fact,

Jyz + gzx + hxy = 0. In the case in hand we have 2'— S = H. The
four common tangents of the conies S and S' are thus touched by
the conic fl, which passes through A, B, C. Similarly, by taking

the point equation of the conic —', we see that there is a conic

passing through the four common points of S and 2' which touches

BC, CA, AB, its point equation being {afxy 4- {bgyy + {chzy — 0.

A particular case of the preceding is when S is such that 2' de-

generates into a point pair, so that the lines AD, BE, CF meet in

a point, say, O, and AD', BE', CF' also meet in a point, say, 0'.
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Then the points, on BC, CA, AB, which are the respective harmonic
conjugates of D, E, F with regard to B, C ; C, A ; A, B, he on a
line, say, /; and the points, on BC, CA,AB, similarly derived from
D', E', F\ also lie on a line, say, /'. In general, these derived six

points lie on the conic whose equation is

ax^ + %^ + cz^ — 2fi/z — 2g,zjc - 91i,ry = 0,

as is easy to see ; in the case now considered, this conic breaks into

the two lines, I and I'. When this is so, it follows, from w'hat has

been said, that there is a conic through A, B, C which touches the

tangents drawn to S from O and 0'. From the equations it also

follows easily that this conic passes through the intersections of iS

with the lines / and I' ; and also, through these intersections there

passes a conic in regard to which A, B, C are a self-polar triad, the

lines / and l' being the polars, respectively, of 0' and 0, in regard

to this. The point equation of a conic, given in tangential form,

which breaks into a point pair, represents the line joining these

points, taken twice over, as is easy to see. Thus, in the case now
considered, there is a conic touching BC, CA, AB which touches S
at its two intersections with the line 00' ; and, further, the tangents

of the conies, at their two points of contact, meet in the intersection

of the lines /, l'. In the present case, we may regard S as the nine

points circle of the triad, A, B,C , we have only to take for absolute

points the intersections of S with the line I ; it can be proved that

these are conjugate points in regard to all conies through the four

points A, B, C, 0', so that, for instance, AO is at right angles to

BC in reference to these points. Thus the results here stated are

equivalent to saying that the two points 0, 0', respectively the

intersection of the lines from A, B,C to the middle points of B, C,

of C^A, and of A, B, and the orthocentre of A, B, C, are the centres

of similitude of the nine points circle and the circle A, B, C, the

radical axis of these circles being the line /', derived from the

orthocentre, 0', by the rule given; further that there is a circle,

coaxial with these two circles, with centre at the orthocentre, for

which A, B, C is a self-polar triad, and for which O is the pole of

the radical axis spoken of; and, also, that there is a conic touching

BC, CA, AB, which touches the nine points circle at two points of

the line 00' whereat the tangents are parallel (with regard to the

absolute line Z) to this radical axis. (See also Chap, i, Ex. 29.)

It would seem to be worth while to speak of the conic whose equa-

tion, referred to three points A, B, C, is

ax^ — 9fyz + hy" — 2gzx + cz- - ^huy = 0,

as the harmonically conjugate of the conic whose equation is

aa;^ + 2fyz + }nf -h 'ilgzx -\- cz^ + 9}ixy = 0.
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If the latter meet BC in P^ and Po, the former meets BC in two
points, P]', Po', which are the harmonic conjugates, in regard to B
and C, respectively, of P] and P^, with a similar statement for CA
and AB. And, further, to speak of the latter conic as being bi-

pnnctual, in regard to A^ B, C, when the six lines such as AP^,AP.,,
meet in two points. The condition for this is that the harmonically
conjugate conic break up into two lines.

If X, F, Z be a self-polar triad in regard to a conic, and be
any point, and XO, YO, ZO meet YZ, ZX, XY, respectively, in

A^ B, C, then the conic is bipunctual in regard to A^ B, C. For if

we suppose to be (1, 1, 1), relatively to X, Y, Z, and the equa-
tion of the conic relatively to these be ax^ + h-if -f c^ = 0, by taking

| = -^(-^+^+2), 7) = \{x-y-\-z\ t=i(^ + 2/-2),

we have, for the ecjuation in regard to A^ 5, C, the form

The harmonically conjugate conic, in regard to ^, P, C, is then

which is evidently a line pair.

Conversely, if a conic be bipunctual in regard to A^ B, C, it is

possible, and in only one way, to draw lines, YZ,ZX, XY, passing,

respectively, through A, B, C, such that the triad X, F, Z, formed
by their intersections, is self-polar in regard to the conic ; and the

lines AX, BY, CZ meet in a point. For, if, referred to A, P, C, the
conic be

//'|-+ mmrf-\- nn'^-— {mn + m'n) r?^— (w/'-f- n'l)^^— (lm'+ l'm)^r] = 0,

and we attempt to write this equation in the form

we find

p — {nV — nl) {Im — l'7Ji)~^, — 2Pp = mn + m'n,

with similar values for q, Q, r, R, (so thai pqr= 1).

We may similarly consider a conic such that the tangents to it

from A, B, C meet BC, CA, AB in points lying, in threes, upon
two lines.

jEjc. 15. Tzao triads reciprocal in regard to a conic are in per-
spective. If P, Q, R be the poles, with regard to any conic whose
tangential equation referred to A, B, C is

A^i? -h Bv- + C-difi + ^Fvio -h IGxcu + 'itHuv = 0,

respectively of BC, CA, AB, then the lines AP, BQ, CR meet in a
point (Ex. 10, Chap. i). For P, Q, R have the respective coordinates

{A, H, G), (H, B, F), (G, F, C), and the lines AP, BQ, CR meet in

the point given by
Fa! = Ch/ = Hz.
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Dually, the polars of A, B, C meet BC, CA^ AB, respectively, in

three points lying in line. If the equation of the conic be

the equation of this line is y~^x + g~^y + hr'^z = 0.

Ex. 16. The Hessian line of three points of a conic. If the tan-

gents at three points. A, B, C, of a conic, meet BC, CA, AB, re-

spectively in D, E, F, the points D, E, F are in line (Chap, i, Ex. 9).

If the points of the conic be expressed by a parameter, and the

values of this for the points A, B, C be the values of a^jy for which
acc^ + 2bx'i/ + ^cx-if- + dif = 0, the values of the parameter at the

two points, H, K, at which the line Z), E, F meets the conic, are the

two values of x/y for which

aiF d'F / d''F Y_
da'-

'

'bif Xdx'cyi
'

where F = is the equation above (cf Vol. i, p. 174). Further,

if the left side of the last quadratic be multiplied \ij x-\- my, where m
is arbitrary, and the result be written dx?'-\- ^h'x'^y-\- Sc'xy'^+ d'y^= 0,

it may be proved that ad'—Sbc'+ Qcb'— da'= 0. In other words, any
three points of a conic are apolar with the Hessian points of these

taken with a third arbitrary point. If we take the equation of the

conic in the form J^tjz + gzx + hxy = 0, the points (^r, y, z) can be

expressed in terms of a parameter by x = —fd~^, y=g{6 — 1)~S z=h,
so that A, B,C correspond, respectively, to ^ = 0, 1, x ; the points

H, K are then given by ^^ — ^ + 1 = 0, and it is easy to verify the rela-

tion in question for the two cubics

x-y — xy- = 0, (x + my) {x^ — xy + y-) = 0.

The relation is unaffected if, instead of 6, we use a parameter <^ con-

nected with 6 by an equation A9(f> + B9 + C<^ + D = 0, wherein

A, B, C, D are constants. Similar remarks hold for the dual case

of three given tangents of a conic.

Ex. 17. The director circle of a conic, and generalisations. It can

be proved that the equation of the two tangents drawn from a point

{x',y', z) to touch the conic t/ = is UU' — T- = 0, where U' is what

U becomes when x , y , z are written in place of x, y, z; and T is

one half of what is obtained by operating upon U by

x'd/dx+y'djdy + zd/dz,

and is symmetrical in regard to x, y, z and x',y', z. This result

follows by considering that the points, with coordinates of the

forms {x\Qx, y \- 6y , z^-Qz), on the line joining {x,y,z) to

{x, y, z), which lie on the conic, are given by JJ+ 28T + 6- U'=0.

Further, if these tangents meet the line joining the points, /, J,

which have coordinates (1, ± i, 0), in two points harmonic in regard
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to these, that is, if the tangents be at right angles, then {x\y\ z)
lies on the locus whose equation is

(a + 6) C/ = {ax + hy + gzf + (Ji.v + by +fzy,

or C (^2 + ^2) _ OQ.TZ - ^Fyz + {A+B)z- = 0]

here U is aa'- + ... + ^/^(/z + ..., and A = bc-f% F = ^li—qf, etc.

This gives the equation of the director circle in regard to / and J.

More generally, the locus of the point of intersection of two lines,

conjugate to one another in regard to the conic, drawn respectively

through the points {x\, y^, z•^)^ (^2, 3/2 » ^2)? is C/Tj, = TiTg, where Tj

and To are the forms of T when {x ,y\ z) are replaced, respectively,

by (.Ti, «/i, z^) and {a\, 2/2, z^), while T^^ is obtained from T by re-

placing (x, y, z) and (x\y\z'), respectively, by {x^, y^, Zi) and
{X2, y-i, Z2). This locus becomes the director circle when the points

(^19 y-ii -^1)5 (^21 3/25 ^2) are the points (1, + «, 0).

This however may be generalised ; we may seek the locus of a
point from which the tangents to a conic are conjugate in regard,

not to a point pair but, to another general conic, that is, the locus

of a point from which the pair of tangents to one conic are harmonic
conjugates of one another in regard to the tangents from that point

to another conic. The locus is still a conic ; and it is obvious by
the definition that this contains the eight points of contact with
the two conies of their four conmion tangents. If the tangential

equation of one of the conies be Au"^ -I- . . . + 9,Fvxo -f- . . . = 0, that of

the other being of the same form with A\ ..., F\ ... in place of
A, ..., F, ..., the pair of tangents to the former from the point

{^, V, is given by

A (y^- rjzf +... + ^F{z^-^x) (xr] - ^y)+...= 0,

and these meet 2; = in two points given, say, by SiX^+ 2hxy+hy^ = 0,

where

a = B^^ - ^F^n + Cr, h=-H^' + F^^ + Gij^ - C^rj,

b=^^^-2Gf^+Cp;
the corresponding values for the second conic being denoted by
a', h', b', we require to express that ab' — 2hh' + ba' = 0. On reduc-

tion this shews that (^, rj, ^) describes the conic whose equation is

{BC'+B'C-^FF')x-'+...+ 2{GH'+G'H-AF'-A'F)yz+...= 0.

Dually, a line whose intersections with one conic,

ax' + ... + yyz + . . . = 0,

are harmonic in regard to its intersections with another such conic,

envelopes the conic whose tangential equation is

{J3C -1- h'c-9.ff') M2 + ... + 2 (^/i' J^g'h-af'-af) vw-^...= 0;
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this conic evidently touches the eight tangents of the two conies at

their common points.

For the former case, of two conies given tangentially, we may, by
taking a pair of the intersections of
their common tangents as the abso-

lute points, /, J, regard the two
conies as belonging to a system of

confocals, their equations being

a'^x" + 6~^?/- — s- = 0,

(a^ + Xy^x"- + (b^ + \)-i?/2 - 2^ = 0.

The tangents from a point, P, to the

former conic, say, p and q, will be
conjugate in regard to the second]

conic, if q passes through the pole, T, of the line p in regard to the

second conic. The locus of P, with these coordinates, is found to be'

^a^b- [a-'x" + b-y- - -'] + ^ [^' + «/' " («' + ^') -'] = ^ ?

it meets either of the two conies in the four points where this is met
by its director circle.

For the latter case, of two conies given in point coordinates, we]

may regard both the conies as circles.

A line, Z, will meet the circles har-

monically if it join a point P, of one]

circle, to one of the points, Q, where
this circle is met by the polar of P
taken in regard to the other circle.

The circles being supposed to have]

equations

x^ + i/^ + ^g\rz + cz" = 0, x^ + i/-+ 9,ff'xz + cz' = 0,

as we have shewn to be possible (above, p. 109), the envelope isioundj

to be given by

(w'- + »2) (c - gg) + (gu - zv) (g'u - 7C) = 0.

The equation u^+v'^ = represents the absolute points /, J, and!

the equation (gu — 'w)(g'u —w)= represents the centres of the]

two circles. The envelope has the centres of the two circles for foci,

!

and touches the tangents of the circles drawn at their intersections.

A particular case is that in which the two circles cut at right angles

;

then c = gg', and the envelope reduces to the point pair given by
the centres of the circles. We have previously seen (Chap, ii, p. 66)

that when two circles cut at right angles, any line through the

centre of either is divided harmonically by the circles. [Add.]

A particular case is when one of the two conies is a line pair.

For example, if the conic be the circle x- + i/- — (a^ + b^) z^ = 0, and
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the line pair be a~'^x'^ + b~^y- = 0, the envelope is found to be

a'^u'^-\-b-v-—w'^=0^ which is the tangential equation of the conic

a~^a;- + b~-y'^ — z- = 0. Thus anv tangent of a conic meets the director

circle in two points which arc harmonic in regard to the points in

which the tangent meets the asymptotes of the conic.

The director circle, S, of a conic S, has been shewn (Chap, ii,

p. 96) to be such that sets of four points can be taken thereon whose

joins, in order, are four tangents of the conic. It may be proved

that for two conies 5' = 0, 2 = 0, where

S = ax" + hy'^-\- cz", S = AiC- + Bv"- + Cw",

the condition for this possibility is that the sum of two of the

quantities aA^ bB, cC should be equal to the third.

Ex. 18. Envelope of a line joining points oftzvo conies icliich are

conjugate in regartl to a third. We now prove the following theorem,

which will be found to include many particular results : let

Sq = X- + y' + z\ So = u"^ + V' + XC-,

S^ = ax- + by^ + cz^, 2^ = a"^ u" + b~^ v~ + c~' xv".,

so that So = is the tangential equation of the conic Sf^ = 0, and

Si = is the tangential equation of the conic S^ = 0. In general,

any two conies have four distinct intersections, and their equations

can be reduced to these forms. Any conic touching the four common
tangents of So and Si has a tangential equation So — ^"Si = 0, We
prove that this conic is the envelope of a line joining two points,

lying respectively on the conies Sq and S^, say P and Z, which are

conjugate to one another in regard to the conic (abcyS,^ + 6S^ = 0,

which passes through the common points of S^^ and S^^ ; and
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conversely. Further, any conic through the intersections of Sq and

*Si has an equation of the form </)^6'o
— S^=0. We prove that this

conic is the locus of the intersection of two tangents, respectively of

the conies *So and jSj, say p and ^, which are conjugate to one

another in regard to the conic <^ 2o + (ahcy S^ = 0, which touches the

common tangents of Sq and S,^. But further, when
(f>
= 0, the two

dually corresponding facts arise in the same figure, the lines jo and z

being the tangents at the points P, Z, of the conies S^^, and S^.

Let Sq, S^ and S be any three conies which have four points in

common. Let the tangent line, p, at any point, P, of the conic S^,

meet S in two points of which C is one. Let the two tangents be
drawn from C to the conic S^ , the point of contact of one of these

being Z. Denote the line PZ by c. From the second intersection,

Z), with the conic S, of the line p, draw a tangent to S^^, touching

this in X. Let ZX meet p in Q. Let the line joining P to the

intersection of the tangents of Sj^ at X and Z be q.

Let the equations of ^S'o, S^ be, respectively iSq = 0, »S'i = 0, where

S^ = a:- + 1^^ + Z-, S^ = aoc- + by'^ + cz"^, and the equation of S be

6^Sq — jSi = ; let the coordinates of the point P be (^, 77, ^), and of

the line p be (X, ^l, v), so that we have ^'- + rj^- + ^- = 0, X- + fi- + v^= 0,

\^ + fjLT) + v^= 0. Let {cV,7/, z) be any other point, and (I, m, n) any

other line ; let Po = ^^+^V + ^^1 ^^^d Pj = ax^ + hyri + cz^. Also

let 2o = /' + w^ + n^ ^1 = a-U^ + b-^ni' + c'^ n% Uo = lX + vifi + nv,

11^= a~^l\ + b~^7nfx + c~^nv. We can at once verify the following

equations, identically true in regard to .r, ?/, z and /, w, n

:

(6' - a) {by^-cz-nY + {&^ - 6) {cz^ - ax^^ + {6^ - c) {axr) - hy^J

= _ (6cf 2 + car)^ + ab^') S, + abcPo" - 6'P,\

ahc {{a-'6^ - l)(7j^-znr- + (b-'B^- -l)(z^- o'tf

+ (c-^e"'-l){xv-ym
= 6' (ap + bif + c^:) .S^i + abcPo' - 6'P,\

(^-2 _ ^-1) (h-^mv - c-^uijlY + ((9-2 - 6-1) {c-hiX - crHvf

+ ((9-2 - c-^) {crHfi - b-hnXf

= - [{bc)-'X^ + (m)->2 + (a6)-^i^2] 1, + (a6c)-iW - ^-^n^,

{abc)-^ [{ad-^ -\){mv~- n/xf + {bd'^ - 1) {nX - Iv)-

+ (ce-^ - I) (l/M - mxy}

= 6-' {a-'X' + b-'/x' + c-'v') Si + iabc)-'Uo^ - e-^U^\

which we shall call, respectively, (1), (2), (3) and (4). It will be seen

that (3) and (4) are at once deducible from (1) and (2), and it is

easy to deduce (2) from (1).

Now, regarding x, «/, z as the coordinates of a variable point, the

left side of the equation (1) vanishes when the point, which is the

intersection of the line p with the polar line of (x,y,z) in regard
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to S^, lies on the conic B^Sf^ — 8^ = 0, or S ; that is, when {a\ y, z) is

the pole, in regard to Sj, of any line through C or D. In other

words, the left side of e(|uation (1), put equal to zero, is the equation

of the line pair consisting of the polars, in regard to 5',, of the

points C and D. These lines pass, respectively, through Z and X,
and meet S^ in the points of contact of the other tangents to S^

drawn from C and D, say Y and T. On the right side ofequation (1),

the terms abcPo- — 6-Pi\ put equal to zero, would represent the line

pair consisting of the polars of (^, 77, ^) in regard to the two conies

{ahc)-SQ ± 6Si — 0. Thus, the right side of e(j nation (1), put equal

to zero, would represent a conic passing through the points where
these two polar lines meet the conic S^. Therefore, these two polar

lines are either the pair JtZ, YT, or else the pair XY, ZT. We
prove that they are the former pair. For we have shewn (Chap, i,

Ex. 30) that the tangents of the conic S^, at the points where it is

met bv the line PZ, are such as to meet the tangent, p, of S^, in

points Iving on a conic through the common points of S and Si ;

and such conic is identified by the single point C in addition to

these four common points. Thus P, Z, T are in line, and, similarly,

P, Jf, Y are in line. Wherefore, the three points consisting of the

point P, the point of intersection, say, O, of XT and YZ, and the

point of intersection of ZX and TY, form a self-polar triad in re-

gard to S^. Then, as 0, the intersection of the polars of C and D
in regard to S^, is the pole of CD, it follows that ZX and TY meet
on CD, so that Q, Y, T are in line. The lines whose ecjnations are

(abc)^P(, ± 6P-^ = 0, not containing the point P, save for one par-

ticular value of 6, are thus the lines ZX, TY. Therefore, the point

Q is the point of intersection of the polars of P taken in regard to

all the conies passing through the common points of jSq and S^. It

follows, thence, that the points P, X are harmonic conjugates of

one another in regard to the two points in which the line PX meets

one of the two conies {abc)^ Sg ± OS^ = 0, while the points P, Y are

harmonic conjugates of one another in regard to the two points in

which this line meets the other of these two conies. If P' be the

other point in which the line PX meets the conic Sq, it will appear

that P' and Y are conjugate in regard to the same conic as that for

which P, X are conjugate, while P' and X and P, Y are, likewise,

two pairs of conjugate points with respect to the same one of the

two conies (abc)- Sg ± OS^ = 0.

Next, consider the equation (2). The left side vanishes when the

line joining the points {cV,i/, z) and (^, 17, ^) touches the conic whose
tangential equation is ^-^i — So = 0. This is a particular conic •

touching the common tangent lines of 6*0 *iiid S^. The left side of

equation (2), put equal to zero, thus represents the two tangents
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drawn from P to the conic ^^Sj — So = 0. The right side of equa-

tion (2), put equal to zero, represents, however, a conic passing

through the points X, Y^X^T -^ this consists, then, of the Hues

FXY, PZT. These Hues, therefore, touch the conic ^'^Sj - So = 0,

which we may denote by S ; we may denote the hues PXY^ PZT,
respectively, by d and c.

5Jow consider the equation (3). Regarding /, m, n as coordinates of

a variable line, the left side vanishes when the pole (a~^/, b~^m, c~^n\
in regard to Si, of this line, and the pole, P, or (X,, yu., v), of the

line p, in regard to S, determine a line touching ^~-Sn — Si = 0,J

which is the conic S. In other words, the left side of equation (3)1

vanishes for all lines (/, m, w) which are polars, in regard to Sj, of

points of either of the two lines PXY, PZT; thus, put equal ta*

zero, it represents, tangentially, the point pair constituted by the

poles, in regard to Si, of the lines d and c; if the tangents of S^,

at the points X, Y, iZ, T, be called, respectively, x, y, z, t, these

poles are the points (.r, ?/) and (z, t). On the right side of the]

equation (3), the terms {abc)~^IiQ^— 6~'^Ili^ vanish when the line]

(Z, m, n) passes through the pole, in regard to one of the conicsj

(«6c)~^So ± ^~^Si = 0, of the line (A,, /i, v) ; that is, these terms, puti

equal to zero, are the tangential equation of the point pair consist-

ing of the poles of the line p in regard to these two conies. Tht
right side of equation (3), put equal to zero, is, tangentially, the!

equation of a conic touching the tangents draAm from these poles!

to the conic S^. We thus infer that the poles of the line jo, inl

regard to the conies ^So + {abc)^ Si = 0, are a complementary pair of

intersections of the tangents drawn from C and D to the conic S^

other than the pair {cc^y) and {z, t); they are also other than

and D. These poles are then the points (x, z) and {y, t). It is

known that these points lie on a line, g, passing through P. Thus,'

the tangent, z, drawn from C to the conic S^, is the conjugate of

the tangent, p, drawn from C to the conic So, in regard to one of

the conies ^So ± {abc)^ Si = 0, and the other tangent, y, is the con-

jugate of p in regard to the other of these conies. It will appear

that the other tangent drawn from C to the conic So may be

similarly coupled, respectively, with ?/ and z.

Lastly, consider the equation (4). The left side, equated to zero,

is the tangential equation of lines meeting the linep upon the conic

S^ — d^So = 0, or the conic S. Thus it represents the point pair

C D. The equation thus expresses the fact we have already found,

that the tangents from the points (x, z), (y, t), to the conic 5'i, have

the points, C, Z>, as a complementary pair of intersections.

We have thus proved the results stated at the beginning of the

example. We consider some particular cases.
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A particular case arises when the conic {abc)^ Sq — dS^=-0 is a
pair of common chords of the conies Sq and S^, so that, in brief, the

line PZ is divided harmonically by these two lines. The common
chords will intersect in one of the three points which form the

common self-polar triad for these two conies S^^ S^. The line join-

ing the other two points of this triad will contain two complemen-
tarv intersections each of two of the common tangents of S^ and Si.

It can be shewn that, in this case, the envelope Xo — ^^2i = touches

both the common chords considered, and that the conic d'-Sg — 8^=0
passes through the two intersections of conniion tangents spoken of.

For, when {ahcp S^ — OS^ = is a line pair, say, for 6 = (bc/a)^, the

envelope BIq — (abc)- Si = is the point pair consisting of the two
intersections of common tangents spoken of. The coordinates

(f, m, n) of the line pair (abc)^So — (6c/«)-»S'i = 0, are, respectively,

/ = 0, m = {a — b)^, 71 = ± (c — a)^ ; these touch Sq — {bc/a) Sj = 0,

which is a~^(a^ — bc)l'^ — {c — a)m^ + (a — b)n' = 0. The common
tangents of So and Si have coordinates [a (b — c)y, ± [b{c — a)]^,

[c (a - b)f ; when 6 = (bc/a)\ the envelope ^Sq - (abc)^ Si = re-

duces to [b (c — a)]~^ m^ —[c{a— b)]~^ n^ = 0, which represents the two
points of intersection ofcommon tangents spoken of. The coordinates

of these two points are a: = 0, i/ = [b{c — a)]~^, z= ±[c{a — b)]~^ ;

these points lie on the conic 6'^So — aSi = 0, which is

(be — a^) x^ + b{c — a)y'- — c (a — b) z- = 0.

If the two intersections of common tangents spoken of, be called U
and F, it appears that the tangents CP, CZ, respectively to S^ and
jS], drawn from C, are harmonic conjugates in regard to CU and
CV ; if these tangents meet the conic O^S^ — Si = in further points

D and Z', these points will, then, be harmonic conjugates in regard

to the points U, V, of this conic. The line DZ' will, thus, pass

through the pole of the chord UV of this conic ; this is that one
originally considered of the points, w^hich are the common self-polar

triad of iS'o and S^, through which the common chords of this conic

pass. Thus we have triads of points, C, D, Z', lying on the conic

S, of which two joins touch, respectively, the conies *S'o and iSj, while

the remaining join, DZ', passes through one of the triad of common
conjugate points for aSq and S^. (In the general case, Chap, i,

Ex. 31, the line DZ' touches a certain conic through the common
points of iS*,, and Si.) As, however, the particular case in which the

conic (abc)- S(, — OSi = is a pair of common chords of .S'o and Si,

is, as has been remarked, also the particular case in which the

envelope ^— o — (abcp Si = is a pair of intersections of common
tangents of S^ and jSj, the fact that 2o — ^Si = touches the

common chords corresponds dually to the fact that the conic

9—2
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6-S(t — iSi = passes through these intersections of common tangents.

We have remarked that the tangents CP, CZ are harmonic in regard

to CU an(i CV ; these last are, in fact, the double rays of a pencil

in involution, of which CP, CZ are a pair, and two other pairs are

the lines drawn from C to the pairs of intersections of S^ and S^,

two intersections being paired when they lie on one of the common
chords which we considered. This is obvious because all these four

intersections lie on the conic 6~S(, - jSj = which contains C, and

the chords which join these pairs pass through the pole, in regard

to this conic, of the line UV. Dually, if we denote the common
chords considered by u and v, and consider the envelope Sq— ^"2i =
for the particular value of necessary that the line c may be a

tangent, the tangents, u, v, of this envelope, meet the tangent c in

the double points of an involution, of which one pair are the points

where c meets Sq and S^, and another pair are the points where c

meets either pair of conmion tangents of 6',, and S^ which meet on
the line UV.
We may suppose the conies S^,, S^ to be two circles, the common

chords considered being the radical axis, and the line IJ. Then, if

U, V be the intersections of the common tangents of the two circles

which lie on the line of centres, the circle, S, coaxial with /S^ and
S^, which passes through U and F, is such that tangents CP, CZ,
drawn from a point, C, of S, respectively to S^ and jSj, meet S again

in points, Z), Z', lying on a line at right angles to the line of
centres ; further, the lines joining C to the absolute points /, J,

common to the circles, as, also, the lines joining C to the other

intersections of the circles, are harmonic in regard to CU and CV.
Also, the line PZ is bisected by the radical axis ; and this line
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envelopes a parabola which touches the radical axis, and touches the

common tangents of" the circles, and has for focus the middle point

of the centres of the two circles. The two conniion tangents which
meet in U are met by PZ, in two points whose middle point is on
tlie radical axis, as are the two connnon tangents which meet in V.

We may also regard the conies So, Si as two conies of a confocal

system, the points of intersection, U, V, of pairs of common tan-

gents, being taken for the absolute points, /, J. There is, then, a
circle, passing through the common points of the two confocals, at

every point of which intersect a tangent of one conic, and a tangent

of the other at right angles to this. The two common chords of the

confocals which meet in their centre subtend right angles at any
point of this circle. The line joining the points of contact of the

two perpendicular tangents envelopes a conic confocal with the given

ones, which touches the common central chords of these ; this line

is divided harmonically by these chords, and divided harmonicallv

by the lines joining / (or J) to the two foci, S^ H, of the two conies.

A still more particular case of the general theorem is the fact

that if a line be draw-n, from a focus, S, of a conic, at right angles

to the tangent, at a point, P, of the conic, meeting this in N, then

N describes a circle, whose centre is the centre of the conic, having

two points of contact Avith the conic. If the point equation of the

conic be cr^a^ + b~\i/'- — z- = 0, the lines NP, NS are tangents of the

two envelopes expressed bv al- + bm- — n- = and (a — b)l- — n- = 0,

and are harmonic conjugates in regard to the two lines drawn from

N which belong to the envelope expressed by

al^ + bm'- - n^ -[{a-b) P - «-] = 0, or by P + vv" = ;

this envelope is the point pair /, J. The point ti thus lies on the
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locus whose point equation is ar'^x^ + Ir'^'if — z^ — (h~^ — ar^)'if = 0,

or x"^ + 3/- — «-s- = ; tins is the auxiliary circle of the conic. (See

Chap. II, p. 86, above.)

E,r. 19. Indication of a generalisation of the 'preceding results.

Referring back to the result given above in Ex. 4 (p. Ill), we see

that, if from the four elements defined by the two roots of the

quadraticy=0, and the two roots of the quadratic/" = 0, we form
two pairs, by taking each root ofy=0 with one of the roots of

/" = 0, which is possible in two ways, then the elements which are

harmonic in regard to the constituents of both the pairs are given

by one of the equations (A')2/+ (A)*/' = 0. But the result of

Ex. 4 leads to a result for two conies of which the corresponding

corollary is in connexion with the result of the preceding Example 18.

Let »S = 0, X = be the point equation, and the tangential equation,

of the same conic, where

S = ax''-\- ...-\-9.fijz+ ....

2 = -{bc-f^) u'-...-9,{g1i-af) vw- ...

;

let S\ S' be what these become when a', 6', ... are written, respec-

tively, for fl, 6, . .
.

; also let T = be the condition for a line, of

coordinates z<, t?, re, whose intersections with (S = are harmonic in

regard to its intersections with »S" = (above, Ex. 17), where

T = - {he + h'c - yf)u^ - 2 {gh' ^g'h-af -a:f)vw- ....

Then, let the line {u, v, w) meet S = in the points A., B, meet
S' = in the points A\ B' , and meet 6S + d'S' = in the points

X, Y. In terms of the symbols of A, A', let the symbols of X and
YheX = A + ^A' and Y = A + rjA' ; and let e = ^-'v It follows

from Ex. 4 that

46 _ 0e'[2(ll')^-T]

Thus, in particular, when X, Y are harmonic in regard to A, A\
and so e = — 1, the line {u, v, zc) envelopes the conic whose tangen-

tial equation is 6"^ — 6''S = 0.

Ex. 20. Of correspondences, in particidar ofgeneral involutions,

upon a conic. Taking the conic of which any point has coordinates

of the form 6-, 0, 1, we may consider two points, P and Q, of the

conic, with parameters, respectively, 6 and
(f),

which are so related

that there exists an equation of the form

6"^ (acf)'' + 6(/)»-i + ...) + ^"^-' (a,
(f>''

+ b, (f)«-i + ...)+...

+ «m </)'' + 6^ (^"-^ + ...=0,

wherein the polvnomial on the left is supposed to be general, con-

taining every term 6'^<^^ with ^ r ^ m and Q'^s^n. A particular
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case is that in which m and n are both 1, so that P and Q describe

related ranges upon the conic (Vol. i, p. 140). In general, we say

that there is a (?«, //) correspondence between P and Q, there being
m positions of P corresponding to any position of Q, and n positions

of Q corresponding to any position of P. In saying this we are

again assuming that a polynomial expression in a parameter
vanishes for a number of values of this parameter equal to the

degree of the polynomial. See Chap, iv, below.

As a rule, it is not the case, in such a correspondence, that when
Q takes the position P, then P takes one of the corresponding
positions Q. This will be so if m = ii, and the equation connecting

^, <p be symmetrical in regard to these. When m = n = l this arises

if P, Q are pairs of an involution upon the conic. When m = n = ^
it arises if the relation be of the form

6"-
(a(f>"- + h<f>+g) + e {hjr + 6<^ +/) + ^(/)2 +/(/) + c = ;

then the two positions of P which correspond to any position of Q
are the intersections of the fundamental
conic, .r^ — ?/^ = 0, with the polar of Q in

regard to the conic ax- + ^fyz + ••• =0.
The polar of P in regard to this last conic

then passes through Q, but meets the fun-

damental conic, in general, in a new point,

R ; thus, when Q takes the position P, one

of the corresponding positions ofP coincides

with Q but the other is generally a fresh

point. Another interpretation of the rela-

tion is obtained by remarking that, if the

line joining P and Q, be written ux-\-vy -{-ivz^O^ so that w = l,

v = — {d-\-
(f)),

w = d<^, we have

axo- — hvw+g(v^ — ^zvu) + bwu —fuv + cv? = 0,

and the line PQ envelopes a conic, of which this is the tangential

equation. (Cf. pp! 125, 126.) ^A particular case of the general symmetrical ^'-^^~\
correspondence just desci'ibed, is that in which /^/J\ >.

any point Q, and the m points P which corre- / /^ \ \
spond to it, form a set of (?n + 1) points which / // / ^ }

remains the same set when Q takes the position
I
.^ i / \ /

of any one of the (?«+ 1) points which form the p^- ^^-^ V
set. Such a series of sets of (w-l-1) points is \^ y^
called an involution of sets of {m -|- 1) points, and
is of great importance. In the case m = 2, w = 2, this, clearly, re-

quires that it be possible to take triads of points of xz — y- =
which are self-polar in regard to ax^ + ^fy^ + . . . = 0, or that it be
possible to take triads of points of xz—y^ = whose joins touch
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the conic whose tangential equation is that written above. We
have previously seen (Chap, i, Exx. 12 and T) that, in either case,

if one such triad be possible, an infinite number of such triads is

possible. For general values of m, it is convenient to consider the

equation satisfied by all the {m + 1) points forming the symmetrical

set consisting of Q and the in corresponding points P. It can be

shewn that this equation must necessarily be of the form

<9'"+i (a + Xb) + ^'" («! + \\) + . . . + (9 (a^ + X6,„) + a^+i + >^6«+i = 0,

where a,b,ai,bi,... are constants, but X varies from set to set. Thus
the points of a set are given by values of satisfying an equation

u + \v = 0, but the points of another set by values of satisfying

an equation u + X'v = ; here u, v are two definite polynomials in

of degree m + 1, which, corresponding to X = 0, X~^ = 0, respec-

tively, give the points of two particular sets of the series. The!
whole involution is thus determined by two of its sets.

We may give the proof of this result: the m points P corre-j

spending to Q will be given by an equation

where tig^ u^, ...,iim are polynomials in the parameter, ^, by which!

Q is determined. By the definition of the involution, if we replacel

0, in this equation, by one of its roots, say ^j, and ^ by any other

of the roots, say ^2? the equation remains true. Thus, forming the

equation

{a- -
(f>)

{a'^u, + (T^'-Hc, + ... + »,„) = 0,

or, say,

o-"'+1mo + a'^Vi + a-'^-'v^ + . . . + v,n+^ = 0,

each of Mq, Vi, V2, ..., fm+i is a polynomial in cf), and this equatioi

is satisfied not only by a = <}), but, also, by each of the values,

a = 01, a = 00, ...,a- = 0m, which, with
(f>,

make up the set of m + 1

values belonging to a set. These (m + 1) roots are, however, also

obtained from the equation

which differs from the preceding in having any one of ^1, 0^. ...,0n
written in place of <^, in the coefficients ; for instance, 0... If then
we take a value of /• for which Vr/uo does actually contain

(f>,
and

denote this by F(<f>), we have F{(f>) = F(0,) = F(0,) = ... = F(0J.
Thus the m + 1 points of any set are given by F(^) = X, for a
proper value of X ; it follows, since u^ is at most of order m in <^,

that z'r, in F(<j}) = v,.lua, must be of order m + 1, at least, if the

values
(f),

01, 02, ..., 0,n are all different ; and it cannot be of higher

order, since none of Wj, u^, ...,Um is of higher than order m in ^.

For it is assumed that <^, 0^, ..., 0^ are all different, save for par-

ticular values of ^.
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The equation cr"'"*"^//o + o""'x'i + ... = can thus be arranged in the

form P + XQ = 0, where P, Q are polynomials in o-, not containing

(/), being the same as F {a) — A, = 0. If .9 be another suffix such that

tv/"o does actually contain 0, so that, bv the same argument, Vg is

of order ?/? + 1 in 0, and the values ^, ^j,..., ^,„ are given by
the roots of I'^/w,, = yti, for a proper value of /x, it follows that

X'shif, = AF (<f)) + B, where A, B do not depend upon ^.
We may apply the preceding theory to find when two points

{&-, e, l\\4>\ <^,'l), of the conic xz-if = 0, which are in (2, 2)
cori'cspondence expressed by the symmetrical equation before written,

e'{a4>-'^h<l)+g)+ ...=0,

or, say F (6, cf)) = 0, are two points of a set of three points belonging
to a series in involution. For this it is necessary, and sufficient, that
there should be two polynomials of the third degree, in the para-
meter .r, say u {x), zv {x\ such that the (2, 2) relation above written,

F(di ^) = 0, is obtainable by elimination of X, from the two equa-
tions u (9) + \zo (6) = 0, u (</)) + Xic

((f))
= 0, the equation F(d, <^) =

being then of the form (d - ^)-' [u (6) w ((/>) - u (0) w {d)] = 0. But,
if the two values of 6, corresponding to in virtue o{ F (8, ^) = 0,

taken with (p itself, constitute such a set, the equation in a,

(a —
<f))
F (a,

(f))
= 0, will give the set ; therefore, by the theory

given above, the various sets can be found from the equation

^'s/^o = ^5 namely

- ^ (§'<!>' +f<f> + c)/(a(f>' + hcf> + g) = X,

for varying values of X. In particular, for X~' = 0, one set will be
that given by

<f>-^
= 0, and acfy^ + hcf) +g'=0, and another set will

be that given by
<f> (gcf)- +f<() + c) = 0. If we write

u ((!>) = a(f>- + h(f> + g, w ((/)) = (/) {gc^^ +f(p + c),

it is easy to verify the identity

{cl>-er[u(e)w{<f>)-u{4,)z,(e)]

= gF (6, c^) + [hf- hg - {ca - g^-)] 4>d.

Therefore, we see, supposing g not to be zero, that the condition
that the (2, 2) relation in question should connect two points of
a set of three points of such a series in involution, is

hf-bg = ca-g^.

This condition can also be shewn, if we write {a — <p)F (a, <p) in

the form u
((f)) . (a'+ Her-+ Kcr + X), to secure that H=g-^ (aX +J'\K = g-~^ (hX + c), in accordance with the theory given above. It

will be obtained below (Ex. 24) as the condition that it be possible
to find triads of points of the conic xz — y- = which are self-polar

in regard to the conic ax^ + %f}jz + . . . = 0.

Taking a fixed point, 0, of the conic a'^ — ?/'^ = 0, and three
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other fixed points, A, Zf, C, not lying on this conic, the general

conic through these four points will have an equation of the form

XJ + \V= 0. The three intersections of this conic with xz — y- = 0,

other than O, will then be given by an equation u + \v = 0, where

w, V are cubic polynomials in the parameter, ^, of a point of

xz—y- = 0\ these three intersections will then be a set of an invo-

lution lying on this conic, of which the different sets are given by
different values of X. Conversely, let P, Q, R and P', Q', R' be any

two triads of points of this conic ; take, upon the conic, an arbitrary

fixed point, O ; then draw any definite conic through P, Q, R, 0,

and any other definite conic through P', Q', R\ ; these two conies

will have in common three further points, A, B, C, not generally

lying upon the given conic xz — y-= 0. The general conic through

A^ B, C, will then meet this given conic in three further points

P", Q", R' , other than 0, and these will belong to the involution

of sets of three points determined by the two sets P, Q, R and
P', Q', R'. Evidently, in this construction, the point O, and one of

the points A, B,C may be taken arbitrarily ; in particular, denoting
by X, Z the points of contact of

the given conic, xz —y^ = 0, with

z = 0, x = 0, respectively, there will

be a set of the involution containingJ

X ; say this consists of X, P, Q J
and there will be a set, say Z, P', Q'A
containing Z ; assuming that Z is]

not one of P, Q and X is not om
of P', Q', we may write the equa-|

tionsofthe lines PQ, P'Q' in the!

respective forms ax + hy +^^ = 0, gx +fy + cz = 0. Then the sets!

of the involution will be given by

\ (a<^2 + h<l> + g) + 4> {gi^r +/<!> + c) = 0,

for varying values of X, the points X, Z being given by <^~i = 0,j

(j) =0, respectively ; this is the same as given above. But this invo-

lution is obtained by the intersections of the conic xz — y- =
with the conies of equation \z {ax + hy + gz) + y (gx +Jy + cz) = OJ

for varying X. These conies have for four common points ; first, the

point X, on xz — y- — 0-^ then the point. A, where the lines, PQJ
P'Q' meet; then P, where XZ, PQ meet; and, finally, C, where

XY and P'Q' meet.

A particular result, referred to in Chap, ii (above, p. 87), furnishes!

an example of the theorem obtained here, that the sets of an invo-

lution, of three points, are given by an equation \M + t; = 0, foi

varying values of X, where u^ v are cubic polynomials in the

parameter which determines a point. For, if we assume, witl
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continued anticipation of a limitation introduced in Chap, iv,

that a cubic equation, in o", whose roots are «, 6, c, is capable of

the form (o- —a){a — b) (cr — c) = 0, this shews that if a, h, c be the

values belonging to any set of the involution, we have equations

n-\-b + c = P + Q((bc, bc + ca + ab =R \- Sabc, where P, Q, jB, S are

the same for all the sets.

Now consider the pedal lines of a fixed point of the circle

,r'^ + i/- = z- (the absolute points being z = 0, x ±i?j = 0), taken in

regard to the joins of thi'ee points of the circle which are a set of

an involution, of sets of three points, lying on the circle. We shew
that, for all these sets, the pedal lines have a point in common.
Putting X + ii/ = X, .r — uj =Y, so that the circle is ^F = z\ the

parameter for a point of the circle may be taken to be 6 = Xjz. If

for the fixed point this be X, and for the points of a set of the

involution the values be ^ = a, ^ = 6, ^ = c, it is easy to prove that

the equation of the pedal line is

%\{Yabc - XX) = [abc + \ {be + m + ab) -X'ia + b + c) -\^']z\

with the conditions given above, the right side is, save for the

factor z^

abc {\+\S- \'Q) + \R- X'P - \'
;

thus the pedal line passes through the fixed point given by

Xz-' = i(X + P - \-'R), Yz-' = l(-XQ + S + \-i).

(Third year problems, St John"'s College, Cambridge, Dec. 1889.

Cf. Weill, Lloiivilles J. iv, 1878, 270.)

In general, in an involution of sets of n points, there will be

{n — 1)- sets whereof two of the n points coincide, as is easy to see.

For n = 3, taking two such sets as the fundamental sets, the para-

meter being chosen so that the points of coincidence are given by
^ = 0, 6 = ao , the involution may be represented by

e'(be + a) + \(ce + b) = o.

Now suppose the points of the involution to be points, (6'^, 9. 1), of

the conic xz — y'^ = 0. Define the pole of a line in regard to points

A, B, C as the point such that AO and the line meet BC in

points harmonic in regard to B and C, with a similar condition for

C, A and for A, B. Then we may prove that, for all sets A, B, C
of the involution 6' (bd + a) + \ {cd + b) = 0, the pole of the line

joining the two double points, ^ = 0, ^ = x , is the same, being the

point (a, — Sb, c).

The condition for an involution of sets of three points upon a

conic mav be approached differently. The following examples lead

up to this.

Ex. 21. Reciprocation of one conic into another when they have a
common self-polar triad. As has already been remarked (above,
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p. 107), the equations of two conies which have a common self-

polar triad, when the coordinates are taken in regard thereto, are

of the forms

ax- + by'^ + cz^ = 0, a'x'^ + b'l/ -\- c'z^ = 0.

Now let Ax^ + By"^ + Cz- = be a further conic for which the same

triad is self-polar. If we consider the locus of the poles, taken in

regard to this last conic, of the tangents of one of the former conies, it

will be another conic. In fact the pole of the line ax^ + hyq + czi^~ 0,

in regard to Ax"^ + . . . = 0, is (A-^i^, B'^brj, C~'c^), and when (^, rj, ^)

is such that ap + brj'' + c^- = 0, this pole describes the conic

a-'A^x^ + b-'BY + C-' C-z- = 0.

If we consider the envelope of the polars, also taken in regard to

^>r^+ ...=0,of the points of the same conic, tta7-+... = 0, it is similarly

seen to consist of the tangents of the conic a~^A^x^ + . . . = 0. This

last is then called the polar reciprocal of ax^ 4- . . . = in regard to

Ax- + . . . = 0. There are thus four conies Ax- + . . . = in regard to

which the polar reciprocal of ax- + ... = is the other given conic

a'x- + ... =0, namely those for which A^ = aa, B~ = bb', C- = cc.

Conversely, if a conic S be reciprocated to a conic 6", a self-polar

triad of points for S becomes a self-polar triad of lines for S\ as we

easily see ; thus, when S and S' have a common self-polar triad,

this is also self-polar for the reciprocating conic.

It may be remarked that if we take the polar line of a point,

P, or (^, ^, ^), in regard to the conic ^^-+...=0, so obtaining

Ax^ + Byr] + Cz^= 0, and then take the pole of this line in regard

to one of the three associated conies, say — Ax'^ + By"^ + Cz^ = 0, we

obtain the point (— ^, rj, ^) or P', which can be obtained from P by
joining the point (1, 0, 0), or A, to P, by a line, AP, meeting BC
in D, and taking P' on AD harmonic to P in regard to A and D.

Ex. 22. The determination of the common self-polar triad of tzco

conies in general. The construction for the common self-polar triad

of two conies has been given (above, p. 23) when their four common
points are given, and these are distinct. When the equations of

the conies are given, in general form, say ax- -\- 9fyz + . . . = 0.,

a'x"- -f- ^fyz -1- . . . = 0, the algebraic determmation will begin by

seeking a point, {x.,y,z\ whose polar line is the same for both

conies. For this, we must have

ax + hy -f gz _ hx -f by +fz _ gx -\-fy + ez
_

dx -I- liy + gz h'x -f b'y +f'z gx -^f'y + cz

"

these lead to three equations of the form

{a - \d) X + (h - Xh')y + (g- Xg') z = 0,

which, if the two given conies be 5' = 0, S' =0, express that the
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polar lines of the three points (1,0, 0), etc., taken in regard to the

conic S — \S' = 0, meet in a point. Thus the conic S — \S' = 0, for

the appropriate value of X, is a pair of lines, through the connnon

points of the given conies, which intersect in (,r,i/,z). By elimina-

tion of .r, ?/, z we find that X is a root of a cubic equation, say

/\ (\) = 0, which arises naturally in determinant form. When the

given conies have four distinct intersections, there are three line

pairs through these, and, therefore, this cubic equation has three

roots which are ditferent. Denote them by Xi,X,,\s, in this case.

Then let /j, 7»j, ji^ be determined from two of the equations of the

form

(a - \a') li + {h - Xj/i') ?/?i + (g - Xi^') n^ = 0,

the third of these equations being a consequence of these two, and,

similarly, let 4? ^h, n^ be found from the equations of the same

form in which Xj is replaced by Xg and A, wii, n^ by L, m^^ ri^, respec-

tively. If we denote by S-^^ the expression cr/j/g +/"(7?ii"2 + wz-iWi) 4- . . .
,»

a sum of six terms, which is symmetrical in regard to (/j, mi, n^) and

(4, 7/^2, 712)5 aiid denote by S\n the similar expression in which a^f, .

.

.

are replaced by a',/", ..., the first set of three equations enables us

to deduce S^^ — \^S\., = 0^ and the second set of three ecjuations

similarly enables us to deduce S-^^, — Xo*S"i2 = 0. As we are supposing

Xj and X2 to be different we can infer that S^^ — ^> '^'12 = 0. In the

same wav we infer that jSg,, = *S",3 = S^^ = S'^^ = 0. From these it

follows that if, in S and S', we replace x, y, z, respectively, by

A^ + kn + h^-> ^1? + ''^hV + w^3^-> ^1^ + '"2V + ''h^-> then S has a form

Pp + Q??' + RC- and S' a form P'f- + Qr + R'^' ; here, for instance,

P is w^hat S becomes when Zj, nii, ii^ are written for x, 3/, z, with

similar values for Q, R, P', Q', R\ and, as is easy to see, P = X^P',

Q = X2Q', R = X^R'. As the equations from which Zj, m^, n^ are found

are homogeneous in these, we may suppose them taken so that P' = 1,

and, similarly, mav suppose 4? ^2? ^'^ and 4, m^, n^ so taken that

q = \ and R' = 1.^

When the roots Xj, X^, X3 of the cubic equation above are not all

different, the previous theory, and, in particular, the equations such

as <Si2 = 0, may cease to hold, and it may not be possible to choose

^, ?7, ^ so that S and S' involve only squares of these. Without
entering here into a question of the general theory of quadratic forms,

we give below the forms, for all cases, to which two conies can be

reduced (Ex. 25).

Ex. 23. Ftindamental invariants for two conks. As the cubic

equation for X, which arises above, has the geometrical interpreta-

tion in regard to the line pairs which pass through the common
points of the conies iS" = 0, 6" = 0, the four coefficients in this equa-

tion have values which, save for a common factor, are independent
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of the base points in terms of which the coordinates are taken. If

we denote the cubic, written at length, by A — \% + V@' _ x^A' = 0,

the expression A is that polynomial, homogeneously of the third

degree in the coefficients of the conic S, whose vanishing is the

condition for ^S = to be a line pair (above, p, 102), while A' is the

similar polynomial for S', the expression (") is only of the second
degree in the coefficients of S^ but is of the first degree in the
coefficients of 6", being, explicitly, the sum of three pairs of terms
such as Aa + 2F/", where A = be —y^ F =gh — a/', etc., which are

the coefficients in the tangential equation of S, while 0' is similarly

related to S'. We proceed to find the geometrical significance of

the equation @ = 0, or of @' = 0. [Add.]

Ex. 24. The algebraical condition Jo?' one conic to be oidpolar to

another^ or to be triangularly circumscribed to another. It was proved
in Chap, i (Ex. 11), and will appear independently here, that if

two conies S and 2' be such that a triad of points of S be self-polar

in regard to S', then there is an infinite number of other triads of

points of S with the same property ; the polar, in regard to %\ of

any point, P, of S, meets S in points, Q, R, such that P, Q, R
is self-polar in regard to S'. And, when this is so, there are

triads of tangents of X' which are self-polar in regard to S^ also in

infinite number. It was suggested that S should be spoken of as

outpolar to S', and S' as inpolar to S. The property is one relating

to the points of the outpolar conic, 6", and to the tangents of the

inpolar conic, 2 ; and its algebraic condition involves, most con-

veniently, the coefficients in the point equation of the outpolar

conic, and the coefficients in the tangential ecjuation of the inpolar

conic. The necessary and sufficient condition is linear in both these

sets of coefficients, being, in fact, the vanishing of the sum of the

three pairs of terms such as aA' -f- ^fF\ which, above, we have

called 0'. As the expression is of the first degree in the coefficients

of iS, it follows that, if <Si, S.., ... be conies all outpolar to X, so

also is any conic A-^S^ + A.2S.2 + . . . = 0.

It was also proved in Chap, i (Ex. 7), and will appear here, that

if two conies S and 2 be such that a triad of points A, B, C exists

on the former, whose joins, BC, CA, AB, touch the latter, then

there is an infinite number of other such triads, the tangents drawn

to S', from anv point of 6', meeting S again in two points whose

join is a tangent of X'. The condition for two conies to be in this

relation is again primarily one for the points of S, and the tangents

of X'. This condition is in fact

l{aA' + 9fF'^-...y
= {bc-f^){B'C'-F'^) + 2(gh-af)(G'H'-A'F') + ...,

where, on both sides of the equation, there is a sum of tliree such
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pairs of terms as are written. If we suppose that the point equa-

tion, and not the tangential equation, of 2', is given, being

dec' + 'Zfyz + . . . = 0, we have BC - F'^ = a'A', G'H' - A'F' =/'A',

etc.; then vvriting, as usual, A = hc—J''\ F ^ gh — of', etc., the

condition can also be written I {S'y = A'0, the conic which is

triangularly inscribed to the other being S\ or S'.

It is to be noticed that if we take a conic by which S is recipro-

cated into S, a triad of points of «S' which is self-polar in regard to

S' becomes a triad of tangents of X' which is self-polar in regard

to iS, so that the condition ©' = involves two geometrical facts

;

but a triad of points of aS whose joins touch S', becomes, when the

reciprocating conic is properly chosen, the triad of these three joins.

(Cf. Chap. I, Ex. 24.) This is brought out by writing the condition
0'2= -iA'© svnnnetrically in regard to the point equation of jS and
the tangential equation of S', as we have done. It may also be

remarked, in regard to the two theorems, that the points in which

a tangent line of 2' meets S are conjugate points in regard to the

conic whose equation is ^F — iS®' = 0, where F = is the conic

locus of points from which the tangents to S and S' form a harmonic

pencil (above, Ex. 17).

To prove that the algebraic conditions above given are necessary

and sufficient, is easy, if we remark that they are both expressible

bv the invariants referred to in Ex. 23 ; it is necessary then only to

verifv them for any conveniently chosen triad of points of reference

for the coordinates, that is, for any two conveniently chosen forms

to which the equations of the conies can be simultaneously re-

duced.

Thus, for the first condition, suppose that a triad of points,

A, B, C, lying on S, is self-polar in regard to 2'. We can then, re-

ferring coordinates to A,B, C, suppose S = ^f1/s 4 2,0-;^^- + ^hxy, and
X' = h'c'u^ -h c'dv- -f db'w'. For these two we evidently have 0' = 0,

which is thus necessary. Conversely, suppose 0=0; take the

polar, in regard to S', of any point, ^, of S, and let this meet S in

B and C. In regard to A, B,C we can then suppose, as before, that

S = 'ilfijz-\-9,gzx -\-9Jixy. The tangential equation 2' = must be

such that the pole of the line BC, in regard to S', which in general

is the point whose coordinates are A',H',G' (being the point whose
equation is u {A'u + H'v + G'zc) + v {H'u + ...) + w' (G'u + . .

.

) = 0,

when {u, v\ w) are the coordinates, (1, 0, 0), of the line 5C), must,

in this case, be the point A^ or (1, 0, 0); thus G' =0 and H' = 0.

The general form of 0' is however, here, 'ZfF' +2gG' + 2hH'; thus,

as we are assuming 0' = 0, we must haveyi^' = 0. We can only have
y= if the conic S reduces to the line pair 2x (gz + hy) = 0, which
we exclude. Wherefore F' = 0, and S' has the form

A'u" + Bv- + Czi^ = 0.
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Thei'efore ©' = is sufficient for the triad A^ B, C to be self-polar

in regard to 2'.

In regard to this relation of two conies, we may remark, fm'ther,

that we have shewn (Chap, i, Ex. 11) that when S is outpolar to 2x',

there can be found, on S, sets of four points, A, B, C, D, such that

the pair of lines AD, BC are conjugate in regard to X', as also are

BD, CA and CD, AB. In general, if, from three points A, B, C, in

regard to which the equation of 2' is A'u^ + ^F'vw+ ... = 0, there

be drawn lines AD, BD, CD respectively conjugate to BC, CA, AB,
with respect to X', they will meet in a point, D, of coordinates a\i/, 2,

given by xF' —yC = zH'; if the points A, B, C be on S, which then

has an equation of the form ^fyz + ^gza; + ^hxy = 0, the condition

that this point D should also be on S is ^fF' + 2gG' + ^liH' = 0,

which is exactly 0' = 0. The equation 2' = can be written in the

form

i> {GW - A'F') u' + ^, {H'F'-B'G) v" +i {F'G' - C'H) w-
t Lx ti

and w = 0, t- = 0, w = 0, {F'YHl + {G'y^v + {H')-^w= are the

respective equations of the points A, B, C, D. In general, if

(-^1, 3/i» ^i)' (^-^^1/2, ^2), i^s^y,, ^3), (•^4, y*, ^4) be aiiy four points, and

Ai, A.2, A3, A^ be any constants, the ecjuation

XAy {uxr + vyr + zcz,)- = 0,

containing four terms, for 7-=l, 2, 3, 4, is easily seen to be the

tangential equation of a conic in regard to which the line joining

any two of the four points is conjugate to the line joining the other

two. Dually, sets of four tangents of 2' exist, whose point pair

intersections are conjugate in regard to S. (Cf. p. 218.)

The particular cases of the relation referred to in Ex. 13 of

Chap. I are easy to verify. In particular, a single point, (^, rj, ^),

regarded tangentially as a coincident point pair, of equation

{u^ { vr] + zv^)'^ = 0, is inpolar to S, if (|, rj, ^) lie thereon; this

sussests immediately the form above given for 2' in terms of the

equations of four points of S, if we notice that, when two or more
conies, 2/ = 0, 22' = 0, . . . are all inpolar to S, so also is any conic

Ai^i + Ao%2 + ... = 0. We easily verify that the equation

{u^ + vv + zvO' = 0,

if ^ = m^n^ — moUi, 77 = nj^ — ^hht ? = A "^2 — 4^1^ is that formed, by

the rule, as the tangential equation of the line pair

{l^x + iihy + n-^z) {l^x + m^y + n^z) = 0,

consisting of any two lines meeting in (^, rj, ^).

I

f

I
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If Si = 0, S„ = 0, . .
.
, Sr, = be any five conies, a conic S = can

be found which is outpolar to all of them, this re(|uiring five linear

equations for the six coefficients of S. Dually, a conic can be found
inpolar to any five given conies. As an application of this, we can
prove that, if jS = 0, T = 0, C7 = be the point equations of any
three conies, all the conies given by the equation 6-S + 2^T + t/ = 6,

for varying values of 6, are inpolar to another conic ; for the tan-

gential equation corresponding to this is of the fourth degree in ^,

and we can find a conic outpolar to the five conies whose tangential

equations are those obtained by equating to zero the coefficients of

all the powers (<?'', for r = 4, 3, 2, 1, 0) of ^ occurring in this tan-

gential equation. This outpolar conic will, we have seen, contain

the point of intersection of everv line pair contained, for a proper
value of e, in the system ^^^ + 2^7+ C7 = 0. The conditicm for a

conic of this form to be a line pair, being of the third degree in the
coefficients, is of the sixth degree in 6. If we assume, once more
illogically anticipating the point of view explained in the following

Chapter iv, that an equation of the sixth degree has six roots

among the system of symbols which we are emploving, we can then

infer that the six line pairs of the system of conies 6'^S + ^6T-{- U =
intersect in six points lying on a conic.

Coming now to the relation between conies of which one is

triangularly circumscribed to the other, suppose that three points,

A, B, C, of a conic, S, are such that the joins, BC, CA, AB, touch
another conic S- Taking coordinates relatively to these points, we
may then suppose that

S = y'yz -f 9,gzx + 'Ulixy, S = 2F'vzv + ^Gwu + 2H'uv.

Then, the expression aA' + 9fF' + ... reduces to 2fF'+ 2ffG'+2hH';
and the expression

(bc-f'){B'C'-F'^) + ^(gh-of)(G'H'-A'F')+...

reduces to (J'F' + gG' + hH'y. The condition ©'2 = 4A'0 is thus

necessary. Conversely, if this condition be assumed, and w-e draw,

from an arbitrary point, A, of S, the two tangents to S', meeting
S again in B and C, and refer the coordinates to A, B, C, we have
S = ^/yz + ^gzx + ^hxy, 1.' =A'u^ + ^F'vw+^G'Tmi + 2H'tiv; thus

the condition leads to ghA'F' = 0. We suppose S not to reduce to

two lines, and S' not to reduce to two points ; wherefore none of

g, h, F' is zero, and we infer A' = 0, which shews that BC touches
2' ; or the condition is sufficient. [Add.]

We have already seen (Chap, i, Ex. 24) that the triads of points

of S whose joins touch S' are all self-polar in regard to another
conic, n. When we take

S = yyz + ^gzx + 'Xlxxy, and ^= 2F 'vw + 9.G'xvu + 2H'wf

,

B. G.II. 10
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and take two points of S of coordinates a^i, ?/i, z^ and x^-^ y^-, z^^ the
equation of the line joining these is

{x^x^)-]fx + {y^y^Y^gy + {zyz^y^hz = 0,

as we verify at once ; the condition that this Hne should touch 2',

which \sf~'^F'xiX2 + g'^G'yiy^ + }i~^R'z-^Zz = 0, is however also the

condition that the points {x-i^y^^ z^^ (^'2^3/2? -^2) should be conju-

gate in regard \xi f~'^F'
x"^

-\- g'^G'y^'-^-li'^K'z- = ^. It is easily

seen that, in regard to this conic, S and S' are polar reciprocals

;

this is then the conic 11. If we take another of the four conies in

regard to which S and S' are polar reciprocals, say Xl', a triad of

points, A, B, C, of S, whose joins touch %', reciprocates, in regard

to n', into a triad of tangents of S' whose intersections, say

A', B , C'y lie on S. The point A' is thus obtained from A by the

sequence of two reciprocations, in regard to H' and fl, and, as has

been remarked, the line AA' passes through one of the triad of

points self-polar in regard to both S and 2', as also do BB' and CC\
The aggregate of the triads A, B, C may thus be arranged in sets

of four, of which any two are in perspective.

If the conies S, %' be referred to their common self-polar triad, it

is easy to choose a parameter for the points of S, such that the con-

dition, that a chord of S should be a tangent of %', takes the form
(6'(})- + l)a + 6fb-(d^ + (f)^)

= 0, and to see (see Ex. 20, above)

that the condition that two points, 6, <f),
so connected should be

two of a set of an involution of sets of three points is a- = b + 1.

Inti'oducing this value of b, and adjoining the factor — (fi, we
obtain, for the cubic equation satisfied by

<f>
and the two values,

61, 60, associated therewith,

o^ - a--a(f) (<p"' - a) {a(f>' - 1)-- - aa + (}) (cf)- - a) {acfi^ - 1)~' = 0.

Thus, in accordance with the theory, the involution of sets of three

points is given by X (acfi^ — l)—<f> ((f>^
— a) = 0, for varying values

of \. Four associated sets of this involution are given by X, — X,

X~\ — X~^ corresponding to the values
<f),

—
(f), (f)~^,

— </)~i, as we
easily see. The expression @'^ — 4A'0 can be written as the product

of four (irrational) factors ; it vanishes when the roots a, yS, 7, of the

cubic equation A — X0 -f X^0' — X^A' = 0, are subject to

a^ + yS^ -f- 7* = 0.

Ex. 25. Emaneration of reduced forms for the equations of' any
txoo conies.

When two conies intersect in four points which ai"e not distinct,

the preceding determination of the equations ax^ + by- + cz- = 0,

a'x^ + b'y'' 4- c^ — 0, fails. When the conies touch in two points,

they have an infinite number of common self-polai- triads, and
their equations can, in an infinite number of ways, be reduced to
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gfi 4. yt 4. ^2 _ 0^ ^'2 4. yi 4. ^r;2 _ Q jj^ ^Ijjj, case they can be recipro-

cated into one another in an infinite number of ways.

Prove that when the conies have one point of contact, their equa-

tions can be taken to be 9,xy + ;2- = 0, ^xy + cz^ + 2/^ = 0. And
further that they are, then, polar reciprocals of one another in re-

gard to either of the two conies 'ilxy ± c^z^ + ^7/- = 0.

Also, that when three of the points of intersection coincide at one

point, their equations can be taken to be

9.xy + ;s;^ = 0, ^xy + z^-\- %jz = 0,

And that, then, they are polar reciprocals of one another in regard

Finally, when the four intersections coincide, that their equations

can be taken to be ^xy -|- ^;^ = 0, 'Hxy + s:^ + ?/^ = 0. And that, then,

thev are polar reciprocals of one another in regard to

%vy + ^^ 4- \y- -ho- {my + 'Hz)- = 0,

for any value of ;», a being or 1. [Add.]

Ex. 26. A particular involution of sets of three points. Apolar
triads.

It has been seen that an involution of sets of three points on a

conic is obtained by the intersections of this conic with a set of

conies all passing through a point, O, of the conic and through

three other points. A, B, C, not lying on the conic. A special case

which is of interest is when A, B, C are a self-polar triad in regard

to the given conic. It can then be seen that if the parameters, ^, of

two sets of the involution be such that, respectively,

ad' + Sbd' +2ce + d = and a 6' + Sb'd' + Sc'd + d'=0,

then ad' — She' + Qcb' — da = 0. This relation is clearly unaffected

if we replace a, b, c, d, respectively, by a+W, b + \b', c + Xc,

d + \d', whatever X may be. It is also unaffected if we use, in place

of 6, a parameter, 0, given by (m9 + n)l{rd + s) ; namely, if the

cubic equations then become A^'+ 3B(fr + . . . = 0, and A'^' + . .. = 0,

we have AD' — SBC + • . . = ; as may readily

be verified. Everv two sets of the involution

are then apolar triads. Conversely, let P, Q, R
and P',Q'^R be any two triads upon a conic

;

upon the line Q'R' two points. A, C, can be

taken which are conjugate to one another in

regard to all conies through the four points

P', P, Q, R ; in particular A, C will then be

conjugate in regard to the given conic. If B be

the pole of Q'R'., in regard to the given conic,

and BP' meet this conic again in 0, it can be

shewn that the six points P,Q,R,A,C,0 lie

10—2
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on a conic (above, p. 92). But, when P', Q', R' and P, Q, U are

apolar, this conic also passes through B, as may be proved. The
points A^ B, C are a self-polar triad in regard to the given conic

;

and there are two conies through these, and through the point 0,

whose further intersections with the given conies are, respectively,

the triad P', Q', R' and the triad P,Q,R; namely, the first of these

is the degenerate conic consisting of the lines AC and BO ; the

second of these is the conic above remarked. Thus every conic

through A, B, C, meets the given conic in a triad of points apolar

with P, Q, R, and with P', Q,R'.

If the given conic, referred to Q\ R\ B, have the equation

xz — i/^ = 0, any conic through A, B, C has an equation of the form

x'^ — \^z'^=9.y{fz + hx); if this pass through 0, or (m-, m, 1), we

can replace 2/" by vi^ — X'^m'^ — ^hm". The three other intersections

of this conic with the given one are then determined by

6^ + 6"-m + dm^ + Xhn'^ - ^hO {d + m) = 0,

which, for every value of h, is apolar with the cubic 6^ + dm = 0,

belonging to Q', R\ P'. It is easy to see that A^ C are conjugate

in regard to all conies through P', P, Q, R.

If, for/= ax=* + Qbx'^y + Slwif + dij\ the Hessian form

H =/n/-2 -/12', where /^ = d^fldx\ etc.,

be denoted hy px"- + qxy -I- ry^^ we at once verify that ar — bq + cp =
and br—cq + dp = 0. This gives the result, previously mentioned

(above, p. 124), that the cubic form H (Ax + By\ wherein A,B are

arbitrary, is apolar with f. We have also mentioned (see above,

p. 30) that if the tangents at three points, P, Q, /?, of a conic,

meet Q/?, RP, PQ in D, .£, P, the line DEF meets the conic in the

Hessian points, upon the conic, of the points P, Q, R. Wherefore,

if P, Q, R and Q', R' be any points of a conic, the point, P', such

that P', Q', R are apolar with P, Q, i?, may be constructed by

drawing the conic touching QR, RP, PQ, Q'R' and the line DEF;
the tangents to this conic, other than Q'R', drawn from Q' and R',

meet in the point, P', of the given conic, which is re(juired. A
further construction for P' arises from what is said above ; we have

only to draw the conic through P, Q, R and B (the pole of Q'R')y

which meets Q'R' in points, A, C, conjugate in regard to the given

conic ; if this meet the given conic again in O, then P' is on BO.

The line DEF, spoken of above, may, as before (Chap, i, Ex. 9),

be called the Hessian line of P, Q, R. The reader may verify, for

example, that for the three points of a circle, of centre O, consisting

of the absolute points /, J and any point, P, of the circle, the

Hessian line is that through the middle point of 0, P, at right

angles to OP. Given three tangents of a conic, we may, dually,

define the Hessian point of these. For example, in the case of a
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%

parabola, of focus S, the Hessian point of the three tangents con-

sisting of SI, SJ and the absolute line IJ, is the point //, such that

the directrix is at right angles to SH and passes through the

middle point of S, H.
It may also be proved that if two conies, S and S\ meet in

A, B, C, D, the polar line, in regard to the conic S, of the Hessian
point of the tangents of »S" drawn at A, B, C, meets S in two points,

which, with Z), form, on S, a triad apolar with the triad A, B, C.

Dually, if the common tangents of two conies, 2 and S', be a, 6, c, c?,

and we take the Hessian line of the three points where E' touches

a, b, c, this Hessian line meets 2 in two points which, taken with
the point of contact of d with 2, foi'm a triad apolar with the points

of contact of a, b, c with 2. (Cf. Chap, i, Ex. 32.)

Ex 27. Three conies 7-elated in a particidar xvay.

Suppose that a conic, 2, touches three lines, BC, CA, AB, re-

spectively at L, M, N ; and that H is the Hessian point of the three

tangents, being the point common to AL, BM, CN. Further, that

S is any conic, through A, B, C, which passes also through H.

Then, for S, the triad L, M, N is self-polar. The tangents of S, at

A and C, thus meet on NL, sav, in F, and if these tangents meet

BC, BA, respectively, in T and U, the line TU touches 2. For,
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taking various conies S, through A^ B, C, H, the lines TU envelope

a conic, and this is identified with S by remarking that particular

conies S are the line pairs AB, NC ; AL, CB ; AC, BH, for which

the line TU is, respectively, AB ; BC ; CA. The line TU is the

Hessian line of A, B, C, for the conic S ; the relation of the conies

S, S is thus reciprocal.

The conic S meetsMN in two points, F, G, which are harmonic in

regard to M and N ; thus the point triad A,F,G, of points of S, is

self-polar in regard to %, and S is outpolar to 2. If the tangents of

S, at A, B, C, meet MN, NL, LM, (in pairs), respectively in X, Y, Z,

the line triad YZ, ZX, XF is self-polar for all conies which touch

BC, CA, AB and Tf/, in particular for 2. Thus S is also inpolar

to 2.

Further, if we consider the locus of the poles, in regard to 2, of

the tangents of S, that is, the polar reciprocal of S in regard to 2,

whose tangents are the polars, in regard to 2, of the corresponding

points of S, we obtain a third conic, say, H. As the polar of XZ,
in regard to 2, is the point Y, and the polar of B, in regard to 2, is

NL, with a similar remark for ZY and XY, it appears that 12

touches MA'', NL, LM, respectively at X, Y and Z. It will appear

that n is equally the polar reciprocal of 2 in regard to S ; and that

any two of the three conies, S, 2, H are related to one another in

the same way as were S and 2.

We see that the condition that a conic, S, through A, B, C,

should contain the Hessian point of the lines BC, CA, AB, in re-

gard to a conic 2 touching BC, CA, AB, is that S should be out-

polar to 2. With the symbols, if S be ^ftjz -\- 9.gzx -\- ^lixy = 0, and
2 be, tangentially, vzc + xvu -\- uv = 0, which is not a restriction, the

Hessian point referred to is (1, 1, 1), and the condition that S
should contain this \^,f-\-g + h = 0, which is the condition that S
should be outpolar to 2. Thus it follows that, if -4', B', C be any
other triad of points of the conic S, for which B'C , C'A', AB'
touch 2, the Hessian point of these lines, in regard to 2, also lies

on S ; and the Hessian line of A', B', C , in regard to S, also touches

2 ; and the figure may be developed from A' , B', C as it was from

A, B, C. In the figure we have considered, there are three triads of

points ; A, B, C ; L, M, N, and X, Y, Z ; the points of one triad

lie on the joins of the points of another triad, while the joins of the

points of the first triad contain the points of the third triad. Keeping
the conies, S, 2, fl, fixed, such a set of three point triads can be

initiated from any one of the nine points ; and the triad, A', B', C,
of points of S, belonging to such a set, will be apolar with A, B, C.

This follows from what has preceded.

The conies S, 2, being such that S is both outpolar to 2, and
triangularly circumscribed to 2, are such that the two invariants
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©, 0' for these two conies (above described, Ex. 23) are both zero.

For we have both 0' = O and 0'^=4A'0. Referring S and S to

their common self-polar triad, we find that these, and the conic H,

may be taken to have equations x^ + y"- + z- = 0, x- + wy- + w-z- — 0,

af^ + ury- + wz^ = 0, where « is such that (2&> + 1)'^ + 3 = 0. Another
form to which three such conies can be reduced is x^ + 9>yz = 0,

y"^ + ^zx = 0, ^r^ + 2.17/ = (see the concluding problems on Analytical

Conies in Wolstenholme's problems).

Another deduction of the three conies may be made by taking

thi'ee points. A, B, C, of the conic jS, then drawing, through the

pole, F, of AC, any line to meet BA, BC, respectively, in N and L,

and then describing the unique proper conic, S, which touches

BA, BC, respectively, at A^ and L, and also touches AC. If this

conic touch AC at ilf, the conic O then arises as touching NL at F,

and touching MN and ML where these are met by the tangent at

B of the conic S.

Particular figui'es in which three such conies arise may be re-

ferred to: (!"> If 0, P, Q, R be the feet of the four normals drawn to

a conic, S, from any point, T, and, the point O being kept fixed, the

point T be allowed to vary on the normal at O, the triads of lines,

Q7?, RP, PQ, so obtained, are all tangents to a parabola, 2, and the

poles of these lines, in regard to S, describe a rectangular hyperbola,

n. These three conies are related as above. Their respective equa-

tions, that of S being tangential, may be taken to be

a~^x^ + b~^y^ — s- = 0, Zaiiv — b~^y^iao — a~KV(,viv = 0,

xyz^ + xzy^ + yzx^ = 0,

where ^-^ro" + h-'^y^- — z^^ = 0. (2) If a circle, S^ be described to

pass through the focus of a parabola, 2, with its centre on the

directrix of the parabola, there is associated with these a rectangular

hyperbola, fl. The equations may be taken to be

{x + azf + y-- ^a-z'^ = 0, y"" - ^axz = 0, .r- - ?/' - ^n'z'' - Siaxz = 0,

the tangential equation of H being -3l^+4:m-+ a-^n^+2a-hil = 0.

In connexion with this set we may deduce the result that when a

parabola touches the lines BC, CA, AB, in such a way that its

directrix contains the centre of the circle A, B, C, the nine points

circle of the triad which is formed by the intersections of the tan-

gents of the circle drawn at A, B, C, touches this circle at the focus

of the parabola.

Ex. 28. The director circle of a conic touching three lines is cut at

right angles by the circle for which the three lines form a self-polar

triad. Let a, 6, c be the lines, S the conic touching them, and C
the circle. As 2 is inpolar to C, therefore C is outpolar to 2 ; thus,

by Gaskin's theorem, C cuts the director circle of 2 at right angles.
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Ex. 29. The circle in regard to which a triad of points is self-

polar has its centre at the orthocentre of the triad. If two triads

of points on a conic have the same orthocentre, there is a circle in

regard to which both triads are self-polar. (Cf. Ex. 21, p. 45.)

Ex. 30. Prove that conies touching three lines whose director

circles have a common point have a fourth common tangent.

Ex. 31. A transformation of conks through four points into conies

having double contact. The equations

|-i {xy - z^) = 7)-^y {x -7j) = -^-^z {x-y)

lead to x-^ (^r) - =y-^r){^- t)) = - z'^U^-v)
and transform conies, of equation y^ — z^+\ (z- — x'^) = 0, passing!

through the four points (1, +1, ±1), into conies, of equation!

{x —yf \-\{z^ — x'^) = 0, all having double contact on x —y = 0.

Other Examples are found in the Additions at the end of tht

Volume.



CHAPTER IV

RESTRICTION OF THE ALGEBRAIC SYMBOLS. THE
DISTINCTION OF REAL AND IMAGINARY ELEMENTS

Review of the development of the argument. In the first

three chapters of this volume we have followed the plan, adopted
in Chapter i of Volume i, of avoiding reference to the relative order

of the points of a line, or to chai'acteri sties of the algebraic symbols
which would follow from such order, save for the occasional antici-

pation, in some of the latter examples in Chapter iii, involved in

referring to the roots of an equation. Our discussion of the Real
Geometry, in Chapter ii of Volume i, led us to regard the figures

of such a real geometry, when amplified by means of the postulated

elements, as existing among those of the Abstract Geometry, Thus
we came to recognise, upon a line of which three points, O, E, f/,

are given, the existence of an aggregate of points satisfying the

conditions for an abstract order (Vol. i, pp. 121, 128) ; while, how-
ever, in the real geometry, two points determined a segment, tzvo

segments were determined in the abstract geometry by the assign-

ment of two points ; and, instead of the possibility of speaking of

a point as Iving between two others, we were led to speak of the

separation of two points of a line by two others (ibid. pp. 118, 119).

At the same time, the points of a line obtainable, from three given

points of the line, by a finite number of repetitions of the process

of forming the fourth harmonic point from three given points, were

associated, relatively to the three fundamental points, with certain

iterative symbols, analogous to the integers of ordinary arithmetic

(ibiil. pp. 86, 138); and it was found, on the basis of the conception of

the separation oftwo points by two others, that the points obtainable

by this harmonic process arise in every segment of the line (ibid.

p. 132). It was suggested (ibid. p. 146) that a consequence of the

assumption of the existence of an aggregate of points upon the line

satisfying the condition (3) for an abstract order (ibid. p. 122), would
be the introduction of algebraic symbols forming a natural extension

of the iterative symbols, as the irrational numbers of arithmetic

form an extension of the rational numbers ; it would follow from the

equable distribution of the points of the harmonic net, that points

for which such extended symbols are appropriate would be equably
distributed. The deduction of Pappus' theorem (ibid. p. 129) was

for points satisfying the conditions for an abstract order, it being

assumed that the lines involved contained all the points necessary
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to the satisfaction of these conditions. More fully, the geometrical

scheme was built up by supposing certain points to be given, and
other points, in infinite number, to be deduced from these by pre-

scribed rules of construction ; it was assumed that if the funda-

mental points were among those for which the conditions for an

abstract order, on any lines containing them, were satisfied, the

points derived therefrom by the prescribed conditions might equally

be regarded as satisfying such conditions. This underlying assump-

tion of the existence of what, relatively to the rules of construction,

may be called a closed set of points, which is.to be made more pre-

cise with the use of the algebraic symbols, was avoided, in the

Abstract Geometry of Chapter i of Vol. i, by the frank assumption

of Pappus' theorem.

We were not content, however, with only points satisfying the

conditions for an abstract order. We recognised, also, the existence

of points such as would arise if the algebraic symbols appropriate

to the geometry were such that the equation z^= c could always be

satisfied by a symbol, z, of the system employed, whatever symbol

of this system c might be. When, in particular, c is — 1, this con-

dition requires the existence of points not previously recognised

(see Vol. I, p. 162). We shall, as is customary, use i to denote a

symbol for which i^ = — 1. By the adjunction of this symbol, i, to

the symbols previously introduced on the basis of the iterative

symbols, it is then possible to obtain a solution of the equation z^ = c

for every symbol c which is itself formed from i and the previous

symbols. If we call the symbols consisting of the iterative symbols,

and those derived from them as the irrational numbers of arithmetic

are derived from the rational numbers, the 7-eal symbols, all the

symbols arising in consequence of the fundamental geometrical con-

structions, and the possibility of Steiners problem (Vol. i, p. 155),]

in virtue of the laws of combination of the symbols (Vol. i, p. 64),|

will evidently be of the form ^ + «/, where x and i/ are real symbols.]

It is the case now that, if we introduce certain laws of order of

succession, or, if the phraseology is allowed, certain conceptions of]

magnitude^ the real symbols are, in manipulation, indistinguishablej

from the real numbers of arithmetic, and the symbols x -\- iy are in-i

distinguishable from the numbers of ordinary Analysis. To those!

who have considered the theoretical basis of Analysis, this conclusionj

will be evident. But this basis is often discussed with the help of

conceptions derived from the consideration of the measurement of

quantity, and with a metrical Euclidean planed Some brief further!

indication of the ideas involved may therefore be allowed.

1 Cf. Gauss, Werke, lu, 1866, p. 79. Ich werde die Beweisfiihrung in einer derj

Geometrie der Lage eutnommenen Einkleidung darstellen, well jene dadurch diej

groBste Anschaulichkeit und Einfachheit gewinnt. Im Grunde gehort aber derj
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To some it will appear that it would have been better, as it would
have been simpler, frankly to assume from the first that all points

to be considered in the geometry are such as those for which the

numbers of Analysis, x + ii/, are appropriate. To the writer this

attitude appears to beg one of the main, and most interesting,

questions arising in discussing the foundations of geometry. It is

admitted that, by help of the symbols, we can define a closed system
of points and figures to which this closed system of symbols is appro-
priate. But this does not appear to pi-eclude the existence of other

points and figures susceptible of geometrical theory. It is true of

course that in the present volumes we do not obtain any geometrical
results for which corresponding results, identical in statement, do
not hold in the realm of points representable by symbols x + iy.

But this appears to be a consequence of the arbitrary limitation,

adopted for practical reasons, involved in the assumption, first of

Pappus' theorem, and then of the possibility of Steiner's construc-

tion, or, more generally, as in some examples in Chap, in, of the

possibility of the solution of problems depending, when expressed

algebraically, on equations of higher than the second order. Nor,
even, is it the case that the rules for the order of succession of the

real symbols, to which we presently proceed, are the only ones we
might adopt. For instance, an interesting theory arises by considering

a system of symbols representable in the form a-\-hx -^ cx^ + . .
.

,

wherein a, 6, c, ... may be supposed to be real symbols, but x not

one of these, and agreeing that such a symbol shall be held to

follow another symbol of the same form, when, in the difference of

these, a — a \- {b — b') X + {c — c) x^ + . . . ., the first of the coefficients

a — d,b — b\c — c\..., which is not zero, is positive. [Add.]
The distinction of positive and negative for the real

symbols. The real symbol, a, of a point, O + aU, belonging to the

ordered aggregate which we may suppose to exist upon a line,

upon which three points of the aggregate, 0, t/, and E., of symbol
E = 0+17., are given, is said to be positive when the point lies in

the segment OU which contains E. When the point belongs to the

other segment OU, the symbol a is said to be negative. We saw
that the points + all, O — aU are harmonic conjugates in regard

to and C/, and, therefore, separated by O and TJ (Vol. i, pp. 74,

119) ; thus, when a is a positive symbol, the symbol — a is negative.

In particular, as = — 0, it is immaterial whether we regard the

symbol of the point as positive or negative ; the point U is excep-

tional, as will appear, and our definition does not apply to it.

eigentliche Inhalt der ganzen Argumentation einem hohern von raumlichen
unabhangigen Gebiete der allgemeinen abstracten Grossenlehre an, dessen Gegen-
stand die nach der Stetigkeit zusammenhangenden Grossencombinationen sind,

einem Gebiete, welches zur Zeit noch wenig angebauet ist, und in welchem man
sich auch nicht bewegen kann ohne eine von raumlichen Bildern entlehnte Sprache.
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Whether c be a positive or negative real symbol, the symbol c"^ is

positive ; in virtue of (— c) (- c) = c- (Vol. i, p. 85), it is sufficient

to prove this when c itself is positive. To pass from P, = O + cU,
to Q,=0 + c- U, the construc-

tion given (Vol. i, p. 84) was
as follows : draw, from O and
U, respectively, two arbitrary

lines OK, UK, meeting in K ;

take Y arbitrarily on UK ;

let EY meet OK in E\ and
E'P meet KU in X; then, if

PY meet OK in P', the point

Q is the intersection of P'X
with OU. Conversely, if

Q = + aU,

and a be a positive real symbol, there is one positive real z for

which z^ = a, as well as a negative real — z. To obtain P from Q is,

in fact, the problem considered in Vol. i, p. 157 (iii): we are to draw
through the given points E', Q, Y, respectively in the segments

OEK, OQU, UXYK, three lines, ETPX, XQP'l YP'P, whose in-

tersections in pairs, respectively P', P and X, shall lie respectively

in the specified segments.

If a, h be both positive real symbols, the symbol c, = a + 6, is also

positive ; if a, h be both negative, then c is also negative. In each

case, the equation a + & = requires that both a = and 6 = 0.

The product ab is, likewise, positive when a, b are both positive, or

both negative.

Order of magnitude for the real symbols. The real symbols

may then be put in order, which we may call the order of magni-

tude, by the rule that a>b when a — 6 is a positive symbol. If

A = + aU, B = O + bU, it can be proved that the geometrical

condition for this is that the order U, B, A shall be the same as
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that of 0, E^ U. In this definition it is understood that neither A
nor B is at U. It follows

that if Jc be any real

symbol, and a > b, then

a + a!> b + ,r; also if </, b,

X, y be positive real sym-

bols, and a>b^x >y, then

ax > by. And so on.

With these definitions

it is at once possible to

pass to the notion of the

upper (or lower) bound, of

any indefinitely continued

sequence of real symbols,

when such exists; and to

the notion of a continuous

function, and the theory

of such functions.

The roots of a polynomial. It requires then only an elabora-

tion of these conceptions to shew that a polynomial

s" + {a, + ib,) z"-^ -t- . . . -h a„ + ihn,

wherein Oi, &i, .
.
, «„, &» are real symbols, can be written as the pro-

duct of n factors of the form z + p + ig, where p, q are real symbols.

Writing for z the form x -t- iy, and collecting the real symbols

together, the polynomial takes the form u -f it', when u and v are

polynomials in x and y with only real symbols as coefficients. A
proof of the theorem may be constructed by proving that ii^ -I- v^,

which is a real continuous function of x and y, which is necessarily

positive, has zero for its least value. In particular, when all of

61, 62* ••••> ^n ^•i'^ zero, if there is a root x + iy, with y not zero, there

is also a root x — iy, so that, when n is odd, there is at least one

root, X, which is real. [Add.]

The exponential and logarithmic functions. We also as-

sume the existence of the so-called exponential function, exp (^r), or g%

•which is unaltered when z is replaced by j2 + Stt?', and the functions

cos 2, = l(^' sm
1

''=2^(^''-^' 0,

cosh z=\{^ -\- e~^), sinh z = ^ (e^ — e~^).

When e' = f, we write z = log ^, the function log ^ being indeter-

minate by additive integer multiples of Sttj. The fundamental

properties of this function are also assumed.

A simple application to the double points of an involu-

tion. If 0, U and A, B be two pairs of points, in line, there is a
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pair of points, P, Q, of the line, which are harmonic both in regard

to 0, U and in regard to A^ B. If, beside O, C/, there be given

another point, E^ of the hne, which, in terms of the symbols of O, C/,

has the symbol E = + U, then the symbols of A, B, and of P, Q,

have definite expressions in terms of and U. It is of importance

to know when the expressions of P and Q, in terms of O and U,

contain only real symbols.

Let the expressions of A and Bhe + aU, + bU, respectively
;

let p, q be two symbols such that p^ = a and q^ = b; we clearly have

q{0+p'U)+p(0 + fU)=(p + q)(0 + pqU),

-q{0+pW)+p(0+fU) = (p-q)(0-pqU);

comparing these, remembering that points of symbols A ± niB are

harmonic in regard to A and B, we see that the points + pqU,

—pqU are the points desired, harmonic both in regard to O, U,

and in regard to A, B.

Now, when a, b are real, and, therefore, ab is real, the symbol pq,

which is such that (pqy = ab, is real only when ab is positive, that

is, onlv when a, b are both positive, or both negative. Thus, when

0, U, E and A, B are regarded as real, the points P, Q, which are

harmonic both in regard to 0, U and A^ B, are real provided A and

B are not separated by and t/, but not otherwise.

If, however, relatively to 0, C7, and E, the points A^ B are such

that a = oc + iy^ and b = x — iy, where a:, y are real, then a6, which

is oc^ + ?/^ is real and positive ; in this case, then, P, Q are real. Two
such points, A^ B, are commonly said to be conjugate imaginaries in

regard to 0, U and E.

As the results are of frequent application, Ave may regard the

matter from another point of view. Let us refer both 0, U and

A, B to two other points of the line, say, X and F, which we sup-

pose to be given, together with another point of the line whose

symbol is Z + F ; suppose then that =X + ^F, U = X + r}Y,

where ^, i] are the roots of the equation ax- + 9.hx + 6 = 0, and also

that A = X + aF, B = X + ^Y^ where a, ^ are the roots of the

equation ax"- -\-9,h'x -{-b' =0. The general pair of points, of the

involution determined by the two pairs 0, U and X, F, is then

X + mY^ X 4- ?iF, where 7n, n are the roots of the equation

ax- + thx + b + \ {ax"" + 9.h'x + 6') = 0,

for a proper value of X. If the symbols |, rj be either real, or con-

jugate imaginaries, so that ^ + rj and ^t; are real, we may suppose

a, A, b to be real, the case when |, rj are real being that in which

Ji^ — ab is positive. Conversely, when a, A, b are real, ^ and 77 are

either real or conjugate imaginaries. Similarly for a and /S. We limit

ourselves now to the consideration of the case when a, h, b, a', h\ b'

are all real. The points P, Q, which are harmonic both in regard to
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O, U and to A, B, are the double points of the involution determined
by these two pairs. These arise, then, for the values of \ which
make the last written quadratic a perfect square, namely when
(a + Xa') (b + Xb') = (h + Xh'y ; the values of \ satisfying this will

either be real, or be conjugate imaginaries. If these values be \i and
Xoi the last written quadratic will arise by squaring

(a + \a) X + h + Xih', or (a + X^a') a; + h + Xo/t',

and the symbols of P, Q will be

{a + X,a) X-{h + X,h') F, (a + Xo_a') X - (h + Xji) Y ;

these points P, Q will then be real in regard to X, Y and X + Y, if,

and only if, Xj and X^ be real, for which the condition is that

(Uh' - ab' - cibf - 4 (^2 - ab) {h'^ - a'U)

should be positive. If we put

M=-a-^- {h^ - ab), M' = - (a')-' {h'' - a'b'),

this expression is equal to ara'^ multiplied into

[(a-'h - (a'y^h'y + M- MJ + 4M' (a-'h - {a'Y^hJ.

We see thus that the expression is positive if either M or M' be
positive ; that is, if either h- — ab or h'- — ab' be negative ; that is,

if one, or both, of the two pairs O, U and A, B, be conjugate
imaginaries in regard to X, Y and X + Y. But, when M, M' are

both negative, so that ^, ?;, a, j3 are all real, or 0, U and A, B are

all real in regard to X, Y and X + Y, the expression is equal to

a^a- multiplied into (^ — a) (|^ — /3) (f; — a) (?7 — /3) ; it is, therefore,

only positive when 0, U are not separated by A and B.

We may interpret ^, r] and a, yS as values of the parameter, 6, on
the conic expressed by x = d'^,y = 6, z= 1, speaking of points given
by real values of 6 as real points. Then the double points of the
involution given by the two pairs of points of the conic, O, U and
A, B, are the points of contact of the tangents to the conic which
can be drawn from the point in which the chords OU and AB
intersect. The previous remarks, therefore, give the result that,

from any point of a line which does not cut the conic in two real

points, there can be drawn two real tangents of the conic. Two
real tangents can also be drawn from a point which is such that,

from it, two lines can be drawn whose respective pairs of inter-

sections with the conic are both real and do not separate one
another, regarded as points of the aggregate of real points of the
conic which is given by the real values of 6. But from a point from
which two lines can be drawn intersecting the conic each in a pair

of real points, those of one pair separating those of the other pair,

no real tangents can be drawn to the conic.

We may interpret the result somewhat differently, regarding 0, U
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as the double points of one involution, and A, B as the double
points of another involution ; then P, Q are the pair of points

common to both involutions. These are then real when at least one
of the involutions has for its double points a pair of conjugate
imaginary points. Regarding the points, as before, as lying on the
conic xz — y^^ 0, the result shews that, if T and T' be two points,

not lying on the conic, one of which, at least, is such that no real

tangents can be drawn from it to the conic, then the line TT meets
the conic in two real points. For, the involution of which the

double points are the points of contact of tangents from T to

the conic, consists of pairs of points of the conic lying on lines

through T.

Another application is as follows : AVith reference to two absolute

points, / and J, we have defined the axes of a conic, whose centre

is F (the pole of the line 7J), as the lines joining Y to the points,

P, Q, of the line /•/, which are harmonic, both in regard to /, J, and
in regard to the two points, X. and Z, in which the conic meets the

line IJ . Then, when, with respect to points regarded as real on the

line /J, the points / and J are conjugate imaginaries, the axes of

the conic are real, provided the centre, F, is real, and the points

X, Z, where the conic meets the line /J, are either real or are con-

jugate imaginaries.

Remark. In what precedes we have dealt with the reality of

P, Q in two ways, first considering A^ B relatively to 0, J7, and
afterwards considering both 0, U and A, B relatively to two other

points X, Y. The distinction is not immaterial ; if 0, C7 be imagi-

nary in regard to X and F, a point which is real in regard to X
and F may be imaginary in regard to and JJ. For instance, if

\2 + ^2 = i; and = X ^-\p -I- iq) F, U = X-^{p- iq) F, then the

point given by -|- (X + ifx) U is the same as that given by

X + [p + ^l-^{\-\)q]Y.

General statement of the meaning of real and imaginary-
points in a plane. As a basis for geometry in a plane, we suppose

that four points are given, say A, B, C and D. These are regarded

as real. By the intersections of the joining lines of pairs of these

points, three other points are obtained. By the intersections of the

joining lines of the pairs of all the points now obtained, other

points are found, and the method may be indefinitely repeated.

The derivation may be arranged as a series of applications of the

process of finding the fourth harmonic point of three given points

of a line, or of the process of finding the fourth harmonic line of

three lines which meet in a point. The points and lines so obtained

are unlimited in number. Further, with a proper definition of the

meaning of the statement, it appears that the points so derived
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occur everywhere in the plane. This generalises the theorem for

the points of a harmonic net upon a line (\'ol. i, p. 131). The
symbols of the points A^ B, C being fixed relatively to one another

by the condition that the symbol of the point D is A + B + C, the

points so derived are in fact all those expressed by symbols of the

form lA ± mB ± nC, where /, tn, n are iterative symbols. This has

not been formally proved, but seems sufficiently clear from w^hat

was said, Vol. i, p. 86 (see also Moebius, Ges. Wa'kc, Leipzig, 1885,

Vol. I, p. 247). Thus, as in the case of points of a line, in virtue of

the notion of an abstract order (Vol. i, p. 128), these points form a
net sufficient to identify a multitude of points of the plane, all ex-

pressed by symbols pA +qB + rC, where p, q, r are real symbols in

the sense which has been explained. It is these points, and no
others, which we speak of as the points of the plane which are real

with respect to A, B, C and D. All other points of the plane, of

symbols xA -\- yB + zC, for which one at least of a^'^i/^ x~^z, y~^z,

?/~^r, z~^a:, z~^i/ is a complex symbol {p + iq), the others of these

being real, we speak of as imaginary or complex points, relatively

to A, B, C and D.

This statement is capable of much more minute analysis. For the

purposes we have in view here, it is necessary to trace the connexion

between the algebraic symbols employed and the numbers ofAnalysis;

it is to this end that the Moebius net is introduced.

Some applications of the definition. Imaginary points

and lines. A line which has two real points, say pA + qB + rC
and lA + mB + nC, has an infinite number of other points which

are real, with symbols {p + arl) A + {q + am) B + (?• + an) C, where

a is any real symbol. Similarly, if two lines which meet in a

real point, P, have each a further real point, respectively Q and R,

then an infinite number of lines can be drawn through P having

each an infinite number of real points ; they are those, namely,

which contain real points of the line QR. A line which has two real

points has an equation of the form clv + bi/ + cz = 0, where a, b, c

are real symbols. Conversely, a line with such an equation contains

an infinite number of real points, and may be called a real line.

Through the common point of two real lines, wdiich is necessarily

real, may be drawn an infinite number of real lines. A real line

contains, however, an infinite number of imaginary points ; and,

through a real point can be drawn an infinite number of imaginary

lines.

Conversely, an imaginary line contains one, but only one, real

point ; and, through an imaginary point there passes one, and only

one, real line. For, to an imaginary point,

(l + ip)A + {m + iq)B + (n + ir) C,

B. G. II. 11
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where /, m, n, jo, g, r are real but l~^p, m~^q, n~^r not all equal,

there corresponds a conjugate imaginary point,

(l - ip)A+{m- iq) B + (n - ir) C ;

and, similarly, to an imaginary line there corresponds another, the

conjugate imaginary line. The join of an imaginary point to its

conjugate is a real line through the first point; the intersection of

an imaginary line with its conjugate is a real point of the first line.

Conversely, a line given by the equation

(Z -\-ip)x + (m + iq)y + {n + ir)z = 0,

where Z, m, w, p, q, r are all real, but l~^p.) ni~^q, n~^r are not all

equal (since otherwise this would be a real line), contains only the real

point for which both the eq nations Ix + my+ 7iz = 0, px + qi/+ 7-z =
are satisfied ; through this point the conjugate imaginary line

passes. Similarly, for an imaginary point.

The reader will compare this theory with that given in Vol. i

(p. 166), of aggregates of real elements having the mutual relations

of imaginary elements. Consider any imaginary point. We can,

conveniently, suppose its symbol to be S^L + iP, where

S^L = lA + mB + 7iC, P=pA + qB + Cr,

its conjugate being 3^L — iP. The values i/S^ and —i/3^ are the

roots of the equation Sx'^ + 1=0. The quadratic Sx^ + 1 is the

Hessian form of the cubic (x — s) [(x — *)- — (1 + Ssx)^], as is easy

to verify, the symbol s being arbitrary. The roots of this cubic are

*, (s-i)j(l + Ss) and (s+ 1)/(1 —3^); if we use ^{s) to denote

(s — 1)/(1 + 3s), and %^ (s) to denote ^ [^ (5)], these roots are s, ^(5),
^^ (s) ; we easily see that ^' (*), or ^[^'^ (s)], is equal to s. Thus (see

Vol. I, p. 173), the theory referred to would represent the given

imaginary point, whose symbol is 3^L + iP, by a set of three points

taken, in a definite order, on the real line containing the given point,

namely the three points whose symbols are L + sP, L + ^ (s) P,

L + ^^ (s)P. The conjugate imaginary point, whose symbol is

3^L-iP, would then be represented by the triad, L + sP,L+'^^ (*)P,

L + ^(s)P, consisting of the same points in a different order. And,
s being arbitrary, the same imaginary point would be represented

by an infinite number of equivalent triads.

Real and imaginary conies. More care is necessary in defining

a real conic than in defining a real line, since a conic can be ex-

pressed by an equation in which all the coefficients are real and still

not have any real point. For instance, the conic whose equation,

relatively to the given real points of the plane, is x- +y^ + z' = 0,

contains no point whose coordinates are all real. A conic can also

have two real points, and no other real points ; or, can have four

i
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real points, and no other real points. Consider, for example, the

conic expressed by the equation

z- + Z.V {l+i) + zy (m + i) — .vi/ [h^ — Im ^-k-\-i (2h - 1 - m)] = 0,

where /, m, h, k are real symbols, i having the usual significance

(/'- = — 1). This conic contains the two points (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0),

which we regard as real. Any other point of real coordinates lying

on this conic must be such as to satisfy both the equations

z^ + lz.v + mzy — xy {If — Im + A:) = 0, zx -\-zy — xy (2/t — / — m) = ;

these, however, by elimination of z, recjuire the equation

[{h -l)x-{h- m) y]- + k{x+yy = 0,

and this can be satisfied by no real values of x and y if k be positive

(other than x = 0, y = 0^ which, by recui-ring to the original equa-

tions, does not lead to a point of the conic). When k is negative,

there are two values of x~^y which satisfy this equation, each of

which leads to a value of x~'^z. Thus the conic has two, or four,

real points, according as k is positive or negative.

In general, the real points of a conic expressed by an equation

(a + ia)x'+ ...=0^ whose coefficients are not real, are the points

common to two conies, each with real coefficients, ax'^ + . . . = 0,

ax- + ... =0. These common points have coordinates which depend
upon the roots of an equation of the fourth degree, wherein the

coefficients are real ; of such an equation, as we have remarked, the

real roots are in number, none, two, or four. Thus, a conic whose
coefficients are not real possesses none, or two, or four real points,

unless it possesses an infinite number (as when it degenerates into

tw^o lines of which one is real and the other is not real),

A conic whose equation has real coefficients may have no real

point, as we have seen. If, however, such a conic have one real

point, and be not a line pair meeting at this point, it has an infinite

number of real points ; for any real line drawn through the real

point meets the conic in another real point. A conic which is a
line pair, consisting of two conjugate imaginary lines, contains one
real point, the intersection of these, and no other.

Thus we see that we may conveniently speak of a conic which is

not a line pair, as real, regarded as a locus of points, when it is

expressed by an equation with real coefficients, and possesses one
real point. Such a conic has a real tangent at every real point, and
is thus real, also, regarded as an envelope. When we speak of a
conic as imaginary, it will be desirable to specify whether its

equation has real coefficients or not.

It is obvious that a conic which has five real points is a real

conic ; it may be defined, in the original way, by two related pencils

of lines whose centres are at two of these points. But, a real conic

11—2
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possesses imaginary points, and such points may be among five

points which are utilised to define such related pencils of lines. It

is unnecessary to enter into an examination of the possibilities.

The interior and exterior points of a real conic. In

regard to a real conic, supposed not to be a line pair, we may speak

of any real point of the plane which does not lie on the conic, as

being either interior, or exterior, to the conic. For the polar line of

a real point, say, P, in regard to a conic expressed by an equation

with real coefficients, is a real line, and will meet the conic either

in two real points, or in two conjugate imaginary points; in the

latter case the two tangents that can be drawn to the conic from

the point P are conjugate imaginary lines, and we speak of the

point P as inteiior to the conic. It was shewn above (p. 160) that

every real line drawn through such an interior point meets the conic

in two real points. A point, from which two real tangents can be

drawn to the real conic, is spoken of as an exterior point ; from

such a point can be drawn some lines which meet the conic in two
conjugate imaginary points, and others which meet it in two real

points. It can be proved that, if we take two interior points, and

consider the two segments of the line which joins these, which are

determined by the two real points in which this line meets the

conic, then all the real points of one of these segments are interior

points. The real points of a plane are thus divided into two cate-

gories by means of the real points of a real conic which is not a

line pair.

The behaviour for an imaginary conic which is determined by a

real equation is different. The tangents drawn to such a conic from

any real point are conjugate imaginary, so that, in one sense, any

point might be called an interior point ; but every real line meets

the conic in two conjugate imaginary points.

The reality of the common points, and of the common
self-polar triad, of two conies. We consider two conies which

are both expressed by equations with real coefficients ; one, or both,

of the conies may be real. As has been remarked, the determination

of the common points of two such conies may be reduced to the

solution of an equation of the fourth degree, with real coefficients.

To any root of such an equation which is not real there corresponds

another root which is the conjugate imaginary of the former; there-

fore, it may be shewn, to any one of the four common points of the

two conies which is not real, there corresponds another common
point, conjugate imaginary to the former; and, the line joining

these two common points is real. There is, therefore, always, at

least one line pair, of two real lines, passing through the four

common points of two such conies. If the four common points of

the two conies are all real, and different, there are six lines, each

A
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joining two of these points, which are all real ; in this case the
common self-polar triad, of points and lines, constructed from these

joins, consists of three real points and three real lines. If the
common points of the two conies consist of the two real, and
different, points A^ B, with the two conjugate imaginary points C
and C\ the lines AB, CC are both real, the lines AC, AC are con-

jugate imaginaries, and the lines BC, BC are conjugate imaginaries.

The point, P, of intersection of AB and CC is, therefore, real ; the
point, Q, of intersection of AC and BC is conjugate imaginary to

the intersection, R, of the lines AC, BC, which are, respectively,

conjugate imaginary to AC and BC ; thus the line QR is real, and
the common self-polar triad, P, Q, R, consists of one real point and
one real line, together with two conjugate imaginary points, and
two conjugate imaginary lines. Lastly, if the intersections of the
two conies consist of two conjugate imaginary points A, A' and two
conjugate imaginary points C, C, the lines AA , CC are real, and
meet in a real point, P ; the lines AC, AC are conjugate imaginary
and meet in a real point, Q, and the lines AC, A'C are conjugate
imaginary and meet in a real point, R. The common self-polar

triad is thus wholly I'eal. This last case arises, for example, when
one of the conies is real, and the other, though having a real

equation, is imaginary. Incidentally, w-e thus give a proof that the

cubic equation expressed by

a — \a ', h — Xh', g — Xg' = 0,

?i - X?i, b - Xb', f- Xf
g-^g'^ f-¥"^ c-^^'

upon which, as we have seen (Chap, in, Ex. 22), the determination

of the common self-polar triad of the two conies ax^ + . . . = 0,

a'x"^ -f- ... =0 depends, has real roots when one at least of the two
quadric forms occurring on the left in the equations of the conies,

is such that it preserves a constant sign for all real values of cc, y, z—
it being understood that all the coefficients a, ...,d, ..., are real.

The tangential equation of a conic, whose point equation is real,

has also real coefficients. We can therefore state the preceding

results also in terms of the reality of the common tangents. But
the dependence of the reality of the common tangents upon the

reality of the common points is a matter also for enquiry.

We have disregarded the possibilities of coincidence of the four

common points of the two conies in what has been said ; the

omission may easily be supplied. [Add.]

Ex. A conic passes through three points, A, B, C, and has the

points D, D' as conjugate points, and the points E,E' as conjugate

points. Find two other (real) points of the conic. In particular,

when E, E' are on the line DD , and separate these.



CHAPTER V

PROPERTIES RELATIVE TO AN ABSOLUTE CONIC.

THE NOTION OF DISTANCE. NON-EUCLIDEAN
GEOMETRY

The interval of two points of a line relatively to two
given points of the line. If M, N, P, Q, be four points of a

line, and the symbols of these points be such that aP= M + a^N,

hQ =M+ 1/N, then the symbol ij,v~^ is such that : (1), it is unaltered

by replacing any one or more of the symbols P, Q, M, N, respec-

tively, by pP, qQ, mM, nN, where j9, q^ m, n are any symbols of the

system employed, of which the commutativity in multiplication is,

of course, assumed ; (2), it has the same value as for any other four

points, M\ N', P', Q', which form a range related to 31, N, P,Q;
with a slight change of notation this is the same statement as that

a range of points, M, N, M + N, M + \N, is related to a range of

points represented by M', N', M' 4-N', M' +\N'. A proof has

been given, V^ol. i, p. 15-i ; (3), the symbol ?/.r~^ is equal to the symbol

formed by the analogous rule from the equations which express

M, N in terms of P and Q, that is, the equations

- a-^ {x -y)M=yP- xba'^ Q, a'^i/ {x-y)N =yP — yha~^ Q.

The symbol can then be represented by (P, Q; M, N), or by

(M, N ; P, Q). What is of the greatest importance to us here is

the fact that, if P, Q, R be any three points of the line MN, we have

(P,Q; M,N).(Q,R; M,N)==(P,R, M, N).

Now, and in all that follows, we suppose that the algebraic

symbols emploved are those arrived at in the preceding chapter,

which have the same properties in computation as the complex

numbers of ordinary Analysis, with which they may thus be iden-

tified. If then
(f) (I) be any function for which- </> (^77) = (^ (^) -(-

<^ (??),

and ^ denote (P, Q ; M, N), 77 denote {Q, R ; M, iV), and ^ denote

(P, R ; M, N), we shall have </> (^ = 4>{^) + 4> {v)- We apply this

to the case when </> (^) = (Si)-^ log (|).

Let the expression

llog[(P,Q; M,N)]

be called the interval from P to Q with respect to M and N. The
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interval from P to R is thus the sum of the interval from P to Q
and that from Q to i?, subject however to the ambiguity inherent

in the definition. As (Q, P ; .1/, A^) is the inverse of (P, Q, ; M, N),
the interval from Q to P is the negative of the interval from P to

Q. But further, in virtue of the property of the logarithm, the
interval, in default of further specification, is subject to the addition

of an arbitrary integral multiple of ir. We may agree that when
P and Q coincide, in which case (P, Q; M^N)=\, the interval

vanishes, and, then, that when the interval is tt, the two points

again coincide, ^^'e may, however, apply the definition to cases in

which the interval is not real, as will be seen. If the interval be
denoted by 6, we have (P, Q ; M, N) = e'''\ and, when P, Q, M, N
are all real points, it is id which is real. When 6 — hir. we have
(P, Q ; M, iV) = — 1 ; then P and Q are harmonic in regard to M
and N.
Angular interval in regard to two absolute points. We

have considered, in Chapter in, some of the consequences of sup-

posing two points, /, J, of the plane, to be given, and taken as

absolute points. With two such points, we may emplov the con-

siderations just given, to define the interval from one line, OP^ to

another line, OQ ; namely, if these lines, respectively, meet the

line IJ in P' and Q', we may take for this interval the value

(2?)~* log [(P', Q'; /, J)\. This depends only on the points. P' and
Q', where the lines meet the line IJ, and not on the position of the

intersection, 0, of the lines. Suppose in particular, when the points

of the plane are referred to three points, C, A, B, which we regard

as real, that I = A + iB, J = A — iB, while P', Q' are given by

P ' = cos a. . A-\- sin a . B and Q' = cos (a + ^) . ^ + sin (a + ^) , fi ;

the lines CI, CJ, CP\ CQ' can then be expressed by the respective

equations 3/ = ix, y = — ix, y = tan a . x, y = tan (a -I- ^) . x. These
relations give

^e'^P' = 1 + e-'''J, 2f''''+« Q =1 + e-'^^+^> J

and hence (P', Q'
; I, J) = e''^.

This relation, approached from a metrical point of view, was, it seems, first

used by Laguerre (Xouv. Annul, xii, 18o3, p. 57; Oeuvres{\^)0o) ii, p. 12). As
will be seen, it may be regarded as the foundation of all that follows in this

Chapter. (Cp. p. 195.)

It is clear that, if be any point of a conic containing / and J, of

which P and Q are two fixed points, the interval from OP to OQ, in

regard to / and J, is the same for all positions of O on the conic.

In particular, when PQ passes through the pole of IJ, in regard to

this conic, this interval is ^tt.

Interval in regard to an absolute conic. The postulation

of two absolute points thus furnishes a ready means of defining the
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interval from one line to another. It does not however, except by
a limiting process, furnish a means of defining the interval between
two points, unless they lie on the line determined by the absolute

points. The two absolute points may, however, be thought of as a
degenerate conic envelope. This may suggest that we take a fixed

undegenerate conic, given in the plane, as a basis for reference. If

we do this, two points, say M and N, are determined on any line,

PQ, which does not touch the conic, namely the points of inter-

section of PQ with this absolute conic; and then the interval from
P to Q may be defined, as above, in respect to M and A^ But this

conic also determines two lines through an arbitrary point, 0, of
the plane, not lying on the conic, namely the tangents from to

this absolute conic ; and then the angular interval between any two
lines which intersect in may be defined, as above, by means of

these tangents. We have thus a method of defining both the
interval from one point to another, and the interval from one line to

another, in harmony with the duality otherwise existing in the
geometry of the plane. When the absolute conic, regarded tan-

gentially, becomes a point pair, we thence obtain what has, on other
grounds, been chosen as the measure of an angle; we could, similarly,

obtain a measure of the interval between two points, if we supposed
the existence of two absolute lines in the plane, as a degenerate
form of the absolute conic. From this general point of view, the
ordinary metric relations, usually employed at least since the time
of the Greeks, appear as an unsymmetric and incomplete scheme.

IMoreover, disfaticc, as usually understood, which we shall shew to

be deducible by a limiting process from what has been said, so far

from being an obvious notion, characterising the space of experi-

ence, appears as an artificial, if useful, application of the algebraic

symbols.

The idea of length is, presumably, suggested by our experience

of what are called rigid bodies. We may refer, at once, here, to

the notion which replaces this in the present point of view. Let
P, Q, M, N be four points in line, of respective coordinates (x^i/, z),

{x\y\ z'\ (^, 77, ^), (f, 7;', i;'). Let P,, Qi, Jij, N^ be other four

points, the coordinates of Pi being definite linear functions of the

coordinates of P, say

Xi = ax + hy + cz, j/^ = Ix + inij + >iz, z^ = px + qy + rz,

the coordinates of Q, being the satfie linear functions of the coordi-

nates of Q, those of Mi the suvw linear functions of the coordinates

of 3/, and those of N^ the same linear functions of the coordinates

of iV. It may then be shewn without difficulty that P,, Qi, 3/,, N^
are in line, and are a range which is related to the range P, Q, 3/, N.
The linear transformation employed is, in fact, the representation

I
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of the correspondence between two related planes (here coinciding)
which was considered in Vol. i, p. 149.

Of such linear transformations, depending on eight parameters
(the ratios of the coefficients «, /;, r, Z,m, ... ), there is a set, wherein
the eight parameters are such functions of three parameters that any
point of an arbitrarily chosen conic gives rise to another point of
the same conic ; as we shall see in more detail later. Any two trans-
formations of this set, carried out in succession, lead from a point of
this conic to another point of this conic, and so, in combination,
constitute a transformation of the same set.

If the conic be the absolute conic by which we measure the in-

terval between two points P and Q, as has been explained, M and
N being points of the conic, the interval between the transformed
points, Pi and Qi, has, clearly, from what has been said, the same
measure as the interval PQ.
The change, by a linear transformation leaving the absolute

conic unaltered, from the intei'val PQ to the interval PjQi, is the
operation which, from our present point of view, replaces what, in

the metrical geometry, is described as the movement of PQ into the
position PiQi.
The reader may shew that the general linear transformation

changing any point of the conic x^ -I- 3/* -f- 2- = into another point
of this conic, is given by

a\ = \{I)-'+A^-B^-C-)x+ (AB-CD)?/+ {CA + BD)z,

.7/1= (AB+ CD)a;+l{D-+ B'--0-A'-)ij+ {BC-AD)z,

-1= {CA-BD):c+ ^BC-^AD)i/+^{D'+C—A'—B')z,

where A, B, C^ D are arbitrary.

We now consider the matter more in detail : Let the absolute

conic be given, with respect to real points of reference for the co-

ordinates, by an equation with real coefficients ; it may, thus, be
either a real conic or an imaginary conic. We can suppose the

points of reference, still being real, to be so chosen that this equation

is of the form z- + k (o'- + 1/') = 0, it being supposed that this conic

is not degenerate. The coefficient, /c, is then real ; it is negative for

a real conic, but positive for an imaginary conic.

The proof of this form may be given, as follows ; First, a homo-
geneous quadratic form in tzco variables, a,\ 3/, with real coefficients,

can be reduced, by a real linear change of coordinates, to a sum of

squares, with real coefficients. For, let the form be ax^ + %lixy -I- hif.

If both a and h be zero, this is \li \_{x \- iff — (x — i/f], which con-

sists of two squares. If not, suppose a not to be zero; then the

form is a{x + a~^hyf -i- {b — a~^h^) y-, which again consists of two
squares. Second, consider the form in three variables, consisting of
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three pairs of terms such as aaf- + ^fijz. If one of the three coeffi-

cients a, b, c, say the coefficient a, be not zero, the form is

a{x + a-' hy + a'^gzf + {h- a-^h^) y"

+ (c - a-ip2) ^2 + 2 (/- a-'g}i)yz
;

here the three terms after the first are a quadratic form in y and

z only, with real coefficients, and can be written as a sum of two (or

fewer) squares, with real coefficients. If, however, all of a, 6, c be

zero, but none oif, g, h be zero, the original form in a?, y, z is

^fgh {f-'x + ^g-^y + yi-^zf - ^f-^gLv'- - ^fgh (g-^y - h-^zf,

which consists of three squares. If all of a, b, c be zero, and one, or

two, of y^ g, h be zero, the form reduces to a product of two real

linear forms, PQ, which is l(P + Qj- — ^ {P — Q)". In any case,

therefore, the form is reducible, in many ways, to pX'^ + qY'^ + rZ^^

where^, q^ r are real, and X, F, Z are real linear functions of x, y, z.

Assuming that the form, when equated to zero, does not represent

a line pair, no one of p, q, r is zero. And, in the equation so ob-

tained, we may suppose that all of p, ^, r are positive, or only one is

positive. When r is positive, and /;, q are also positive, by taking

Xi = X (p/k)^, Yi=Y (q/fc)^, Zi = Z?-i, where k is an arbitrary real

positive number, we obtain the equation Z^^ + k (X-c + Y-^) = 0.

When r is positive, and p, q are both negative, we can put

X,=^X{-pfl{-K)\ Y,= Y{-qf-l{-K)\ Z, = Zr\

where k is an arbitrary real negative number, and so obtain the]

equation Z^^ + « {Xi" +Y{') = 0."

Case of an imaginary conic as Absolute. Let (.ry, ?/o, zM
and {x, ?/, z) be any two points not lying on the absolute conic. Let

!

y denote the expression z"^ + k {x- -\- y^)^ and /[, what this becomes'

when Xn,yo, Zo are put for x, y, z, respectively; also let yjr denote

the expression zzo + k (xxq + yy^. For the case of an imaginary

,

conic, K is positive, and,/,y^ are positive; and j^^
—

-v/r^, which is^j

equal to

K [« {xy^ - x^yf + {zx, - z^x)' + {zy^ - z^yf],

is also positive. Let ill, N denote the points in which the line

joining the point {x^^ ?/„, z^^) to the point {x, z/, z) meets the conic.

We can suppose that, for a positive real value of 6, one of these

points has the coordinates

Xofo-^-e^'xf-K y.f.-^-e''yf-K zJ,-^-e''zr\

where the square roots, /o~^»/~^? have their real positive values;!

for the substitution of these coordinates in the equation of the conic

gives the condition
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namely cos d = ^^f^^
~ */ '

of which the value is less than unity. If then, relatively to the points

of reference for the coordinates, A^ B, C, we define the symbols,

and P, of the points (a'o, 1/0, ^o) and (x, «/, z), respectively, by

means of

=f,-^{x,A-\-y,B + z,C\ P=f-^{xA+yB+zC),

we may write, for the symbols of the points M and N,

M = 0- e-'^P, N = 0- e^^P,

where cos ^ = x/./,"V"^ ^^^^ ^ = (jfo -^M'^ -

K

and the symbol, {0,P., M,N), defined above (p. 166), is, then, given by

(O, P; M,N) = e-'\

Now let the point where the line OF meets the polar line of in

regard to the absolute conic be denoted by U. The coordinates

(f, V^ K) of this point are given by | = ^/o-^o"»/^, 'n=yf^~y^;^^
^ = zjl) — Za^jr ; for these belong to a point on the line joining

(.To, 2/o, ^o) to (.r, ?/, z), and are such that ^z^ + k (f^o + rji/o) = 0. With
these values we have t^ + k {^^ + rj-) equal toj^o (Jfo — i^^ which is

positive. If we denote the positive square root of this by /a, we have

three equations, for .r, ?/, z, of the following form

We may therefore write, using for the point U the symbol

P = cos ^ . + sin ^ . XJ.

Conversely, this equation may, if preferred, be used as giving the

definition of 6. If we regard and U as fixed, it gives a real position

of P upon the line OU for every real value of ^, all such positions

being obtained by restricting 6 to the range from to tt. In par-

ticular, when ^ = 0, the point P is at O ; and when 6 = ^tt, the

point P is at C/, the conjugate point to in regard to the absolute

conic.

By a precisely similar argument any other point Q, of the line OC/,

can be expressed, in terms of P and the point, P', conjugate to P
upon this line, by the equation

Q = cos ^ . P + sin . P'.

As the original formula was equivalent to (0, P; M, N) = e"^^, so

this formula is equivalent to (P, Q ; ilf, N) = e^^"^. Thus we have

(0, Q ; M, N) = ^21(6+.*,^ so that, also

Q = cos (^ + <^) . O + sin ((9 + (^) . U.
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This, however, is

cos
<f)

(cos 6.0 + sin d .U) + sm^{— sin ^ . + cos ^ . U);

thus we see that

P' = cos (^ + Itt) . + sin (0 + ^tt) . L\

and, when P is given, in terms of and U, by 6, then P', the con-

jugate of P, in regard to the conic, upon the line OU, is given by
+ ^TT. This fact can, of course, be directly verified, the coordinates

of P' being, as we easily see.

In words, the interval, in regard to the conic, from a point P to
any point on its polar line, is ^tt.

In a precisely similar way, the interval from a line OA to a line

OB may be defined with reference to the tangents, OM', ON', drawn
from to the absolute conic. If the points A, Bhe on the polar of

0, the interval is, by definition, equal to the interval from the point
A to the point B. In particular when OB is conjugate to OA, in

regard to the absolute conic, the interval between these lines is ^tt.

Application to a triangle. We may illustrate these definitions

by applying them to the intervals between any three given points,

not lying in line, and the intervals between the lines which join

these points. But some preliminary remarks will be useful, in view
of the ambiguity we have noticed, in the definition of the interval

between two given elements.

Any two points determine tzco segments, in one or other of which
any other real point, of the line determined bv the two given points,

must lie. If then we have three points, A, B, C, which are not in

line, and speak of the segments BC, CA, AB, there are eight ways
in which this may be understood. We desire, however, to associate

with each of the segments, say, with BC, which may be regarded as

an aggregate of points, a certain aggregate of lines, all passing
through the point. A, not on the line BC, so that every one of the
lines shall contain one of the points of the segment. Limiting our-
selves to real points and lines, relatively to A, B, C, if we speak of
this aggregate of lines as an angle, we may say that there are, for

each of the points such as A, two angles. We have then in all eight
possibilities, of three pairs, each pair being constituted by a segment
and its corresponding angle. These eight possibilities fall, however,
into two sets, each of four possibilities. In anv one of the first set

of four possibilities, the three segments, sav, BC, CA, AB, and the
associated angles, say, A, B, C, have, in regard to real points, the
two following properties : (1) Any line of the plane either contains

no point of any of the three segments, or contains a point of each
of two of the segments ; (2) If any point P of the plane be joined

I

J
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to A,B and C, and we consider the intersections of the joining lines

PA, PB, PC, respectively, with the lines BC, CA, AB, either, one,

of these intersections, or all, lie in the segments of these lines which

define the possibility considered. If the two segments of the line

BC be denoted by 'a and a, and the two respectively associated

ano-les at A by A and A', with a similar notation for B and C, and

one of the four possibilities spoken of consist of ^, a ;
B,h; C, c,

then another of these consists of A,a;B',b'; C',c', and the other

two are respectively A, a ; B,h; C',c and A', a; B', h' ; C, c.

The other four possibilities consist of the associations, A,a ;

B,b; C,c and A', a ; B',b'; C , c, together with A, a; B',b' ;
C,c

r
C

and ^, a ; B,b; C, c'. For these also a statement can be made as

to the intersections of an arbitrary line with the segments con-

sidered, and the lines joining an arbitrary point, to A, B, C, which

belono- to the angles associated therewith. But this statement will

be different from that which holds for the first four possibilities.

It appears unnecessary to enter into a detailed analysis of the state-

ment made (cf. Vol. \, p. 100).

In what follows we confine ourselves to one ot the tirst tour

possibilities. It is immaterial which one ; but we could, if desired,

describe that one by supposing an additional line given m the plane,

whose intersections with the lines BC, CA, AB would enable us to

distino-uish between the two segments of the line. If we denote the

inter\Sls BC, CA, AB chosen, measured relatively to the absolute

conic, respectively by a, b, c, the other supplementary segments
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BC, CA^ AB may be taken to be, respectively it — a^ tt — 6, tt — c,

as we have seen. Similarly the interval between AB and AC^ asso-

ciated with rt, being denoted by ^, the supplementary interval

between these lines will be tt — ^ ; the intervals adopted at B and C
will likewise be denoted by B and C. So far, as we have seen, this

statement is ambiguous. But if we agree that a shall be positive

and between and ^tt, when the pointy B\ of the line jBC, which is

conjugate to B, in regard to the absolute conic, does not lie in the

segment BC which is denoted by a, then a will be without ambiguity.

In this case, the point, C, of the line BC, which is conjugate to C,

in regard to the absolute conic, will also not lie in the chosen

segment J5C; for, as B,B and C, C are pairs of an involution

whose double points are the imaginary intersections of the line BC
with the imaginary absolute conic, the points J5, B' are separated

by the pair C, C. (Above, p. 158.) Similarly we agree that A shall

be positive and between and ^tt, when the line through A which

is conjugate to AB does not lie in the angle called A, in which case,

for a similar reason, the line through A conjugate to AC will not

lie in the chosen angle A. And we make the like agreement for

6, c, B and C.

We can, for the sake of algebraic symmetry, suppose, for the

present, without loss of generality, that the equation of the absolute

conic is x"^ + y^ -\- z^ = Q. If then, for example, {x\ 7/, z) and {x\y\ z)

be the coordinates of the points A and B, respectively, the interval

c, of A^ B, will be such (p. 171, above) that

xx' + yy' + zz
cos c = + ^ ,

sm c =
ifxfifx'f

wherey^ denotes x^ + y^ + z-, and, for each of the square roots, the
positive real value is to be taken. In cos c, the numerator vanishes

and changes sign when (^r', y\ z') passes over the point, of the line

joining this to (^r, y, z), which is conjugate to (^r, y, z). We can,

therefore, agree to attach to the coordinates of {x, y\ z) such a
sign that the numerator in cos c is positive when c, as defined above,

Q is less than ^tt, and then omit the am-
biguous sign + in the above formula for
cos c.

We now take, first, the particular case in
which the lines AB, AC are conjugate to
one another in regard to the absolute conic.

We denote the coordinates of the points

H A, B, C, respectively, by (x, y, z), {x\y\ z).
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{x'\ y'\ z'\ and denote by i:^, the absolute, positive, value of the
determinant

X, y, z

x\ y\ z
II II I

X , y , z

the minors in this determinant, each with its proper sign, being
denoted, respectively, by

w, t', k;,III
II 1, v , lO

f

II II II

any minor of the determinant formed by these last elements is equal
to the complementary minor of the original determinant, multiplied
by the value of this determinant itself, as is well known. We have
the identity

{^^' - y'^y + {^x - zx)'' + {xy' - x'y)^

= {x- + 3/2 + z^) {x'-^-y'-'^ z -) - {xx' +yy' + zzf ;

from this, or independently, we have

2 {yz - y'z) {yz" -y"z) = tx' . txx" - txx' . ^xx\
which, still using/'r fory(a^), we denote by

-flu\ u") = fx.f{x\x")-f(x,x')f(x,x") , (i).

We similarly have, \ifu mean/'(M),

- Ay(.r>") ^fu.f{u, u") -f(u, u)f{u, u") ...{{{).

Also, as ux + zy + wz — is the equation of the line BC, and so

on, we have, as equivalent to the condition that AB and AC are

conjugate, the equation

/(">") = (iii).

We shall write P, P', P ', t/, U\ U", respectively, for the real

positive numbers (fx)\ {fx')\ (fx")^, (fu)^, (/m)*, {fu")K

For the interval c we have, then,

cos c =f{x\ x')/PP\ sin c = U"/PP\

they(.r, x) being taken positive, or negative, according as c < ^tt,

or c > ^TT. For the angle C we have, similarly,

cosC=±f(u,u')/UU', sinC = AP"/C/C7';

but, the pole of the line CA is on the line AB, and is the point
thereon which is conjugate to A ; the line joining C to this point
is the line through C which is conjugate to CA. Thus C is greater
or less than ^tt, according as c is greater or less than ^tt. Also,

from equations (ii), (iii), we have — A-f(x, x) =f{u")f{u, w'), which
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shews thaty("5^^ ) andy(cr, ^') are of opposite sign. Wherefore we
have

cos C = -f{u,u')/UU'.

We can now shew^ that, of the three intervals a, b, c, either all

are less than ^ir, or, just one of them is less than ^tt. For, let the

polar line of the point B meet the line CA in H, so that H will be

the pole of the line AB, and will be the point of the line CA which

is conjugate to A. By our definition of the triangle considered, if

this line, the polar line of B, do not contain a point of either of the

segments BA, BC, then H will not be in the segment AC; so that,

if each of the intervals a, c is less than ^tt, then b is, also, less than

Itt. But, if this line contain a point of each of the segments BA, BC,
then, also, H is not in ^C; so that, if each of «, c is greater than ^tt,

then, also, b is less than ^tt. When the polar line of B contains a

point of only one of the segments BA, BC, we reach the same con-

clusion.

But equations (i), (iii) give f{x\x")f{x)=f{x,x')f{x,x"\
which is the same as

f{x\x") ^fix,x) fix, x")

P'P' PP' ' PP" '

if then we suppose, when x, y, z have been chosen, that the signs of

x
,
y', z and of x"

,
y" , z' are so taken that, not only

cos c =,f{x, x')IPP',

as has already been agreed, but also cos b =f{x, x'')IPP", we can

infer, remembering that, as has just been seen, one or all of a, b, c

are less than ^tt, that

cos a = cos b cos c (1),

and also cos a =f{x', x")IP'P". Then, from the equation

^'fi^l =f{u)f{ii") - [f{tc', n")]%

by (iii), we have
AP" ^ zr

I
u

UU' PP'/PP"
and hence sin C = sin c/ sin a (2).

Also, from equations (ii), (iii), we have

f(u,u) ^f(x',x")

fu f{x, x")
'

f{n,ii) _ U'
I

U
UU f{x,x")lf{x,x"y

namely cos C = tan 6/tan a (3).

so that

which is
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PVoiii the formulae (1), (2), (3), we deduce at once

sin B = sin 6/ sin a, cos B = tan c/tan a, cos a — cot B cot C
together with

cos jB/cos i = sin C, cos C/cos c = sin fi, tan jB = tan 6/sin c,

tan C = tan c/sin 6.

The sum of the angular intervals for a triangle. An im-

mediate consequence of these formulae is that the angular intervals

B, C have a sum which is greater than ^tt. For we have

cos (B + C) = cos B cos C — sin B sin C = sin B sin C (cos b cos c — 1),

and cos ?; cos c — 1 is in all cases negative. Thus cos(B+C)<0,,
and therefore B + C> -hir. \\' herefore A + B + C >7r.

And this last result is true for any triangle A^ B, C, whether

AB, AC be conjugate lines or not. For, let the lines drawn through

A, B, C, each conjugate to the respectively opposite side, meet in

the point P (Chap, i, Ex. 10). By our definition of the triangle,

one at least of the lines AP^ BP, CP contains a point of the opposite

segment ; for example, suppose that AP contains the point A^ of

the segment BC. We can then apply the above argument to each

of the triangles A, iV, B and A, N, C. If the angular intervals

BAN, NAC be called, respectively,
(f)
and yjr, we have

(f) + B > -^tt,

ylr+C> ^TT, (j) + \lr = A, and hence A + B + C > tt. This is an

important result.

Formulae for a general triangle. Let the line through A
which is conjugate to the a a

line BC meet this in N,
which is not necessarily a

point of the segment BC.
Denote by p the interval

^A'^, and by
(f),

i//-, respec-

tively, the angular intervals

BAN, NAC, with the con-

ventions introduced before in dealing with the right-angled triangle.

We have
siup = sin c sin B = sin b sin C ;

so that we have
sin A sin B _ sin C ,..

,

sin a sin 6 sine

the first of these being introduced by a construction similar to that

here described.

Further, using NC for — CN, and BN for — NB, with a similar

convention for
(f)
and yjr, when necessary, we have

cos n = cos {BN+NC)== cos BN cos NC-sinBN sin NC^

cos b cos c = cos BN cos NC cos^p ;

B. G. II. 12
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hence

cos a — cos b cos c = cos BN cos NC sin^p — sin fiiV sin NC ;

we have, however,

sin b sin c cos A = sin 6 sin c cos ((^ + yjr)

= sin 6 sin c (cos ^ cos ^x^r — sin (j) sin ^Ir),

while _£2!A_sin«-'^ -e^i±__cinC-^Willie - , — olll U — , y - ^_ — Sill I,/ — :
J- ,

cos BN sni c cos NC sni 6

, . , sin ^A'^ . , sin NC
and sin d> = —-. , sm ^r = —.

—

— .

^ sin c sm
hence

sin b sin c cos A = cos 5A^ cos NC sin^p — sin BiV sin NC.

Thus we infer

cos a = cos 6 cos c + sin 6 sin c cos ^ (2).

By a similar proof we have

cos A = — cos B cos C+ sin B sin C cos a (3).

From these formulae it follows, also, that cos a — cos (b + c), being

equal to 2 sin b sin c cos^ ^^, is necessarily positive. Wherefore, if

o- = I (a + 6 + c), we see that each of the products sin <t sin (a — a),

sin a sin (cr — &), sin cr sin (o- — c) is positive ; and from these we can

deduce that a + 6 + c < Stt and b + c > a (Euclid, Book xi. Props.

21, 22). The latter of these two results is deducible from the

former by considering the triangle whose angles are ^, tt — B, tt — C;

and the former is deducible from the previously obtained result,

A + B + C > TT, hy considering the triangle whose vertices are the

poles of the sides of the given triangle. [Add.]

It should perhaps be remarked that though the formulae here obtained are

identical with those usually given for the metrical trigonometry of the sphere,

there is an important distinction between that case and this. For on the plane

two points coincide if the interval between them is tt, while two lines have

only one point of intersection. What are two diametrically opposite points of

the surface of a sphere are here replaced by a single point. The equivalent,

in the present theory, of the geometry of the surface of a sphere, arises below

(p. 196).

The case of a real conic as Absolute. When we take as

absolute conic of reference a real, undegeiierate, conic, of which we
may suppose the equation to bey^r = 0, where^ = —x^ —i/^+ z\ it

is necessary, when we are discussing only the real points of the

plane, to distinguish between points which are interior points of this

conic, and those which are exterior. The former are characterised

by the twofold property (above, p. 164) that every real line through

an interior point meets the conic in two real points, while the tan-

gents to the conic from the point are imaginary. For an exterior

point, 0, the tangents to the conic from are real ; some real lines
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drawn from meet the conic in two real points, others in two
imaginary points, and a line of the former sort is separated by the

two real tangents from a line of the second sort.

It seems unnecessary to enter into great detail. We consider

onlv real points which are interior to the conic; and our main
object is to shew that the results obtained are those which were

found by Lobatschewsky and Bolyai in their (metrical) so-called

non-Euclidean geometry. Bibliographical references are given at

the end of the volume (Note iii).

Let the line joining two interior points, O, P, meet the conic in

M and A', so chosen that A^, 0, P, M are in order; then the ex-

pressions of the symbols of and P in terms

of those of M and N will be of the forms

= M + hN, P =M+ kN, where, if the point

whose symbol is M -h iV be an interior point of

the conic, the real symbols h, k will be positive

and h > k. Thus (0, P ; M,N), or Jr'k, is real

and positive and less than 1, and we may take

for log [(0,P; M,N)] a value — 2o-, where a is

real and positive. Thus the interval 6 as pre-

viously defined, by (Si)-^ log [(0, P ; M, N)], is given by 6 = i<T. If,

for fixed positions of N, 0, M, the point P vary, from N, through 0,

to M, the value of a varies from — x , through 0, to -I- x ; and

cos 6, sin d are, respectively, cosh a and i sinh a. The conic,

— ci'2 — 2/- + s- = 0, meets the lines a: = 0, v/ = each in real points,

but does not meet the line z = in real points ; thus the points

(1, 0, 0) and (0, 1,0) are exterior points, but the pcint (0, 0, 1) is an

interior point ; for this point the expression —af'—y^ + z^ is positive;

this expression is therefore constantly positive for all interior points.

Similarly, if m, = yz — y'z, v, = zx' — z'x, w. = xy' — xy^ be the co-

ordinates of a line, the expression —y? — v^ -\- rc^, which vanishes

when the line touches the conic, has one sign for all lines which

meet the conic in two real points, and the opjjosite sign for lines

not meeting the conic in real points ; the expression is negative for

the line a: = 0, and is thus negative for all lines which meet the

conic in two real points. Again, if {x,y,z) and (x',y',z') be two

interior points, and the signs of x,y, z, as of x',y', z, be properly

taken, the expression — xx' — yy -\- zz' has a definite sign ; for the

polar of an interior point contains only exterior points ; the ex-

pression is thus positive for any two interior points. We see thus

that it is appropriate to replace the formulae

co^d = {-xx'-yy'^-zz'){fx.fx')-\ sind = {fuf{fx.fx')-\

by the formulae

cosh o- = (- xx — yy'+ zz') {fx .fx)

~

^, sinh a = (-Ju)^ (fx . fx)

~

^,

12—2
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replacing {fu)^ by i {—fii)^. All the square roots, as well as cosh cr

and sinh o", are now to be taken positively. These formulae can, if

desired, be continued, to give the interval between an interior point,

0, and an exterior point, P; the interval a will then be of the

form ^iir + \, where X is real.

The interval between two lines which intersect at an interior

point of the conic is to be taken with respect to the two imaginary

tangents drawn to the conic from this point. Thus, as in the case

of the imaginary conic considered above, the functions that enter

are the trigonometrical functions, cos and sin, two lines which are

at an interval tt being coincident. In particular, as before, two
conjugate lines are at an interval ^tt. J

If we consider three points, A, B, C, all interior to the conic, «
such that AB and AC are conjugate lines, the polar line of A lies

entirely exterior to the conic ; and, if this

meet AB and AC, respectively, in B' and C,
these are the poles of AC and AB, respec-

tively. The line, CB', through C, conjugate

to CA, thus meets AB, at B', outside the

conic and, therefore, the angular interval

between CA and CB is less than ^tt. The
same is true of the interval between BA
and BC. Recalling, then, what was seen

above, for the case when the absolute conic

was imaginary, if we use a, b, c for the values of the interval o-

belonging, respectively, to BC, CA, AB and B, C for the angle

intervals ABC and ACB, the formulae for the triangle ABC are

obtainable from those above given for an imaginary conic by merely

replacing cos a, sin a. cos b, sin b, cos c, sin c bv cosh a, sinh a, cosh by

sinh 6, cosh c, sinh c, respectively. In particular,

cos {B + C), — sin B sin C (cosh b cosh c — 1),

is necessarily positive. Thus we have B + C < ^tt, the angle between

AB and AC being ^tt.

From this, as before, for any triangle A, B, C for which A, B, C
are interior to the conic, we infer that A + B + C < "tt.

The angle interval, 6, between two lines ux + vi/ + zc'z = 0,

ii'x + -vy + w'z = 0, which intersect at a point (.r, y, z), is such that

sin ^ is of the form ^ {fx)^ {fu . fu')' ^ ; this interval is then zero

for two lines which intersect on the absolute conic. It is thus

possible, in this case, to have a triangle for which every one of the

three angle intervals is zero, if we allow the vertices to be on the

conic.

The sum of the angles of a triangle and a quadrangle of

three right angles. If we recall (see above, Chap, iv, p. 158) that
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two pairs of real conjugate points, on tlie same line, separate one
another, or do not separate one another, according- as the line meets
the absolute conic in imaginary, or in real, points, we can prove the
important theorem for the sum of the angles of a triangle with
a single assumption of congruence ; we give indications of how this

may be done.

Let A, B, D, C be four points such that AB, CD both pass
through the pole, A\ of AC, while, also, AC,BD both pass through
the pole of AB. The angles

at A, B, C are then all equal

to ^TT. Let Bi be the pole

of BD; this point, which is

on BA\ is separated from
B by A and A' ifAA' meet
the absolute conic in imagi-

nary points. In this case,

the angular interval between DB and DB^ is ^tt, and, therefore, the
angular interval between DB and DC, which is the fourth angle of
the quadrangle ABDC, is greater than ^tt. When however the line

AA' meets the absolute conic in real points, the pole of BD is not
separated from B by A and A'; in this case, let this pole be denoted
by B2 , instead of B^ . The angle BDB.^ being ^tt, the fourth angle,

BDC, of the quadrangle ABDC, is now less than ^tt.

Bearing in mind the important result thus obtained for a quad-
rangle of which three angles are right angles, let A, B, C he any
triangle with a right angle at A ; and, for

convenience, suppose the segments AB, AC
are both less than hir. Let O be the point

of the segment CB such that the intervals

CO and OB are equal. From B draw a line

BN making the angle CBN equal to the

angle ACB. From draw a line to the

pole of AC, meeting this, at right angles,

in M, and meeting BN in N. For the

triangles CMO and BNO we assume, then, (cf. (3), p. 178), that ON
is at right angles to NB. As the angles at A, M, N are right

angles, we can by the preceding result, applied to the quadrangle

AMNB, make an inference as to the angle at B, of this quadrangle

;

and this angle at B is equal to the sum of the angles ABC, ACB,
of the triangle ABC. [Add.]

Comparison with the Lobatschewsky-Bolyai geometry
resumed. Now consider a line meeting the real absolute conic in

the points M and N, and any point, A, interior to the conic, not

lying on this line. We have seen that the a, (cf. p. 179), between

A and any real point of the conic is to be regarded as infinite, and
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that the interval between A and a point exterior to the conic, if

considered at all, is to be regarded as imaginary. In accordance

with our usual preconception of the position of a point as being

determined by its distance from accessible points, it may seem

natural to regard points which are exterior to the conic as not

existent, or as at least inaccessible. If we do this, we shall regard all

the lines through A which have intersections with the line MN as

being limited by the lines AM and AN ; and then we may speak of

AM^AN as the tzm parallels to MN which can be draAvn through ^;
their intersections with the line MN are at an infinite interval from

A, and an infinite number of lines can be drawn through A which

do not intersect MN (at any point interior to the conic). Let the

line drawn through A conjugate toMN intersect this in H, a point

easily seen to be in the segment MN which

is interior to the conic ; let 0, denote, re-

spectively, the angular intervals HAM and
HAN, and let p be the value of the interval

above denoted by a, for AH. As the angles

AMH, ANH are both zero, we infer, from
/V\ 77! y?1 the formulae

sin 6 = cosAMH sech p,
' sin ^ = cos ANH sech p,

which we have obtained, that 6 and
(f)

are equal, both being

sin~^ (sech jo). This would then be what, in the Lobatschewsky geo-

metry, is called the angle of parallelism.

Further, if be any fixed point interior to the absolute conic,

and P a variable interior point such that the interval OP is con-

stant, then P describes a conic having two contacts with the absolute

conic, namely at the (imaginary) points where this conic is met by

the polar line of 0. This conic has the equation

{zz — xx — yy'Y = (^^ — x^ — y-) {z - — x- — «/'") cosh'' <r,

where (^', «/, z) are the coordinates of 0, and a is the constant

interval OP. This conic is that called by Lobatschewsky a circle,

of which (x\ y , z) is the centre. If any chord, MN , of this ciicle.

meet the absolute conic in M and A'',

and H, K be the two points which

are the double points of the involu-

tion determined by the pairs iV/, jV

and M', N', the one of these points

which is interior to the absolute conic

being H, it is easy to see that the

intervals iV'Zf and HM' are equal, and that the line drawn through

H conjugate to M'N' passes through O. In words, the lines, drawn

I
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through the middle points of the chords of a circle at right angles

to these chords, all pass through the centre of the circle.

If through every point R^ interior to the absolute conic, of a line

which meets the conic in two

real points, a line be drawn at

right angles to this line, and

thereon a point, P, be taken so

that the interval BP is always

the same (the point P being, in

a sense to be explained, always

on the same side of the given

line) then the locus of P is

that called by Lobatschewsky

an equidistant curve. In fact, if

O, the pole of the given line, be
• -n i 4.u 4-

a point exterior to the given conic, the locus of a pomt P such that

the interval OP is constant, is precisely such an equidistant curve.

The corresponding locus, of P, may be considered when is a

point of the absolute conic. This will then be a conic whose four

intersections with the

absolute conic all coin-

cide at one point. This

is the horocycle of Lo-

batschewsky. The lines

bisecting at right angles

the chords of the horo-

cycle are all parallel,

that is, they all pass

through a point (0) of
, ^ u i

the absolute conic. This fact enables us to construct a horocycle

passing through a point iV' ; for draw through this a detoite line

NO, then d?aw any line N'HM' ,the pomt H being such that the

ano-le HN'O, is the angle of parallelism for a line through N which

is to be parallel to the line, HO,, drawn through^ at right angles

to iV'ff, namely cosh iV'i? is equal to cosec {0,NH) (see above).

The point M' I then such that M'H^HN'. If NV, remain the

same, the angle O.N'H being allowed to vary, the locus of M is a

horocycle. (This construction is given by Lobatschewsky, Geo-

metrische Untersuchungen zur Theorie der Parallellmien, Reprint,

Berlin, 1887, ^ 31, p. 37.) If two horocycles have the same centre,

and a variable line through meet these, respectively, m P and ^

the interval PQ is constant ; or, two concentric horocycles cut equal

segments on two parallel lines passing through their common centre

(Lobatschewsky, loc. cit. § 33, p. 39).
^ t ^i f „

Case of degenerate conic as Absolute. In the case of a
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conic represented in point coordinates by z"^ + k (x"^ + 1/^) = 0, or in

line coordinates by kw'^ + v? + t^^ = 0, say, respectively, foc = and
Fu = 0, the interval, p, between two points {x\ y/, z\ {x, y\ z)
is, save for sign, such that

{fx . fx'Y cosp = Zz' -\- K (XX' + 3/3/'),

(fx .fx')^ sin j9 = [k [« {xy' — x'yf + {xz' — x'zf + {yz — y^)^]} S
and the angle, 6, between two lines

ux -\-vy -{ ivz = 0, u'x + v'y + w'z = 0,

save for sign, is such that

(Fu . Fu')^ cos 6 = Kww' + uii + vv\

(Fu . Fu'Y sin 6 =[k {nw — u'zvy + k, {vw — vwf + {icv — uvfY.
Consider what these become, supposing k to be positive, when,

first, K approaches to zero, and, second, with the usual phraseology,
K becomes indefinitely great. In the former case the absolute conic

becomes the point pair given by ^r = 0, .r f ??/ = 0, or by w^ + »* = 0.

In this case the interval jp becomes zero, but in such a way that

p .K-h approaches to the limit, d, which is given by

d = [{xz — x'z)- + {yz' — y'zfYJzz ;

the interval, 6, however, remains finite, being, save for sign, such that

cos 6 = {uu + vv')/mm', sin 6 = {uv' — u'v)lmm\

where m"^ = v? + v^, rn"^ = u''^ + v'^. When k becomes infinitely great

the absolute conic becomes the line pair given by x ± iy = 0. The
interval p becomes such that

COSJ9 = {xx + yy')lnn\ smp = {xy — x'y)lmi,

where n^ = x'^ +3/^ n- = x'^ + y'^ ; and the interval 6 becomes zero,

but in such a way that 6 . k^ approaches to the limit
(f)

given by

(j) = [{mc' — II w)- + {vw' — v'wf^licxv .

Consider the former case, obtained by supposing k to vanish. If

we regard the line ;2 = as consisting of those inaccessible points

which we ordinarily speak of as being at infinity, this case may be
held to include the familiar metrical geometry of the Greeks, on
the basis of which measuring instruments at present in use are

constructed. This usual metrical geometry evidently assumes that

when two points are given, the segment which joins them is without

ambiguity, being that segment of the line joining them which does

not contain a point of the line 2 = 0. It will be natural enough to

make that convention ; for the degenerate conic of reference may
be regarded as arising from an imaginary conic, (« > 0), and such

conic contains no real point of any line considered ; or may
be regarded as arising from a real conic, (/c < 0) ; and we have
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considered, in that case, only points lying within the conic. When
that convention is made, only triangles being considered whose
segments contain no point of the line ;sr = 0, by putting a = /c^a,

^=K-h^ 7 = «-<•, we may deduce from the formulae, previously
given (above, pp. 177, 178), using a', /5', 7' in place of ^, B, C,

sin a'/sin a. = sin ^','s'm /3, cos a = cos ^ cos 7 + sin /3 sin 7 cos a',

cos a' = — cos y8' cos 7' + sin /S' sin 7' cos a,

the respective results

a~K sin a = b~^. sin /3', a^ = b'^ + c^ — 2hc cos a', cos a = — cos (^' + 7').

These may also be deduced independently. The last of these follows

from a' +j5' + 7' = tt, which can be proved, as by Euclid, from the
fact that two lines BA,
CA, which meet z = in

the same point A, are at

equal angular intervals,

^5r,^Cr,with a line iSC ^^^
meeting them in B and C, ^.J^^^^''\t
respectively. As before, —^t7

J q
this assumes that the seg-

ment BC contains no point of :3r = ; the point T is the point of

the line ;: = 0, on the line BC^ on the other segment BC.
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It follows from this* that if we consider an (improper) triangle

of which the segments AB, AC contain points ojf z = 0, but
the segment BC contains no such point, and A, B, C denote the

angular intervals BAC, CBA^ ACB, then A + ir — B + tt — € = 77, or

B + C = 'Tr + A. In particular when A = ^tt, that is, when the points

of intersection of AB and AC with z = are harmonic in regard to

the absolute points, /, J, lying on ;2: = 0, we have A + B + C = Stt.

It appears sufficiently clear from this that any statement of the

ordinary Euclidean geometry, even one which has reference to

measurement, continues to hold when the so-called line at infinity

is replaced by any line of the plane, and the so-called circular points

at infinity are replaced by any two conjugate imaginary points

lying thereon-j-. [Add.]

The arbitrariness and comparison of the several methods
of measurement. When intervals, between points and between

lines, are measured by means of an imaginary conic, the figure

considered is sometimes said to lie in an elliptic plane ; when the

conic is real, in an hyperbolic plane ; and, when the conic of reference

is a point pair, in a parabolic, or Euclidean plane. The phraseology

is convenient ; but it is apt to be misconceived. J'he plane and the

geometry (though not the symbols, or numbers, associated with

intervals) are the same in all the three cases. Statements in regard

to the intervals are to be considered as abbreviated statements in

regard to particular combinations of the algebraic symbols merely

;

and we have sought to shew that the symbolism is not a necessary,

though it is sometimes a convenient, support of the geometrical

theory. No deduction of a really geometrical kind can be legiti-

mately based on statements of which any particular conception of

distance forms an indispensable part ; such statements are equivalent

* In this deduction the fundamental fact that the angles ACT, ABT (in the first

two diagrams) are equal, follows from the formulae for cos 6, sin 6 on page 184, two
lines meeting on z = having equal ratios ti'fv'. The last four diagrams illustrate

the proof of a' + ^' + y'= irin the various cases, similarly marked angles being equal.

t But a difference is necessary in the definition of movement when we pass to

the case in which the Absolute conic becomes a point-pair. The linear transformation
of the plane leaving an undegeneratc conic unaltered is uniquely determined by its

effect upon the range of points on the conic; but the pair of points z = 0, x- + y-~0
is unaltered by every transformation Xi = mx, y^ = mij, z-^ — z. For the former case

the self-transformation of the conic involves that the distance of two points is

unaltered (cf. p. 169) ; for the latter case it is necessary to introduce this condition.

Thereby, as may be shewn directly (p. 184), the formulae for a movement takes the

forms (still involving three arbitrary constants)

xi=px-qy + r, yi = qx+pjj + s, z^ = z,

where jy^ + q^^l. These may be obtained from the formulae of p. 169, if therein we

first put 2/c~-, z-^K~^ in place of 2, Zj, so that the formulae may relate to the self-

transformation of 2--1-K (.T--t-2/^) = 0, then divide the coefficients on the right by

i(D2-fC2-^--B-), then put rtiK^, jik^ in place of A, B, and then, regarding the

ratios of C, D, m, n as definite, put k = 0.
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only to statements in regard to the behaviour of particular measur-
ing instruments, which must rest on physical hypotheses.

In illustration of this general remark , we may, if we please, apply
two of the systems of measurement simultaneously. Thus, let

A^B^Che any three points, and consider a triangle formed with
these, in the sense explained above when discussing the reference to

an imaginary conic. Let the segment intervals, J5C, CA, AB, with
reference to a certain imaginary absolute conic, be denoted, respec-

tively, by Of, yS, 7, and the angle intervals, BAC, CAB, ABC, cor-

responding thereto, be denoted, respectively, by a, /8', y. If we
take any three- points as reference points for coordinates, and two
points /, J which, relatively to these reference points, are given by
z = 0, X ± ii/ = 0, we can also measure the segments and angles, as

explained above, with reference to the point pair /, J ; let them be
denoted then, respectively, by a, b, c. A, B, C. Then both the

equations

cos a = cos yS cos 7 + sin y8 sin 7 cos a,

and a* = 6^ -f- c- - 2bc cos A,

are true.

An interesting application of this liberty, which has some im-
portance of its own, may be made. This expresses the interval,

measured with reference to the imaginary conic x' + 1/"^ + z^ = 0,

between two lines, by means of an integral which is to be evaluated

with measurements of distance and angle that are made relatively

to the point pair, /, J, given by z = 0, a:±i^ = 0. Represent x/z,

yjz, respectively, by X and Y ; an element of area, with the

Euclidean reference, is, we may assume, on the basis of familiar

notions, given by dXcIY, or by rdrdd, where r is the Euclidean
distance from a point, and 6 the Euclidean angle from a fixed line.

If two lines, intersecting in 0, be given, of equations ux+vy+ wz=0,
u'x -T v'y 4- iv'z = 0, these may be regarded as defining a region, (P)

and {P ), over which the integral

dXdY X

\l
may be taken (every element dXdY being
positive). It will be found that the integral

is then equal to tivice the interval between

the lines, measured in regard to the conic

x'^ -^y^ + z^= 0. Of this statement we may
give indications of a straightforward proof.

Let d denote the Euclidean distance from
the origin z, or (0, 0, 1), to the intersection, 0, of the lines, r de-

note the Euclidean distance from to a point, P, of the region of
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intecrration, and 6 the Euclidean angle between the line zO, and

the line OP. The integral is then

dd rdr{(l +d^ + r" + Mr cos ^) " ^ + ( 1 + d' + r^ - Mr cos d) ~ '

Jo

where ^ is the angle between the line zO and one of the given lines,

<^' the angle between zO and the other given line. This form of the

integral is obtained by pairing together points, P and P', on a line

through O, in regard to which the harmonic conjugate of is on

the line :s = ; the factor r cos ^, arising for P, corresponds to a

factor r cos {6 + tt), or (— r) cos ^, arising for P'. To carry out the

integration, we may notice that

jxdx \{x - of + h']-^== [ax - {a? + Jf)] h'^ [{x - of + J^] "

^

and utilise the identity

I'V - v'U iV - vU
cos cos

im + vv + WW
*'A *A ss

where

C/ = vw' — v'w, V = wu' — w'u, s^ = n- + v" + w^,

s'^ = u" + t;'--' + w\ A2 = C/^ + F-.

The integral will then be found to become

2 cos~^ [iim + xw' + ww')jss'\

On the basis of this result, we may speak of the extent, relatively
j

to the imaginary conic, of a region of the plane, meaning thereby
|

the value of the integral, evaluated, with the parabolic measure-

ments, as here, over this region. In this sense, any two lines enclose!

a finite extent, equal to 9,A, where A is the interval between the

lines, measured by the imaginary conic. The two lines enclose two

regions, which are complementary ; the sum of the extents of these

two regions is that of the whole plane, which is thus finite. The
angular interval, in regard to the imaginary conic, for the other

region, is tt — ^, and the extent of this is Stt - ^A. Thus ^tt is the

extent of the whole plane.

Thus also the extent of a triangle, in terms of the angular!

V
intervals of it, with reference to the!

\n! imaginary conic, is A + B •\- C — it.]

\i For, if the extent of the triangle be]

denoted by A, the whole plane is!

made up of four regions whose re-|

spective extents are 9,A — A, 2J5 — A, I

2C — A, and A ; putting the sum of

these equal to Stt, we find

A = ^ + i? + C-7r.
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Conversely, we may avoid the use of the integral, by defining the
extent of a triangle as being A + B + C — tr, allowing this to apply
also to the triangle whose angular intervals are C, ir — A, tt — B,
and assuming that the extent of a composite region is the sum of

the extents of its component regions. For the extent between the

lines CA, CB we should thus obtain

[A + B+C-'Tr] + [C+7r-A + 'Tr-B-7rl or 2C.

Ea: 1. Shew that the extent of a circle, relatively to the imaginary
conic, that is of the conic whose equation is

(xx + yy + zzf = (.r- + y- + z^) (x^ + y'^ + z'-) cos^ ;-,

is Stt (1 — cos r).

Ex. 2, If o- be the interval, relatively to the imaginary conic,

between two points, prove that the integral Ida, extended along the
circle, has the value SttsIu r. (Cf. p. 200.)

The remarks in the present section are largely anticipatory ; it

will be understood that they are intended to be suggestive, and are

not complete.

Plane metrical geometry by projection from a quadric
surface. Spherical geometry. In Chap, m we have considered

the theory of the circle, or of geometry with two absolute points of

reference. In the present chapter we have considered the theory
with reference to an absolute conic. These are in pursuance of the
plan we have adopted, of devoting the present volume to geometry
in one plane. AVe shall see in detail, in a subsequent volume, that a
plane in which two absolute points are given is more properly to be
regarded as the projection of a surface, called a quadric, existing in

space of three dimensions, which has the property of being met in

two points by an arbitrary line. The centre of projection lies on
this surface. Similarly, a plane in which an absolute conic is given

is naturally suggested by the projection of the points of a quadric,

from a centre of projection not lying on the quadric. It appears,

therefore, to be necessary to make some remarks here in regard to a
quadric surface ; as we are to deal with geometry in three dimensions

in the next volume, these remarks will be brief, and incomplete.

We have already, in Volume i, p. 82, constructed, from four

points A, B, C, D which do not lie in a plane, a point whose symbol,
in terms of the symbols of these points, is

P = \A + fjLB + X/xC + D ;

if we denote this by P = xA + yB -\-zC + tD, we have xy = zt ; con-

versely, any point whose coordinates, x, y, z, t, relatively to A, B, C, D,
satisfy this equation, is such a point as P, for suitable values of

A, and ytt. It is the aggregate, or locus, of all such points which we
speak of here as a quadric surface. For our purpose it will be con-
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venient to use |, ^ instead of x, y, subject to x= ^ + ir], y = ^ -irj,

so that the equation takes the form ^^ + r]^ = zt. We can shew that

the surface contains an infinite number of lines, which break up into

two systems, there being one line of each system through every point

of the surface. Every line of either system, in fact, meets every line

of the other system, but two lines of the same system do not inter-

sect. For, first, whatever 6 may be, every point (|, 77, ^, t) which is

such that ^ + i'n = dt,^ — ir) = 6~^z, is evidently such that ^'^+r)^=zt,

and is, therefore, a point of the surface; such a point has the

symbol OtA + d~^zB + zC + tD, and is a point of the line joining the

points whose symbols are d~^B + C, 6A + D; the two equations

taken together thus represent this line. By taking different values

of 6, we thence obtain a system of lines. If (^o? ^o? ^05 ^0) be any

point of the surface, the equal values, (|o + ^'^o) io~\ ^0 (^0 — i^o)"\ give

a value of 6 for which the line contains this point. It is easy, more-

over, to verify that two lines of this system, for the respective values

6, (j) of the parameter, given by ^ + ir]= ^i-, ^ — h — ^~^^ and

^ + ir} = (fit, ^ — ir]= 4>~^z, do not meet.

Similarly, the surface contains another system of lines, of which

one is given by f— iv = 4>^, ^+ iv = 4'~^2-> one of which passes through

every point of the surface. No two of these intersect. But this line

meets that, of the former system, given by ^+ir] = 6t, ^—ir] = 6~^z,

in the point given by ^ + ir] = 6, ^ — ir} = cf), z = 6(p, t = 1.

It is easy to prove that any line of the threefold space contains

two points of the quadric, unless it consist wholly of points belonging

thereto ; for the substitution in xy = zt of values x^ + axo, 3/1 + cry2,

Zi + az.,, ti + at^, respectively for x, y, z, t, leads to a quadric equa-

tion for o". Further, that the points of an arbitrary plane, which lie

on the quadric, are the points of a conic ; for, let any line of this

plane meet the quadric in the two points P and R, of coordinates

(^n «/n ^n ^1) and (^3, ysi Z3, t^) ; and let Q (^2,3/2, Zz, h) be another

point of this plane, not on the line PR: if, then, in xy — zt, we
replace x, y, z, t, respectively, by Xi+ 6Xi + (f)X3, and similar ex-

pressions, we find that
<f>

is expressible in terms of ^ ; by choosing

Q suitably, this leads to a symbol, for any point of the quadric lying

in the plane, of the form P+ 7n6Q + nd'^R. This shews that all such

points lie on a conic. In particular, the plane containing the two
lines of the quadric which meet in any point, P, of the surface, con-

tains no other points of the quadi'ic than the points of these two

lines. This plane is called the tangent plane of the quadric at P.

The lines are called the generating lines, or generators, of the sur-

face, at P.

Any equation which is linear (and homogeneous) in the co-

ordinates, ^, 77, 2, t, of a point, expresses that this point lies on a

definite plane ; this equation may then be called the equation of

i
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the plane. If the equation be - c^ + 9fr) + 2^f + hz = 0, the point

(^ + iq) A + (^- irj) B + zC + tD, being, in virtue of this equation,
the same as

c {^+i^)A + c (^-ir])B+ czC + {^fn + 2g^ + hz) D,

or I (cA + cB+ 2gD) + rj {icA - icB + 9fD) + z{cC + hD\
is a point of the plane containing the three points whose symbols
are, respectively,

c{A + B) + ^gD, ic(A-B) + 2fD, cC + hD-
bv proper choice of c,y, g, h, this is any plane whatever.

In particular, the three equations ^ = 0, rj = 0, z = represent,
respectively, three planes. And these intersect in the point of co-
oidinates (0, 0, 0, 1 ), that is, the point D. This is a point of the
quadric, since these coordinates satisfy the equation ^- + 77* = zt.

The line which joins this point, D, to any point, of coordinates

(^, 77, z, t\ meets the plane whose equation is ^=0, in the point

(1^, 7], z, 0). This point is the projection, from D, of the point

(1^, 77, z, t). Any point of the quadric, other than D itself, can thus
be made to correspond, by projection, to a point of the plane ^ = 0.

But the line which is expressed by the two equations ^+277=0,
z = 0, is wholly on the quadric; and this line passes through D;
every point of the quadric lying on the line is, therefore, projected

from D into the saime point of the plane ^ = 0. So, likewise, is every
point of the quadric lying on the line expressed by the two equa-
tions ^ — i77 = 0, ^ = 0. Every point of the plane ^ = 0, other than
the two points so obtained, is the projection of a definite point of
the quadric. These two exceptional points of the plane ^ = are,

necessarily, themselves points of the quadric ; if we denote them by
/ and J, we may regard the point D of the quadric as projecting

into the line IJ.

In this projection, the points of the quadric which lie on any
plane passing through D pi'oject into the points of a line, in the
plane t = 0, and conversely. A plane not passing through D is

intersected by the generators of the surface at D (whose equations

are | + 277 = 0, z = and ^— irj =0, ^ = 0) in two points, say, /'

and J'; the points of the quadric lying on such a plane project,

therefore, into the points of a curve, in the plane ^ = 0, which
passes through the points / and J. If the plane in question be
that given by the equation —ct + ^frj + 2g^ + hz = 0, we see, elimi-

nating t by means of ^^+ r]- = zt, that the equation of this curve is

— f (|- + 77^) + 2/77^ + ^g^z -f- hz- = 0. The curve is that we have, in

Chap. Ill, called a circle, relatively to the points /, J. In particular,

when the plane contains the point D, we have c = 0, and the circle

degenerates into the line, in the plane ^ = 0, given by 2 = 0, together
with another line.
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Thus the geometry in a plane, relative to two absolute points,

which we have considered in Chap, iii, may be regarded as the

geometry dealing with the points of a quadric surface. A circle

in the plane is thereby replaced by a plane section of the quadric

surface.

Consider, from this point of view, the measurement of angle

between two lines in the plane ^ = 0, relatively to the points /, J.

Let the lines intersect in Q, and meet the line IJ, respectively, in

the points M, N. The measurement, we have explained (above,

p. 167), is by means of the range M, N, /, J. The four lines Q3/,

QN, QI, QJ, of the plane t = 0, are projected from D by means of

four planes which intersect in the line DQ. Any plane, not con-

taining the line DQ, is met by these four planes in a flat pencil of

four lines which is related to the pencil Q (M, iV, /, J), in the sense
1

explained in Vol. i ; in particular we may take the tangent plane

of the quadric at D, which is met by these four planes in the pencil

D{M, N, I, J). Let DQ meet the quadric surface in Q' (beside D);

there is, at Q\ one generator which meets the generator DI, say

in /', and another generator which meets the generator DJ, say

in J . It is easy to verify

D^ that the tangent line of]

any plane section of the

quadric, at any point, lies

in the tangent plane of the

surface at that point. The
planes DQM, DQN give

rise to two conies lying on
the quadric surface, which
have the points Q' and D
for common points ; the

tangent at Q of the former

!

conic meets the tangent of this at Z), in a point, say, U, which is

on the line DM in w^hich the plane DQM meets the tangent plane,

DIJ, at D ; similarly, the tangent at Q of the latter conic meets

the tangent of this at D, in a point V lying on DN. These points

C7, V are in the tangent plane of the quadric at Q . Thus the pencil

Q'(U,V,I , J') is related to the pencil Q (M

,

N, I, J). Two tangent

planes can be drawn to the quadric surface from an arbitrary line,

as w^e may see bv taking the two points where the line meets the

quadric, and considering the intersections of the generators of the

surface at one of these points with the generators of the surface at

the other of these two points. In our figure, as I'D, I'Q are

generators, and J'D, J'Q' are generators, the planes DI'Q' and
DJ'Q' are the tangent planes of the surface which can be drawn
through the line i)Q; thus the axial pencil of planes which has

A
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been spoken of, consists of the two planes through DQ containing

the lines Q_M and QN, together with the two tangent planes to the

surface from the line DQ. It is by considering the two former

f)lanes, with respect to the two latter, that the angle between the

ines Q3/, QN is measured.

It can be shewn that if, through any point E^ a line be drawn to

meet the quadric surface in R and S, and the point F be taken

thereon harmonic to E in regard to R and 5", then the locus of F,

for all such lines drawn through E, is a plane. This plane, say ^, is

called the polar plane ofE in regard to the quadric. For the quadric

^jf.Tf = zt, its equation is 2 (^|'+ r)r]') = zt'+ z't, where (|', rj', z, t')

are the coordinates of E, If the polar plane of one point, E, contain

a point, F, then the polar plane of F contains the point E ; two
such points, E, F, are said to be conjugate in regard to the quadric.

To any arbitrary plane there is one point, called its pole, of which

the plane is the polar plane ; if the pole of one plane lie on another

plane, the pole of this other lies on the former ; two such planes are

said to be conjugate. To any plane drawn through a given line,

there corresponds another plane passing through the line, conjugate

to the former plane ; the pairs of planes so obtainable form an axial

pencil in involution, of which the double elements are the two
tangent planes to the quadric w^hich can be drawn through the

given line.

With this, we can state in another way the condition adopted in

Chap. Ill for the lines QM, QN to be at right angles to one another

in regard to / and J, which was that M and N should be harmonic

conjugates in regard to / and J. It requires that the planes DUQ\
DVQ' should be harmonic in regard to the tangent planes, DI'Q\
DJ'Q\ drawn to the quadric from the line DQ. Thus, from what is

said above, the condition is that the planes DQM and DQN should

be conjugate to one another in regard to the quadric.

Now suppose we take two circles in the plane ^ = 0, intersecting

in the point Q, and in another point, R, in addition to / and J. We
may consider the pencil of four lines, consisting of QI, QJ and the

two tangents of these circles at Q. Let DQ and DR meet the quadric

again, beside D, in Q' and R\ respectively. The pencil of four lines,

spoken of, passing through Q, is, we have seen, related to a pencil

of four lines through Q', lying in the tangent plane of the quadric

atQ'; these lines are the generators of the quadric at Q' (corre-

sponding to Q/, QJ), and the tangents at Q' of the two plane sec-

tions of the quadric which, as we have seen, project, from D, into

the two given circles of the plane ^ = 0. Through these four lines,

in the tangent plane at Q', we can draw four planes all passing

through the line Q'R', so determining an axial pencil of planes re-

lated to the plane pencil in question. Of these planes, one will be

B. G. II. 13
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a plane containing one of the generators at Q and, also, that

generator at R' which intersects this ; this plane will be a tangent

plane to the quadric drawn through the line Q'R' ; another of the

four planes will be that containing the other generator at Q', of the

quadric, together with the generator at R' which intersects this, this

being the other tangent plane to the quadric drawn from the line

Q R'. The other two planes of the axial pencil through Q'R' are

the planes of the two sections of the quadric which project, from D,

into the two given circles. In accordance with what is said at the

beginning of this chapter, the angle between the tangents at Q, of

the two given circles, may be measured by the plane pencil, of centre

Q, by taking these tangents with respect to QI and QJ. By what

we have now said, it may also be measured by taking the plane

sections of the quadric, through the line Q'R\ which project from

D into the given circles, and considering these planes with respect

to the two tangent planes of the quadric which can be drawn

from the line Q'R'. Incidentally, it appears that the circles cut

at the same angle at both their common points, Q and R. In

particular, the circles cut at right angles if the two plane sec-

tions of the quadric, which project from D into these circles, are

in planes which are conjugate to one another in regard to the

quadric.

In these discussions, the lines and circles whose inclinations have

been considered lie in the plane t = 0, which is in fact a tangent

plane of the quadric, namely at the point (0, 0, 1, 0). It is true,

however, that a plane section of the quadric projects, from a point

D of the quadric, into a circle upon any plane whatever, if the two

absolute points for this plane are taken to be the points in which

the generators of the quadric, at D, meet this plane.

Let us now replace the coordinates z and t by coordinates ^, t by
means of z = r-\-!^, t = T — ^; the equation of the quadric then

takes the form |'^ + v^+ ^'^= t^ There is in the plane t = a conic,

lying on the quadric, given by ^^ + r)^+ ^^=0. This conic meets

an arbitrary plane, cr, of the threefold space in two points. Let us

agree to take for the two absolute points of this plane, ct, in the sense

discussed at length in Chap, in, these two points of this quadric.

For a tangent plane of the quadric, say, at Q', these two points,

lying on the quadric and on this plane, are the two points in which

the plane t = is met by the generators of the quadric at Q'. The
effect is, then, that the angle between the tangent lines of the two

plane sections of the quadric, at a point Q' where these sections

intersect, as we have been led to consider it, is in fact obtainable

by the rule, applied to the tangent plane of the quadric at Q\ which

we originally (p. 167) adopted for geometry in a plane ; but, at the

same time, the suggestion clearly arises of considering the interval
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between two points, of tlie plane t = 0, by a reference to a fixed

conic lying in this plane.

Metrical geometry in regard to an absolute conic. We
proceed now to consider this measurement in regard to a fixed

conic from the point of view we have reached by introducing the

quadric surface.

Denote the point f =0, 7; = 0, ^=0, which does not lie on the

quadric, whose equation is ^- + t]- + ^'= t-, by 0. It is easily seen

that the plane t = is the polar plane of in regai'd to the quadric.

Anv point, say, Q', of the quadric, may be projected from on to

the plane t = 0, giving a point, say, Q^. All points, Q\ of the

quadric which lie on a plane passing through 0, give rise, then, to

points, Qi, lying on a line of the plane t = 0. Consider two plane

sections of the quadric whose planes pass through ; the common
points, say Q' and R', of these two sections of the quadric, will then

lie in line with 0. We have seen that the angle between the tangent

lines, at Q', of these sections, obtained by considering these lines

with respect to the generators of the quadric at Q\ may be obtained

also bv considering the planes of the two sections with respect to

the two tangent planes of the quadric which can be drawn through

the line Q'R'. Now consider the four lines in which these planes

meet the plane t = ; as OQ R Q^ are in line, these four lines meet
in the point Qi of the plane t = 0. Two of these lines, corresponding

to the tangent planes of the quadric drawn through Q'R., are the

intersections with t = of the planes joining to the generators

of the quadric at Q' ; the other two of the four lines are the inter-

sections with T = of the planes of the two given sections. We can

shew that the two former lines are the tangent lines, from Qi, to

the conic of the plane r = given by |- + r;- + ^- = 0. For let one

of the generators at Q\ of the quadric, meet the plane t = 0, say,

in H ; this point is on the section of the quadric by the plane r = 0,

that is, on the conic p + »;- + t' = 0- The plane t = being the

polar plane of 0, it is easy to see that the tangent plane of the

quadric at H passes through ; this tangent plane contains the

generator Q'H. Thus the plane joining to this generator meets

T = in a line which touches the conic ^- + t;'- + ^' = at H, as was

said. We are thus led from the measurement of the angle, at Q\
between two lines, meeting at this point, lying in the tangent plane

at Q', by means of two absolute points of this plane, to the

measurement of the angle, at Qi , between two lines, meeting at this

point, lying in the plane t = 0, by means of the tangent lines drawn
from this point to the conic ^- + 77- + ^- = 0.

Next consider any two points of the quadric, say, Q' andK'. Let

them be projected from into the two points, Qi and ^1, of the

plane t = 0. Suppose that we measure the interval between the

13—2
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points Q' and isT', as points of the quadric surface, bv the angle

between the lines OQ' and 0K\ taken in respect to the two abso-

lute points of the plane Q'OK , these being, as before, the points

where this plane meets the conic r = 0, ^'^ + rf + ^^ = 0. We are

thus led to measure the interval between the points, Qi and K^^ of

the plane t = 0, by considering these with respect to the two points

in which their joining line meets the absolute conic of their plane.

Thus, finally, the plane metrical geometry w^e have explained in

this chapter, relatively to a fixed absolute conic, which gives an
interval between two lines, and an interval between two points, is

seen to be obtainable by projection of a geometry upon the quadric

surface, the centre of projection, 0, not being on the quadric. Lines

of the plane are replaced by sections of the quadric, whose planes

pass through the centre of projection, O. The interval between two
points on the quadric surface is understood to be the interval

between the lines joining these to 0, taken with respect to the abso-

lute points of the plane containing these joining lines ; the interval

between two lines of the plane is replaced by the interval between

two lines lying in a tangent plane of the quadric surface, again taken

with respect to the absolute points of this plane.

But this reduction of the metrical plane geometry, with respect

to an absolute conic, to metrical geometry on a quadric surface,

with respect, in the case of every plane concerned, to two absolute

points in that plane, calls for a further important remark. While
any point, Q', of the quadric, gives rise, by projection from O, to a

single point, Qi, of the plane, this last gives rise, conversely, not

only to Q', but also to the second point, jB', in which the line OQj
meets the quadric. Thus, whereas two points of the plane coincide

when the interval between them, in regard to the absolute conic, i§

IT (or any odd multiple of tt), the corresponding points of the

quadric surface do not then coincide, but are two points in line with

0. Two points of the quadric surface coincide only when the

interval between them is 0, or Stt, or an even multiple of tt. The
geometry of the points of a plane, in this book, is in fact that of

lines, extended in both directions, passing through a point outside

the plane. In the geometry on the quadric surface, which we may
call spherical geometry, any such line gives rise to tico points. In

the plane two lines have one point in common ; on the quadric sur-

face, two plane sections are curves having tzco points in common.
With proper conventions, the metrical formulae we have found for

a triangle, when the measurements are with respect to an imaginary

conic, continue to hold on the quadric given by the equation

^2 ^ ^2 _|_ ^2 _ ^.2^ ifi which the coordinates ^, 77, ^, r are real ; the arcs

between two points being taken on planes through the point

(0, 0, 0, 1), and measured, as explained, with respect to the twa
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points in which the planes meet the conic |- + 77^ + ^^ = 0, r = ;

while the angles between two such arcs are measured, on the tangent
plane of the qnadric, at the point of intersection of the arcs, with

respect to the two points in which this plane meets the same conic.

But there are many cases in which the distinction between the

plane geometry and the spherical geometry is of importance. As a
single example we may refer to the following : C3n the quadric
^'" + 7;- + ^- = T-, consider the four points, A^ B, C, D, of coordinates,

respectively, (—a, 6, c, 1), {a^—h^ c, 1), (a, 6, — c, 1), (—a, —6, — c, 1),

where a, 6, c are arbitrary real symbols such that a- + 6- + c^ = 1

.

These can be joined in pairs by six arcs, lying on the quadric in

planes which pass through the point (0, 0, 0, 1), forming four tri-

angles ABC, BCD, CAD, ABD, in such a way that if the angles of

the first of these be called A, B, C, those of the others are, respec-

tively, C,B, A\ A, C, B and B, A, C ; the four triangles, which
together exhaust the whole sui'face of the quadric, are in fact equal

to one another, in angles and in arcs. The three angles A,B,C are

such that A+ B + C = Stt. When, however, this figure is projected

from 0, the point (0, 0, 0, 1), on to the plane t = 0, while we get,

from A, B, C, the triangle A^,B^,C^, for which the angles are such

that ^1 -1- i5i + Ci = Stt, the point D^, arising from D, is an interior

point of this, namely is such that every line through it meets two

of the segments SjCj, C^A^, A^B^. (See below, p. 207.)

Representation of the original plane upon another plane.

In the preceding section we have passed from a point, Q, of the

plane, by projection from a point D, lying on a quadric surface, to

a point, Q', of this surface. And then, by projection from a point,

0, not lying on the quadric, to another point Qi, lying on another

plane (that denoted by t = 0). If, with and D given, we consider

the reverse process of passing from Qi to Q, the point Qi will give

rise, by projection from 0, to two points of the quadric surface, say,

Q' and R', and each of these will give, by projection from D, a single

point of the original plane ; so that Ave get two points, Q and R,

corresponding to Qj. But the results of the process will be found to

be interesting, nevertheless. In particular, it will appear that the

distance used by Riemann in his celebrated Dissertation of \S54>,

Ueher die Hypothesen welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen (Werke,

1876, p. 254), which at first sight appears to require that a system

of metrical coordinates has been established beforehand, is in fact

identical with the interval with respect to a conic which we have

considered in the present chapter. Further, the origin of one par-

ticular representation of Lobatschewsky's Geometry (used, for

example, by Poincare, in his remarkable papers on Automorphic
Functions, Acta Math, i, 1882, p. 7) will be made clear.

The absolute conic being supposed to be given by one of the two
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equations ~- 4- .r- + ?/- = 0, z- — a-- — ?/ = 0, and, in the latter case,

limiting ourselves to real values of a\ y, z for which z- — cc- — y- is

positive, as in the earlier part of this chapter, let us associate,

with each point, (.r, y, z), of the plane the positive square root,

i^z^ + af^-^y-)-, or {z- — x^ — y'^y-- If ^^'^ denote this square root by t^

this comes to considering the point {i\ y, z, t). of the quadi'ic surface

expressed, respectively, in the two cases, by the first or second of the

equations .r^ + y- + z- = f-, z- — d'- — y' = t-. This point, (.r. y, z^ t), is

one of the two points in which the quadric is met by the line joining

the point (.r, y, s), of the plane, to the point (0, 0. 0, 1). For the

former quadric surface, this point is an interior point, in the sense

that every line through it meets the quadi'ic in two real points. For
the latter quadric. the point (0, 0, 0, 1) is an exterior point, only

those lines through it which contain points for which z- — a- —y->0
meeting it in real points.

? t

In the case of points of the quadric a'- + y- + ;:- = f-. if we define

I, 77, respectively, by ^ = 2.r (;: + ^), 7; = 9.y {z 4- i), we may take, for

the homogeneous coordinates, oc, y, z, t, of a point of the quadric,

respectivelv,

•r=>, y = v, ^ = l-i(r + ^:), ^=l+i(r+T):
if we take A- = J (f + irj), /* = Mf ~ ^v\ these are the same as

j' = \ + lj., y = — i {\ — /J.). z = 1—X/jl, t = l+\u.
Noticing that

1 = ^ + ^0, 7j=y + t.O, 2 = z+t.l, = t+t(-l),

we mav, if we wish, regard (f, ?;, 2, 0) as the coordinates of a point,

in the original plane of a\ y, z, obtained by projecting the point,

(x, y, z, t), of the quadric, from the point (0, 0, 1, — 1) ; this is a
point of the quadric, being one of the points in which it is met by
the line given by the two equations j" = 0, y = 0. It is clear that,

while any pair (^,77) gives rise only to one point {d',y,z), this point,

being the same as (— .r, —y, — z), gives rise, conversely, beside_

(^, 7]), to the pair

I = —T—. » V =
-z + t' -z + t'
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which are ^' = — -i^
(
^- + t]-), r\ — — ^r)\{ f^ + rf). Interpreting (^, t;, 2)

as rectangular coordinates, so that the equation ^^ + 1;'' = 4 represents

a circle, when (^, 77) is within this circle, then (^', ?;') is without it,

being such that (— ^', —t)') and (^, 77) are inverse points in regard

to this circle (see pp. 67, 109, above). AVhile, therefore, the com-
plete plane (^, t)) corresponds to all the points of the quadric

jc^ -\- y- ->r z^ = <-, the complete plane {x\ y, z) is represented by re-

stricting ourselves, for example, to the interior of the circle ^^4- 77-= 4
(together with, say, the points of the circumference of this circle for

which Tj is positive).

With these formulae, any line of the original plane, with the
equation ux + vy 4- xi'z = 0, becomes, in terms of ^ and 77, the locus

represented by the equation

which, if (^, 77, 2) be coordinates, represents a circle cutting at right

angles the fixed (imaginary) circle whose equation is 1 +:j (f^+77-) = 0.

Any such circle meets the real circle given by the equation

p -I- 77^ — 4 = at the ends of a diameter of this, and is, negatively,

self-inverse in regard to this circle. Two such circles have two
intersections of which only one is interior to the circle

|2 4. ^2 _ 4 = 0.

Further, if {x, y\ z) be any other point of the original plane,

and we introduce corresponding symbols, |', 77', and A,', (jl, the

interval, 6, between the points {x, y, z) and {x\y\z'), relatively to

the conic x- + y- + z^— 0, which, as we have seen, is given by

^ xx -f yri -1- zz
'°'^ =

7f
'

is equally such that

as we at once verify. In terms of ^, 77 and |', 77', this leads to

sin ^e = D/PP',
where

D'-=i[(^'-^y+(v'-vr-i p— i + i(r+77^o, p'^=i+i(p-h77'^).

If we suppose A,' — X,, /u. — fjb to be both small, and replace 6 by dSy

we thence obtain, for the determination of the interval between the
points (1, 77) and {^+d^, 77 4- ^^77), the form [Add.]

[l + i(^^ + T)P*

This may, of course, be obtained directly from the value of ds^ for
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the interval between the points (.r, ?/, z) (.r + dv, y + dy^ z + dz)
;

this latter is found at once to be

2
{ydz — zdyY + (jsdr — xdz)"^ + (^^3/ — ydx^

*
^

(A'- + 3/^ + z^f

The value obtained for ds^ in terms of f, 77, is precisely that found

by Riemann {loc. cit. p. 264) for the element of length appropriate

to a manifoldness which, in his sense, is of constant curvature, given

by the absolute coordinates ^, t). His result is for a metrical mani-

foldness of any number, n, of absolute coordinates. But it may be
shewn, reversing the procedure here followed, that any such mani-

foldness is in correspondence with a manifoldness to which (w -t- 1)
homogeneous coordinates are appropriate ; and that his measure of

length is then obtained by considering the interval between two
points with respect to an enveloping cone of this, as in the preceding

work, where x'^ + y- + z^ = is the equation of the cone formed by
the lines drawn from (0, 0, 0, 1) to touch the quadric x'^ -\-

y"^ + z^ = t'-.

The intermediate parameters X, /u,, which are convenient, but not

necessary, are not available in the general case.

If in the formula for sin^|^, in terms of X, /i, V, /x', we re-

place X,, fjb, respectively, by — /m~^, — X~S and make the correspond-

ing replacements for X,', /x', the form remains the same. This
also happens in the changes by which X and — fi~^ become
{A\ + B)i{CX+ D) and (-Afi,-'+B)/{- Cfx-'+D), wherein A,B,C,D
are arbitrary constants. This last change corresponds to a linear

transformation of the coordinates x, «/, z which is such that the

conic 0^^ + 2/^ + 2^ = remains unchanged. (See p. 169.) The former

change, in terms of ^, ?;, is of the form ^' = - 4|/(|2 4- ,^2^^

7;' = — 477/(^ + 7;^), which has been noticed above. The expression

for sin-^^ is thus unaltered by a transformation obtained by com-
bining these two transformations.

Further, it is easy to compute that, if we measure the angle

between two circles, of equations

«|+ 1;77 + k; [1 - i (p + V')] = 0, w'l + v'v + re' [1 - i (^ + v')] = 0,

by taking the tangents at one of their common points, {^0, tjq), with

respect to the two lines whose equations are | — ^0 + ^ (''7 ~'/o) = 0,

as explained above, then this angle between the circles is equal to

the angular interval between the lines, of the plane (.r, y, z), which
correspond to these circles, this last interval being taken relatively

to the conic x^+y' + z- = 0. That this must be so is obvious

geometrically, as in the preceding section.

I
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And, it may be verified, bv the formulae A' = |[1 — ^ (^" + ''?0]~S

Y = ii\\ - \ (^- + t)]~S that the integral introduced above (p. 187),

to measure the extent of a region, becomes, in terms of ^, 77,

[l + H^ + T)?'
This is unaltered by the substitutions

\yhen applied to a region which does not lie wholly within the

circle ^ + 77^ = 4, it is to be taken only over that part of the region

which does lie within this circle.

The case when the equation of the quadric surface is of the form
z- — x-—y- = t'^ is similar to the preceding. It is convenient, how-
ever, in this case, to make a substitution of the form

x = \-^ fi^ y = \ — X/j,, 2 = 1-1- X/i, t = — i (X, —
fj,)

;

if we take A, = -|(|-f-i7?), /x = ^(^ — i?;), this gives ^ = ^cv/(i/ + z),

V = 2f!(7/ + z), and .r = I, 7/ = 1 - 1 (p+ t;'^), - = 1 + 1 (S^ + jf), t = ,7.

By these formulae, any point of the original plane (.r, ?/, z\ with

the associated positive value of ^, is made to correspond to a point

of the plane in which (^, 77, 2) are coordinates, only the points of

this latter plane for which 77 is positive being considered. The
separating line 7? = plays, however, a different part from that

played by the circle ^'- 4- 7/- = 4 in the former case : the line 77 =
consists of points each corresponding only to one point of the

quadric, and is a natural boundary ; the circle ^^ +Tf = ^ was
generated as a locus of pairs of points, and was a conventional

boundary, convenient but not unique. Further, the formulae give

z- — X- — y^ = 7)- ; thus points of the original plane {x, y, z) which
are outside the conic ^ — x"^ —y- = 0, as they Avould correspond to

a negative value of 77^, are not represented by real points of the

plane (^, 77, 2) ; the curves of the plane (^, 77, 2) corresponding to two
lines of the plane ('.r, 3/, ;r), which do not intersect within the conic

z^ — x?- —y'^ = ^, will be curves with no real intersection. In fact a
line whose equation is ux -\- vy + icz = Q is represented in the plane

(^» ^» ^) bv the locus whose equation is

this is a circle whose centre is on the line 77 = 0, of which, as we
have said, we consider only the points for which 77 is positive. All

such circles arise, if all lines of the original plane be considered, and
conversely. When two such circles intersect in two points, only one
wull be such that 77 is positive ; this will correspond to an inter-

section of two lines, in the original plane, at a point interior to the

conic z- — x^ — y'^ = Q\ when two such circles meet (and therefore

touch) at a point for which »? = 0, they correspond to lines of the
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original plane which meet on the absolute conic, and may, therefore,

be said to be parallel. It is easy to see that, through an arbitrary

point, of the plane (|, 77, 2), for which 77 is positive, there can be
drawn two circles, with centres on the line 77 = 0, each of which
shall touch (on ?; = 0) a given circle whose centre is on 77 = 0.

Particular (degenerate) circles of the system are the lines, of equa-

tions of the form ^ = constant, which are at right angles to the line

77 = ; these correspond to the lines of the original plane which
meet at the point (0, 1, — 1) of the conic z- — x"- — ip — 0. It is easy

to compute that the angle between any two circles of the system,

estimated as before by considering the tangents at the intersection,

(^09 ^70)? of the circles, with respect to the two lines

is equal to the angular interval between the lines of the original

plane which they represent, estimated with respect to the conic

z^ — X- —y'^ = 0. For the case of this conic, instead of the original

interval, ^, between two points, we introduced an interval a such

that 6 = ia. It can be shewn that, for the plane (|^, 77, 2), this is

such that

becoming infinite when one of the points is on 77 = 0. When
I'
= I + f/^, 77' = 77 + dri^ this gives [Add,]

, {d^^ + dv-i'
da = ^^

;

V

and, by the ordinary methods of the Calculus of V^ariations, it will be
found that the curve for which the integral

j(d^' + dr)^lv,

taken between two fixed points, has a stationary value, is the circle

tlirough these points whose centre is on the line 77 = 0. AVe can
interpret the interval cr, between two points P, P', by drawing,
through these, the circle whose centre is on 77 = 0, and considering

the points P, P' with respect to the two points, say M and A^, in

which this circle meets the line 77 = 0. For the pencil which these

four points subtend at any point of the circle we then have, sup-

posing that A^, P, P',M are in order upon the portion of the circle

considered, for which 77 is positive, the equation (p. 166)

(P, P' ; M, N) = e-^.

The curve, called by Lobatschewsky a circle, of centre (x\ y\ z\
whose equation is (above, p. 182)

{zz — xx — yy'y- — \^ (z- — .?- — y-) = 0,

where X is supposed real and positive, is represented, in the part of
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the (1^, ?7, 2) plane for which t] is positive, by the circle whose
equation is

this circle has its centre at ^ = |', 77 = \. It touches the line 1; =
and becomes a horocycle if rj' = 0, that is, if

(.r', 7/', z) lie on z- — a^ — if = 0. a
By means of any two points P, Q, a region

"

is defined, bounded by the lines through P, Q
with equations of the form ^ = constant, and
by the circle through P, Q whose centre is on
7; = 0, but lying entirely outside this circle.

If 6,
(f)

be the angles between this circle and the two lines spoken
of, respectively at P and Q, this being measured in the Euclidean
way, by means of lines ^ — ^0 ±i(v —Vo) = ^i it is easy to shew, if

^ — <^ be positive, that the integral jj'r)~^d^d'q, extended over this

region, has the value 6 —
(f).

Suppose now that we have

three circles, with centres on

77 = 0, whose intersections in

pairs are A,B,C. Any two of

these points, say A and B, de-

termine such a region as we
have just considered, which we
may denote momentarily by {A, B). The points .4, B, C determine

a triangle, whereof the joins are arcs of these circles ; and, to limit

ourselves to one case, this triangle may be supposed to be obtained

by the addition of the two regions (P,"C) and (C, A) and the subse-

quent subtraction of the region {B, A). With appropriate angles

6,
<f),

yjr (explained by the annexed diagram), the integral Jf7]~^d^drj,

taken over the triangle, is then equal to

[^ - </,] 4- [(tt - C + <^) - (A +^|r)] - [{B + 6) - ^fr]

which is 7]— A — B — C, where A, B, C are the measures of the

angles of the triangle. We have, above (p. 180), given a proof that

this expression is necessarily positive.

The forms for .r, ?/, z in terms of |, 77,

suggest, putting X = x/z, Y = yjz, that we
consider the transformation

i^ = [1 - i (r + ^^)] [1 + Hr + ^70]-^

it is found that, then, the above integral,

jj 7}~-d^dT}, becomes

fJ(l-X'--YT-^dXdY.

Thus we infer that if, in the original plane (.r, ?/, z), the point
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(0, 1,-1) be T, and P, Q be two points of any line, interior to the

absolute conic, so that TPQ is a triangle for which the angular

interval between TP and TQ is zero, then this integral, extended
over the triangle TPQ, is equal to the difference of the angular

intervals between PQ and, respectively, PT and QT.

Comparison of the two cases considered. The distinction

between the two cases considered above, of an imaginary conic of

reference, and a real conic, has arisen by respecting the distinction

between real and imaginary points. If, in the former case, we put

ti = — it, and, in the latter case, put Zi = — iz, as well as V, fi' in

place of X, fjL, the formulae are

cP = X + yti, y = — I {\— jx), z=\ — XfM, ti = — i(l + \/i),

cV = \' + fJ,', 2/ = 1 — A,' |ti', Zi — — i{l + V^'), t = — i{X' — yLt'),

and the equations of the quadric surface, in these two cases, are

x^ + 1/"^ + z^ + ti = and x' + ?/^ + ^^i" + ^^ = 0, respectively. If we
now replace z-^, ^j, respectively, by z and t, the comparison of the

formulae leads to

.1 + X , .1 - M
1 — A, 1 -f /i

Corresponding to the twenty-four orders in which the four co-

ordinates X, 2/, z, t may be taken, there follow twenty-four such

ways in which we may replace x, y, z, t by functions of two
parameters \, /a, so as to satisfy, identically, the equation of the

quadric surface. These twenty-four sets of formulae can all be
obtained from any one of them by replacing \ and yu, by proper

linear (fractional) functions, respectively of X and /x, or of jj, and \.

It is not difficult to see that these twenty-four pairs of replace-

ments are combinations of the three pairs

(a), X' = A.~\ yu,' = — yu. ; (/3), X' = i/t, /j,' = — iX;

(7), V = (1 - ya) (1 + /.)-, ya' = (1 - X) (1 + X)- ;

for instance the replacement above is al3y, obtained by first carrying

out 7, then /3, and then a. Neglecting the distinction between real

and imaginary, we thus have, by putting X = ^(^ + irj), fi =i(^—i'n)»
twenty-four such representations of the original plane (a:, y, z\ upon
a plane (^, 77).

Examples ofthe preceding considerations. Ex.\. Delambre'A

fwrtmlae in spherical trigonometry. Let the absolute conic, which wej

suppose to be an imaginary conic, when referred to three real points]

X, y, Z, have the equation

containing six terms, of which the coefficients, a, f, ..., are real.

No one of a, 6, c is zero, and no one of be —f^^ ca — ^^ ab — h^, for
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the (imaginary) conic does not contain any of the points X, F, Z,

nor touch any of the Hnes YZ^ ZX, XY. As usual, let A = bc-f%
and F ^ gh — af, etc., and A = abc + ^fgh — af^ - bg"^ — ch". The
left side of the equation being

„(,
h .gy.Cf F y A

' + 5»+5-~j+«l^'-c" +c^'
it follows that a, C, A, and, therefore, similarly, all of b, c, A, J5,

may be taken to be positive (and not zero). We can then define

intervals, FZ, ZX, XY, which we denote, respectively, by a, /3, 7,
and also angular intervals between the pairs of these lines, Avhich

we denote by a', /3', 7', the first being that between XY and XZ,
and so on, by the equations (following from pp. 175, 176)

„^., t/ cos /3 = —^ , COS 7 —
(6c)*' (c-a)*' (ab)^"

, -F _, -G , -H
COS a = T , COS p =

7 , COS 7 =

sm a

(BC)i {CAf (AB)

. , /«A\i . ^, fbA\i . , /cA^

and it is then easy to see, comparing the relations previously

obtained (above, p. 177), that these belong to a triangle of which

X, Y, Z are the vertices. It is understood that, for example, {bc)^

means b^ . c^, both the factors being real, and so in each case. The
signs of the square roots are to be determined consistently with

the formulae referred to.

Now, if e be + 1 or — 1, and o- be + 1 or — 1, we have, identically,

A [(BC)^ + eF] _ a [(hc)^+qf]
_

A[(bc)i-af]
~ {BC)^-eF

'

hence, as AF = GH —JA, or directly, we see that the function

is equal to the function obtained from this by replacing A, B, C,

F, G, H, respectively, by a, 6, c,J', g, h, and interchanging e and o-.

Wherefore

{1 + € cos /S' cos 7' — ere sin /3' sin 7'} -h {1 — e cos a]

is equal to

[1 + a cos yS cos 7 — ere sin /3 sin 7} ^ {1 + cr cos a}.
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For instance, when e = o- = 1, we have

sin |a J I cos ia j
'

and similarly in the other cases.

Ex. 2. Napier's analogies. Let A^B^C be a triangle, in which
AB, AC are conjugate lines, in

regard to an imaginary conic of

reference, so that the angular
interval BAC is ^tt. Let the polar

of B meet AB^ AC, BC, respec-

tively, in Y, R and V, and the

polar of C meet AC, AB, BC, re-

spective! v, in Z, Q and W, while

these polars meet in P, which is

thus the pole of BC.
It can then be shewn that, as

at A, the pairs of lines meeting in

F, Z, F, W are, in each of these

four cases, conjugate to one another; and that, in the pentagon
PRCBQ, each vertex is the pole of the opposite side.

Each of the four triangles CRV, BQW, PQY, PRZ has its'

elements, three segments and three angles, expressible in a simple
way in terms of those of the original triangle A, B, C. Obtain
these expressions. Hence shew, in particular, that the relation

sin RV = sin CR sin {VCR), which holds for the triangle CRV (seej

above, p. 176), involves, for the triangle ABC, the relation

cos B = cos b sin C ;

similarly, shew that the relation sin BW = sin BQ sin (BQW) in-

o volves, for ABC, the relation

cos a = cos b cos c ;

and so on. (John Napier, Mirifici h-
garithmorum canonis descriptio, Edin-

burgh, 1614, Lib. ii. Cap. iv. Cf. Gauss,]

Ges. WerK-c, iii, p. 481.) [Add.J
Ex. 3. A particular triangle. Let

X, F, Z be a self-polar triad, of real

points, in regard to the imaginary

conic X- -\-y- + z- = 0. Let any line,

PQ7?, meet YZ, ZX, XY, respectively,

in P, Q, R, the lines FQ, ZR meeting
in A, the lines ZR, XP in B, and the

lines XP, YQ in C. The lines XA,\
YB. ZC will then meet in a point,

say D. If the equation of PQR be
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a-^x + b'^y + c~^z = 0, the coordinates of ^, 5, C, D will respectively

be (- «, 6, c\ (a, — 6, c), {a^b,- c), (a, 6, c). Let d be the positive

quantity (a- + ¥ + c-)^. In regard to x^ + y^ + z'' = 0, the pole of
the line XP lies in that segment YZ which does not contain P ; the
line through B, at an angular interval with the line BXC equal to
^TT, thus contains a point of this segment ; so that the angular
interval between BXC and BAR is greater than ^tt. Similarly the
angular interval between AYC and ABR is greater than ^tt, and
the angular interval between CXB and CYA is greater than ^tt.
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which are appropriate to a', /3', 7', in order to form a triangle,

according to the definition above given (p. 172), it follows from
the formulae such as cos a sin j3' sin 7' = cos a! + cos /3' cos 7', that

cos a= (a-- 62

_

c-) . d-% cos ^=(b--c''- a") . d-% cos 7= (c^-a'-b^). d-^,

while sin a = 2a {b"^ + c^)^ d~^, and so on, the form for sin 7 being

— 2c (a- + b"^)^ d~^ when c is negative. Of the expressions, a^ — b^ — c^,

b' — c^ — a-, & — (j? — 5% two at least must be negative, as we easily

prove, remarking that the sum of every two is negative ; evidently,

'

1 + cos a + cos /3 + cos 7 is zero. It is interesting to remark also

that if the angular intervals BCA, CAB, ABC be measured with
reference to the two points ^= 0, a' + M/=0, the sum of these intervals

is also Stt, as follows from the fact that the interval YCX is then

^TT (cf. p. 1 67 preceding). The figure can be obtained by taking, upon
the quadric a;- + 7/"^ + z- = t^, the points (— «, 6, c, d), (a, —6, c, d),

(a, 6, —c, d), and (— a, —b, — c, d), and projecting from the point

(0, 0, 0, 1) upon the plane XYZ, given by t = 0. The planes TAB,
TAC intersect in the line ATA', where A' is {a, — b, — c, d), and

are at an angular interval a. Upon the quadric the four triangles
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ABC, BCD, CAD, ABD have, every two, equal angles and seg-

ments (p. 197).

The relations for the angles and segments of the triangle ABC
may be obtained also by remarking (see above. Chap, in, Ex. 14)
that the tangents to the absolute conic from A, B, C meet, respec-

tively, the lines BC, CA, AB, in points wliich lie in threes upon
two lines. If we put ^ = b~^i/ + c~^z, 7} = c~'^z + a~\v, ^= a~^ x + b~\i/,

the equation of the absolute conic referred to A, B, C is

aH-^ + V + 0'+ ...=0, or ^2 +^ cos a. 77^-1-... = 0,

whose tangential form is sin^ a .u^ — 2 sin yS sin 7 cos a' .vw+ ...=0.
The condition in question, writing /, m, 71 respectively for n sin a,

V sin ^, w sin 7, is, that there should be a line (/, rn, n) for which
each of the equations mr + n- — ^mii cos a! = 0, n- -I- / ^— %il cos j3' = 0,

t^ + m- — 9.1m cos 7' = is satisfied ; which is so if a + j3' -\- <y' = Stt.

Ex. 4. General form of the theorem for the sum of the focal dis-

tances of a point of a conic. If the common tangents of any conic,

D., and the absolute conic, be taken, and S,Hhea. point pair through
which all these tangents pass, we may prove that the intervals

PS, PH, in regard to the absolute conic, for any point P of the

conic n, have a constant sum (or difference). When the absolute

conic is an imaginary point pair, this gives the familiar theorem of

metrical geometry, for the sum (or difference) of the focal distances

of a point of a conic.

This result may be deduced from the following : Let A, B, C, D
be four variable points of the absolute conic, such that AB passes

through a fixed point, S, while BC passes through a fixed point, M,
and CD through a fixed point, H, the points S, H, M being in line.

Then DA passes through a further fixed point, N, of this line. And
the locus of the intersection, P, of the lines AB, CD, is a conic,

which touches the tangents to the absolute conic from the points

S and H, and passes through the points of contact of this absolute

conic with the tangents drawn to it from 'M and N.
Although an anticipation, it seems proper to mention, in con-

nexion with this, two theorems given by Chasles, Geom. Super. 1880,

pp. 517, 528. If the points of the conic Vl be joined by lines to a
point not lying in the plane of the conic, the points of these lines

are said to lie on a quadric cone ; the points of the cone lying in

any plane are points of a conic. If any plane be drawn through a

common chord of XI and the absolute conic, the conic in which this

plane meets the cone is called a circular section of the cone. A
plane through the complementary common chord of the two conies

meets the cone in a circular section complementary to any one of

the former system. Now let the angle between any two planes be

measured by the interval between the lines in which these planes

B. O. II. 14
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meet the plane of the absolute conic, in respect to this conic. Then
we have the result that the sum (or difference) of the angles be-

tween any tangent plane of the cone and a pair of complementary

circular sections, is constant. Again, if O be joined to one of the

point pairs through which pass the common tangents of the conic

n and the absolute conic, the two joining lines are called a pair of

focal lines of the cone. If the angle between two lines, not lying in

the plane of the absolute conic, be measured by the interval between

the points in which these meet the plane of the absolute conic,

taken with respect to this, we have the result that the angles which

any edge of the cone makes with a pair of focal lines have a constant

sum (or difference).

Ex. 5. If on a conic there be taken, arbitrarily, the points

D, D\ 0, 0', P, and then there be determined in succession, L,L\Q,Ry

by means of {L0,DD') = -1, {L'0\DD)=-l, {QP,0L) = -1,
(iJQ, O'L') = — 1, so that L is the harmonic conjugate of 0, on the

conic, in regard to D and D\ and so on, prove that (/?P, DD) is

equal to (O'O, DD^.
E:c. 6. If the tangents at the points C, Z> of a conic meet in F,

and the tangents at the points

A, B meet in E, prove that,

measured with respect to this

conic, the angular intervals AFEy
EFB, CEF, FED are equal. De-
noting this interval by a, and
the angular interval between the

lines AB and CD by /9, prove

that sin o sin /S = ± 1.

Ex.1. If PQ, P7? be two tan-

^ ~rr gents to a conic which touches

the absolute conic in two points,

the intervals PQ, PR are equal ; and are the same as for any other
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point, P', lying on a conic through P which touches the absolute
conic at the same two points as the former.

Ex. 8. Let V and W be two conies each of which touches the
absolute conic in two points, not necessarily the same, and C7 be a
conic touching each of V and W in two points ; from any point, P,
of U let a tangent PQ be drawn to F, and a tangent PR be drawn
to W ;

prove tliat the intervals PQ, PR have a constant sum (or

difference) as P varies on U. Shew that this includes the result

given in Ex. 4.

Ex. 9. From a point, P, of a conic/= 0, a tangent PT is drawn
to a conic -v/^ = 0, and PT meetsf= again in P'. Let f^

= dfjdx,
etc., and Cj, c.,, Cs be arbitrary. Prove that the differential, taken
along the conicy= 0, at P, which is expressed by

dx, d?/, dz

X, y, z

^{c.f. + c,f, + c,f,){y\r)\

has the same value as the corresponding differential at P'.

The conies being in general relation, the form of the integral

shews that there is no loss of generality in supposing ^^ = ^'^ + o;^ — 1,

f=a^^ + bT]' — l. Let P(|) denote what y becomes by putting
t] = cosec a . (1 — ^ cos ex), and F'(^) = dF/d^ ; by this substitution we

have 97?/3a = cosec^a . ( ^ — cos a) = ± cosec a . -v/r^. From P(f) = 0,

the integral - d^/rj-yfr^ becomes 2b. da. [P'(f) • '^^j"^ drj/da^ or

± 26. Ja. cosec a/P'(f);

and F'(^) has opposite signs at P and P'.

Similarly for other forms ofj*^ (Cf. Ex. 25, p. 147.)

14—2



NOTE I

ON CERTAIN ELEMENTARY CONFIGURATIONS, AND
ON THE COMPLETE FIGURE FOR PAPPUS' THEOREM

The present note deals in an incomplete way with certain con-

figurations which present themselves naturally, especially in the
consideration of the complete figure for Pascal's theorem which is

considered in the succeeding note.

1. The simpler Desargues' figure. If A,B,C and A',B',C' be
two triads of points in perspective, from a point O, and the lines

BC, B C meet in L, while CA, C'A' meet in M, and AB, A'B'
meet in N, then L, M, N lie in line.

Regarded as a plane figure, there are here, in all, ten points.

B C
each lying on three lines, and ten lines, each containing three]

points; and the dual of the figure is of the same character. To,
express the incidences it may be denoted by IO3IO3 (or simply IO3),

or by 10 ( . 3) . 10 (3 . ).

Regarded as a figure in three dimensions, the figure is formed by]

the intersections of five planes, the ten points being the intersections I

of threes of these planes, and the ten lines the intersections of twos
of these planes. Each point now lies in three lines and in three]

planes, each line contains three points and lies in two planes, and!

each plane contains six points and four lines. These incidences we I

may summarise by denoting the figure by

10 ( . 3, 3) . 10 (3 . 2) . 5 (6, 4 . ).

The figure, however the points be taken, necessarily lies in a three-

fold space. Its dual, in this space, is formed by five points, the
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lines joining the pairs of these, and the planes containing the threes

of these. But this dual figure may evidently be regarded as obtained

by projection from a figure formed by taking five points in a space

of four dimensions. For this figure, we shall naturally take into

account, beside the lines and planes, also the threefold spaces defined

by the fours of the five given points. The representation of the

incidences will then be by a symbol

5 ( . 4, 6, 4) . 10 (2 . 3, 3) . 10 (3, 3 . 2) . 5 (4, 6, 4 . )•

And the dual of this figure in four dimensions will be a figure of

the same character.

2. The figure ofthree desmic tetrads of points in space of
three dimensions. Two triads of points. A, B, C and A', B', C,
which are in perspective, enable us to define two sets each of four

planes, namely ABC, ABC, BC'A', CAB and A'B'C, ABC,
B'CA, C AB ; these planes have the property that the sixteen lines

in which any one of the first four planes meets the second four

planes, lie by fours in four other planes.

We consider the dual of this figure in three dimensions. We take

six planes meeting in pairs in three lines which lie in a plane

;

namely the planes 234', 234" ; 314', 314" ; 124', 124" ; then the
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planes 314', 124' meet in a line, 14'; the intersection of this with
the plane 234" is a point, 1"; similarly the planes 314", 124" meet
in a line, 14"; the intersection of this with the plane 234' is a
point, 1'. Let the points 2", 2' and 3", 3' be similarly defined. It

can be shewn that the lines I'l", 2' 2", 3' 3", 4' 4" meet in a point, 4.

Thus the twelve points lie in threes on sixteen lines in the following

way:
11'4",
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are in perspective in pairs, with centres of perspective in
line. This figure, which is that used in the proof of Desargues'
theorem for two triads in one plane (Vol. i, Frontispiece, and p. 7),

may be described as consisting of two tetrads of points, Q, C, C", C"
and R, B, B', B", in perspective from P, together with the six

points of intersection of the corresponding joins in these tetrads,

such as QC and RB, or C'C" and B'B", namely, the points A, A\ A'\
U, U\ U", which lie in threes in four lines lying in a plane. Any
point of the figure may be taken, in place of P, as such a centre of
perspective.

The figure may be in four dimensions, but not in higher dimen-
sions. So considered it contains fifteen points, twenty lines and fifteen

planes, namely the three planes, ABC, ABC, A'B'C", passing
through the line PQR, and three similar planes through the line

UU'U'', containing, respectively, the triads AA'A", BB B", CC'C",
together with nine other planes, of which for instance there are

three through P, namely, PB'C'B"C", which contains the point

U; PB'C'BC, which contains the point t/'; and PBCBC, which
contains the point U". The figure also contains six spaces of three

dimensions. One of these, for instance, contains the ten points

P, Q, R, A, B, C, A', B', C\ U" ; another contains the ten points

[/, U\ U", B, B', B' , C, C, C", P ; the former of these contains

two planes through the line PQR, the two planes which join the

line AA'U" to Q and-B, and the plane PSS'CC, five in all, and is,

in fact, such a figure as considered above, in § 1. The whole descrip-

tion of the incidences of the figure is then given by the scheme

15 ( . 4, 6, 4) 20 (3 . 3, 3) 15 (6, 4 . 2) 6 (10, 10, 5 . ).

If this figure be projected into a plane, it becomes the dual of a
generalisation of the complete figure for Pappus' theorem. We
shall however obtain this by taking a section, by a plane, of the

dual of this figure in four dimensions,- which will appear to have
great simplicity. But first we consider the complete figure of
Pappus"' theorem.

4. The complete figure for Pappus' theorem. The points

A,B,C being in line, and the points A', B' , C in another line

intersecting the former, the pairs of lines BC, B'C ; CA', C'A and
AB', A'B intersect in three points lying on a line, say ^i. This is

Pappus' theorem referred to. AVe may however, retaining the order

of A, B, C, take A', B', C in six different orders, and so obtain in

all six lines such as A'l, each containing three points of intersection.

It is found however that the three lines, k, corresponding to the
orders A , B', C' ; B', C, A' and C, A', B' meet in a point, say G;
and the three lines, k, corresponding to the orders A, C, B'

;
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B', A', C ; C, B', A also meet in a point, say G'. This was re-

maiked by Steiner {Werke, i, pp. 451, 452). If now we omit the

lines ABC, A'B'C, and the points A, B, C, A', B\ C\ and add to

R^ R^Rg

the points the two points G and G', we have a figure containing in

all twenty points, each being an intersection of three lines, and
containing fifteen lines (the nine lines originally arising as the joins

of A, B, C with A', B', C\ and the six lines k) upon each of which

lie four of the points. The description of the incidences of the

figure will then be 20 ( . 3) 15 (4 . ).

5. The figure formed from six points in four dimensions.
Consider in four dimensions the dual of the figure described in §3.

We may construct it by the dual procedure to that before employed

;
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but it will be simpler to take the scheme of incidences which we

can infer from that for the other figure. This will be

6 ( . 5, 10, 10) 15 (2 . 4, 6) 20 (3, 3 . 3) 15 (4, 6, 4 . )•

From this it can be seen at once that the figure consists of six

points, the lines joining them in pairs, the planes containing threes

of them, and the threefold spaces defined by fours of them.

Consider now this figure, and the section of it by an arbitrary

plane, •or. The figure being in four dimensions, a line of it will not

in general have anv intersection with m ; a plane of it will meet ur

in a point; and a threefold space of it will meet «r in a line. Thus,
the lines in which ct is met by two threefold spaces of the figure

will meet in the point in which ot is met by the plane in which the

two threefold spaces intersect ; and the points in which -ur is met
by three planes which belong to the same threefold space of the

figure, lie in a line, in which this threefold space meets in-.

Though the figure is symmetrical, we shall grasp the relations of

the plane figure better, perhaps, if we choose out, from the figure

in four dimensions, two planes which have no point in common,
and the three spaces which contain each of these planes. Denoting
the six fundamental points by A, B, C and A', B', C\ we take the

planes ABC and ABC, and the six threefold spaces

A', A,B,C; B',A,B,C; C\ A, B, C,

A,A',B\C'; B,A',B',C'; C,A\B',C.

Save for the planes ABC and ABC, no two of these six spaces have
a plane in common.
With each of these six spaces we can now associate six other

spaces—as we explain immediately. But of the thirty-six spaces so

derived, each occurs four times in the enumeration. The nine

different ones, together with the original six, are the whole fifteen

spaces of the figure.

A'ABB' A'ABC ^^^^
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Take, for instance, the space A\ A, Z?, C. Beside the plane ABC,
this contains the three planes A'BC^ A'CA, A'AB. Each of these

lies in two other spaces beside A'ABC, namely, respectively,

ABC, A'CA, A'AB
lie in A'BCB', A'CAC\ A'ABB'
and in A'BCC, A'CAB\ A'ABC.

We thus have, by section with the plane ot, a figure such as that

occurring in Pappus' theorem, but in a generalised form. The two
original triads of points of Pappus' theorem, each in line, are here

replaced by triads of points which are not generally in line. The
reader will easily find the specialisation of the six points sufficient

to secure that they shall be.

Ex. 1. If two sets, each of n points, A^ ... An and B^ ... B^, in

(w — 1) fold space, be in perspective, from a point 0, there is an
unique quadric (n — ^) fold, in regard to which any point, say A^,

of one set, is the pole of the (n — ^) fold containing the correspond-

ing points, B.2 ... Bn, of the other. If Crs be the intersection of the

lines AfAg, B^Bg, the points Crs he in a {n— 2) fold, which is the

polar of in regard to the quadric. Further, the figure is sym-
metrical, everyone of the ^{n + 1) {n -f- 2) points being a centre of

perspective of two 7i-ads, and the pole of a corresponding (n — 2)

fold, in regard to the same quadric.

Ex. 2. Shew that the figure is obtainable by projection of the

points of intersection of (n + 2) arbitrary {n — 1) folds in a space of

n dimensions, from an arbitrary point, T, of this. Further, that

{n-\-9) points Pj ... P^+a can be found in this w-fold space (in

QQ n+i ways), such that the ^(w+ 1) (?i 4-2) points are of symbols

Py — Pg (r, s = 1 . . . ?i + 2), where Pi ... Pn+2 are the symbols of these

points.

Ex. 3. Shew that the figure is also obtainable by section, with

a (n — 1) fold, from that formed by the joins (lines, planes, etc.) of

w 4- 2 arbitrary points of a space of ii dimensions.

Ex. 4. In Ex. 2, if the (n — 1) folds be .rj = 0, ..., Xn+2= 0, the

centre of projection, T, being such that Xi = X2= ... =Xn+2, where

2«r'^r = 0, Xciy. = 0, shew that there is polarity in regard to the cone

'S.ttrX/ = 0, or %artir^ = 0, wlicrc ?/i, M2, ... are such that any (n — 1)

fold through T is l.ttrUrXy — 0. Further, that the point P,^ is

(/ii . . . //,„_! a-mhm+i • ^'n+J. where 'Surhr = ttm {hm - cr,„), and h^... hn^.,

are arbitrary. Consider the cases 7i = 2, 7i = 3, Ji = 4.

Ex. 5. The aggregate of the points Pi...P„+2. and the points

Pr-Ps, is a figure, in space [n], of the same kind as the original

figure in [n - 1]. [Add.]



NOTE II

ON THE HEXAGRAMMUM MYSTICUM OF PASCAL

If we have in a plane two triads of points, C/, F, W and U\ V\ W\
which are in perspective, the joins UU\ VV, WW meeting in a
point, and the intersections of the pairs of lines, VW and V'W,
WU and W'U\ UV and U'V being in line, then the remaining
intersections of the lines VW, WU, UV with the lines V'W\ W'U\
U'V are six points which lie on a conic, as we know from what we
have in the text called the converse of Pascal's theorem ; and, if we
take these six points in any order, the triad formed by one set of

alternate joins of these six points is in perspective with the triad

formed by the other set of alternate joins, as we know from Pascal's

theorem. The axes of perspective of these various pairs of triads

are called Pascal lines ; they are sixty in number. They cointersect

in sets of three (or of four) in various ways, and these points of

intersection lie in sets upon lines, as has gradually appeared from
the work of many mathematicians, Steiner, Kirkman, Cavley,

Salmon, Veronese, Cremona, and others. The proof of the properties

in the plane, though interesting, is intricate. It depends upon
successive applications of Desargues' theorem, which we have learnt

to regard as deduced from Propositions of Incidence in three di-

mensions ; and it is the fact that all the results which have elicited

attention are such as may be obtained by projection from a figure

existing in such a space ; this manner of proof is much simpler

than the proof in the plane. Applied by Cayley in a particular way
{Coll. Papers, vi, pp. 129-134 (1868)), it was applied by Cremona
to a figure more general than Pascal's {Memorie d. r. Ace. d. Lincei, i,

1877, pp. 854-874). Three distinct points of Cremona's treatment

of the figure in three dimensions are, (a) That it depends upon a

configuration of fifteen lines lying in threes in fifteen planes, of

"which three pass through each line, (b) That this configuration is

deducible from a figure of six planes, forming, in Cremona's phrase,

the nocciolo of the whole, (c) That when the equations of these

planes are introduced, only one of the identical relations connecting

these comes into consideration. It follows from the last that we
may regard the six loci as being in a space of four dimensions.

This procedui-e, which Richmond has used, leads to a very simple

treatment of the whole matter, which is the more interesting because

the figure in four dimensions is one which, as we shall see in a
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subsequent volume, is of fundamental importance. Cremona''s figure

of fifteen lines lying by threes in fifteen planes is an example of the

(3, 3) correspondence which it is possible to set up (in various ways)

between any two sets of fifteen things ; this had been considered by
Sylvester, in connexion with the problem of naming a function of

six letters capable only of six values under permutation of the letters

(Sylvester, Coll. Papers, i, p. 92 (1844) ; ii, p. 265 (1861)); it is per-

tinent and instructive for the problem in hand to consider this.

In the following note we have (1) dealt with this problem of arrange-

ments, (2) shewn how this can be represented by figures in four,

three and two dimensions, (3) pointed out the properties of the

figures which lead to the classical properties of the Pascal figure,

(4) explained the exact figure, relating to a cubic surface with a
node, by which Cremona was led to the generalisation, (5) given

some examples of the proof in the plane of the properties of Pascal's

figure, and of the configurations arising from some selected portions

of the figure in three dimensions, and (6) made reference to the more
important original authorities. The reader may prefer to read (4)

before the other sections.

(1) Consider six elements, which we denote, at present, by 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6. These can be arranged in three pairs, for example 12,

34, 5Q, wherein, in each pair, the order of the elements is indifferent,

and the order of the pairs, in each such set of three pairs, is also

indifferent. Such a set of three pairs, involving all the elements, is

what was called by Sylvester a syntheme, each of the pairs being

what he called a duad. The total number of possible duads is

fifteen ; this is also the total number of possible synthemes. It is

possible to choose a set of five synthemes which contain, in their

aggregate, all the fifteen duads. Such a set of synthemes is called

a system. The total number of possible systems is six ; if these be

all taken, each containing five synthemes, every syntheme will occur

twice, in different systems ; as has been said, each duad occurs once

in each system. Such an arrangement was given by Sylvester (see

below). If we assign names to the systems, say P, Q, R, P\ Q', R',

each syntheme, as occurring in two systems, will correspond to two
of these six letters. Thus every one of the fifteen pairs which can

be formed by two of these six letters, say, a letter-duad, will cor-

respond to three number-duads, chosen from the possible fifteen

duads of numbers, forming a syntheme. The converse is also true

;

any duad of the numbers being taken, the remaining four numbers
can be taken in pairs in three ways ; thus any duad occurs in three

synthemes, and each of these synthemes enters in two of the systems.

The duad thus corresponds to three pairs of systems ; or any one
of the fifteen number-duads corresponds to three letter-duads, chosen

from the. possible duads of P,Q,K,P\Q',K'. Therefore, as any
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fifteen things can be identified by naming them after the pairs

which can be formed from six arbitrary symbols, we can have a

(3, 3) correspondence between any two sets of fifteen things. As
has been said, the importance of this for the present purpose was
emphasized by Cremona {loc. cit. pp. 854, 866, 870). A further

remark which is of use is that two synthemes which have no duad
in common occur together ifi only one system, since two systems

have only one syntheme in common. Two such synthemes thus serve

to identify a system. [Add.]

Of the various possible ways of assigning the names P, Q, ..., R'

to the systems, one example is given in the following scheme, which
can be read either in rows or columns.
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Perhaps the easiest way to describe these notations is by the

diagram given below in (2), p. 225, or, in another form, in the

Frontispiece of the volume.

Now let us consider four of the six systems, considered as two
pairs, say, for definiteness Q, B! and Q', R. The synthemes common
to the two pairs, that is the syntheme common to Q and i2', and
the syntheme common to Q' and jB, will necessarily have a duad in

common. Further this aggregate of two letter-duads, Q, B! and
Q', 2?, may be identified by the common number-duad of the two
synthemes, taken with one duad from the first syntheme, and one
duad from the second syntheme, so chosen as to have one of its

numbers the same as one of the numbers of its companion duad
from the first syntheme. In the particular case chosen, Q and jB'

have common the syntheme 13 . 24 . 56, while Q' and 22 have
common the syntheme 13 . 25 . 46. These synthemes have the duad
13 common; we say that the combination Qtt . Q'i? may be identified

by the symbol 13 . 24 . 25, or by 13 . 42 . 46, or by 13 . 56 . 52, or

by 13 . 65 . 64. All this is quite easy to see. For first, two synthemes,

that have two duads identical, are themselves identical; and second,

two synthemes that have no duad in common both occur in the

same system, and nowhere else, as we have remarked. The two syn-

themes chosen, the former common to one pair of systems, the latter

common to another pair, must therefore have a duad common. Using
a, /3, 7, a', y8', 7 to denote the numbers 1,2, ...,6, in some order, let

these synthemes be /SV . a/3 . 7a' and /3'7' . ay . /Sa'. From these we can

form the symbol /S'7' . a^S . 07 (as well as three others). Conversely,

if this be given, the formation of the two synthemes having /S'7' in

common and containing, respectively, also a/3 and 07, is without

ambiguity ; so that the symbol identifies the two pairs of systems

from which it was formed. Such a symbol, or any one of the other

three symbols which identify the same pair of systems, we speak of

as defining a T-element. The total number of T-elements is thus

1.15.4.3, or forty-five. Now take the six systems in any particular

order, say, P^RP QR\ where it is to be understood that this is

considered equivalent with its reverse order, R QP KQ'P, and may
be named beginning with any one of its letters, as for instance by
RP'QR'PQ'; thus the total number of orders is (6!)/2 . 6, or sixty.

Then take, with each pair of letters in this order, that pair which

is not contiguous with it on either side; thus, with QR' take Q'R^

with RP' take R'P, and with P'Q take PQ'. For each of these three

sets of two pairs, form the corresponding T-clement. It will be found

that these can be represented by symbols of the respective forms
/Q'7' . ccl3 . ay, y'a . a/3 . 07, a'/8' . a/3 . a7. For instance, with the order

PQ'RPQR, the two pairs QR\ QR give a symbol 13 . 64 . 65, the

two pairs RP\ RP give a symbol 23 . 64 . 65, and the two pairs

I
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PQ', P'Q give a symbol 12 . 64< . 65. And these three symbols have
in common the duads 64 . 65, which have the number 6 in common.
Conversely consider the aggregate of two duads a/S . ay, having the
number a in conunon; we shew that this leads to a particular order
of the symbols jP, Q, ...,R'. This aggregate belongs to only three

symbolsofT-elements,namelyyS'7'.a^.o!7, 7'a'.0/9.a7anda'/3'.a/9.a7.

Of these the first arises by combining the two synthemes /S'7'.ay3.7a',

^'y' . ay . ^cc, and there is no ambiguity as to these ; for the moment
let these synthemes be denoted, respectively, by p and p'. The
symbol 7'a' . a/3. a7similarly arisesfrom thetwo synthemes 7'a'. a/S. 7/3',

7'a' . a7 .
/S/3', which we denote, respectively, by q and 5''. Lastly,

the symbol a'/S' .aj3 .ay arises from the two synthemes a'^' . a/3 .77',

ci'/S' . 07 . ^y, which we denote, respectively, by r and t'. We have,

however, remarked that two synthemes, which have no duad in

common, determine a particular system. Thus the synthemes q and r',

namely y'a' . a^ . y^' and a'/3' . a7 . ^y', determine one of the systems

P, Q, ...,R'; this system we may, for a moment, denote by (^r').

It is easy to see that the whole of the six systems are thus determined
by such pairs of the six synthemes, which we may arrange in the

order pq' . q'r . rp' . p'q . q?-' . r'p, there being no other pairs of these

synthemes which have no duad in common. So arranged, every

consecutive pair of these systems determines, with the pair which is

not contiguous with it on either side, a T-element. For instance,

if we take the systems jyq',q'r, p'q, qr', the first pair have common
the syntheme q' or 7'a' . a7 . /3/3', the second pair have common the

syntheme q or y'a . a/3 , 7^3', and these together determine the

T-element represented by 7'a' . a^ . ay.

We see then that the operation which we carry out when, in

Pascal's figure, we form the Pascal line for six points P,Q,...,R'oi
a conic, taken in a particular order, can be carried out exactly with
the symbols, the systems of synthemes taking the places of the

points of the conic. The join of any two of the six Pascal points is

replaced by one of the fifteen number-synthemes ; the intersection

of two of these joins is replaced by a T-element, represented by
such a symbol as ^'y' .a^.ay; and the Pascal line containing three

of these intersections is replaced by a symbol, such as a/3 . ay, con-

sisting of two duads having a number (o) in common. We have
seen that any such symbol leads back to a particular order of the

six letters P, Q, ..,,R'. It is in accordance with this, that the number
of possible symbols a/3 . 07 is 6 . 10 or sixty. It is at once seen in the

Pascal figure that through the intersection of two opposite sides of

the hexagon there pass four Pascal lines, the two pairs QR', Q'R,
for example, being non-contiguous in each of the four hexagons
PQ'RP'QR', PQ'RP'R'Q, PRQ'P'QR', PRQPR'Q ; this corresponds

to the fact remarked that the T-element ^'y . a/8 . a7 is capable also
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of the representations ^'<^'
. 7a' . a7, ^'y . a/3 . ySa', ^'y . a'7 . a^.

The total intersections of the fifteen sides in the Pascal hexagon, in

number ^ 15 . l-i or 105, consist in fact of ten intersections at each

of the six vertices P,Q, ...,B', together with an intersection at each

of forty-five T-points.

(2) We now consider a geometrical interpretation of the relations

we have described. Fii'st, in four dimensions, we can set up a figure

of fifteen points lying in threes on fifteen lines, of which three pass

through each of the points, beginning in various ways. If we
take six general points, say F, G, H, R, S, T, of which the symbols

will be subject to one relation, which we write in the form

F + G + H + R + S-\-T = Q^ there will be fifteen points of symbols

each the sum of two of F,G, ..., T, and, for instance, the points

F + G, H + R, S + T will be in line ; of such lines there will be

fifteen. Three of these will pass through each point; for instance,the

lines {F+G,H+R,S+T),{F + G,H+S,R+T),{F+G,H+ T,R+S)
pass through the point F + G. Denoting the six points F, G^...,T

by 1, 2, ..., 6, each duad, such as 12, may be supposed to re-

present one of these points, and each syntheme, such as 12 . S-i . o6y

to represent one of these lines. Or, we may take four arbitrary lines

of general position, say, a, b,c,d; every three of these will have, in

four dimensions, a single transversal ; let the transversal of a, b, c

be denoted by d', that of 6, c, d by a, and so on, the four transversals

being a', b\ c', d'. It is then easy to shew that the line, say n, joining

the points (a, 6'), {a, b) intersects the line, say r, joining the points

(c, £?'), (c', d) ; so, the line joining the points (c, a'), (c', a), say w,

meets the line joining the points (6, d'\ {b', d), say q ; and likewise

the line joining the points (6, c'), (6', c), say Z, meets the line joining

the points (a, d'), {a, d), say p. And further that these three

points of intersection are in a line, say e. Six fundamental points

F,G,...,T^ from which these statements can be justified, are obtained

by regarding the points {b', c), [c, a), («', b), {b, c'), (r, a), (a, b') as

being, respectively, the points 23, 31, 12, 56, 64, 45. These six points

may in fact be taken arbitrarily to obtain such a figure ; denoting

them, respectively, by AyB,C,A',B',C\ the six consecutive joins

of the hexagon BC'ABCA' are the lines a, b\ c, a, b,c' ; the lines

d, d' are then, respectively, the common transversals of a', 6', c', and

of a, 6, c, and the figure can be completed. The fundamental points

are then F = h{^ + C -A), R^^,{B' + C - A'\ etc. The various

relations and notations are represented by the diagram annexed

;

the fundamental importance of the figure justifies this lengthy

description. We shall for clearness denote this figure by 11. It

depends on twenty-four constants. We do not now consider the

dually corresponding figure in four dimensions. We consider how-

ever the figure obtained by projecting the figure H into space of
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\

three dimensions, which we denote by S. It can be constructed, as

in the diagram annexed, or as in the diagram given in the Frontis-

piece, by taking four points which he in a plane, those denoted by

23, 35, 56, 62 ; then drawing, through 23, the two arbitrary hues

b' and c, and, through 56, the two arbitrary hues b and c' ; then,

from 35, drawing the hue d to meet b' and c', and the hue a' to meet

b and f, and also, from 62, drawing the line d' to meet b and c, and
the line a to meet b' and c'. The remaining incidences of the figure

then follow necessarily', as the reader may easily see. This figure

depends on nineteen constants ; so that there are x ^ possible figures

when the six fundamental points, from which it can be constructed,

are given. The figure in three dimensions which is the dually

corresponding to S will be denoted by S ; it is the figure mainly

considered bv Cremona (loc. cit.), containing fifteen lines lying in

threes in fifteen planes, of which three pass through each line,

Finallv we consider the figure obtained by projecting the figure S'

on to a plane, which we denote by tn- ; it is in this figure, ot, that

the various incidences which arise from Pascal's hexagram are found,

and for a figure more general than Pascal's. This plane figure con-

sists of two quadrilaterals, say ABCD, A'BC'D', the intersections

of corresponding sides being X of AB and A'B', Y of BC and B'C\

Z of CD and CD' and U of DA and DA', which are such that the

points of intersection, of XZ and YU, P of AC and A'C and

* A proof of this is given, Proc. Roy. Soc. lxxsiv, 1911, p. 599.

B. G. II. 15
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Q of BD' and B'D, are in line. This figure depends on fifteen con-

stants; so that there are x^ possible figures when the six fundamental

points, from which it can be constructed, are given.

The correspondence between the figures and the Pascal configura-

tion can now be described precisely, as in the preceding section. If

we take a particular order of the systems, say PQRP'QR', and
consider either the figure D, or the figure S, it is clear that the

lines QR, QR\ or m and c', are those which join the points 64, 65

to the point 13, the lines RP', RP, or I and c, are those which join

the points 65y 64 to the point 23, and the lines P'Q, PQ', or

a and b, are those which join the points 64, 65 to the point 12.

Thus we have three T-planes passing through the line 64 . 65. In

the figure *S", dually corresponding to S, we have correspondingly

three T-points lying on a line. Projection of iS" into the figure ar

gives then three T-points lying on a line, as in the Pascal configura-

tion. More particularly, each of the systems P, Q\ ... consists of

five lines, both in the figure S and the figure S' ; the systems Q, R'

have a definite line in common, as also have the systems Q\ R. In

order to project *S" into ct, we must take a definite centre of projec-

tion, say ; from this, a transversal can be drawn to these two

lines QR' and QR ; it is the intersection of this with the plane of nr

which gives the T-point. The consecutive lines obtained bv the

projections of the lines PQ', QR, RP',P'Q, QR\ RP on to the plane

of «r, similarly give six lines forming a hexagon; the three points of

intersection of the pairs of opposite sides of this lie on a line. The
vertices of the hexagon in the plane of ct therefore lie on a conic.

If we take another order of the systems, for instance, PQ'RP R'Q,

and project from the same point 0, we obtain another hexagon,

whose vertices lie on a conic, with its Pascal line. This hexagon

will not coincide with the former ; in the particular instance, we

shall have, instead of the vertex obtained by the intersection of the

lines which are the projections of RP' and P'Q, the vertex obtained

by the projections of the lines RP' and PR' ; and so on. As we

shew in section (4) below, it is however possible so to specialise the

figure as to obtain always the same conic in the plane or.

(3) Dealing now with the figure O, orS, we have the fifteen points

such as 12, which we may call the Cremona points; we also have

the fifteen lines, each containing three of these points whose symbols

form a syntheme, such as 12 . 34 . 56. Any two of the Cremona
points whose symbols have a number in common may be joined by

a line ; for instance the line joining the points 12 and 13 is such a

line. These lines we call the Pascal lines; their number is sixty.

A plane containing three Cremona points whose duad symbols are

formed with five of the six numbers, as for instance the plane

23 . 64 . 65, is called a T-plane ; it contains four Pascal lines (64 . 65

;
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46.41; 56.51; 14.15), and three such planes pass through
any Pascal line. In all there are forty-Hve such planes. There are
however also sets of four Pascal lines which meet in a point. For
instance the points 64, 61 are those which, in terms of the six

fundamental points F, G, H, R, S, T, have the symbols T + R,T + F.
The line joining these contains the point R — F ; this we denote by
[14]. Evidently there are fifteen such points, which we call Pllicker

points; and, for instance, through the point [14], there pass the
four Pascal lines 21 . 24, 31 .

34,''51
. 54 and 61 . 64. The Pllicker

points lie in threes upon twenty lines; for instance the points

[23], [31], [12], whose symbols are, respectively, G-H, H-F, F-G,
lie upon a line. Such a line is called a ^-line, or a Cayley-Salmon
line. The Pllicker points also lie in sixes upon fifteen planes. For
instance the points [63], [64], [65], [45], [53], [34] lie on a plane.

Such a plane is called an /-plane, or a Salmon plane. The Pascal
lines lie in threes in planes, in two distinct ways. A plane containing
three Cremona points whose duad symbols contain only three of
the numbers, for instance the plane of the points 23, 31, 12,

evidently contains the three Pascal lines 12.13, 23.21, 31.32.
Such a plane is called a G-plane, or a Steiner plane ; the total

number of such planes is twenty. Again a plane containing three

Cremona points whose duad symbols all contain one number in

common, for instance the plane of the points 41, 42, 43, evidently

contains the three Pascal lines 42 . 43, 43 . 41, 41 . 42. Such a plane

is called a iiT-plane, or a Kirkman plane ; the total number of such
planes is sixty. Lastly, it is necessary to refer to fifteen lines, each
joining a Cremona point to the Pllicker point whose symbol is

formed with the same numbers, for instance the line joining

12 to [12]. Such a line is called an i-line, or a Steiner-Pllicker line.

The Pascal lines will also be called A'-lines. There are certain

theorems of incidence among the various elements in addition to

those which have been referred to. For instance, a Pascal line, or

A;-line, lies in one G-plane, and in three iiT-planes ; this fact will be
denoted, in the summary we now give, by writing k...G, SK. Con-
versely a ^-plane contains, not only three A;-lines, as we have seen,

but also one ^-line; this fact w-ill be denoted by writing K...g, 3k.

We may then summarise the definitions, and the incidences referred

to, which will be immediately proved, as follows : [Add.]

60 A:-lines, Pascal lines, 12, 13,

60 ^-planes, Kirkman planes, 14, 15, 16;

20 ^-lines, Cayley-Salmon lines, [12], [13],
20 G-planes, Steiner planes, 56^ 64, 45

;

15 i-lines, Steiner-Pllicker lines, 12, [12],

15 /-planes, Salmon planes, [63], [64], [Go].

15—2
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l\..G,SK; g...G,3K,QI', i..AG,
K. . .g, Sk; G...g, 3A-, 3i

;

/ . . . 4^-.

The proof of these last theorems of incidence is immediate :

(1) The ^--Hne 12, 13 hes in the G-plane 23, 31, 12 ; and in

the ^-planes (12, 13, 14), (12, 13, 15), (12, 13, 16).

(2) The A'-plane 14, 15, 16 contains the^-line ([56], [64],[45]),

and the A-Hnes 15 . 16, 16 . 14, 14. 15.

(3) The g-line [12], [13] Hes in the G-plane (23, 31, 12), it

hes in the A'-planes (41, 42, 43), (51, 52, 53), (61, 62, 63),

and it lies in the /-planes ([12], [13], [14]), ([12], [13], [15]),

([12], [13], [16]).

(4) The G-plane 56, 64, 45 contains the ^-line [56], [64], [45],

the A^-lines 45 . 46, 56 . 54,' 64 . 65, and also the i-lines

(56, [56]), (64, [64]), (45, [45]).

(5) The i-line (12, [12]) Hes in the G-planes (12, 23, 31),

(12, 24, 41), (12, 25, 51), (12, 26, 61).

(6) The /-plane ([63], [64], [65]) contains the ^-lines

([63], [64], [34]), ([64], [65], [45]), {[65], [63], [35]),

([45], [53], [34]).

It is interesting, however, further, to remark, that the relations

expressed bv
* K.. .g, Sk ; G. . .g, 3A-, 3i ; /. . .4^

can be verified by considering only a single threefold space which

forms part of H, there being in H fifteen such spaces ; and the

relations expressed bv

A . . .G, 'Sk ; g. . G, QK, 3/ ; i..AG

can be verified by considering only elements passing through a

single point of 12, there being fifteen ^uch points, which correspond

dually in fl to the threefold spaces just spoken of. For if we consider

the space determined bv four of the six fundamental points, say bv

G, H, S, T, which contains the points 23, 25, 26, '65, 36, 56, [23],

[25], [26], [35], [36], [56], it is at once seen that this contains

four AT-planes, four G-planes, one /-plane

;

it contains also

twelve A'-lines, four g'-lines, six i-lines.

Correspondingly, consider elements passing through the Pli'icker

point [14] ; there are of such (cf. the Frontispiece of the volume)

four A'-lines, four ^-lines, one ?-line

;

any plane of the complete figure H which contains one of these

lines necessarily contains the point [14]. There pass in all through

this point

twelve JK^-planes, four G-planes, six /-planes

;
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one such A^-plane is (21, 24, 23) ; one such G-plane is (21, 24, 14):

one such /-plane is ([14], [15], [16]).

And in fact, if we introduce the equations to the spaces and
planes of the figure ft, we can make the duality suggested by the

notation apparent analytically.

If now we suppose that in place of the figure S we consider the

figure iS", dually corresponding to S in three dimensions, we shall

have therein A'-lines, ^-lines and i-lines, but we shall have K-jJoints,

instead of X'-planes, G-points and /-points. If then we project on
to a plane, obtaining the figure ot, we shall have therein lines from
the lines of the figure *S", and points from the points of S'. And
therein the six theorems of incidence which we have obtained will

continue to hold.

It is this fact which is the outcome of the many investigations made
for Pascal's figure, of which the figure ur is a generalisation.

(4) We shew now how the exact Pascal's figure can be obtained

from a figure in three dimensions ; and it will appear at once that

this figure is a particular case of the figure S' which we have

considered.

Let .r, «/, z^ t be coordinates in three dimensions. Let C/ be a

homogeneous polynomial of the second order in oc^ y^ z only, andM be

a homogeneous polynomial of the third order in x, ?/, z only. Thus
t/ = may be regarded as the equation to a conic, in the plane

whose equation is ^ = 0; similarly 3/ = may be regarded as the

equation to a curve in this plane which has the property of being

met, by an arbitrary line of this plane, in three points, and is there-

fore said to be a curve of the third order, or a cubic. This cubic

meets the conic in six points, as follows from the elements of the

theory of elimination. These points we name, in some order,

P, Q', R, P', Q, R -, a cubic curve can be drawn through nine

arbitrary points, so that, by proper choice of M, we may regard

these six points as arbitrary points of theconic U = 0. Now consider

the equation 3I — tU = 0, which is homogeneous in the four co-

ordinates ,r, ?/, 2, t. It represents a surface which is met by an

arbitrary line of the threefold space in three points, say, a cubic

surface. But, in particular, any line of the threefold space which is

drawn through the point of coordinates (0, 0, 0, 1), say, the point D,

meets the surface in two coincident points at D, and in a further

point ; for this reason the point D is called a node of the cubic

surface. More particularly, however, there are lines which lie

entirely upon the cubic surface : for instance, whatever 6 may be,

if (.1', ?/, z, 0) be one of the six points for which U = and M = 0,

the point (x, ?/, z, 6) lies on the cubic surface, since its coordinates

satisfy M — 6U = 0, and, for different values of 6, this point is any
point of the line joining D to {x,y,z^O). Let the six lines so

\
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obtained, joining D to the six points P, Q',
. . .,be named, respectively,

j), q', r, p , q, r'; it is easy to see that these are the only lines passing

through D which lie on the cubic surface. Then, further, it is at

once clear that any plane meets the cubic surface in a cubic curve;

thus a plane containing two of the lines p,q\ ...,r', will contain a

further line lying entirely on the cubic surface. Thereby we obtain

fifteen further lines of the surface, any one of which may be denoted

by a duad symbol, such as q}-'. There are however no other lines

lying on the surface. For we have enumerated all those which pass

through D ; suppose then one which does not pass through D, and
consider the curve in which the cubic surface is met by the plane

joining D to this line; this consists of the line, and a curve of the

second order ; but this curve of the second order has the property

of being met in two points coinciding at D by every line in the

plane drawn through D, and must therefore itself consist of two
lines intersecting at D. The plane is therefore one of those before

considered, drawn through two of the lines p^q',..., r'. Now consider

the three lines of the surface, q, r and qr\ which lie in a plane.

The first line, q^ is evidently met by the four lines qp, qr, qp', qq\
in addition to qr ; the other line, r', is evidently met bv the four lines

r'p^ r'r, ?-'p', r'q ^ in addition to r'q. Beside the four lines which

meet both q and r at the point Z), there remain then, of the total

twenty-one lines of the surface, just six, namely those whose symbols

are the duads from p,r,p',q'. These six lines do not lie in the

plane of q, r and qr ; each must meet, then, either q, or r', or qr ;

but each meets two lines, other than q and r', of the lines of the

surface which pass through D ; it cannot, then, for example, meet
also the line q, since else three of the lines through D would lie in

a plane, and the conic U = would break into two lines, which we
suppose not to be the case. Thus these six lines all meet the

line qr.

Consider, for instance, rp ; the plane containing qr' and yp must
then meet the cubic surface in another line, by an argument applied

above ; this other line, meeting both qr and 7p\ will have for symbol

a duad not containing either q or ?•', or r or p ; this symbol is,

then, pq\ the symbols of the three lines qr\ rp', pq' containing all

the six symbols p,q,r,p', q,r'. In this way we see that there are,

beside the plane containing q and '/, three planes through the

line qr each containing two other lines with duad symbols. Whence
we see that the fifteen lines of the cubic surface, other than those

through D, lie in threes in fifteen planes, of which three planes

pass through every one of these lines.

If desired, the equations of the fifteen lines can be obtained, when
the six points of intersection of the conic C/ = 0, and the cubicM =
are given. For if ax + by + cz = 0, with ^ = 0, be the equation of the
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join of two of these six points, and we suppose, for instance, that c

is not zero, as the plane joining D to this line contains a line

of the cubic surface, the substitution for sr, in the quotient
M/C/, of — {ax + 6?/)/c, must reduce this to a form Ix + my\ the line

in question will then be given by the two equations ax +% + C2=0,
t — Ix — my = 0.

Having obtained the figure of fifteen planes, and the lines Iving

in threes of these, we can denote any one of the planes by a duad
formed from two of the six numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and the line of
intersection of three of these planes by a syntheme of three duads,
such as 12 . 34 . 56, formed from the duads which represent the three

planes passing through the line. We shall then have a figure which,
combinatorially, has the same properties as the figure S' considered
above, specialised however by the fact that the fifteen lines are

arranged in sets of five all of which have a common transversal

passing through D, any of the lines meeting two of the trans-

versals. These sets of five are the systems of synthemes considered

above in (1). But the incidence theorems obtained above will hold

for the specialised figure ; and, after projection on to the plane ^= 0,

these give the properties of the Pascal figure which are the occasion

of the present note.

It may be remarked that on a general cubic surface, which does

not possess a node, there are sets of fifteen lines such as those here

denoted by the duad symbols qr\ together with twelve others, each

of the six lines here found passing through D being replaced by a
pair of skew lines. Moreover, we shall find that the general figure

n in four dimensions, here considered, is of fundamental importance
for the theory of the general cubic surface.

(5) We now give some particular examples of the theorv.

Ex. 1. Thepairs ofconjugate Steinerplanes. Let a, /S, 7, a', ^', 7'

denote the numbers 1, 2, . .., 6, in any order. In the figure H, there

pass, as we have seen, through each of .the three Cremona points,

/SV? 7 ot? ol'^' , three of the fifteen lines which are fundamental in

the figure (beside two A'-lines joining this point to the other two)

;

and the nine lines so obtained meet in threes in the points /3y,ya,al3.

The two Steiner planes {^'y', 7'a', a'/S') and (^7, ya, a^) are called

conjugate. In the Pascal figure there are two corresponding Steiner

points, which are in fact conjugate to one another in regard to the

fundamental conic. In the figure 6", we have two Steiner points ;

through each of these there pass three Cremona planes, intersecting

in pairs in three Pascal lines which pass through the point. The
three planes through one of the two Steiner points meet the three

planes through the other Steiner point in three triads of lines, of

which any two are then in perspective, the axis of perspective being

a Pascal line. By proiection to the plane ro- we obtain then a similar
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result, of which the elementary proof is indicated in more detail

below. (Ex. 5. See also v. Staudt, Crelle^ lxii, p. 142.)

Ex. 2. The Steincr planes and Ste'mer-Pliicker lines. The plane

determined by the Cremona points 23, 31, 12, is the same as that

determined by the three points F, G, H, of the six fundamental
points. The Steiner-Pllicker line determined by joining the Cremona
point 12 to the Plucker point [12], is that joining the two funda-

mental points F, G. The twenty Steiner planes are thus all the

planes each containing three of the six fundamental points, and
the fifteen Steiner-Pll'icker lines are all the lines each joining two of

these points. In the figure *S", the Steiner points are then the inter-

sections in threes, and the Steiner-Pllicker lines the intersections in

twos, of six planes, which, so far as the configuration is concerned,

may be taken arbitrarily. The corresponding points and lines in

the Pascal figure are then the projection of this very simple con-

figuration. (Cf. p. 218.)

E.v. 3. The separation of the completeJigure into sixjigures. In the

figure n, the notation at once suggests that we consider together

the set of five Cremona points such as 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 ; and there

will be six such sets, each point belonging to two sets. The five

points of a set are such that the join of any two is a Pascal line,

and the plane of any three is a Kirkman plane. In the figure S\
we have then six sets of five Cremona planes, of which any two
meet in a Pascal line, and any three in a Kirkman point. In the

plane ct, the sixty Pascal lines are thus divided into six sets of ten,

meeting in threes in ten Kirkman points, each of the Pascal lines

containing three of the Kirkman points. The configuration, in

each of the six partial figures is that of two triads in perspective,

with their centre and axis of perspective. These partial figures

were considered by Veronese.

Ex. 4. Tetrads of Steiner points each in threefold perspective

xcith a tetradofKirkmanpoints.

In thefigure H, thesixCremona
points 23, 31, 12, 41, 42, 43,

which lie in the threefold space

of the four fundamental points

F, G, H, Ry give four Steiner

planes,

a= (24,43,32), /3= (34,41,13),

7= (14,42,21), S= (23,31,12),

and four Kirkman planes,

a'=(12,13,14),y8'=(23,21,24),

7'=(31,32,34), S'=(41,42,43).

The planes a, a meet in the
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^-line ([23], [24], [34]), the planes /3, /3' meet in the ^-line ([31],

[34], [14]), the planes 7, 7 meet in the ^-line ([12], [14], [24]),
and the planes S, h' meet in the ^'-line ([12], [13], [23]) ; and these

are the four^-hnes which lie in the /-plane ([41], [42], [43]),

Hence if we consider the figure S\ we have two tetrads of points,

one formed by Steiner points, and the other by Kirkman points,

which are in perspective, the lines joining corresponding points of

the two tetrads being ^'-lines, and the centre of perspective being an
/-point.

But in fact, in this figure S\ the two tetrads are in perspective

in three other ways. In this figure, a, /5, ..., a', /3', .•• are points

;

the lines (a, S'), (/5, 7'), (7, /3 ), (6, a') also meet in a point, namely
the point (12, 13, [14]), or (12, 13, 06), a T-point. This fact we
may denote by writing

124,43,32 34,14,31 14,24,12 23,31,12
'''--' 141,42,43 31,32,34 23,21,24 12,13,14

The joins of corresponding points of these two tetrads are,

respectively, the Pascal lines 42 . 43, 31 . 34, 21 . 24, 12. 13.

Similarly the tetrads (a, /3, 7, S), (7', h\ a', /3') are in perspective

from the 'point (23, 21, [24]), or (23, 21, 56), and the tetrads

(a, /3, 7, h\ (/3', a', S', 7') are in perspective from (31, 32, [34]), or

(31,32,56). The two given tetrads, and that formed by the four

centres of perspective, form, therefore, what is known as a desmic
svstem of three tetrads, of which the points can be supposed to

have symbols of the form (cf. p. 213)

{P+Q+R+S, P-Q-R+S, -P + Q-R+S, -P-Q+R+S).

E,v. 5. Relation of the Cayley-Salmon lines and the Salmon planes.

The fifteen Pliicker points in the figure H lie in threes on the twenty

Cavley-Salmon lines, ^-lines, and in threes also on the fifteen Salmon
planes, or /-planes, forming a figure such as that occurring in the

proof of Desargues' theorem for two triads in one plane (cf. p. 214).

The figure is evidently dual with itself, in threefold space, and
has the same description in S' and in ct. Through each of the

fifteen points there pass, in S or S\ six planes and four lines, each

of the twenty lines contains three points and lies in three planes,

each plane contains four of the lines and six of the points. The
figure has been considered in Note I (§ 3).

Ex. 6. Let L^,F,IFandt/',F',f^ be two triads of points in a plane,

the lines LV\ W.WW meeting in G ; let the points (UV, W'U'\
(Fir, U'V), {WU, V'W) be denoted, respectively, by P, Q, R, and
the points {IJ'V\ WU\ {V'W, UV), (WV, VW) be denoted,

respectively, by P', Q', R ; so that, by the converse of Pascal's
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theorem, the six points P,Q',R, P ,Q,R' lie on a conic. Prove, (1), that

QQ', RR', UU' meet in a point, say, L; and, similarly, RR', PP', VV
meet in a point, say, M; and, likewise, PP,QQ\WW' meet in a point,

say, N. Let the points {PQ, R'P), {QR, P'Q'), (RP,Q'R') be denoted,

respectively, by X,Y,Z; and the points (P'Q\ RP), {Q'R', PQ),

(R'P', QR) be denoted, respectively, by X', F', Z. Prove, (2),

that X,L,X' are in line, as also F,iH, Y' and Z,N,Z' ; and that

W w

Q.

R'

P7

f^./v

R^

^
V

V

the lines XLX', YMY', ZHiZ' meet in a point. Prove also, (3), that

the lines YZ, PP', QR' meet in a point, as do the lines Y'Z , PP', QR;
that the lines ZX, QQ', RP meet in a point, as do Z'X', QQ, R'P;
and that the lines XY, RR', PQ' meet in a point, as do the lines

X'Y', RR',P'Q. Thusany twoof thetriadsl7,F,rF; L,M,N;X,Y,Z
are in perspective, as also are any two of the triads L/',F'.JF'; L,M,N;
X , Y', Z', the lines XU, YV, ZW meeting in a point, as do
X'U', Y'V, Z'lV.

Shew also, (4-), that the lines UU , VV, WW are Pascal lines each

for a proper order of the six points P, Q\ etc., on the conic, their

point of meeting, G, being a Steiner point ; and, (5), that the axis

of perspective of the triads 17, V, W and U', V', W is a Pascal line;
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that the axis of perspective of the triads t/, F, W and L, ill, A^

is a Pascal hne, and that the axis of perspective of the triads

t/', F', W and L, J/, A^ is a Pascal line; and that these three

Pascal lines meet in a Steiner point. Shew also, (6), that the lines

XLX', YMY', ZNZ' are Pascal lines, meeting in a Kirknian point,

that the lines XU, YV, ZW are Pascal lines, meeting in a Kirknian
point, and that the lines X'U\ Y'V\ Z'W are Pascal lines, meeting
in a Kirknian point.

These facts may all be obtained by application of Desargues"*

theorem.

They may also be obtained by shewing that, with that association

of P, Q',/2, etc. with the systems which has been adopted in this

note, the points U, F, W, U\ V\ W are the respective T-points

(56, 21, 23), (56, 12, 13), (56, 31, 32), (64, 21, 23), (64, 12, 13),

(64,31,32), so that the lines UU',VV',WW' are the respective Pascal

lines (23,21), (12,13), (31, 32). Then that the points L,M, A^ are the

respectiveT-points(45,23,21),(45,12,13),(45,13,23). Then that the

points X, Y, Z are the respective T-points (25, 63, 61), (15, 62, 63),

(35, 61, 62), and the points X\ F', Z' are the respective T-points

(24, 61, 63), (14, 62, 63), (34, 61, 62), so that the lines XX', YY\ ZZ'
are, respectively, the Pascal lines (63,61), (62,63), (61, 62) and the

lines YZ, Y'Z'"ave, respectively, the Pascal lines (24, 26). (25, 26),

with similar results for ZX, ZX, XY, X'Y'. The points (QR',PP'),

(RP', QQ'), (PQ', RR) are, respectively, the T-points (31, 56, 54),

(23, 56, 54), (12, 56, 54); the lines XU, X'U', YV are, respectively,

the Pascal lines (41, 43), (51, 53), (42, 43), and so on.

(6) For the literature of the matter, the reader may consult

:

Pascal, Essai pniir les coniques (1640), Oeuvres, Brunschvigg et

Boutroux, Paris, 1908, i, p. 245.

Brianchon, Memoire sur les lignes du 2* ordre (1806).

Steiner, Gergomie's Ann.xvm (1828), Ges. Werke, i, p. 451 (1832).

Plucker, Ueher ein neues Princip dcr Geometric, Crelle, v (1830),

p. 274. Also Crelle, xxxiv (1847), p. 337.

Hesse, Crelle, xxiv (1842), p. 40; Crelle, xli (1851), p. 269;
Crelle, lxviii (1868), p. 193, and Crelle, lxxv (1873), p. 1.

Cayley, various notes, beginning 1846 {Coll. Papers, i, pp. 322,

356) ; see particularly Papers, vi (1868), p. 129.

Grossmann, Ci'elle, lviii (1861), p. 174.

Von Staudt, Crelle, lxii (1863), p. 142.

Bauer, Ahh. der k. buyer. Ak. d. W'lss. (Munich) xi (1874), p. 111.

Kirkman, Manchester Courier, June and August, 1849; Camh. ana
Dub. Math. Jour, v (1850), p. 185.

Veronese, Memorie d. r. Ace. d. Lined, i (1877), pp. 649-703;
and Cremona, in the same volume, pp. 854-874.

Sylvester, Coll. Papers, i, p. 92, and ii, p. 265 (1844 and 1861).
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Salmon, Conic Sections^ 1879, pp. 379-383.

Klug, L., Die Cotifiguration des PascaTschen Sechseclces, Kolozsvdr

(A. A. Ajtai), 1898, pp. 1-132.

Cremona, Math. Annal. xiii (1878), p. 301.

Castelnuovo, Atti 1st. Venet. v (1887), p. 1249, and vi (1888),

p. 525.

Caporali, Memorie di geometria, Naples (B. Pellerano), 1888,

pp. 135, 236, 252; and Memorie...Lincei, ii, 1878, p. 795.

Joubert, Compt. Rend., 1867, pp. 1025, 1080.

Richmond, Trans. Camh. Phil. Soc. xv (1894), pp. 267-302; also

Quart. J. of Math, xxxi (1899), pp. 325-160, and Math. Annal. liii

(1900), pp. 161-176. Also QuaH. J. ofMath, xxxiv (1903), pp. 117-
154.

L. Wedekind, Math. Ann. xvi (1880), p. 236, with a bibliography.

Acknowledgments are due to Mr F. P. White, St John's College,

Cambridge, for assistance in the preparation of this note.



NOTE III

IN REGARD TO THE LITERATURE FOR
NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

The following references may be of use, as indications of ways in

which the introduction given in Chapter v may be amplified

:

R. Bouola, Non-Euclidean geometry, a critical and historical study, English by
H. S. Carslaw (Oi)eii Court Publishing- Co., Chicago, 1912, pp. 1-268).

R. Bonola, Sulla teoria delle parallele e sidle geometric non-euclidee, in Vol. i,

pp. 248-362, of Enriques' Questioni riguardanti le matematiche elementari,

1912.

D. M. Y. Sommerville, The elements ofnon-Euclidean geometry, 1914, pp. 1-274;
and, by the sameauthor. Bibliographyofnon-Euclideangeometry, St Andrews,
1911, pp. 1-403.

Simon 'Sewcomh, Eleme7itary theorems relating to...space...of uniform...curva-
ture in the fourth dimension, Crelle's Journal, lxxxiii, 1877, pp. 293-299.

H. Heknholtz, Ueber die That-sachen die der Geometric zu Grande liegen, 1868,
Ges. Wiss. Abhand., Band ii.

B. lliemann, Ueher die Hypothesen welche der Geometric zu Grunde liegen, 1854,
Ges. Werke.

F. Enriques, Prinzipien der Geometric, Enzykl. der Math. Wiss. in. 1. 1.

F. Klein, Nichteuklidische Geometrie, Gottingeu, 1913 ; Elementarmuthematik

,

1913 ; many papers in the Math. Annal. ; and Mathematical Works, in

particular Vol. i, 1921, p. 252.

D. Hilbert, Grundlagen der Geometrie (First Edit. 1899).

E. Schur, Grundlagen der Geometrie, 1909.

N. 1. Lobatschevvskv, Geometrische Untersuchungen zur Theorie der Parallellinien,

1840 (facsimile, Mayer u. Miiller, 1887).

Pangeometrie ou precis de geometrie fondee sur une theorie generate et

rigoureuse des parallelcs, 1855 (reprint, Ostwald's Klassiker, 1902).
Geometrical works of Lobatschewsky (Kasan, 1883-1886).

F. Engel, N. 1. Lobatschewsky, zwei geometrische Abhandlungen... , mit einer

Biographic, 1898, pp. 1-476.

W, Bolyai, Tentamen juventutem sttidiosam in elementa matheseos purae (1832),
with appendix by J. Bolyai, Appendix scientiam spatii absolute veram
exhibens.

J. Frischauf, Absolute Geometrie nach Johann Bolyai (1872).

P. Stiickel, W. u. J. Bolyai, geometrische Untersuchungen, 1913, two parts, each

pp. 1-281 (see also Stackel, Math. u. Naturw. Ber. aus Ungarn, xvii, 1901,
and XVIII, 1902. Also Stackel u. Engel, Math. Annal. xlix, 1897, p. 149).

F. Engel u. P. Stackel, Die Theorie der Parallellinien von Euclid bis auf Gauss,

1895, pp. 1-325.

C. A. F. Peters, Briefwechsel zwischen K. F. Gauss u. H. C. Schumacher (6 vol?.

1860-1865). See Gauss, Ges. Werke.
Cayley, Papers, n, p. 583; xiii, p. 480.

Beltrami, Saggio di interpretazione...'Sa.\io\i, 1868 (Giorn. d. Mat. vi); Teoria

fond. ...Ann. d. Mat. n (1868), p. 232; Opere Mat. (1902) i.

In what is said in the text, references to non-Euclidean geometry
in three dimensions are excluded, as belonging later. Also questions
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of Transformcation and Group-Theory are not considered (see
S. Lie, Tramfnrmationsgruppcn, iii, 1893, which gives an ex-
haustive analytical study of the Riemann-Helmholtz problem).
Further, the arbitrary limitation of the symbols adopted in Chapters
IV and V leads to the omission of many general logical questions,
Cf., for example, Dehn, Math. Annal liii (1900), pp. 404-439, and
Math. Annal. lx (1905), pp. 166-174; R. L. Moore, Tr. Amer.
Math. Soc. VIII (1907) (and Hilberfs Grundlagen).
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ADDITIONS

p. 27. Ill Ex. 4, it follows, by Ex. o, that tlie director conic of the ariveii

conic, in respect of i?' and (", touches A'B' and A'C, at B' and C, and passes

through the point, X, where C(" meets -4'/?', and through tlie point, M, where

BB' meets ("A'. From this it follows that AA' contains the point of intersection

of B'M and C'X, that is, of BB' and CO'. This simplification was suggested

1)V Mr U. J. Lyons, of the University of Sydney, to whom also several other

of the following remarks are due.

We may remark also that if the lines from three points A, B, C, respectively

conjugate, in regard to a conic, to the joins of three other points -4', B', C" , be

concurrent, the same is true of the lines from A' , B' , C" respectively conjugate

to the corresponding joins of A, B, C. When the conic is a point-pair, the result

is remarked by Steiner, Werke, i, p. 157.

And compare Moebius's theorem (Vol i, p. 61) that if a line meet B'C , C'A'

,

A'B' in F, (/, R, so that AF, B(/ , CR' are concurrent, and meet BC, C'A, AB
in P,Q,R, then A'P, B'Q, C"E are concurrent. (See also the Addition to p. 218.)

p. 29. The result in Ex. 7 suggests the consideration of a theorem with

wide bearings, relating to three triads of tangents of a conic. See the addition

to p 1-15.

p. 30. The proof of Ex. 8 may be given as follows (R. J. Lyons) : By con-

sidei-ing conies through the four points A,B,C,0, which determine an involution

on IJ, we see that the'four pairs of rays (OA, OL), (OB, OM), (OC, ON), {01, OJ),

are in involution. Hence it follows that the four pairs of rays {OA, OL'),

{OB, OM'), {OC, ON'), {01, OJ) are in involution. Whence, considering the

ranges on AB, AC, by BC, 01, OJ, M'N' , we see that M'N' touclies the conic

touohinff BC, CA, A B, 01, OJ, IJ, and, therefore, by symmetry, passes through

L'. (Cf. Ex. 3, p. 82.)

p. 32. For the theorem of Ex. 10 see Hesse, De Curds... 2. Ord., Crelle,

XX (1840), p. 301. Another view of the proof that A', A'' are conjugate is as

follows (11. J. Lyons): Let y, z be the polars of Y,Z, meeting in T, and let a

variable line through A"' meet tliese in Tj and Zj ; then the point of intersection

(A'l) of YZi and ZFj describes the line AT. But, if P be the point of contact

of one tangent from A", and ZP, YP meet y and z in Q and R, it can be proved

that A", Q, E are in line. Thus P lies on XT'; and X lies on the polar of A".

p. 34. To prove, in Ex. 11, that QMX is a self-polar triad, we may argue

as follows (R. J. Lyons): As two lines which are conjugate, in regard to the

conic 2, meet the polar of any point of either in two conjugate points, it follow^s

that the involution on MX, by conies through the four points Q, R, Q', R' , con-

tains two pairs (by QR, Q'R', and QQ' , RR') which both consist of points

conjugate in regard to 2. Hence M, N are likewise conjugate.

p. 45. For the theorem of Ex. 20, it is easy to prove that the six tangents

of two conies at three of their intersections are touched by a conic. The tan-

gents at three points of a conic meet the respective joins of the other two points

in three collinear points; and, if two lines be drawn intersecting the joins of

three points, the six lines obtained by joining each of the three points to the

two points where the opposite join is met by the two lines, touch a conic (cf.

p. 121 below). Having so determined a conic, it is to be shewn that any tangent

of this meets the twogiveu conies in harmonically conjugate pairs of points.
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But there is a simple view of the theorem, associatini;- it with the theory of

the director conic, which involves only such elements of the theory of quadric

surfaces as are explained in Chap, v (p. 189):—Given two conies in a plane,

of which /, / are two intersections, take an arbitrary point 0, not lying in the

plane of the conies, and describe any quadric surface containing the lines 01,

OJ. Then the two given conies may be regarded as tlie projections from of

two plane sections, a, /i, of the quadric. Any line /, of the original plane,

meeting either of the given conies in two points which are conjugate in regard

to the other conic (and therefore cutting the conies in a harmonic range), lies

on a plane, y, through 0. The section of the quadric sui'face by the plane y is

met by the plane a in two points P, P' and by the plane /3 in two points Q, Q',

such that the rays OP, OP' are harmonically separated by OQ, oQ' ; the lines

PP', QQ' are thus conjugate to one another with respect to the conic y. Now-

let A, B, C be the respective poles of the planes a, /a, y in regard to the quadric

surface, so that CA, CB are respectively tlie polar lines oi PP' and Q(^' in regard

to this surface. It easily follows, by the reciprocity of pole and polar, that CA,

CB are conjugate lines in regard to tlie enveloping cone of the surface drawn

with vertex C, which touches the quadric surface along the conic y ; or that

the segment AB is divided harmonically by tliis cone.

Now the locus of a point D such that the enveloping cone to the given

quadric surface, O, divides the given segment AB harmonically, is easily seen

to be another quadric surface, *, wliose section by any plane through AB is

the director conic of the section of Q. by this plane, in regard to ^-i and B

;

namely the conic which is the locus of a point, D' , for which DA, D'B are con-

jugate lines in regard to the section of Q. The quadric surface <I> contains A
and B and also the conic sections, a, ,3, of O, by the polar planes of A, B in

regard to i2.

The point C, spoken of, thus lies on this quadric $ ; and, as the plane y
passes through 0, the point C describes the conic section in which 4> is met by

the tangent plane of €i at 0. ^\'herefore the plane y touches a quadric cone

with vertex at (the polar reciprocal, in regard to 9., of the section of * by

this tangent plane). This shews that the line /, in the original plane, touches

a conic ; which is the proposition.

If /^'-i= be the equation of i2, and {y), (s) be A and B, the equation of <I> is

fx-fyz= fxyfx3- The equation of the envelope of the line / is given below iu

"the Addition to p. 142. (Cf. also the Addition to p. 120.)

p. 49. The proposition of Ex. 25 is really stated in the second paragraph

of p. Jr-A preceding (R. J. Lyons). For any conic, *, outpolar to O, meets the

polar of J, in regard to Q., in points A, B, conjugate in regard to i2, and this

polar contains the pole, 0, of 7/ in regard to €i. (Cf. also p. 80 below.)

The proposition is in Gaskin, The Geometrical Construction of a Conic

Section..., Cambridge, 1852, p. 33. See also Faure, Kouv. Ann. de Math, xix

(1860), p. 234.

The following is a generalisation of Gaskin's theorem: Let r=0, r=0, ir=0
be any three conies, and 2 be a conic which is inpolar to all these ; let * be

the director conic of 2 in regard to two arbitrary points /, /. There is then a

definite conic \U+p.V+v Tr= which pas*es through / and /, in which X, /u, v

are certain constants. The generalised proposition is tliat this conic cuts * at

right angles with respect to / and / {v. p. 03). Gaskin's theorem is the par-

ticular case of this in which U, V, H'are the three line-pairs containing a triad

of points self-polar iu regard to 2.

p. 65. It may be noticed that the theorem of the centroid does not require

Pappus's theorem, but the theorem of the orthocentre, as involving six points

in involution, does require this (\'ol. i, p. 00). Another related theorem is that
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the linei5 tlirou^h the mid-points (in respect to /, J) of the joins of a triad of
points, each at rijzflit ani^'les to the join, meet in a point. If BI, CJ meet in P,
and BJ, C7meet in P', the line PP' is at right angles to BC, and passes througli
the mid-point of BC, as is at once seen. If also CI, AJ meet in Q, and CJ, A

I

meet in Q', while AI, BJ meet in K and AJ, BI meet in R', the fact that PP',
QQ', Eli', meet in a point is a direct application of Pappus's theorem for tlio

collinear triads QJW and lUQ'. Or, otherwise, assuming the result of Ex. 1,

p. 23, for any conic through B, C, I, J, the pole of PP' is the intersection of

BC and //, so that the pole of IJ lies on PP'. Whence, taking the conic
tlirough A,B, C, I, J, the lines PP', QQ', RR' meet in the pole of //, the so-

called circumcejitre of A, B, C.

p. 70. We may remark, in Ex. 2 (R. J. Lyons), that we have the following
sequence of related pencils of rays

:

FiO,A,I,J), F{0,B,I,J), D{0,B,I,J), D{0,C,I,J),

E{0,C,I,J), E{0,A,I,J),

and the comparison of the first and last shews that a conic contains A, E, 0,
F,I,J.

p. 79. As an additional simple example, it may be proved tliat : the common
tangents of any two circles whose centres are harmonic conjugates in regard
to the foci of a given conic, touch a confocal conic.

p. 81 , The theorem that the director circles are coaxal is ascribed to Pliicker,

AnaJytisch-geomtitrische Entwicklungen (1831), ii, p. 198.

p. 83. The rectangular hyperbola whicli is also a parabola is also an equi-

angular spiral. For a conic touching the lines // and JO at Zand 0, if the

tangent at any point P, and the chord OP, meet // in T and Q, respectively,

the angle TPQ, relatively to / and J (see p. 167), is constant as P varies. Using
the symbols of points, we can suppose that Q= I+J, T='2I+ J.

p. 90. We may remark also: (a) The rectangular hyperbolas which have
a given self-polar triad of points all pass through four points, and their centres

describe the circle through the points of the triad, (b) Given four points there

is, corresponding to any point 0, a definite other point, 0', such that 0, 0' are

conjugate in regard to all conies through the four points (Ex. 15, p. 37). Hence
prove that, if OT, OT' be the tangents from a fixed point to one of a system
of confocal conies, the circle OTT' passes through another fixed point.

p. 96. We remark also

(a) If the perpendiculars from a fixed point S, to two fixed lines AM, AN,
meet these in M and N', the conic with Sas focus which touches A3I, AN, MN,
is a parabola. More generally : If the joins of a fixed point S to the poles, in

regard to a given conic O, of two lines m, n, meet these in M and N, the conic

touching the lines m, n, MN, and the tangents to Q from S, also touches the

tangents of O at tlie points where 3IN meets it.

(h) A variable chord of a conic which subtends a right angle at a fixed

point, envelopes a conic having one focus at this point. The foot of the per-

pendicular from the fixed point to the chord describes a circle (cf. p. 85). This

circle cuts at right angles the unique circle, with centre at the fixed point,

which is inpolar to the given conic ; and reduces to two lines if the given point

be on the director circle of the given conic. If the fixed point be on the given

conic, the chords of the conic subtending a right angle at tliis point, all pass

through the same point on the normal to tlie conic at this point. (The Fregier

point. Gergonnes Annates, vi, 1816, p. 231.)

B G. II 16
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p. 107. For a function of a real variable having a finite differential coeffi-

cient, there is at least one zero of this between two zeros of the function. The
following extension to a polynomial function of a complex variable (in the

first instance of the third order) seems to deserve mention: Let {a^,b^,\),

((12, f>2, 1), («3, &3, 1) be the coordinates of any three points, not lying on the line

z=0. The tangential equations of these points will then be uaj + vhi +w= 0,

etc. , say C/j= 0, etc. It follows that the equation U^ U^+ C/3 C/i + ^/j t/a= is the
tangential equation of a conic touching the three joins of the points. In par-

ticular the point of contact with the join of the points U^, U3, obtainable by
the operator udjdu' + vd/dv' + wd/dw', is the point U2+U.^— 0- This is the

harmonic of the point U^— 11^= 0, in which the join meets z= (whose coor-

dinates are M= 0, v=0, v}=l), with respect to the two points U2, U3. Thus
there exists a conic touching the three joins of the given points, at the mid-
points of these joins with respect to z= (Ex. 29, p. 53).

Now the coordinates of the line joining a point (x, y, z) to the point (1, i, 0),

on 2= 0, are ( — z, — iz, x+ iy) ; if these be substituted for u, xi, w in the tangential

equation of the conic, the result will express that the tangent from {x, y, z)

passes through the point (1, ?", 0). The substitution in uux + vh^ + w leads to

x + iy — (ui + ihi) z. Hence, if we write f for (x+ iy) z ~ '^, and yi for fii + ib-^, and
also write C foi* (*"~^2/)^ ~ ^ and -y/ for Ui-ibi, etc., the foci of the conic (cf.

p. 119) are the intersections of the two lines expressed by the single equation

(C-y2)(C-y3)+(C-ys){C-yi)+(C~7i)iC-y2)=o,

with the two lines expressed by the result of substituting ^, y/,... for f,yi,...

in tliis equation. This equation is obtainable by differentiating, in regard to f,

the equation

(t-vi)(C-r2)(C-y3)=o.

We may thus say, if on the plane representing a complex variable f, a triad of

points be given by /X^) = 0, the foci of the conic touching the joins of the pairs

of the triad at tlieir mid-points are given by (/J'(OMC—^-
A precisely similar treatment determines the tangential equation of a curve

of clutis (n — 1) touching the joins of n arbitrary points, taken in order, each
at its mid-point; and determines the foci of this curve.

p. 114. For the final statement in Ex. 8, see Morley, BiiU. Amer. Math.

Soc. I (1895), p. IIG, and the Note, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xx (1920), p.ll9.

p. 126. It may be verified that the tangents at the common points of the

two circles

.r2+/ - 2nxz -h-z'^= 0, .r^+ ?/2+ 2bxz- hh^=

touch the conic A [x -^(n— h) 2]- + By^= 2-,

where A~^ = h^+^ (n — b)'^, B~^ = h'-ab. This conic has foci at the centres of

tlie two circles ; its tangents cut the two circles harmonically. (Cf. the Addition

to p. 45.)

p. 142. The simplicity of the theory of the invariants of conies is readily

seen with the use of a cei'tain symbolical notation, first introduced by Cayley
(Paper's, 1, p. 95 (1840), etc.), but systematised by Clebsch (Bin. alg. Formen,
1872).

Consider first an ordinary binary quadratic form, ax--\-2hxy + by^. Change
the notation, writing Xi, x^ for x and y, and fln, "12? ^22 for «> /'> l>- Now intro-

duce two symbols, Oj, a2, subject to the ordinary laws of algebra, but capable

of interpretation as numbers only in products of two, according to the rule

a,nj=aij. Then the form «n •'i'^+ 2a]2'^i •^2+^'22-^'2^ f"'"!" ^^^ represented by

{aiXi + a-i x^^y which is expressed by a^^. And a symbolic form ax^y> meaning
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(ai.ri + 02.^2) («iyi + «2y2)^ being ai^Xiyi-\-a-ia2{x\y.i + .V2'jh)+a.^ x^yo, repre-

sents UiiXiyi + rti2 (^1^2 + 'i'-iyO + o.iiXi-iyi. This vanislies when the point {x-^, x^
is the harmonic conjugate of the point (^1,^2) i" regard to the pair of points

given by the vanishing of the original form cix^. If we have a second quadratic

form bi-yXx^+ ..., or b^, the condition that the pair of points given by the
vanishing of one of these forms shouhl be harmonic in regard to the pair of

points given by the other^ which is

«!! 622 -2ai2 612 +a22 ^11 = 0,

can be represented symbolically by {aiho — a2b-^Y=0, which can be written

(06)^= 0. We cannot, however, without further convention, express in the

symbolic form, for instance, the discriminant aii«22~f'i2'" of the original quad-
ratic, since a-^ a<^ — {uia.^"^ vanishes. We thus replace the discriminant by

i («iia22' + '^22<^ii'
~ 2ai2Cfi2'), where an', a^^, a^^l, are ultimately to be aji, a^i, a^,

and introduce symbols a,', a{, to i-epresent Ou', etc., which are ultimately

equivalent with aj, a^. Then we have the symbolic form

\{a-^ . a.p 4- a'? . a/^ — 2ai a^. aia.{),

or hiaia^ — aoa{Y, and this can be written \{aa'Y.
When we pass to a quadratic form in three homogeneous variables x^, Xo, x^,

if we similarly introduce three symbols «!, a.2, «3, the equation of a conic may
be represented by (ai.ri+a2 •^2 + ^3 ^3)^= 0, vvhicli may be written aj^= 0. Then
the condition that two points, (x^, Xo, x^) and (y^, 3/2, ys), or say {x) and (y),

should be conjugate in regard to this conic is represented by axCiy. This is ob-

vious at once on interpretation. But also it may be remarked that the points,

on the line joining {x) and (y), with coordinates (X.ri -|-yi, \x.2+y2, X-^s+y^),

which lie on the conic a.^— 0, correspond to the two values of X given by the

equation
X^ a^^ -\- 2X a^ a,, + a,/-= 0,

which is (Xax+ '^//)'^= Oj and, in order that these points should be harmonic in

regard to {x) and (y), it is necessary that the two values of X should be equal

and of opposite sign. This leads to the equation a^Uy^O. A similar method
at once gives the condition for a line, of coordinates Ui, U2, M3, to meet two conies

aj^= Q, b^= Q, in two pairs of mutually harmonic points. For if (y), (2) be any
two points of this line, and therefore

ui=yiZz-yzZ2, «2=y32i-yi%^ u^=y\Zo,-y%zu

the condition that the roots of one of the quadratic equations in X

X%/-|-2Xaj,o^+ a/=0, \ny^-\-1\hyh,^h;-=^,

should be harmonic conjugates in regard to the roots of the other is (p. Ill)

which is {aybi-aibyY= 0, or

[{ao,h^ - a^bi) Mj -|-(«36i - ffi63)«2 + («i&2-«2^i)«3]^=0.

This we write (abuy= 0. It is the tangential equation of the conic of Ex. 20,

p. 44.

The condition that the line (u) should touch tlie conic fix^= 0, found as the

condition that the former of the two quadratics in X should have equal roots,

is ay^.a^^~{aya^y = 0; but as this involves the coefficients in the equation of

the conic to the second degree, it can be expressed symbolically only by intro-

ducing other symbols flj', «2'j f^s'} ultimately equivalent with Ui, a^, az\ namely

by writing it as

16—2



in succession by
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p. 145. Tlie theorem, proved in Ex. 7, p. 29, that the three intersections

of a triad of tangents of a conic lie, with the intersections of another triad of

tangents, upon a conic, is capable of generalisation. If three triads of tangents
of the same conic be taken, and we consider the three conies, each containing the
six intersections of the pairs in two of the triads, then these three conies meet
in a point. More precisely, if BC, CA, AB, B'C", C'A', A'B', and //, JS, SI be

tangents of a conic, the conies containing respectively (A, B, 0, -S, /, J),

(A', B', C, S, I, J), (A, B, C, A', B\ C) meet in a point ; or, in metrical language,
if BO, CA, AB as well as B'C, C'A', A'B', be tangents of a parabola, the circles

A, B, Cand A',B', C have, beside the focus, S {\^. 81), another common point
Z/; this lies on the conic containing A, B, C, A', B', C. This can be ])roved

(C. Taylor, Anct. a7id Mod. Geom. of Conies, 1881, p. 360) by shewing tliat in

metrical language, the angle subtended at H l)y any two of the six points

A, B, C, A', B', C is equal to the angle between the two joins respectively op-
posite to these points. Of this statement a non-metrical proof is added below.
The theorem converse to the general theorem is also true, namely, if three

conies have a common point, the nine common chords of pairs of these, other
than the common chords through the common point, all touch a eonie.

The theorems however arise from the i-esult referred to in the preceding
Addition, that a line which meets three conies in pairs of points belonging to

the same involution, touches a curve of the third class. For, if this be assumed,
it is clear that the eighteen common chords of the pairs of the conies belong
to the envelope ; and that, if the three conies have a common point, all lines

through this point equally belong to the envelope. In tliis ease, then, the en-
velope degenerates into the pencil of lines through the common point of the
conies (expressed by a linear equation in the coordinates of the variable line),

and a conic envelope, which is the conic of the converse theorem just stated

(Piequet, Etude Geom— de sections coniques, Paris, 1872, p. 27, etc.).

^Ve prove the theorem of the cubic envelope in a manner different from that

ofthe preceding Addition: If alinew.r-|-t7j/-l-w'2= Omeettheconics U=(i, r=0,
Tr=0 in pairs of an involution (to which will then belong the pair in which
the line cuts any conic \U-\-fjLV+vW=Q, in which X, fx, v are any constants),

there must be, of the involution determined on the line by the conies

\U+fjLV=0, one pair lying on W=0; and, therefore, for proper values of

V, I, m, n, \, fi, there must exist an identity

XU+fj.V+vW+{/x+ tni/ + nz){zix+v2/ + ws)= 0.

Equating to zero the coefficients of x^, y^, z^, yz, zx, xy in this, and eliminating

the constants X, ^L, v, I, m, n from the resulting six equations, we find for u, v, w
a homogeneous cubic relation expressible by the vanishing of the determinant
of six rows

u
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whose tang:ential equation is u = 0. If the three conies have two common points,

we may suppose, beside the three coefficients a, that also the three coefficients

h are zero. The determinant is then the product of uv and a factor linear in

u, V, w; the envelope then consists of three pencils of lines, two with centres

at the common points, and another. If, in metrical terms, we speak of the conies

as circles, in this case, this is the theorem that any line through the radical

centre of the circles, in which the three radical axes of the circles cointersect

(p. 70 above), cuts the circles in three pairs of points in involution. If the three

conies be such tJiat there is a point whose polar line is the same for all, we
may suppose the coefficients g, h in all the conies to be zero ; the determinant
then again divides by u, and the envelope contains the pencil of lines through
the common pole. In metrical terms we may say that the twelve common
chords of three conies which have a common centre, other than the six common
diameters, all touch the same conic. Conversely, by considering the lines of

the envelope through the intersections of two of the conies, we prove that if

the cubic envelope contain a pencil of lines through a point, then this point is

either common to the three conies, or has the same polar line in regard to all

;

the former requires only one condition for the conies, while the latter requires

two.

Now, returning to the hypothesis of three triads of tangents of a given conic,

we may take for the conies U, V, IF those of which each contains the six in-

tersections arising from two triads of tangents. The cubic envelope belonging

to U, V, W must then contain all the nine tangents of the original conic, each

of which is a common chord of two of the conies U, V, W. As a cubic envelope

contains in general only six tangents of the original conic envelope, we infer

that the cubic envelope in this case consists of this conic envelope, together

with a pencil of lines through a point, and hence, in general, that the three

conies U, V, W have a common point. Conversely, the theorem stated as to

the nine common chords of pairs of three conies which have a common point

(other than the chords through this point)—that these nine choi'ds touch a

conic—follows at once.

In regard now to the proposition referred to above, from which a proof of

this result may be constructed independently of the cubic envelope : Let the

lines BC, CA,AB, as well as the lines B'C , G'A',A'B', and the lines IJ,JS,

SI, be nine tangents of a conic *. Let/ denote the conic containing A, B, G,

S, I, J, and/' the conic containing A', B, (", S, I,J ; and let H be the fourth

common point of the conies ./J/'. Further, let BC, B' C" meet IJ in A' and A",

respectively, and HA, HA' meet // in U, U' , respectively, while HS meets IJ
in K, and the conic <I> touches // in F. Then the involution determined by the

two pairs /, /and K, i^ contains the pairs A', f/and X' , U' ; and hence contains

four other pairs obtained by replacing A by /^ or and A' by B' or C". For
the triads A, B, C and S, I, J are (Ex." 21, p. 45) both self-polar in regard to

the same conic, with respect to which /and 4> are polar reciprocals (Ex. 24,

p. 47) ; thus the range of points A, B, C, S, I, J on the conic/ as seen from any
point of this conic, is related to the range, on any tangent of the conic *,

obtained by the intersections of this with the respectively opposite tangent lines

of $, BC, CA, AB, IJ, JS, SI. We consider this range "on IJ; if BC, CA, AB,
OA, OB, OC,OS meet //respectively in A', Y, Z, P, Q, R, T, these last four varying

as varies on/, and i^be the point where $ touches IJ, we infer that the range

P, T, /, / is related to the range A", F, J, I, which shews that A', P belong to

the involution determined by /, / and T,F. In particular when is at H,

the points P, T become those above denoted by U, A', respectively, and we have

the result stated above. To complete the tlieorem under consideration, it is tlien

to be sliewn, from the relations obtained, that the conic containing A, B, C
and A', B', C has H for its fourth intersection with/or/'.
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It can be shewn that any three conies U=0, V=0, Tr=0 may be regarded
as the polar conies of three properly chosen points witli respect to a sinji^le

cubic curve^ say F. Any conic XiT+iiV+v\V=0 is then the polar conic of
another point, in re^-ard to the same cubic F. The cubic envelope we have
discussed is then called the Cayleyan of F. It is clear from our deduction that
any line of the Cayleyan makes up, with another line, a degenerate conic of
the system \U->riiV-\-vW=Q (and the other line is then evidently also a line
of the Cayleyan). If we now consider the conic envelopes which are inpolar
to all of 'U=0, V=0, W=(d, these, expressed in tangential coordinates, will

equally form a linear system of three terms, say pe + cr* + T^ = 0, in which
p, (T, T are parameters (cf. p. 142) ; and we may, dually to what has preceded,
consider the locus of the points of degenerate point-pairs belonging to tliis

latter system. But a point-pair inpolar to a conic consists (pp. ;}6, 144) of two
points which are conjugate in regard thereto. Thus the locus who.se considera-
tion is suggested is that of pairs of points wliich are conjugate to one another
in regard to all the conies of the system \U+fiV+v \V=0. Such points arise

naturally from what has been said. For on any tangent of the Cayleyan there
is a pair of points which are the double points of the involution cut thereon
by all the conies of this system ; and these are conjugate to one another in

regard to all these conies. Thus the locus suggested is that of points whose
polar lines in regard to 17=0, V=0, Tr=0 are concurrent; as we see at once
by forming the deterrainantal equation which expresses the condition, the
locus is a cubic curve. It is that known as the ilacobian of the three conies.

Another definition of the curve is possible, namely the locus of the point of
intersection of the two lines of a line-pair of a degenerate conic of the system
'KU+fiV+ V Tr=0—as we may easily prove ; at a double point of the involution,

on a tangent of the Cayleyan, by these conies, there are two coincident inter-

sections of this line with a conic of the system; there is in fact a line-pair, of
two tangents of the Cayleyan, which intersect at this point. From this it follows

that we may regard the Cayleyan as the Jacobian of the system of conic

envelopes, pQ-\-(r<^ + T^ = Q, inpolar to the original system; or the Jacobian of
the original system as being the locus of points from which the pairs of tangents
to e, *, -ir form a pencil in involution.

In regard to the matters here dealt with reference may be made to Hesse,
Ueber Curven dritten Ordn., Crelle, xxxvi (1848); Cayley, Curves of the third

order (1856), Papers, n, p. 381 ; Cremona, Introduzione ad una teoria geometricu

delle curve plane, Bologna, 1861 {Opere, t. i); Salmon, Higher Plane Curves',

Picquet {loc. cit.). Several of the following examples are suggested by this last.

(a) In a system of conies \U+p.V-'rvW=0 are three whose equations can
be taken to have the forms

jfi+ '2i.iyz=0, y'-\-2mzx = 0, z^-\-2mxy=0,

where m is a constant ; and the system of conies inpolar to this system is based

upon three expressed by

mu-~vw=0, mv^ — wu= 0, mw'^ — uv= 0.

(b) Three conies having two common points can be supposed to have equa-
tions

z2 -f 2xy + 2gixz -H 2fiyz=0, {i= l, 2, 8),

and the Jacobian of these has the equation

z (z- — 2xy)= 0.

The conic z'^ — 2xy=Q cuts all three given conies at right angles in respect of

the two common points.
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(c) Three couics with a common pole and polar line are capable of the forms

^2+ l).y2+ CiZ^+ y.ys_ 0, {i=\, 2, 8)

and their Jacobian consists of the common polar line ^=0, together with a pair
of lines through the common pole.

{d) Through the four common points of any two of a set of three conies
can be drawn a conic to have two given points as conjugate points. The three
such conies have four common points.

(e) If conies which are rectangular hyperbolas in regard to two arbitrary
points 1, /(p. 83) be drawn through two given points A, B, any line which is

at right angles to AB, in regard to I, J, cuts these conies in pairs of points of
an involution.

(/) In a system of conies \U+yLV+vW=Q there is one which is a circle,

say O, with respect to two arbitrary points I, J. The circle, with centre on any
tangent of the Cayleyan of U, V, W, which contains the two double points of
the involution on this tangent, cuts the circle Q, at right angles (p. 66). Cf.

the generalisation of Gaskin's theorem given above in the Addition to p. 49.

{g) Given any four conies, there are three lines each cutting the conies in

four pairs of points of the same involution. There are in fact two linearly in-

dependent conic envelopes, say 0, $, which are inpolar to all the four given
conies (p. 142); and in the system X0+ /i$ = O there are three degenerating
into a point-pair.

p. 147. The form to which a pair of quadratic polynomials U, U' , homo-
geneous in n variables, can be simultaneously reduced by linear transformation
of the variables, depends upon the character of the discriminantal equation in

X of the quadratic U—W. We suppose here that the discriminant of both U
and U' is other than zero. The various possibilities are then all included in

the statement following: Form a symbol Sp(t)g...\)/r, where the number of 5,

(f),...,-\p- may be n, or n — 1,..., or only 1, and the positive integers/*, q,..., r
have a sum equal to n. Corresponding to Sp take p variables, say ii,..., $p',

corresponding'to (^, take 7 variables, say t;,,... ,77,; ..., and finally, corresponding

to y}rr take r variables, say Civ? Cr- The n variables ^,17,..., ( are the trans-

formed variables. Then, corresponding to Sp write down a pair of quadratic

polynomials in iy,..., ^p, of forms given immediately, say Qp and Qp ; corre-

sponding to c/)g write down a pair of quadratic polynomials in J/i, ..., J/g, say 4>g

and <Jq';...; finally, corresponding to ^r ^^I'ite down a pair of quadratic

polynomials in ^1, ..., f^, say ^^ and ^/. The rule for the forms which these

polynomials may have is the same in each case, and may be stated for Qp, Qp
only ; these are respectively

Qp'= SQp+li^p.i + i2ip-2+ -+^p-iii-

The reduced forms for the two original polynomials are then simply

cr=ep'-f-*g'+...-i-V;

these contain explicitly only the constants 3, (j), ..., -^y whose number may be

n, or ?i — 1 , . . . or only 1 . These constants need not all be different, and, in the

extreme case, may all be equal.

For the case of two conies considered in the text, the symbols ^2 ^u ^3 cor-

respond to the cases of two, or three, coincident intersections, respectively.

For the other cases given in the text the respective symbols, in order, are
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The reduction of two quadratic polynomials, as depending on the discrimi-
nantal equation, was initiated by Sylvester, Math. Papers, i (190-4), pp. 119,
139, 219. The classical account is by Weierstrass, Werke, u (1895), p. 19. It

may be remarked tliat tlie form for Gp is arbitrary, and may for instance be a
sum of squares, subject to a suitiible cliange for Gp'. For the determination of
a quadratic in regard to which the two given quadratics are polar reciprocals,

reference may be made to Proc. Camh. Phil. Soc. xxiii (1926), p. 22, where
references are given.

p. 152. We add the three following examples:

(a) Anticipating tlie definitions of angle and distance given in Chap, v,

we may associate with a circle whose equation is as in Ex. 5, p. Ill, a radius,

r, such that g~+f'^-c= r'^. Then we may prove that the cosine of the angle
between the lines drawn from the centres of two circles to one of their common
points is the sum of the products of corresponding elements of the two sets

(gi/ri,A/ri, ^ci/ri, -l/rj), {g^lr.., AlVi, -^jr^, Icilr^).

This sum is then zero when the circles cut at right angles ; and is + 1 or — 1

when the circles touch ; we may say that they touch internally when the sum
is +1, and externally when it is —1.
We may denote this sum by (1, 2). If we take five circles, by combining

them in pairs there will arise sums (?',./), for ?, ;= 1, 2, ..., 5. Prove that the de-

terminant offive rows and columns, of which {i,j) is the element in the i-th row
and j-th column, is identically zero.

As a particular application prove that if every two of the circles (1), (2), (3)
touch externally, and all these circles touch (4) internally, while (5) cuts (1),

(3) and (4) at right angles, then (25)^= 4. And interpret this when (5) is a line

(not meeting the circle (2) in real points). This particular problem goes back
to Pappus {Coll. Math, iv, xii). See Steiner, Ges. Werke, i (1881), p. 47, who
suggests (p. 51) a general problem which may be solved by the determinantal
equation suggested. See also Cayley, Papers, r(1841), p. 4; Darboux, Ann. d,

TEcole norm, i, 1872 ; and Frobenius, Crelle, lxxix, 1875. An account of Pappus's

results is given by Heath, History of Greek Math, ii (1921), p. 376. A more
general result, including the above, is this: Circles (1), (2), (3) touch one an-

other in pairs externally ; circle (4) touches (1) and (2), and surrounds all three

circles (1), (2), (3). Circle (5) cuts (3) and (4) at right angles. If x,y be the

cosines of the angles made by (5) with (1) and (2), prove that

{x-yf+ m{x-\-yf=A,

where m depends on the angle between (3) and (4), vanishing when these touch

(cf. Steiner, Werke, i, pp. 43, 135).

(JtJ) Let A, B, C be any three points of a eonic and /f the pole of the Hessian

line of A, B, C, so that AH, BC are conjugate lines, etc. ; and let any line

through H meet the conic in and 0'. Next let P, Q, R be other three points

of the conic which are apolar with A, B, C. Prove that the conies through

0, P, Q, R cut the same involution on the Hessian line of A, B, C as do the

conies through the four points 0,A, B, C; and that the double points of this

involution are on the conic through 0',H,A,B, O {cf. Ex. 26, p. 147).

Prove that there are three points. A, B, C, of a conic whereat the circle of

curvature passes through any given point of the conic—the circle of curvature

at A being that circle having three intersections with the conic coincident at

A, etc. ; further that the four points 0, A, B, C lie on a circle, and the normals

of the conic at A, B, C meet in a point, while the centroid of the triad A, B, G
is the centre of the conic (cf. p. 93, above. See Steiner, Werke, ii, pp. 377,

691, and Joachimsthal, Crelle, xxxvi, p. 95).
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(c) We may have two sets of four points, or more, on a line or on a conic,

apolar to one another, the condition, as for two sets of three points, being the
vanishing of the bilinear invariant of the two equations which determine the
sets. Prove, for example, that any conic dividing harmonically one join of a
triad of points which are self-polar in regard to a given conic 12, meets Q, in

four points which are apolar with the four intersections of Q with the other two
joins of the self-polar triad.

p. 155. A discussion of non-Archimedean geometry will be found in En-
riques, Ensyklopndie d. Math. Wiss. iii, 1, pp. 117-129; Hilbert, Grundlayen
d. Geom. ; K. Th. Vahlen, Abstrakte Geom. See also the treatise of Veronese,
Fondamenti di geometria, Padova, 1891.

p. 157. For exposition of some of the many proofs of the existence of the
roots of an algebraic equation, reference may be made to Netto's Algebra, i

(1896), pp. 25, 173; and to Enriques, Le Matematiche elementari, ii (1925),

p. 186.

p. 165. If we can construct the polar of a given point in regard to a given
conic, we can find the point P' which is the intersection of the polars ot

a point P in regard to two given conies. As P moves on an arbitrary line, P'
describes a conic through the triad of points self-polar in regard to both conies

(see p. 38). This triad is then determinable by taking three arbitrary lines.

The reader should consult the detailed discussion in Poncelet, Traite des

Proprietes Projectives (1865), i, p. 193, etc.

p. 178. For an entirely diiferent discussion see Hilbert, Grundlagen der

Geom. 1923, p. 117.

p. 181. See also Bonola, in Enriques, Le Matematiche elementari, ii (1925),

p. 309 ; K. Th. Vahlen, Abstrakte Geom. (1905), pp. 258, 261 ; J. Hjelmslev,

Math. Ann. lxiv (1907), p 472; Hilbert, Grundlagen, p. 33; and the general
references in Note in, p. 237, above. The quadrangle for which three angles

are right angles is sometimes called a Lambert quadrilateral.

p. 186. A notable deduction that the three possibilities for the Absolute
conic which are discussed in the text arise logically from the properties which
seem to characterise the space of our experience is found in Lie, Transforma-
tionsgruppen, in, 1893 (in particular, Theor. 28, p. 353). See also Poincare's

discussions in his four volumes of essays (Paris, Flammarion) ; and the general
references in Note in, p. 237, above.

That, in the Greek efforts to construct a logical theory of our conception of

rigid solid bodies, Euclid's postulate of the unique parallel was recognised as

the adoption of one alternative, seems clear from the words of Geminus
(.'' 70 B.C.) quoted in Proclus's Commentary on Euclid, Book i (? 450 a.d.).

See Heath's History of Greek Math. (Oxford, 1921), ii, p. 227: "The fact that

the straight lines converge is true and necessary, but the statement...they will

sometime meet.. .is not necessary."

In the view adopted in this volume, full clarity is obtainable only by giving

up, beside the postulate of the unique parallel, also the postulate of absolute

"length," this being regarded as only one of possible correspondences between
one pair of points and another pair of points.

Bare reference may be made here to Clifford's suggestion for parallel lines,

defined in regard to one of the two systems of generators of an absolute quadric
surface ; the line through a given point parallel, in this sense, to a given line,

is the transversal from this point to the two generators of the quadric which
meet the given line. In this connexion also the reader may prove that, con-

sidered relatively to the imaginary surface a:-+y'^ + z' + t^— 0, the angle, o.
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between any two intersecting generators of the surface x'^+y'-m'^{z'^+ fi)=
is the same, given by tan"Ha= /H2; and tlie interval between any two neigli-

bouring points of the surface is given by

ds^= difi+ dv^+ 2du dv cos a,

where tc, v are constant along generators. Regarded relatively to the former,
this latter is that called Cliiford's surface; its whole extent is finite, and the
geometry upon it is Euclidean. See Klein, Abhandl. i (1921), p. 362.

p. 199. For a fuller discussion the reader may see Bianchi, Geonietria
differcnziale, ii (1!)23), pp. 434, 506, etc.

p. 202. The rfo-- can also be expressed by

d(T-=t-" (dfi - dz^+ dx"'+ dy^)

={z'-.x--y'^)--[{zdx-xdzf + {zdij-ydzy-{xdy-ydxf\
= [d{xlt)Y^[d{ylt)f-{d{zlt)-]K

p. 206. In regard to the history of the star pentagon see Heath, Hist, of
Greek Math. (Oxford, 1921), i, p. 161.

p. 218. For configurations in general there is an Article, E. Steinitz, Kon-
figurationen der proj. Geom., Enzykl. der Math. Wiss. iii, 1, pp. 481-516.

For the particular figure of p. 218, see Veronese, Behandlung der proj.

Verhditn Projizierens imd Schneidens, Math. Ann. xix, 1882. This figure

may be regarded from many points of view. For instance, for the figure of ten
lines and ten points in a plane we may state the theorem : Omitting four lines

of the figui'e of which no three meet in a point, and their six intersections,

there remains a set of four points ; and there are, in all, five such sets of four

points. If an arbitrary point, 0, be taken in the plane, the five conies, each
through and one set of four points, have two further points, P, Q, in common

;

and 0, P,Q is a, self-polar triad in regard to the conic with respect to which
the whole figure is self-polai-. Of this result (A. C. Dixon, Quart. J. of Math.
xxiii, 1889, p. 343), a simple proof can be given by projection (of. Vol. iv of

this book, p. 11 ; also Vol. in, p. 202).

For the general figure, a simple notation for the points and spaees may be
explanied as follows: Let the aggregate of (A-+ 1) independent points which
determine a space [A], of k dimensions, be called a sbnplejc, and a flat space of

{k — 1) dimensions lying therein be called a prime. Suppose, in space of {n — \)

dimensions, we have two simplexes, each of n points, in perspective by n lines

from a point 0, every line containing a vertex of each simplex. Denote the

vertices of one simplex by the pairs of symbols («1), (a2), ..., (a,n), and the

corresponding vertices of the other simplex by (hi), (b2), ..., (b,n), the centre

of perspective, 0, being denoted by (ab). The edge joining the vertices (ar),

(«.s) of one simplex will meet the edge containing the vertices (br), (bs) of the

other simplex, say in the point (rs). The hi (n— l) points (r.s) lie in a prime,

which we may denote by [ab]. In all, including 0, we thus have

l+2n+ in(n-l), =i(n + 1) (n+ 2),

points (p(r), in which p (or a) has the range of values a, b, 1, ..., n; and every

three points of such symbols as {par), (or), (rp) are in line. If, omitting the four

points («, 71-1), (a, n), {h, n-\), (b, n) for a moment, we consider the prime

containing and the (n - 2) points (al), (a2), ...,(«, n - 2), this will contain the

points (bl), {b2), ...,(b,n-2), and, also, all the 4 («- 2) (n- 3) intersections

(pq) in which neither p nor q is(n- 1) or n. This prime also will thus contain

l + 2(w-2)+ i(n-2)(n-3),
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or \n{n — l) points ; and we may denote it by [n — 1, w]. We may likewise de-
note the prime containing all the points of the original first simplex, other
than {ar), by \hr], and similarly denote the primes of the second simplex by
symbols [«?•]. Tlie whole figure thus contains the prime [a6] and the primes
\(ir\, [br], [rs] ; in all

l+2n+|w(n-l), or i(n+ l)(n+ 2),

primes [pu]. The prime {^pa-'] then contains all points (rs) in which neither r nor
* is one of p or a- ; and it may be proved that it contains all the ^ (n — 1) (n - 2)

points of the figure which are common to the two primes [pr], {o-t], whatevet"

T may be (T= a, h, 1, ..., n). If now we replace a, b by (n+ 1) and (ra+ 2), the
notation expresses that the figure is completely symmetrical, and may be
initiated by taking any one of the \{n + V) (n + 2) points as centre of perspective

of two simplexes properly taken in the figure ; and it is not only thus self-dual,

but there exists a quadric locus, expressed by a single quadratic equation con-

necting n homogeneous cooi-dinates of the space, in regard to which the prime
[per] is the polar of the point (po"), for every one of the (ra+ 2) values of p
and (T.

A remark may be added in regard to a particular configuration, not referred

to in the text, especially as this can be used to illustrate the theory, explained

in pp. 165-173 of Vol. i, of the representation of imaginary points and lines

by means of triads of real elements. The figure referred to is that of nine

points in a plane lying by threes on twelve lines, four of which pass through
every one of the points ; so that the join of any two of the nine points contains

another of them. Take any four of these points of which no three lie in a line,

so that the join of two of them meets the join of the other two in a fifth point

of the nine; denote these four by the symbols A, B, C, D, subject to

A+B+C+D, so that the fifth point on the pair of joins is A+C or B+ D.
Then it can be proved that the nine points are those represented in the scheme

1 A, Di, D

I

Ai, A + C, Ci

I B, Bi, C

in which, if a denote one of the two roots of 0^+ 6 + 1, we have

Ai=A-coB, Bi = B~a>0, Ci= C-coD, Di = D-coA;

these lead to

A + Bi-<o^Ci=^0, B+Ci-o)2A=0, C+A-«^^i = 0, D+ Ai-a,~Bi = 0,

and the twelve lines of the figure are those containing the triads of points in

the six lines and columns of the scheme, with the six containing triads of the

scheme in which no two elements are in the same row and column (correspond-

ing to the terms in the expansion of a determinant).

Thus also the figure consists of two plane tetrads of points, each of four

points joined in order, which are inscribed and also circumscribed to one an-

other, these tetrads having the same diagonal point which is the ninth point

of the figure. The twelve lines consist then of the four joins of both tetrads

together with the two diagonals of both tetrads.

Recurring to the representation explained in Vol. i, p. 165, it follows that the

four imaginary points of tlie configuration, other than the points A, B, C, D,

A + C, are representable by triads of points on the cross joins of A, C with B
and D, requiring no additional points but the intersections of these cross joins

;

and that the six imaginary lines of the configuration, other than the six joins

of A, B, C, D, are likewise representable by triads of lines already drawn. This

interesting remark is due to Mr T. G. Room.

I
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By proper choice of coordinates the nine points may be given as the inter-

section of three lines represented by u= {x'^-y'^) {az+y)= Q, with three lines

represented by v={x^ - z^) {ay - z)=0, where 0^= - 3. The Hessian of the cubic
curve u+\v= is a curve of the same form, u+fiv=0.

For this Configuration, see also Steinitz, Enzykl. Math. Wiss. ui, \, p. 491

;

and for the group of possible interchanges of its ponits, \\'eber. Algebra, 11,

1896j p. 345, and Dickson, Linear Groups, 1901, p. 77. Also Steiner, Werke,
u, p. 435 and Netto, Combinatorik (1901), p. 202.

p. 221. Cf. also Hudson, Kummer's Quartic Surface (1905), p. 43.

p. 227. Reference may be made also to Veronese, Math. Ann. xix (1882),

p. 177, as well as to the paper by the same referred to on p. 235 of the text.
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INDEX
(The numbers refer to pages. See also p. 237 and the Additions, p. 239.)

Absolute conic, properties relative to,

166 ; by projection from a quadric,
196

Angle between two circles interpreted
on a quadric, 193

Angle properties for a circle, 75
Angular intervals for a triangle, 177,

180, 181

Anharmonic, or cross-ratio, symbol
for four points, 166 ; example of, 210

Apolar triads, 114, 117, 124, 147
Asymptotes of a conic, 77
Auxiliary circle of a conic, 85, 88,

119, 133
Axes and foci of a conic, 77, 160
Axis of relation, or axis of homo-
graphy, 16

Bauer, 235
Bipunctual conic, in regard to a triad

of points, 123
Bolyai-Lobatschewsky geometry, an-

gle of parallelism, 182; circle, 182;
equidistant curve, 183 ; horocycle,

183 ; interpretation with minimal
lines as circles, 203

Boscovich, 88
Brianchon's theorem, 25, 236
Burnside, 186

Caporali, 236
Castelnuovo, 236
Cayley's measure of interval deduced

from Laguerre's, 195-197; Cayley-
Salmon lines, 227

Centre and axes of a conic, equation
referred to, 118

Centres of similitude of two circles,

112
Centroid of three points, 64
Circle : definition and centre, 65

;

circles at right angles, or cutting

orthogonally, 66; coaxial circles, 66;

limiting points and radical axis, 66
;

inversion in regard to, 67 ; Miquel's

theorem, 70 ; circles determined by
threes of four points meet in a point,

and their centres lie on a circle, 71,

72 ; angle properties for, 76 ; com-

mon chords of circle and conic, 79;
througli three points whose joins

touch a parabola, contains the focus,

81 ; auxiliary circle of a conic, 8.5,

88, 119, 133; equation of, 107, 108;
circle through centres of similitude
of two circles, with centre on line

of centres, 132 ; after Lobatschew-
sky, 182 ; angle between two circles

interpreted on a quadric, 193
Cone, circular sections and focal lines,

209
Configurations, some examples of, 212;

a primary theorem, 218 ; see also

Note II

Confocal conies, 79, 119 ;
polars of

fixed point in regard thereto, touch
a parabola, 90 ; intersection of tan-

gents at right angles describes a
circle, 133

Conic, Absolute, 166, 196
Conic constructed : having two triads,

lying on another conic, as self-polar

triads, 45 ;
given self-polar triad and

pole and polar, 46 ;
given self-polar

triad and two points, 46; given
three points and two pairs of con-

jugate points, 165
Conic, first properties: 'definition, 10;

degenerate, 10; tangent of, 11, 14;

Maclaurin's definition of, 13; Pas-

cal's theorem, 13, 16, Note II; Re-
lated ranges and involution on, 14

;

symbols applied to, 16, 97 ;
polar

lines, 20 ; dual definition, 22 ; two
through four points to touch a line,

24; four through two points to touch
three lines, 39 ; dual of this, 41

;

conies throughtwo points containing

the threes of four given points, 61

;

conic outpolar to another, 33; tri-

angularly circumscribed, 48

Conies associated with a triad, 53, 121;

conic harmonically conjugate to a

given one, 122 ; see also Feuerbach's

theorem, Nine points circle, and Bi-

punctual
Conies through four points ; their

common self-polar triad, 23 ; cut
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an arbitrary line in pairs of points

in involution, 12; conjugate points

in regard thereto, 38 ;
poles of a

line in regard thereto, 41; two such,

whose eight tangents at the common
points meet in two points, 42 ; Pon-

celet's porism, 55

Conies touching four lines : tangents

from a point are in involution, 25

;

director circles are coaxial, 80

Conies, two, reduced equations, 146

Conjugate diameters of a conic, 77
Conjugate lines, 26, 31

Conjugate points, 28, 31 ;
given three

points of a conic, line conjugate to

one join meets other joins in con-

jugate points, 28; conjugate points

in regard to conies through four

points, 38; conjugate points, lying

on two conies, envelope of join

of, 127 ; conjugate imaginary points,

158
Contact, point of, of conic, with one

of five given tangents, 25

Coordinates of a point, 97 ; of a line, 99
Correspondence of two points in re-

gard to conies through four points,

39 ; of foci of conic touching three

lines, 77; of points of a conic, 135

Cremona, 219, 235, 236

Cross-ratio, or anharmonic ratio, for

four points, 166; example of, 210

Cubic surface with node, applied to

Pascal's figure by Cremona, 229

Curve of third order, 229

Delambre's formulae in spherical tri-

gonometry, 205
Desmic tetrads, 213, 233
Director conic of a conic, 26 ; director

circle, 80, 95, 125, 127, 151

Directrix of a parabola, 81

Discussion of a turning point in the
logical theory, 153

Distance, Riemann's formula in space

of constant curvature, 199

Double points of an involution, 3, 158

Duality in regard to a conic, 21, 22;
dual of Pascal's theorem, 25

Eleven-point conic, 41

Elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic

plane, 186
Elliptic integral, from two conies, 211

Envelope of a line cutting two conies

in harmonic conjugates, 44, 123; of

polar lines of a point in regard to

confocal conies, 90, 120 ; of line

meeting two conies in points con-

jugate in regard to a third conic,

127; the same generalised, 134; of

line joining points of two circles bi-

sected by x-adical axis, 132
Equation of a line, 98; of a point, 100

;

of a conic, 101; of tangent, and po-

lar, 104; of a circle, 107, 108; of a

conic referred to self-polar triad,

107; of coaxial circles, 109; of conic

referred to centre and axes, 118 ; of

confocal conies, 119; of a plane,

190, 191
Equidistant curve, 183
Euclid's distance, and triangle, 184,

185
Exponential function, 157
Extent, between two lines, in elliptic

plane, equal to twice their angular

interval, 188; of a plane, 188,^^201;

of a triangle, 188, 203; of a circle,

189
Exterior and interior points of a real

conic, 159, 164

Feuerbach's theorem, 59, 75, 89, 113,

122; Hamilton's extension of, 59,

117
Fifteen points on fifteen lines, three

on each, Note II

Figure determined by C«+ 2) points,

or hyperplanes, in n dimensions,
218

Focal distances for a conic, in general

form, 209, 211

Focal lines of a cone, 209
Foci and axes of a conic, 77 ; of a

parabola, 81
Foutene, 75
Four lines in four dimensions, figure

derived from, 225

Gaskin's theorem, for conies through
two points outpolar to another conic,

48
Gauss, 154, 237
Grossmann, 235

Hamilton's modification of Feuer-

bach's theorem, 59, 117

Harmonic, condition for two pairs of

points to be, 111; harmonic images,

37
Hatton, 62
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Helmholtz, 237
Hesse's theorem, 31
Hessian line of three points of a conic^

30, 124; of a circle, 148; Hessian
point of three tangents, 30; of a
parabola, 149

Horocycle, construction of, 183 ; an-
other view of, 203

Hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic

plane, 186; see Lobatschewsky

Imaginary points, 9, 158, 161; imagin-
ary and real symbols, 164; imagin-
ary conic, 163

Inpolar conic, 33-36 ; algebraic con-
dition for, 142 ; expressed by sum
of four squares, 144, 218

Interior and exterior points of a real

conic, 159, 1G4
Intersections of two conies, number
assumed, 9

Interval of two points, or two lines,

after Laguei-re, 166, 167; interval

in regard to an Absolute conic, 168

;

interval for circumference of circle,

189
Invariants of two conies, 141 ; their

geometrical significance, 142
Inversion in regard to a circle, 67;

inverse of a circle is a circle or line,

68 ; circles at riglit angles invert

into circles at right angles, 69

;

circle and two inverse points invert

into similar figure ; inverse ofcentre

of circle, 69 ; Feuerbach's theorem
by inversion, 74

Involution, 2 ; common pairs of two
involutions, 3, 158 ; composition of

a projcctivity from two involutions,

6, 50 ; on a line by conies through
four points, 4, 12 ; dual of this, 4, 25 ;

on a conic, 14 ; symbolic representa-

tion of. 111; reality of double points,

158; general involution,135 ; deter-

mined by two sets, 136 ; determined
by conies through four points,

138; apolar triads as particular
case, 147

Kirkman, 227, 235

Klug, 236

Laguerre interval, 167; angle inter-

preted on a quadric, 192, 196

Lambert's quadrilateral, 181

Length, and movement, 169

Limiting points of coaxial circles,
66

Lobatschewsky-Bolyaigeometry,angle
of parallelism, 182; circle, 182; equi-
distant curve, 183; horocycle, 183;
interpretation with minimal lines as
circles, 203

Locus of point from which tangents
to two conies form a harmonic pen-
cil, 125 ; of intersection of tangents
at right angles of two confocals, 133;
of poles of line in regard to conies
through four points, 4

Logarithmic function, 157

Maclaurin's definition of a conic, 13
Magnitude, order of, for real symbols,

156
Measurement in regard to two points,

166 ; in regard to a conic, 170, 178,
184 ; comparison of the several me-
thods, 186, 187

Metrical properties, 63 ; metrical geo-
metry in a plane witli two Absolute
points dedueible from geometry on
quadric surface, 189

Middle point of two points, 63
Miquel's theorem, for a triad of points

and three circles, 70
Morley, 114
Moulton, 186
Movement, 169

Nanson, 61
Napier's analogies, 206
Nine points circle, see i^euer^acA'*iAeo-

rem ; of self-polar triangle of para-

bola contains the focus, 83 ; is locus

of middle point of orthocentre and
point of circumcircle, 89

;
point of

contact with inscribed circle, 114
Non-Archimedean (uon-Eudoxian)

symbols, 155
Normal of a conic, 91 ; four can be
drawn from an arbitrary point, 91

;

feet lie on a rectangular hyperbola,

91 ; three of the feet and the oppo-
site of the other lie on a circle, 93,

119; normals to a parabola from a
point, their feet lie on a circle

through the vertex, 94; condition

three normals meet in a point, 119

Orthocentre of three points, 64
Orthogonal circles, condition for, 110

;

line through centre of either cuts
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circles harmonically, 66, 12G; in-

vert into orthogonal circles, 69
Outpolar conies, 33-36 ; algebraic con-

dition for, 142 ; and triangularly

circumscribed conic, 146

Pappus' theorem, complete figure, 215

Parabola, 81 ; obtained as envelope of

polars of a point in regard to con-

focal conies, 90
Parabolic, or Euclidean, plane, 186

Parameter expression for a general

conic, 103; for conic referred to

its centre and axes, 118

Pascal's theorem, 13; and related

ranges of points on a conic, 15 ;

converse of, 16 ; dual of, 25 ; Pas-

cal's hexagrammum mysticum, 219;

Pascal line, symbol for in general

figure, 223, 227; Pascal's figure de-

rived from four dimensions, 224

Pedal line of three points of a conic,

29 ; of a circle, 71 ;
pedal of conic

from focus is auxiliary circle, 85

;

of parabola is tangent at vertex, 82

;

pedal circle of a point for three

lines, 87; when point moves on a

line through circumcentre, 88; pe-

dal line for a triad in involution, 139

Perpendicular lines, 63

Plane, equation of, 190, 191

Pliicker, 227, 236
Poincare, 197
Polar line and point, in regard to a

conic, 20 ; self-polar triad, 23 ;
po-

lars of three points give a triad in

perspective with original, 27, 31,

123 ;
polar lines of a point in regard

to conies through four points meet
in a point, 37; poles of a line in

regard to conies through four points

lie on a conic, 41; dual of this, 42,

90; polar reciprocal of one conic in

regard to another, 47, 91, 140, 147 ;

polars of a point in regard to conies

through fives of six points touch a

conic, 61 ;
polar reciprocal of a cer-

tain parabola gives the rectangular

hyperbola of Apollonius, 91

Polynomial, roots of, 110, 135, 157

Poncelet's theorem, for porism of tan-

gents of conies through four points,

55, 96
Positive and negative real symbols,

155

Projectivity on a conic resoluble into

succession of two involutions, 50

Quadratic system of conies, inpolar

to another conic, 145
Quadric surface, elementary properties

of, 190
Quadrilateral with three right angles,

181

Radical axis of two circles, 66 ; radical

axes of three circles meet in a point,

70, 112
Range of points on a conic, 14, 52

;

on variable line, by conic and joins

of three points of this, 28
Real and imaginary points, 9, 160;

real and imaginary symbols, 154;
real and imaginary conic, 163

Reality of common harmonic conju-

gates with respect to two given

pairs, 158 ; reality a relative term,

160 ; reality of common self-polar

triad of two conies, 164
Reciprocal polar of one conic in regard

to another, 47, 140, 147
Rectangular hyperbola, definition, 83;

contains orthocentre of three of its

points, 84 ; conjugate diameters of,

examples of, 84 ; through three

points, locus of centres, 88

Related ranges on the same line, 1

;

condition two ranges be related,

abbreviated argument for, 8 ; re-

lation of two ranges reduced to two
involutions, 6, 50 ; envelope of line

joining corresponding points of two
related ranjres on a conic, 52

Richmond, 219, 236
Riemann's space, as derived from pro-

jective space, 1 99
Right angles, lines at, 63, 110 ; circles

cutting at, 110, 111

Salmon, 69, 227, 23G
Schoute, 236
Segre, 236, 238
Self-polar triad, in regard to a conic,

23 ; of two conies, algebraic deter-

mination of, 140; self-conjugate te-

trad, Hesse's theorem, 31

Similitude, centres of, for two circles,

112 ; circle through, with centre on
line of centres, 112, 132

Soal, 62
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Sphere, division of surface into four
equal and congruent triangles, 197,
207

Spherical and elliptic geometry, 170;
spherical geometry and plane geo-
metry, lUG, 197

Staudt, von, 232, 235; theorem of

Seydewitz, 28
Steiner, 72, 216, 2.31, 232, etc.

Sylvester, 220, 23.5

Symhols applied to involutions, 4

;

applied to initial tlieorems for a
conic, 10 ; symbol of a line, 99, 100

;

applied to general theory of conies.

Chap. Ill ; applied to measurement
of intervals, Chap, v

Syntheme, 220

Tangent of a conic, 11, 14; when tan-

gents at intersections of two conies

meet in two points, 42, %^ ; tangents

of two conies, at intersections with

a line, meet on another conic, 54;
general tangent of a conic which
touches three lines at given points,

58; tangents common to pairs of

three conies which touch three lines,

(50; tangents ofconfocal conies which
are at right angles meet on a circle,

133
Tangential coordinates, and tangential

equation, 100, 105, lOfj; of confocal

conies, 119

Taylor, II. M., 01 ; J. P., 75; C.,88
Tetrads of points of a conic whose

joins touch another conic, 90, 127

;

see also Poncelet's theoi'em

Three conies related in a particular

way, 149
Triads, two, of points of a conic : their

joins touch another conic, 29 ; two
self-polar triads are points of an-
otlier conic, 35, 45, 48 ; three triads

of points of a conic are in perspec-

tive with another triad, 52 ; relation

of a conic to a triad of general
points, 53; centroid and orthocentre
of a triad, 64

Triangle, definition of, 173 ; trigono-
metrical formulae for, 176, 177,
179

Triangularly circumscribed conic, 48,
145

Two conies, enumeration of reduced
equations in all cases, 140

Two-two relation on a conic, condition

it be derived from a general involu-

tion, 137

Veronese, 2.35

Vertex of a parabola, 82

Wallace line (pedal line), 29, 71
Weill, 1.39

White, 236
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